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ABSTRACT 

The dissertation analyses the impact of political financing regulations (PFR) on party corruption after 

the 2011 regulatory framework reform in Croatia and Serbia. In looking at PFR as an anti-corruption 

tool, the core research question of the dissertation is: What is the impact of political financing 

regulations on party corruption in Croatia and Serbia - and through which mechanisms is this impact 

achieved? 

The relationship between political financing regulation and related corruption has not been 

extensively researched.  Overall, the literature on the impact of PFR on party corruption is oriented to 

large-N quantitative comparative studies, which inevitably involve the use of indicators and proxies. 

However, these indicators fail to capture what authors claim to measure: corruption indices are much 

broader than party corruption, and PFR indices and proxies do not include implementation.  

Moreover, the studies on political financing do not address the mechanisms of how the PFR impact 

came about. In other words, whereas the existing scholarship finds that PFR failed to tackle corruption, 

it is often not interested in explaining why this is the case.  

To address this gap, the present thesis approaches the study of PFR impact on party corruption from 

a qualitative perspective. The thesis uses in-depth interviews and structured scenario discussions with 

relevant stakeholders. By focusing on qualitative data targeting specifically party corruption, rather 

than aggregate indices, and looking at the implementation of the regulations, rather than only the 

letter of the law, the thesis offers a more accurate understanding of PFR impact on party corruption. 

Moreover, the central assumption of the thesis is that to be able to fully understand the impact of 

regulations or lack of it, it is necessary to look into the motivations of the regulatees to comply. 

Following these motivations, we can better understand why certain regulatory approaches work – or 

fail to work. In this sense, the thesis theoretically draws on the regulatory literature combined with the 

political financing scholarship. Bridging the two bodies of literature is particularly beneficial for a 

more systematic research of the impact of PFR. Whereas the regulatory literature provides a 

theoretical framework for understanding motivations of political parties to comply with the 

regulations, as well as for approaches to regulatory enforcement and design, the political financing 

literature offers the basis for the analytical framework. In this sense, the present thesis contributes not 

only to unpacking the mechanisms that regulatory measures are assumed to work on, but also to a 

better understanding of how exactly PFR affects party corruption in Croatia and Serbia. 

The findings show that regulations matter, but cannot work alone. PFR and transparency measures 

overall made money in party financing ‘traceable’. Parties are more disciplined, financial reports are 

‘cleaner’, timely and becoming more accurate over time, oversight is enhanced. Regulations matter for 

closing the known and existing channels of party corruption. However, political parties seem to adapt 

their behaviour, find the loopholes and new ‘ways of doing things’ in order to avoid sanctions. Whereas 

transparency measures closed some of the usual corrupt money channels, they incentivised others and 

changed the form of corrupt practices. Still, as the thesis shows, PFR and transparency measures have 

a potential to reveal corruption networks and can be a powerful tool in the hands of free media and 

strong opposition in holding governments accountable. In this sense, more research about party 

corruption in practice, compliance motivations of political parties, as well as compliance incentives 

could make regulatory responses to party corruption more targeted and effective. 
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The Political parties have been the body and soul of our democratic structures. […] 
Unfortunately, it is often difficult to identify, prevent and remove areas of infection in the 
life of parties. […] Thus, under the cover of irregular funding to the parties, cases of 
corruption and extortion have flourished and become intertwined. […] What needs to be 
said, and which in any case everyone knows, is that the greater part of political funding is 
irregular or illegal. The parties and those who rely on a party machine […] have had, or have, 
recourse to irregular or illegal additional resources. If the greater part of this is to be 
considered criminal pure and simple then the greater part of the political system is a 
criminal system. I do not believe there is anybody in this hall who has had a responsibility 
for a large organisation who can stand up and deny what I have just said. Sooner or later the 
facts would make a liar of him. 1 Bettino Craxi, 1992 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

There is no politics without money. Money pays for the functioning of political parties, election 

campaigns, development of ideas and persuasion. Without money, parties cannot operate; without 

elections and election campaigns, representative democracies cannot exist (cf. Christiano, 2012). 

However, money in politics is a double-edged sword (OECD, 2016, p. 15): although financing of politics 

is a necessity, it is also a problem (Pinto-Duschinsky, 2002). On the one hand, money is indispensable 

for the functioning of representative democracy, political competition and expression of the political 

will of the citizens. On the other, political financing poses a risk to democracy; a risk of undue influence 

on public policy making and favouring the interest of the few at the expense of the public at large. In 

other words, political financing poses a risk of party corruption, a phenomenon that includes practices 

                                                           

1 Speech in the Chamber of Deputies on 3rd July 1992 by Benedetto "Bettino" Craxi, the Italian Prime Minister from 
1983-1987 and the leader of the Socialist Party from 1976 to 1993, before he fled to Tunisia to escape arrest following 
the fraud conviction  (from Della Porta & Vannucci, 1999, pp. 1–2) 
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such as the ability of wealthy interests to unduly influence politics, financing politics from illicit funds, 

or abuse of state resources. 

Corruption and political financing scandals are numerous in both mature and new democracies. For 

instance, Italy 1992; a big corruption affair Mani Pulite (Operation Clean Hands).  Bettino Craxi, the 

former PM and leader of the Italian Socialist Party, was one of the key people who directed the system 

of extorting bribes from companies bidding for public procurement contracts. The amount of the bribe 

would be added to the value of the contract, thus channelling the state resources to the party and its 

officials (Cowell, 1992; Rhodes, 2015). Germany 1999: the Christian Democratic Party (CDU) led by 

the then-Chancellor, Helmut Kohl, received undeclared donations from an arms dealer. The 

investigation showed that donations were actually a commission paid by a company that exported 

armoured tanks to Saudi Arabia. In addition, further investigation found that CDU had been using 

secret accounts to receive donations for a longer time (Grathwohl, 2010). Romania 2004: to finance 

his 2004 presidential election campaign, former Prime Minister, Adrian Nastase, used the profits from 

state-owned construction companies. In this way, Nastase raised close to EUR 1.6 million (T.W., 2012). 

Or more recently, France 2017: former president, Nicolas Sarkozy is about to stand trial for concealing 

spending over the legal limit during the 2012 re-election campaign through an events company. 

Moreover, Sarkozy was earlier accused of receiving EUR 50 million in illicit funds from the Libyan 

dictator Muammar Gaddafi in the 2007 election campaign (Stothard, 2017).  

Not surprisingly, the level of political trust - trust in political institutions, including political parties - 

is low. According to EU opinion surveys conducted on a regular basis on behalf of the European 

Commission (EC), in the period from 2004 to 2017, the trust of citizens in national governments and 

parliaments is rather low, ranging between 23% and 43% (Standard Eurobarometer 2004-2017). 

Further to this, according to the EU opinion survey Special Eurobarometer (2014), only 22% of 

Europeans believe that there is sufficient transparency and supervision when it comes to the financing 

of political parties. Moreover, Transparency International's Global Corruption Barometers (GCB) over 
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the years show that political parties are overwhelmingly perceived as the most corrupt institutions 

worldwide.   

Political trust is considered the core of representative democracy: trust enhances support for 

democratic values and regimes, as well as the political engagement of citizens (cf. Almond & Verba, 

1963; Hooghe & Zmerli, 2011; Mishler & Rose, 2005; Norris, 1999; Putnam, 1993). In this sense, the 

research shows that low levels of trust are connected with low levels of compliance with the law. Put 

differently, citizens who do not trust the government and the parliament are more likely to break the 

law. This, in turn, undermines the legitimacy of the government actions and the law implementation 

in general. What is more, as the research shows that political trust is positively related with 

institutionalised participation, the question that has often been on the research agenda is a 

fundamental one for democracy: If people do not trust the political system, political representatives 

and decision-makers, what is the benefit and meaning of political participation? (Hooghe & Marien, 

2013; Marien & Hooghe, 2011; Uslaner, 2007). Consequently, the decrease of political trust points to 

the crisis of representative democracy. Scholarly research identifies several sources of political trust, 

namely integrity and absence or low levels of corruption, procedural fairness, economic performance, 

responsive and inclusive institutions and political socialization (Mishler & Rose, 2001; OECD, 2017; 

van der Meer, 2017). The research furthermore shows that corruption is the key explanation for 

declining trust rates worldwide: where corruption is high, the level of political trust is lower – across 

different regions and regimes (Uslaner, 2013; van der Meer, 2017).  

In this context, various reforms were introduced worldwide to address the erosion of trust in political 

institutions. These reforms specifically aim to enhance citizen engagement in the decision-making 

process through different participatory mechanisms, as well as to strengthen transparency, 

government accountability, anti-corruption institutions and oversight mechanisms (Norris, 2011). In 

similar vein, it is assumed that political financing regulations (PFR) can contribute to rebuilding trust 

in political parties – through disclosure and transparency of political financing. Transparency of party 

financing can enhance parties’ accountability and legitimacy, decrease the space for ‘black money’ and 
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buying influence, thus building public trust in political parties and the democratic process as a whole 

(van Biezen, 2003; Falguera et al., 2014; Norris et al., 2015). Following this agenda, and “[c]onsidering 

that political parties are a fundamental element of the democratic systems of states and are an essential 

tool of expression of the political will of citizens” (CoE, 2003, p. 1), in 2003 the Council of Europe 

(CoE) recommended the introduction of common rules against corruption in the funding of political 

parties and election campaigns to its member states. Subsequently, in 2007 CoE Group of States 

against Corruption (GRECO) launched the Third Evaluation Round on the transparency of party 

funding.  

The promotion of PFR reform and the introduction of transparency measures denote a new 

momentum in the research of effects of political financing regulations, as they provided researchers 

with extensive empirical materials. Some of the questions the scholars were preoccupied with include 

understanding the variation of political finance systems across different countries, importance of 

amounts and sources of funding, as well as the impact of public funding on party systems (Scarrow, 

2007). Less research is done on understanding the impact and effectiveness of PFR as an anti-

corruption tool (Casal Bertoa et al., 2014). Following this, the regulatory design, content, expectations 

and impact of PFR and recommended best practices on preventing corruption in political financing 

are the core interest of this dissertation.  

Research Question and Literature Gap 

Croatia and Serbia, two post-communist countries and new democracies, deeply troubled by 

corruption, were among the first member states which complied with the GRECO recommendations 

and amended political financing regulations accordingly (cf. GRECO Reports). The political systems 

introduced after the fall of communism in both countries lasted for a decade and were authoritarian 

rather than democratic. The ‘democratic revolution' in Serbia in October 2000 and the end of the rule 

of Franjo Tuđman in Croatia in January 2000 marked the beginning of the ‘second transition’ and 

parliamentary democracy (Čular, 2000; Ramet & Pavlaković, 2007; Stojarová & Emerson, 2010). In 

this context, regulation of political financing was even more relevant.  Given the communist and 
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authoritarian legacy, where only the communist/ruling party had a strong organisational structure 

and access to most resources, the introduction of political financing regulation and public funding was 

essential for pluralism and competition (van Biezen, 2004; Walecki, 2005). Moreover, as many 

examples of party corruption practices from that time illustrate, the vexing relationship between 

money and politics, in both Croatia and Serbia, was unregulated. Although some basic political 

financing rules were introduced in the 1990s and early 2000s, they were scattered in different laws, 

ambiguous, not comprehensive, and mostly not implemented (GRECO, 2009; Kregar et al., 2007; 

Nenadić, 2011). Thus, corruption remained one of the most concerning societal issues, and according 

to the Global Corruption Barometer, an opinion survey conducted by Transparency International (TI), 

political parties are perceived as the most corrupt political institutions (cf. Corruption Perceptions 

Index & GCB, 2010-2017). In this context, following the EU conditionality and GRECO’s Third 

Evaluation Round, according to GRECO compliance reports, in 2011 Croatia and Serbia complied with 

the highest standards and best practices in regulating political financing and introduced new PFRs. 

Following the above, the present dissertation analyses the impact of PFR in Croatia and Serbia on 

party corruption after the 2011 regulatory framework reform. In looking at PFR as an anti-corruption 

tool, the core research question of the dissertation is: What is the impact of political financing 

regulations on party corruption in Croatia and Serbia - and through which mechanisms 

is this impact achieved? 

In more detail, the literature leads us to expect that public funding, as well as spending limits, reduce 

the advantages of political parties with access to large amounts of money and prevent undue influence 

and reliance on wealthy donors. Furthermore, control of private funding, caps on donations and 

introduction of different types of donation bans further aim at preventing undue influence. 

Transparency measures, through making the financial reports public, expect to prevent not only undue 

influence but also the abuse of state resources and a possible influx of illicit money in political 

financing. Moreover, transparency is expected to enable detection and oversight. Finally, independent 

and effective oversight and dissuasive and enforceable sanctions ensure compliance with the 
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abovementioned measures (cf. Bacio Terracino & Hamada, 2014; Falguera et al., 2014; OECD, 2011; 

Ohman, 2013). Through the cases of Croatia and Serbia, the thesis analyses these assumptions and 

maps out the actual impact of mentioned regulatory measures.  

It is important to bear in mind that the laws coming out as a result of corruption scandals will certainly 

differ from the ones that aim to respond to too high costs of the campaigns or financial crisis (Scarrow, 

2004). Therefore, in assessing the impact of political financing regulations, initial intentions of the 

law-makers should be taken into account. In this sense, PFRs in Croatia and Serbia make particularly 

good cases to observe, as corruption is a serious problem in both countries, and PFR was introduced 

as a corruption control tool. Moreover, to assess the possible impact of the PFR, regulations have to 

be implemented and enforced. In this sense, Croatia and Serbia present plausible cases as, since the 

2011 reform, PFR was implemented throughout three parliamentary elections in both countries, as 

well as one presidential in Croatia, and two presidential elections in Serbia. Overall, Croatia and Serbia 

present a context of similar political, social and economic circumstances, legacy, and political culture 

– which are all factors that might have an influence on the impact of PFR. Although both Croatian and 

Serbian PFRs correspond to the best practices on paper, they are not the same. In this sense, the thesis 

explores the differences of the introduced best practice measures, with an emphasis on different 

mechanisms of oversight, formulas for public funding, variation in disclosure requirements and 

donation limits, as well as sanctions. Thus, the comparative analysis is based on the most similar 

system design (cf. Seawright & Gerring, 2008). This design is the most suitable as the similarity of 

cases allows the control for alternative explanations. Thus, if one factor is different (in this case, 

different PFR measures) between cases, and the outcome is different (in this case, if party corruption 

is prevented), the cause can more easily be attributed to this PFR instrument.  

The relationship between political financing regulation and related corruption has not been 

extensively researched (Casal Bértoa et al., 2014).  The existing - and limited, body of research based 

on large-N comparative studies argues that political finance regulations are not effective in curbing 

party corruption (cf. Casal Bértoa et al., 2014; Dahan & Ben-Bassat, 2014; Mungiu-Pippidi, 2013; 
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Ohman, 2014). However, the data used, namely aggregate indices of corruption and PFR, does not 

support this argument (cf. Ohman, 2014). Overall, the literature on the impact of PFR on party 

corruption is oriented to large-N quantitative comparative studies, which inevitably involve the use of 

indicators and proxies. However, these indicators fail to capture what authors claim to measure: 

corruption indices are much broader than party corruption, and PFR indices and proxies ignore 

implementation. To address this gap, the present thesis approaches the study of PFR impact on party 

corruption from a qualitative perspective. The thesis uses in-depth interviews and structured scenario 

discussions with relevant stakeholders, including party officials, representatives of oversight bodies, 

experts from academia and civil society, as well as journalists covering the topic. By focusing on 

qualitative data targeting specifically party corruption, rather than aggregate indices, and looking at 

the implementation of the regulations, rather than only the letter of the law, the thesis offers a more 

accurate understanding of PFR impact on party corruption.  

Further to the above, the studies on political financing do not address the mechanisms of how the PFR 

impact came about. In other words, whereas the existing scholarship finds that PFR failed to tackle 

corruption, it is often not interested in explaining why this is the case. In addressing this gap, the 

central assumption of the thesis is that to be able to fully understand the impact of regulations or lack 

of it, it is necessary to look into the motivations of the regulatees to comply. Following these 

motivations, we can better understand why certain regulatory approaches work – or fail to work. In 

this sense, the thesis theoretically draws on the regulatory literature combined with the political 

financing scholarship. Although political financing literature offers general expectations about the 

desired effects of the PFR, the theoretical underpinning is often missing. Thus, the thesis builds a 

theoretical framework grounded in the regulatory/compliance literature. Bridging the two bodies of 

literature is particularly beneficial for a more systematic research of the impact of PFR. Whereas the 

regulatory literature provides a theoretical framework for understanding motivations of political 

parties to comply with the regulations, as well as for approaches to regulatory enforcement and design, 

the political financing literature offers the basis for the analytical framework. In this sense, the present 
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thesis contributes not only to unpacking the mechanisms that regulatory measures are assumed to 

work on, but also to a better understanding of how exactly PFR affects party corruption in Croatia and 

Serbia. 

Political Financing Regulations 

Historically, the interest in the role of the money in politics became more prominent with the 

expansion of the electorate. Political parties were not always subject to the state intervention. Up until 

the 1970s, parties were mainly financed through private donations; they were considered private 

associations, receiving money from private sources (Scarrow, 2011; van Biezen, 2004). With the 

decline of party membership, decreasing turnout and increasing volatility, the mass party model of 

funding became unsustainable (cf. Hopkin, 2004; Huebscher, 2016; Katz & Mair, 1995). Since then, 

the introduction of state funding has been a leading trend in party funding in Europe, which opened 

the way for stricter financing regulation requiring more transparency (Koss, 2010). Overall, the 

intervention in political finance grew not only through increase and provision of public subsidies but 

also through the introduction of more regulations. 

Political financing regulations can serve many purposes, including enhancing political pluralism, 

ensuring equality, increasing popular trust in political parties and reducing corruption – which is the 

focus of this thesis. The aim of PFR as an equality-enhancing tool is twofold: not only to correct 

resource inequality among the parties but also among the voters. Put differently, the PFR aims at 

limiting the influence of rich donors and create a more level playing field among the parties (cf. van 

Biezen, 2003; Scarrow, 2011). Ohman summarises the possible threat: “Politicians become less 

responsive and accountable to voters if they are too closely tied to financiers, and the equality of 

political competition is skewed if access to funds becomes a determining factor” (in Falguera et al., 

2014 p. 2).  

By and large, the PFR instruments and measures can be summarised in three major categories: 

instruments regulating the supply of political funds, its demand, and instruments ensuring 
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transparency of political financing (Scarrow, 2011). Norris and Abel van Es (2015) conceptualise types 

of policies used to regulate political financing as a continuum, reflecting the level of state involvement. 

The continuum ranges from a laissez-faire approach and free-market policies to state management 

policies that include all regulatory instruments – transparency requirements, regulation of donors and 

spending and regulation or funding or subsidies. In addition to the above-mentioned, Casas-Zamora 

(2008) adds sanctions and penalties as a separate PFR instrument. 

The most widely implemented and promoted regulatory instrument when it comes to the political 

financing reform are transparency measures. Disclosure, which refers to the timely dissemination 

financial reports, donor identities, donation amounts, and spending in general, has been recognised 

by international best practices as the key policy instrument for fostering transparency (Norris et al., 

2015; OECD, 2011). The Council of Europe is especially engaged in the issue of party financing in 

general, and its transparency in particular, through the work of various commissions and bodies. For 

instance, the Venice Commission2 in its Guidelines on the Financing of Political Parties states that 

“[t]ransparency in party and campaign finance […] is important to protect the rights of voters as well 

as prevent corruption. […] Political finance disclosure is the main policy instrument for achieving such 

transparency“ (OSCE/ODIHR, 2010, para 194 and 201, pp. 41-42). Moreover, as already mentioned, 

GRECO in its Third Evaluation Round focused specifically on the transparency of party funding with 

reference to the common rules against corruption in political funding adopted by the Committee of 

Ministers (CoE, 2003).  Furthermore, Article 7(3) of the United Nations Convention against 

Corruption (UN, 2004) compels signatory states to "…enhance transparency in the funding of 

candidatures for elected public office and, where applicable, the funding of political parties." Finally, 

in numerous policy position papers, Transparency International highlights that "[t]ransparency is the 

starting point for regulating how parties and candidates are funded. Transparency, through the full 

                                                           

2 The Venice Commission (it meets in Venice) or The European Commission for Democracy through Law is the Council 
of Europe's advisory body on constitutional matters. 
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disclosure of their political financing policies and practices, provides the ability to verify that no 

malpractice has occurred and that regulatory frameworks are being effectively implemented” 

(Transparency International, 2009 p. 2).  

Finally, in the context of discussing party corruption and the transparency of party funding, it is 

important to discuss the nature of the political party and the unitary actor assumption in this thesis. 

Parties are usually viewed as unitary actors especially in the research related to cross party 

interactions. In contrast, research related to intra-party politics understands parties as organisations 

with different leadership autonomy, centralization, coordination, resources, bureaucratic strength, 

representation strategies, etc. The focus is on the differences in organisational unity and the decision 

making processes (Katz, 2005; Scarrow & Webb, 2017). In the thesis, for discussing the concept ‘party 

corruption’ and acts considered under this notion, the party is viewed as a unitary actor. Individuals 

engage in corrupt acts, but the parties are usually described as corrupt. Although the reasons for the 

donations are often of a personal and individual character, the donations and illicit funding are made 

to party accounts. In this sense, throughout the analysis, parties are referred to as unitary actors, 

whereas individuals/officials from the party are brought up when necessary to describe the nature of 

the relationships and channels of money flow. 

Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is organised in five chapters as follows: the first chapter offers the conceptualization of party 

corruption and a review of the research done in the field of political financing and its regulation, 

focusing on research on PFR impact on party corruption. In doing that, the chapter identifies two gaps 

in political financing literature. First, the literature on PFR impact on party corruption is based on 

large-N studies and quantitative analysis, which does not accurately capture the impact due to the 

focus on different corruption indices and proxies. Second, the political financing literature captures 

the regulatory design, best practices and aims of PFR – or assumptions about the impact. However, 

what is often missing is theoretical underpinning and the explanation of mechanisms on how this 
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impact came about. In the search for a theoretical ground, the chapter turns to the review of the 

regulatory literature, more specifically enforcement approaches and compliance motivations.  

Following that, Chapter 2 builds the analytical and theoretical framework through the synthesis of 

political financing and regulatory literature. Whereas the political financing literature brings the basis 

for the analytical framework, the regulatory literature provides the theoretical underpinning. In short, 

the leading assumption in building the theoretical framework is the need to understand the 

motivations of the regulatees to be able to fully understand the impact of regulations. Through 

understanding the motivations, we can better understand to what extent and how different regulatory 

approaches work. The framework outlines two major enforcement approaches, namely punish and 

persuade approach, as well as two major compliance motivations: fear of sanctions and sense of duty. 

In political financing jargon, political parties can be motivated by fear of legal sanctions and electoral 

punishment, or by the sense of duty to act in the public interest. The motivations and enforcement 

approaches in practice are then analysed in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 2 concludes with the section on 

methodology and research design, as well as challenges in researching corruption.  

In the third chapter, the thesis sets the ground for the empirical analysis by outlining the political 

context in Croatia and Serbia and discussing the corrupt practices related to political financing before 

the 2011 reform. It brings forward the development of political financing regulations in Croatia and 

Serbia, along with the motivations for the 2011 reform. Based on the earlier developed analytical 

framework, the chapter analyses and compares the regulatory frameworks in Croatia and Serbia, with 

the aim to explore the variations in regulatory design. The chapter finishes with the analysis of 

amendments to the PFRs since 2011 reform. The analysis shows loosening of PFR in both countries, 

thus hinting at the fear of sanctions as the main motivation of the political parties. This is further 

explored in the last two chapters. 

Chapters 4 and 5 present the main empirical analysis. Whereas Chapter 4 analyses supply side, 

demand side and transparency measures by juxtaposing expected effects of the PFR and actual impact, 
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Chapter 5 focuses on oversight and sanctions. Chapter 4 maps out the measures that had the expected 

impact, but also numerous ways in which political parties seek loopholes and ignore the spirit of the 

PFR. The chapter shows that compliance is mostly symbolic and creative, thus further confirming that 

political parties are motivated by fear, rather than the sense of duty. Still, transparency measures 

function somewhat better in Croatia than in Serbia. The reasons for this difference are explored in the 

last chapter on sanctions and oversight.  

As the theoretical framework suggests, in the case of the motivations driven by the fear of sanctions, 

compliance is best achieved through the punish enforcement approach. In this sense, Chapter 5 

explores the likelihood of detection of party corruption by the oversight bodies, as well as related legal 

sanctions, as envisaged by PFR. It furthermore looks at the monitoring done by the media and the 

opposition, and the related possibility of electoral punishment. It shows that the PFR can be a powerful 

tool in the hand of the free media and the opposition, which can keep the government accountable. 

The thesis concludes by referring back to the initial question – do regulations matter? While 

summarizing the findings that show how PFR matters, but cannot work alone, the conclusion suggests 

the need for a more careful focus on the motivations of political parties and the environment in which 

they operate to enhance the PFR impact on party corruption.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

CHAPTER 1: POLITICAL FINANCING, PARTY 
CORRUPTION AND REGULATION 

 

This chapter lays out the key concepts and the review of political financing and regulatory 

literature. As party corruption is not a term widely used in the literature, the following section 

discusses the definition of corruption, and defines the practices related to corruption in political 

financing. Following that, I first review the literature and research done in the field of political 

financing, and specifically on political financing regulation and its impact on party corruption. 

Whereas the political financing literature captures the design, best practices, and aims of PFR, in 

explaining the impact on party corruption, it relies on quantitative methods and does not 

systematically consider the mechanisms of the impact. Put differently, whereas the current 

research finds that more restrictions in political financing do not lower the levels of corruption, it 

does not explain why this is the case. With the aim of better understanding the impact of PFR, I 

explore the regulatory literature, focusing on the enforcement approaches and motivations for 

compliance. This chapter thus sets the stage for the development of the theoretical framework in 

the following chapter. 
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Before moving on, another term deserves a short clarification. Several concepts are 

interchangeably used when talking about political financing: political party financing, campaign 

financing, private funding, public funding, and regular party funding. Whereas political party 

finance and regular party funding refer to the non-campaign related finances and expenditures 

(annual party activities), campaign funding refers to transactions related to election campaigns. 

Whether regular or campaign, political funds can be supplied through private donors or public 

subsidies (cf. for instance Ohman & Zainulbha, 2009). Since all types of funding are subject to 

regulation (and potentially misuse), I refer to political or party financing as both regular annual 

and campaign finance, as well as private and public financing.  

1.1 Party Corruption: Conceptualization 

Corruption is a complex, ambiguous and contested concept encompassing a variety of human 

activities and social practices. Although there is no agreement in the literature about the definition 

of corruption, the definitions used by social scientists can be categorised into several groups (cf. 

for instance Heidenheimer & Johnston, 2011; Lancaster & Montinola, 1997; Scott, 1972). As Scott 

(1972, p. 3) puts it:  

“Corruption, we would all agree, involves a deviation from certain standards of behaviour. 

The first question which arises is, what criteria shall we use to establish those standards? 

Broadly speaking, there are three criteria from which to choose: the public interest, public 

opinion and legal norms” (3). 

In addition to  Scott’s (1972) definitions oriented to public interest and public opinion, 

Heidenheimer et al. (1993) add the definitions focusing on public office and market centred 

definitions. Whereas public office-centred definitions focus on deviation from norms related to the 

public office holder’s duties, in the market-centred definitions the public servant takes office as a 

business through which income can be maximized. Finally, the emphasis in the public interest 

centred definitions is on a power holder acting against the public interest  (Heidenheimer et al., 

1993).  
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Nevertheless, all proposed definitions are either too narrow in scope, not comparable, or face the 

problem of lack of conceptual clarity. For instance, who exactly is ‘the public’ in the public opinion 

centred definitions – everyone, adults, voters, or people well informed about the issue (Gardiner, 

2011; Scott, 1972)? In the public interest-focused definitions, it is unclear what exactly public 

interest is, and who makes decisions about it. As Gardiner (2011, p. 39) noted, under certain 

circumstances, citizens may consider a corrupt act to be beneficial for the public interest, and a 

necessary tool for survival. Furthermore, the use of legal norms would run into problems in 

comparative research, as laws vary from state to state (Scott, 1972). The most widely used 

definition of corruption is misuse of public office for private gain. Although widely used, this 

definition has also attracted much criticism. It remains unclear what counts as ‘misuse’, or how to 

draw a clear difference between the ‘public’ and ‘private’ domains (Johnston, 2005; Rothstein & 

Teorell, 2015). 

In this context, the disagreement in the literature about the definition of corruption comes as no 

surprise. What is more, from the theoretical point of view, the understanding of causes of 

corruption and corresponding solutions differ across the disciplines (Della Porta & Vannucci, 1999; 

Rothstein & Varraich, 2017). For instance, the sociological and anthropological approaches see 

corruption as a contextual phenomenon depending on the culture and history (Gupta, 1995; Miller 

et al., 2001; Rothstein & Torsello, 2014). Economics approaches focus more on the public choice 

foundations and principal-agent theory. In this sense corruption is connected to rent seeking, 

economic growth and development, and curbing corruption is generally related to shrinking of the 

size of the state (for instance Tanzi & Schucknecht, 2000). Finally, political science approaches 

find causes of corruption in institutions, regime types and political systems, thus proposing the 

rule of law and the quality of government as potential solutions (Hajdinjak, 2017; Huntington, 

2011; Kunicová & Rose-Ackerman, 2005; Moran, 2001; Rothstein, 2011). 

Another major focus of the is on the different practices, forms and levels of corruption, such as 

administrative or bureaucratic corruption and political corruption, petty corruption and high level 

corruption, graft, bribes, kickbacks, embezzlement, influencing, clientelism, patronage and state 
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capture (cf. Bracking, 2007; Heidenheimer & Johnston, 2011; Rothstein & Varraich, 2017). 

However, party corruption, the concept that aims to capture corrupt practices related to political 

financing, is not widely used in the literature. Consequently, it is crucial to clarify in which 

situations political financing becomes party corruption - and which practices it includes.  

Pelletier (2014) argues that political finance can have corrupt features depending on four elements, 

–including whether a political service was received in exchange for the contribution; what the size 

of the contribution was; whether the contributor is an individual with the right to vote; and whether 

the contribution was legal. Consequently, the allowed contributions should be legal and small 

enough that any citizen with the right to vote can afford to contribute (Pelletier, 2014).  

However, it is not only excessively generous and/or illegal contributions that influence public 

decision-making which are considered problematic in political financing. Understanding 

corruption broadly as the misuse of public office for private gain, while acknowledging the 

shortcomings of this definition, this thesis thus refers to party corruption as those situations where 

political parties use their power and decision-making positions for personal or party enrichment, 

at the expense of the public good. Thus, phenomena and practices that party corruption 

encompasses include:  

 the ability of wealthy interests to unduly influence politics, such as private companies that 

have privileged access to public resources, legislative and public procurement processes; 

 the influx of illicit funding into politics, including funding sourced from organized crime, 

or the direct involvement of criminal actors in political party financing; 

 abuse of state resources, such as channelling money from state-owned enterprises to party 

accounts/for party purposes, or unauthorised use of state resources for partisan political 

purposes; 

 ‘party taxation’, when party members who were appointed to public enterprises have to pay 

a share of their salary back to the party (Falguera et al., 2014; Pinto-Duschinsky, 2002; 

Tjernström & Austin, 2003). 

 

Pinto-Duschinsky (2002) in his classification also includes vote buying, evasion of rules, and 

transparency avoidance. Whereas the evasion of rules can be understood as an attempt at party 
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corruption, evasion itself is not a form of corruption. It is, however, an offense. Similarly, vote 

buying is illegal, but not a form of party corruption per se. Moreover, the direction of influence is 

different: vote buying is an exchange of money/goods/services for political support/vote to gain 

power, rather than influencing officials in power (which is the case of party corruption). As such, 

vote buying can be defined as clientelism (cf. Nichter, 2014) rather than party corruption. In this 

sense, whereas evasion of rules will in general be considered in this thesis, it does not fit the 

definition of party corruption. Finally, vote buying will neither be considered as a form of party 

corruption, nor as a phenomenon of interest in this thesis. 

Finally, it is worth briefly discussing the terms ‘state capture’ and ‘lobbying’, as both overlap across 

the nexus between politics and business, and as with party corruption, pose a risk of being unduly 

influenced by private interest. The term state capture suggests a high level of influence over policy 

and law making by a small number of private agents, through provision of private benefits to 

politicians (Hellman & Schankerman, 2000). Although it might seem similar to undue influence 

exerted through political party financing, state capture is a more comprehensive phenomenon. 

State capture is more than corruption: it is based on personal relationships, and includes networks 

of politicians and business people, who, at the expense of the public good, systematically steer the 

distribution of resources in favour of a small group of individuals. It affects state capacity, damages 

state functions, and is systemic and institutionalised (Fazekas & Tóth, 2016; Fierăscu, 2017). 

However, as Grzymala-Busse (2008) notes, state capture does not simply deteriorate the state – 

not only do rulers extract resources from the state, weaken regulations and oversight, they also 

build and create new regulations and institutions to support their goals. Put differently, state 

capture affects ‘the basic rules of the game’ – policies, rules and regulations – and can legalise 

corruption (Rothstein & Varraich, 2017). Thus, in the case of state capture, party corruption and 

regulation reveal only a small segment of a much bigger and systemic problem. 

Somewhat differently, lobbying refers to access to agenda setting and policy making in exchange 

for information (Bouwen, 2002; OECD, 2013). Unlike party financing, lobbying does not 

necessarily involve money, but rather expertise or data (Campos & Giovannoni, 2007). In this 
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sense, unlike party financing, lobbying does not provide the decision makers with direct gains 

(Begović, 2005; Campos & Giovannoni, 2007; Giovannoni, 2011). It is sometimes difficult to draw 

a clear line between the two concepts. Still, although political financing and lobbying have some 

overlapping practices and can both lead to undue influence, lobbying is also subject to a separate 

process of regulation, which is not discussed or analysed in this thesis.  

1.2 Research on Political Financing and its Regulation 

Interest in the role of money in politics became more prominent with the grow of the number of 

eligible voters at the beginning of the twentieth century. Already at that time some countries like 

the UK, US or Canada introduced regulations on party finance (Scarrow, 2007). Political parties 

were not always subject to state regulation. Up until the 1970s, parties were mainly financed 

through private donations; they were considered private associations, receiving money from 

private sources (Scarrow, 2011). With the decline of party membership (Mair & Van Biezen, 2001), 

an ever lower voter turnout and increased volatility, the mass party model of funding became 

unsustainable (Hopkin, 2004; Huebscher, 2016; Katz & Mair, 1995).  In addition to the decline of 

traditional means of party funding, problems related to political financing emerged and increased 

due to the growing bureaucratisation of party organisations, the change in the nature of political 

competition and increasing costs of campaign expenditures (Pujas & Rhodes, 1999).  

As a scholarly response to the new circumstances that parties had to adapt to, Katz and Mair (1995; 

2009) developed the famous ‘cartel party’ thesis. They argue that political parties, in using the state 

resources, increasingly function like cartels, aiming to limit political competition and ensure their 

own electoral success. Indeed, in the past decade, the introduction of state funding has been a 

leading trend in party funding in Europe, which opened the way for stricter financing regulation 

(Koss, 2010). Overall, Scarrow observes the “…growth in state intervention in political party 

finance, both in the “carrots” of direct public subsidies for political parties, and in the “sticks” of 

political finance regulation” (2011, p. 1). Finally, the newly developed regulations, and especially 

transparency measures, denote also a new momentum in the research on political financing when 
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it comes to data: the disclosure of the financing reports and donors provided the researchers with 

extensive empirical material (Scarrow, 2007). 

Issues in political finance that received the most attention by scholars are related to the costs of 

political competition, influence of money on decision making, and rules of funding of political 

parties and elections (Nassmacher, 2009). The research on party financing regulation is largely 

focused on PFR as an independent variable, and its impact on different aspects of party 

functioning, including (to name but a few) party behaviour, competitiveness of elections and party 

competition (cf. Casas-Zamora, 2005; Nwokora, 2014; Scarrow, 2006), party system and party 

organisation (Nassmacher, 2009), number of successful new party entrants (van Biezen & 

Rashkova, 2014), party institutionalization (Booth & Robbins, 2010), legitimacy of political parties 

(Casal Bértoa et al., 2014), or the consolidation of party politics and development of political parties 

and the party systems (cf. Casal Bértoa & van Biezen, 2018; Casal Bértoa & Walecki, 2014). 

Furthermore, the debates on comparative political finance research has predominantly been 

organised around several main themes, such as variation of systems of political finance between 

countries, the sources of financing for political parties, or how do the amounts and/or the sources 

of funding matter. More specifically to PFR, scholars look into the kind of constraints that should 

be introduced, and how can/should political financing activities be controlled (Casal Bértoa et al., 

2014; Scarrow, 2007). 

Furthermore, the literature looks at the process of PFR reform through the case studies research. 

Clift and Fisher (2004) explore party finance reform processes in France and Britain. They find 

that the reforms started as a result of overall lack of regulation and dependence of parties upon 

corrupt financing networks. Scandals are often taken as triggering events for PFR reform. The 

context of the reform is often a response to scandals, but also to increasingly negative public 

opinion towards political parties (de Sousa, 2005). Nevertheless, Piccio (2014), through the case 

study of Italy, shows that corruption scandals and societal pressure alone are not sufficient to 

influence the reform. What seemed to have been the decisive factor in the case of Italy was the 

emergence of a new challenging political competitor (The Five Star Movement), which made 
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political financing the main issue in the political competition. In addition, external pressure, 

particularly from the Council of Europe, contributed to the shaping of PFR. 

In their study on the relationship between party finance reform and political scandals in Italy, 

Spain and France, Pujas and Rhodes (1999) rightly ask why have the long-established forms of 

political financing became ‘scandalous’ only since the late 1980s? Their analysis offers several 

explanations. They argue that due to a growing public sector in each of these countries, the 

opportunity structures for corruption expanded. Moreover, the change in opportunity structures 

was underpinned by a ‘cultural shift’, which involved a transformation of the public service ethics, 

as well as the rise of a 'get rich' ethos among political and business elites. As they sum it up:  

"It was the interaction of these factors, greater political competition, the role (supine or 

protagonistic) of the media and the intervention of prosecuting magistrates, that produced 

revelations of corruption, defined them as 'scandalous', secured prosecution and helped 

generate public support for reform" (Pujas & Rhodes, 1999, p. 56). 

Whereas scandals often start the reform, political financing regulation as a dependent variable (i.e.  

reasons and circumstances that influence states’ choices in adopting certain regulatory design), 

has been under-researched, and remains under-theorised (Scarrow, 2004). Nevertheless, in the 

existing research, scholars highlight especially the importance of path dependency, existing policy 

options and sequence of party regulations, as well as normative traditions and values (cf. Clift & 

Fisher, 2004; Piccio, 2014; Scarrow, 2011).  

De Sousa (2005) notes convergence of adopted instruments, especially when it comes to control of 

party financing. He explains this through similar practices and regulatory problems across 

different countries: learning from successes and failures of other countries is an important feature 

of the reform process, and as such, national legislators are more likely to adopt measures which 

were ‘tried out’ elsewhere (De Sousa, 2005). Somewhat similarly, Koss (2010) observes the 

‘convergence of party funding regimes’, especially when it comes to the introduction of public 

funding. Moreover, not only public funding, but also transparency obligations, seem to converge. 

Koss attributes these developments to growing international anti-corruption agendas and 
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international organisations such as the Council of Europe (especially the Group of States against 

Corruption - GRECO), which promotes transparency obligations as appropriate tools for fighting 

undue influence and corrupt practices in party politics (Koss, 2010; see also Walecki, 2007).,  

In addition to other aims, such as enhancing competitiveness, PFRs are also introduced to curb 

party corruption. The relationship between political financing regulation and related corruption 

has not been extensively researched (Casal Bértoa et al., 2014).  The existing body of research 

argues that political finance regulations have not shown to be effective (cf. Casal Bertoa et al., 2014; 

Dahan & Ben-Bassat, 2014; Mungiu-Pippidi, 2013; Ohman, 2014). However, the data authors used 

fail to support this argument (cf. Ohman, 2014). As the present thesis aims to contribute to the 

literature on the relationship between political financing regulation and related corruption, the 

next section discusses in more detail the current research and literature on the effectiveness of PFR 

in curbing party corruption. 

1.3 Effectiveness of PFR and Impact on Party Corruption 

The research done in the area of impact of PFR on (party) corruption focuses largely on 

quantitative analyses, using data from various corruption indices. Largely speaking, these studies 

do not adequately capture phenomena targeted by the political financing regulation. Not only is 

the measurement of party corruption problematic, but the measurement of regulation is also often 

difficult. Authors mostly either assign values to different regulatory measures or treat the measure 

in a dichotomous way based on whether it exists or not. Clearly, such interpretations take into 

account only what is written in the regulations, while leaving out crucial factors such as the 

implementation and enforcement of these regulations. 

An example of this is Casal Bertoa et al. (2014), which developed models to explain the impact of 

public funding, financial control and private funding on perceived party corruption. To measure 

party corruption, they used Transparency International’s Global Corruption Barometer (GCB)3. 

                                                           

3 GCB survey question where political parties are one of the institutional categories assessed: ‘To what extent do 
you see the following categories in this country affected by corruption?’ 
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However, although the GCB indeed includes a question on the extent to which political parties are 

affected by corruption, it can hardly be expected that citizens consider (only, if at all) financial 

reports or lists of donors while answering it. When it comes to measuring regulations, regulatory 

measures are coded in either a dichotomous fashion (for instance 1 if the anonymous donation ban 

exists, 0 if it doesn’t, etc.), or in the case of more diverse measures for which dichotomous coding 

is not appropriate, ordinal indicators are used. One example would be coding of sanctions, where 

simple pecuniary fines were coded as 1, imprisonment and/or loss of public office as 2, de-

registration or activity suspension as 3, and 0 for no sanctions (Casal Bértoa et al., 2014, p. 364). 

Whereas the coding fairly reflects the severity of sanctions, it does not tell us anything about the 

implementation of these regulations, or about their feasibility. 

Similarly, Mungiu-Pippidi (2013) correlates one of the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) – 

Control of Corruption (CCI)4 with restrictions in party funding regulations. Although the 

benchmarks for ‘restrictiveness’ are not described in the report, the report finds that the more 

restrictions on party funding exist, the more corrupt the country is. The author interprets this 

finding as a lack of effectiveness of PFR. In more detail, the author has two conclusions. First, that 

the countries which are successful in curbing corruption must have used tools other than PFR. 

Second, corrupt countries regulate more but without the desired effect. However, this does not tell 

us a lot about impact of the restrictions or the direction of the causality. In sum, not only is it not 

surprising that more corrupt countries introduce more regulations, but also the phenomena that 

the WGI Control of Corruption indicator captures is not solely affected by PFR (if at all).  

Additionally, Ben-Bassat and Dahan (2014), , use both TI’s Corruption Perceptions Index5 (CPI) 

and the WGI Control of Corruption index. However, just as with the WGI CCI, the CPI captures 

much broader practices than party corruption, thus meaning that a possible effect of PFR can 

                                                           

4 The indicator is defined as: “Capturing perceptions of the extent to which public power is exercised for private 
gain, including both petty and grand forms of corruption, as well as "capture" of the state by elites and private 
interests”   (Kaufmann, Kraay, & Mastruzzi, 2010). Clearly, CCI encompasses much broader practices than party 
corruption 
5 CPI captures perceptions of the extent of corruption in the public sector, from the perspective of business people 
and country experts (Transparency International)   
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hardly be reflected in the CPI scores. Although the authors include enforcement and probability of 

detection as important variables in measuring regulation, this probability reflects the degree of 

transparency and requirements to provide financial reports. Again, we know little on whether or 

not these measures are implemented in reality. The authors go as far as to conclude that “…the 

regulation mix of a more generous public funding and stricter regulations on contributions […] 

tends to increase the level of corruption” (Dahan & Ben-Bassat, 2014, p. 25). Given the nature of 

the measures and proxies used, such a conclusion is rather unsupported. 

To explore how political finance regulations affect control of corruption in Latin America, Lopez et 

al. (2017) used the WGI’s Control of Corruption score, and developed the Political Finance 

Regulation (PFR) Index. The PFR Index is based on the IDEA6 political finance database and, as 

the authors say, “is useful for a descriptive analysis of the world’s legislative efforts of party finance” 

(p. 14). The statistical model showed a negative relationship between the political finance 

regulations and corruption control. However, when interrelated with the independence of 

judiciary7, the correlation turns positive. The authors thus conclude that judicial independence is 

the key to the effectiveness of PFR. Whereas this conclusion certainly sounds plausible, it is 

grounded in indicators which do not measure what the authors claim or aim to measure. First, as 

mentioned earlier, the CCI index does not measure (only) party corruption – this is a composite 

indicator that captures perceptions of corruption, and is calculated based on a combination of 

several other indices and data sources. Second, the PFR Index was created based only on ‘yes/no’ 

and categorical questions from the IDEA database, which were given the value ‘yes’. Qualitative 

questions were disregarded. In this way, not only is implementation excluded from the analysis, 

but also important information about the quality of the regulations: if there is a limit on donations, 

it does not mean it is a truly restrictive one; the existence of disclosure requirements does not say 

anything about the reporting frequency or type of information required; the existence of sanctions 

does not include information about their severity. In a similar study, using the same or similar 

                                                           

6 International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance 
7 World Economic Forum -  Judicial Independence Index 
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indicators, Mungiu-Pippidi and Dadašov (2016) explored when anticorruption laws matter – and 

came to the same conclusion: legal restrictions on political financing do not reduce corrupt 

practices but maybe even trigger more illegal behaviour. As with Lopez et al. (2017), the authors 

also hint at the reasons for the lack of expected effectiveness of PFR, and highlight the importance 

of context for the effectiveness of anticorruption laws - especially the rule of law and freedom of 

the press. 

Somewhat differently, Fazekas and Cingolani (2017) look at the effect of PFR on one specific aspect 

of party corruption - public procurement corruption, that is contracts won in return for donations 

to the parties. They use big data (micro-level data from close to 3 million contracts in the EU) to 

create a novel proxy indicator of risk of high-level institutionalized corruption. Whereas this 

indicator has a clear focus, the measure for regulations again comes from coding national 

legislation and ‘measuring’ existence of certain measures between 2009 and 2014. As authors 

report, they measure changes in constrains in PFR which enables them to “…begin to identify the 

causal impact of such regulations…” (Fazekas & Cingolani, 2017). However, existence of certain 

PFR measures, rather than their actual implementation, can hardly explain causal impacts of the 

regulation. 

Avkiran et al. (2015), explore the impact of the political financing regulation on perceptions of 

corruption. They use an experimental study to show how the perception of corruption of citizens, 

who are acquainted with the political financing regulation, is substantially lower compared to the 

citizens who are not familiar with the PFR. Although this kind of inference corresponds to what is 

measured, it has implications for trust in politicians and legitimacy of democracy, rather than 

measuring the real level of party corruption, or the effectiveness of the PFR.  

Overall, as shown above, the literature on impact of PFR on party corruption is oriented to large-

N quantitative comparative studies, which inevitably involves the use of indicators and proxies. 

However, these indicators fail to capture what authors claim to measure: corruption indices are 

much broader than party corruption, and PFR indices and proxies ignore implementation. 

Moreover, the present studies do not address the mechanisms of how PFR impact came about. In 
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other words, whereas these studies find that PFR failed to tackle corruption, they are often not 

interested in explaining why this is the case. To address this gap, the present thesis approaches the 

study of PFR impact on party corruption from a qualitative perspective. More particularly, as was 

already stated in the introduction, the thesis focuses on the following research question: What is 

the impact of political financing regulations on party corruption in Croatia and Serbia - and 

through which mechanisms is this impact achieved. While the challenges in researching and 

measuring corruption, as well as the benefits of qualitative approach are analysed in the next 

chapter, the subsequent section builds up the analytical framework and presents the assumptions 

behind the PFR and its expected impact. 

1.4 Regulating Political Financing 

The aim of PFR is twofold: not only to correct resource inequality among the parties, but also 

among the voters. Put differently, the PFR aims at limiting the influence of rich donors and creating 

a more level playing field among political parties – since established parties are in a more 

advantaged position (cf. van Biezen, 2003; Scarrow, 2011). Ohman summarises the possible threat:  

“Politicians become less responsive and accountable to voters if they are too closely tied to 

financiers, and the equality of political competition is skewed if access to funds becomes a 

determining factor” (in Falguera et al., 2014 p. 2). 

By and large, PFR tackles the above mentioned inequality problem through three key approaches 

or instruments, namely regulating the supply of political funds, regulating the demand for these 

funds, as well as ensuring the transparency of political financing (Scarrow, 2011). Norris and Abel 

van Es (2015) conceptualise types of policies used to regulate political financing as a continuum, 

reflecting the level of state involvement. The continuum ranges from laissez-faire approaches and 

free market policies to state management policies that include all regulatory instruments – 

transparency requirements, regulation of donors and spending and regulation or funding or 

subsidies. In addition to these three approaches - sources of funding, political expenditure and 

financial transparency, Casas-Zamora (2008) adopts also sanctions and penalties as a separate 

instrument. 
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In addition to academics, international organisations and institutes dealing with the topic have 

begun to develop their own approaches to PFR. The International Institute for Democracy and 

Electoral Assistance (IDEA) is an intergovernmental organization that developed a database on 

Political Finance that includes laws and regulations from 180 countries. IDEA approaches the 

analysis of PFR through four key areas, namely bans and limits on private income, public funding, 

regulations of spending, and reporting, oversight and sanctions (cf. IDEA, n.d.). Furthermore, in 

its Guidelines for Reviewing a Legal Framework for Elections (2013), OSCE highlights public 

(government) funding for campaigns, private funding for campaigns, reporting and disclosure 

requirements, as well as sanctions for violations (OSCE, 2013, 2015). The recent project of Global 

Integrity, Sunlight Foundation and the Electoral Integrity Project8 - Money, Politics and 

Transparency (MPT, 2014), outlines five main instruments relevant to design a transparent 

political financing regulatory framework: direct and indirect public funding; contribution and 

expenditure restrictions; reporting and public disclosure; third party actors; and monitoring and 

enforcement capabilities.  

To operationalise regulatory design in the political financing context, I integrate and build on the 

above mentioned systematizations. The sections below analyse the PF regulatory design following 

the key questions:  

 Where does the money come from? 

 For what can it be used? 

 Is this public information? 

 Who is responsible for monitoring compliance?  

 And what happens in the case of non-compliance?  

Thus, the main elements of PFR can be subsumed under four categories, namely supply side 

regulation, demand side regulation, transparency measures, and oversight and sanctions. These 

categories are discussed in more detail in the following sections and illustrated in the Figure 1.1 

                                                           

8 The project is collecting new data designed to monitor each step in the electoral cycle. This includes the expert 
survey of Perceptions of Electoral Integrity (PEI), new public opinion data in the World Values Survey, and the 
Global database of Electoral Laws and Administration (GELA).  
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below. The presented analytical framework will be used in the empirical chapters to analyse and 

show variations between the regulatory frameworks of Croatia and Serbia.  
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Figure 1.1 : Political financing regulatory design 

 

 

 

  

Source: Author based on Casas-Zamora (2008), IDEA, 

Norris and Abel van Es (2015), OSEC (2013 & 2015), 

Scarrow (2011) 
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1.4.1 Supply Side 

The supply side regulation regulates the inflow of money in politics. The money can come from 

either public or private sources – directly or indirectly (in-kind). Direct public or state resources 

are provided as a subsidy, where the state regulates allocation and eligibility criteria and sometimes 

earmarks how these funds can be used. The state can also provide support indirectly - in the form 

of the free broadcasting and media access, tax incentives, use of state property for the purpose of 

campaigning, or use of state postal services. According to the IDEA database9, the most common 

indirect subsidy is free or subsidised access to media, followed by tax relief, provision of premises 

for campaign meetings, space for campaign materials and free or subsidised postage costs and 

transportation. The rationale behind the introduction of public funding lays in enhancing equality 

among parties and ‘releasing’ the parties from dependence on private donations and interests. 

Hence, private donations are subject to a more extensive regulation (cf. OSCE, 2015).  

Private donations are regulated through two main approaches, namely restrictions on the 

maximum amount of contributions, and through imposing conditions on the eligibility of donors 

or donations (van Biezen, 2003). In other words, limits can be either qualitative, in terms of types 

of transactions which are allowed, or quantitative – defining the amount that private or legal 

entities may donate (IDEA; OSCE, 2015). Quantitative limits can be defined differently. For 

instance, in Montenegro, natural persons can donate up to EUR 2,000 per year, and legal persons 

up to EUR 10,000. In Macedonia, private persons can contribute up to 75 average salaries per year, 

and legal persons up to 150 average salaries. In Lithuania, the limit is connected to donor’s 

personal income: during a calendar year, the total amount of donations should not exceed 10% of 

the amount of the annual income declared by the natural person for the previous calendar year 

(IDEA database). Overall, the main aim is to limit undue influence and reduce the risk of quid pro 

quo donations. In more detail, in addition to described quantitative limits, some of the most 

common qualitative restrictions include: a ban on foreign contributions to parties, a ban on 

                                                           

9 Covers 180 countries, last updated in 2012. 
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corporate contributions, a ban on donations from government contractors to parties, a ban on 

trade union contributions, or a ban on in-kind donations (Biezen, 2003; Elin et al., 2014; Norris et 

al., 2015; Scarrow, 2011).  

1.4.2 Demand Side 

The demand side regulation restricts the spending during election campaigns. Same as the 

restrictions on sources and amount of income, spending restrictions can be qualitative or 

quantitative. Quantitative limitations include imposing a ceiling on party election expenditure or 

putting a ceiling on how much funds a party can raise. The spending limit is usually defined in the 

terms of an absolute sum, but can also be tied to the amount of public funding, or determined by 

factors such as the voting population,  or the costs of campaign materials and services (OSCE, 

2015). For instance, in Albania, the limit on spending is defined as 10 times the highest amount 

received from public funds; in Tunisia, it is defined as three times the public funding provided. 

While in Italy the limit is one euro per vote, in Lithuania it is calculated based on the registered 

number of voters (IDEA database). Qualitative restrictions concentrate on earmarking, or what 

can(not) be purchased. Some examples include ban of vote buying and the use of public resources 

for partisan purposes, or even ban of advertising all together (cf. Falguera et al., 2014). 

The aim of spending restrictions is to promote a level playing field for all parties, but also to reduce 

the overall spending on election campaigns, thus indirectly tackling the supply of money: no need 

to raise more than is allowed to be spent. Put differently, spending limits decrease the risk of 

excessive spending and dependency on donors, as well as the abuse of public resources. 

1.4.3 Transparency Measures 

Making public the information on received and spent money is crucial for limiting undue influence. 

Transparency measures, i.e. disclosure of financial reports including donor identities, donation 

amounts, and spending in general, are one of the building pillars of party financing regulations. 

Transparency should help expose and punish undue influence over politicians and illicit money 

infiltrated in political financing, as well as incentivise parties to abide by the rules. Overall, it is 

expected that transparency of party financing can enhance parties’ accountability and legitimacy, 
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decrease the space for ‘black money’ and buying influence, thus building public trust in parties and 

the democratic process as a whole (cf. Norris et al., 2015; van Biezen, 2003). 

Hence, the aim of transparency measures is to make connections between donors and parties 

public through the disclosure of financial reports. This then has several purposes: to enable 

citizens’ informed voting, to curb undue influence, and finally to make oversight easier. In this way, 

not only oversight institutions can control party financing, but also media and civil society 

(Falguera et al., 2014; OSCE, 2015). The measures used to increase transparency include: 

disclosure of financial reports, donors must disclose donations they gave to parties, parties must 

disclose donors and amounts or a ban on anonymous contributions to parties (Scarrow, 2011). 

According to IDEA database, in more than half of the countries worldwide political parties have to 

report on their finances and financial reports are made public. When it comes to revealing the 

identity of the donors, whereas some 40% of the countries require full transparency, 27% require 

transparency only in some cases (usually when the amount exceeds the limit defined by the law). 

Clearly, the disclosure which would not be timely, public, reliable, accessible, and in a ‘user 

friendly’ format would not be of much use (Bacio Terracino & Hamada, 2014; van Biezen, 2003). 

Thus, not only do transparency measures include disclosure and reporting requirements, but also 

define when, in which format, how and to whom the reports should be submitted or published. In 

the words of Ohman and Santucci, the main variables of political finance disclosure are: “Who 

discloses what to whom and when”  (2009, p. 28). The participants of electoral competition are 

obliged to report when and from whom they receive, spend or borrow money. The reports should 

include amounts and nature of contributions, all expenditures, liabilities, such as loans or debts, 

as well as assets – real estate, vehicles, the content of account, etc. (Ohman & Santucci, 2009). The 

reports should be made available to the broader public, as well as submitted to the oversight body. 

Finally, disclosure should distinguish between routine funding, meant to support party 

functioning, from campaign funding, when reporting is more frequent (i.e. before, during and after 

the campaign). 
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1.4.4 Oversight and Sanctions 

Whereas supply and demand side regulation and transparency measures target the parties directly, 

aiming to change their behaviour related to corrupt practices, oversight and sanctions are there to 

enhance compliance with PFR and penalize violations. 

Generally, political finance enforcement powers can be given to electoral management bodies, anti-

corruption agencies, independent bodies, judiciary bodies, and ministries, as well as parliaments, 

constitutional courts, or tribunals (IFES, 2005).  The variety of oversight institutions can be 

systematised under internal (state institutions controlled or appointed by the parties, such as 

electoral commissions or parliamentary committees) or external, which are not under party 

control, but rather merit based, such as Court of Auditors, outsourced audit firms, etc. (Casal 

Bértoa et al., 2014).  

In addition, the oversight body can have administrative and/or investigative capacity. Whereas 

characteristics of the oversight body can be regulated in the PFR or in a separate piece of 

legislations, PFR usually defines who has the authority to oversee compliance, to which body, in 

which format and when finance reports are to be submitted, how will they be reviewed and who 

has the power to investigate potential violations (OSCE, 2015). The conditions for establishing an 

independent oversight body include appointments which are independent from the government, 

granted security of tenure and financial independence (i.e. not subject to government intervention) 

(Ohman & Zainulbha, 2009). Following this argument, external bodies are seen to be more 

independent and consequently more effective  

“…because the external financial control of party organisations, based on the pure 

application of the law rather than on partisan or political considerations, is more accurate 

and effective, requiring that parties strictly comply with all the legal requirements, parties 

will have more incentive to avoid breaking the law as any misdoing will be easily noticed 

and punished” (Casal Bértoa et al., 2014, p. 363). 

Finally, depending on the type of the violation, sanctions  can be grouped in three broader 

categories, namely pecuniary fines, including loss of public subsidies; imprisonment or loss of 
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public office and party de-registration or activity suspension (Casal Bertoa et al., 2014; van Biezen, 

2003). In more detail, according to IDEA database, financial fines are the most frequent type of 

sanction, followed by prison, loss of public funding, forfeiture, deregistration of the party, loss of 

political rights, loss of nomination of candidate, suspension of political party, and loss of elected 

office (IDEA database).  

Table 1.1 summarises the measures and aims of political financing regulations discussed above and 

matches the corrupt practice (dependent variable), with the PFR instruments (independent 

variable) and assumptions about the expected outcomes – the impact of PFR. The ability of wealthy 

donors to unduly influence politics is usually curbed through public funding, donation and 

spending limits, as well as transparency measures. Whereas public funding is expected to prevent 

reliance on private donors, limits should prevent too large contributions that can buy influence. 

Disclosure enhances oversight and enables detection. The Influx of illicit funding should be 

prevented through transparency measures, including disclosure and ban on anonymous donations. 

Abuse of state resources is tackled through qualitative spending limits and transparency measures, 

same as party taxation. Finally, effective monitoring and sanctions support compliance and 

prevent evasion of rules and avoidance of transparency measures. Following the research question, 

the thesis tests these assumptions using the case studies of Croatia and Serbia, and aims to unpack 

the causal mechanisms that PFR instruments are assumed to work on. In other words, the aim is 

to understand what is the impact of PFR on party corruption and what brings about (or not) the 

desired change in the dependent variable. 
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Table 1.1 Interaction of party corruption, PFR and expected outcomes 

Corrupt practice 
(Dependent variable) 

PFR instrument 
(Independent variable) 

Aim 
(expected change in DV) 

Ability of wealthy 
interests to unduly 
influence politics;  
 

 Public funding 

 Quantitative donation limits 

 Qualitative donation limits 

 Disclosure of donors and financial reports 

 Quantitative spending limit 

 Public funding: prevents 
undue reliance on wealthy 
donors; 

 Limits: Prevent the buying 
of political influence by 
large donors/business 
interest 

 Disclosure enhances 
oversight, enables detection 

Influx of illicit funding 
into politics 

 Disclosure of donors and financial reports 

 Qualitative donation limits (such as ban 
on anonymous donations) 

 Makes connections visible 
(and therefore less likely) 

 Disclosure enhances 
oversight, enables detection 

Abuse of state 
resources 

 Qualitative spending limit 

 Disclosure of donors and financial reports 

 Prevents abuse of state 
resources 

‘Party taxation’   Disclosure of donors and financial reports 
 

 Disclosure enables detection 

Evasion of rules and 
avoiding transparency 
(illegal, not corruption, but 
leads to it) 

 Oversight, monitoring and sanctions  Effective monitoring and 
sanctions incentivize not to 
violate regulations 

Sources: van Biezen, 2003; Elin et al., 2014; IDEA; OSCE, 2013, 2015; Scarrow, 2011, Tjernström & Austin, 2003 
 

In conclusion, whereas PFR literature clearly outlines the key measures, best practices, and 

expected outcomes of PFR, causal mechanisms and underlying motivations of the regulatees are 

rarely discussed. To put it differently, there is no clear theoretical underpinning in understanding 

regulatees’ motivations, and the corresponding enforcement approaches that enhance compliance. 

The literature on the impact of PFR for the most part consists of large-N studies without an 

overarching theory explaining the failure or success of PFR. To better understand general 

motivations of political parties when it comes to financing, and build a theoretical framework to 

analyse PFR, in the subsequent sections I look into the regulatory literature, focusing on 

enforcement approaches and motivations for compliance. 
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1.5 Enforcement Approaches: To Punish or Persuade? 

Several terms are used in the debate about design and enforcement of regulations: regulatory style, 

enforcement style, enforcement approach, enforcement strategy, enforcement action. Whereas some 

of the terms refer to the ideas behind the regulatory design, others are more practical, referring to the 

work of inspectors or government officials enforcing the rules. In this sense, enforcement approach 

refers to the strategies in designing the regulation. Quite differently, enforcement style refers to the 

interaction of inspectors or government officials with the regulatees and their discretion in enforcing 

the rules. The actions of inspectors are then referred to as enforcement practices and enforcement 

actions (Bastings, Mastenbroek, & Versluis, 2016). Whereas this distinction is essential for 

understanding of the discussion that follows, it is also important to highlight that this project is mainly 

interested in the design of regulations (i.e. enforcement approach) and their correspondence to the 

motivations of the regulatees (the political parties). As party financing is not a defined industry in the 

classical understanding of the term, and parties are not private actors, the enforcement style debate 

does not advance the analysis. Still, enforcement styles will partially be discussed in analysing the work 

of the oversight bodies later in the Chapter 5.  

Types of enforcement approaches are usually referred to as legalistic, sanctions-oriented, deterrence 

model or coercive style; as opposed to conciliatory, accommodative, compliance approach, and 

pursuing results through cooperation and consultation (Kagan, 1989). Although scholars are not 

unified in the use of terminology (cf. May & Burby, 1998), the dominant strategies in designing 

regulation can be subsumed under two key enforcement approaches: punish (deterrence strategy) or 

persuade (compliance, or cooperative strategy). 

The punish approach is accusatory and adversarial; it assumes that regulatees are amoral calculators, 

and that the regulations thus must ensure that defying the law is not economically rational. The aim is 

to detect violations of the rules and sanction the rule-breaking behaviour. Consequently, the accent is 
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on the potential to detect offenders and severity of punishments (Gunningham, 2010; Lodge & 

Wegrich, 2012; MacNeil, 2015). 

The persuade strategy emphasizes cooperation and conciliation; it is interested in ‘preventing harm 

rather than punishing evil’ (Gunningham, 2010). From the persuade perspective, in motivating human 

behaviour, rewards are considered to be more effective than punishment. Regulatory (especially 

business) approaches have been shifting from dominating command and control regulation towards 

market based incentives: the emphasis is on cooperation rather than coercion, persuasion and reward 

rather than punishment (Braithwaite, 2002). The aim is compliance through moral commitment and 

internalization of norms (Parker, 2006).  

Along the same lines, through their survey on characteristics of enforcement actions, May and Burby 

(1998) identified two key enforcement philosophies: systemic and facilitative. Whereas these 

philosophies correspond to the punish (systemic) and persuade (facilitative) distinction, May and 

Burby go two steps further in exploring the content of the two: first, by identifying five enforcement 

practices, and second, by attaching actual enforcement actions by inspectors. Whereas punish 

enforcement practices include standardization and supervision of fieldwork, ‘deterrent’ enforcement 

practices and technical assistance, persuade practices are reflected in discretionary enforcement and 

incentive practices. As also noted by the authors, technical assistance, somewhat puzzling, ended up 

in the punish approach. The authors explain this by agencies’ understanding of technical assistance as 

a routine in developing the punish approach, and distinguish it from the type of technical assistance 

that aims at persuasion and bargaining (thus reflecting a more persuasive approach) (May & Burby, 

1998). 

Inherent to both punish and persuade approaches are the assumptions about the regulatees’ 

motivations and expected behaviour – are they amoral calculators who need to be deterred by 

sanctions, or rather not. According to Lodge and Wegrich (2012), the punish approach will be more 

effective with the regulatees who are not willing to comply, whereas the persuade approach will be 
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more appropriate for the ‘well-intentioned’ regulatees. They outline two key dimensions of 

motivations, namely willingness to comply and level of knowledge about regulatory requirements (see 

Table 1.2 below). Consequently, for the regulatees who are unwilling to comply, and either ill-informed 

(principle objectors) or well-informed (amoral calculators), the punish strategy is a more appropriate 

approach. And vice versa – the persuade approach is more suitable for the regulatees who are in 

principle willing to comply, and either well-informed (honest triers) or ill-informed (organisationally 

incompetent).  

Noticeably, the debate about motivations is not a new or regulation-specific one. Similar discussions 

can be found in the new institutionalism literature and tensions between rational choice and 

sociological institutionalism, or in the work of March and Olsen (1989, 1998, 2008), between the two 

logics of action: logic of consequence and logic of appropriateness. Whereas logic of appropriateness 

is driven by the sense of identity, following the rules and necessity, logic of consequences is more 

instrumental, relies on prior preferences and expectations about consequences. In their own words:  

“Those who see actions as driven by expectations of consequences imagine that human actors 

choose among alternatives by evaluating their likely consequences for personal or collective 

objectives, conscious that other actors are doing likewise. […] Within the tradition of a logic of 

appropriateness, actions are seen as rule-based. Human actors are imagined to follow rules 

that associate particular identities to particular situations [...] Action involves evoking an 

identity or role and matching the obligations of that identity or role to a specific situation. The 

pursuit of purpose is associated with identities more than with interests, and with the selection 

of rules more than with individual rational expectations” (March & Olsen, 1998, pp. 949-951). 

Table 1.2 shows interactions between different logics of action and corresponding regulatory 

enforcement approaches. When willingness to comply is low, logic of consequence is expected to be at 

work, and punish strategies are an appropriate response. When willingness to comply is high, logic of 

appropriateness is at work. However, in the cases when level of knowledge about regulatory 

requirements is low, the persuade approach is more suitable. 
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Table 1.2 Interaction between different logics of action and corresponding regulatory enforcement 
approaches 

 
Willingness to comply 

Low High 

Level of knowledge about 
regulatory requirements 

High Amoral calculators Honest triers 

Low Principled objectors 
Organizationally 

incompetent 

  
(logic of consequence) 

↑ 
PUNISH 

(logic of appropriateness) 
↑ 

PERSUADE 
Source: adapted from Lodge & Wegrich, 2012, p. 80 

Regardless of the conceptual divisions, the logics of action, same as the enforcement approaches, are 

not mutually exclusive. Regulatees (can) have mixed motivations, requiring responses in the form of 

mixed enforcement strategies. In this light, the subsequent sections discuss in more detail the available 

mixes of enforcement approaches and the motivators for compliance in the context of logics of action.   

1.6 Mixed Enforcement Strategies 

The punish and persuade approaches are not without problems. On the one hand, in the punish 

approach, if penalties are either too light to discourage rational misbehaviour, or too large, thus 

exceeding the capacity of regulatees to pay, the punish strategy leads to ‘deterrence trap’. Furthermore, 

in the case of low penalties and/or imperfect detection system, a way to circumvent the spirit of the 

law is symbolic compliance. Symbolic compliance refers to ‘window dressing’ that, opposite to the 

intention of the regulations, leads to no real change in  the policy (cf. Bátory, 2016; Hillier et al., 2008) 

Thus, symbolic compliance is cosmetic rather than substantive. It is specific for contexts where formal 

regulation is adopted, but no clear measures for assessing effectiveness exist and regulatees can mimic 

the effective compliance (cf. Krawiec, 2003; Krieger, Best, & Edelman, 2015). Another way to avoid 

punishment, but also the intended impact of the regulation, is creative compliance. Creative 

compliance is described as perfectly legal, complying with the regulation on paper – however 

circumventing the purpose of it in practice (Bátory, 2016; McBarnet, 2001; Picciotto, 2007). It includes 

looking for gaps, exemptions, exclusions, as well as the limitations of the rules. It arises due to the 

attitude that regulations are open to interpretation, seeking for loopholes, as well as due to the 
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regulatory process itself – where not all particular situations can be predicted and regulated 

(McBarnet, 2001).  

The persuade approach also has its own challenges, starting with the likely non-compliance and 

exploitation. To rely on this approach, regulatees’ motives and opportunities have to be well-assessed. 

In addition, there is a threat of too friendly relationships between the regulator/enforcer and the 

regulatee that can lead to negotiated non-compliance, or rather relaxed regulatory arrangements 

which do not lead to improved compliance. On contrary, ‘good compliers’  might be discouraged when 

‘poor compliers’ are not punished  (Lodge & Wegrich, 2012). Braithwaite (2002) argues that, in order 

to work, persuasion has to be supported by punishment. Consequently, the key is in the balance and 

knowing when to punish and when to persuade. In words of Ayres & Braithwaite:  

“To reject punitive regulation is naïve; to be totally committed to it is to lead the charge of the 

Light Brigade. The trick of successful regulation is to establish a synergy between punishment 

and persuasion” (1992, p. 25).  

Punishment versus persuasion has been at the centre of the enforcement approaches debate. However, 

given the variety of motivations, the discussion on regulatory responses expands to mixed enforcement 

strategies including smart regulation and responsive regulation, risk-based regulation, meta-

regulation and self-regulation (cf. Baldwin, Cave, & Lodge, 2010, 2012; Lodge & Wegrich, 2012).  

Ayres and Braithwaite (1992) further build upon the idea that persuasion without the support of 

punishment will not be effective and introduce the notion of responsive regulation and enforcement 

pyramid. They argue that the variety of punishment options and regulatory strategies give the state 

more capacity to enforce compliance. As punish approach is resource-intensive, it is cheaper to rely on 

persuade strategy and start from the ‘bottom’ of the pyramid, namely warnings and advice, through 

administrative penalties, to criminal sanctions and incarceration or revocation.  Since escalating up 

the pyramid means also more costs for the regulatee, it is in their interest to make regulations work on 

the lower levels (Ayres & Braithwaite, 1992). 
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This approach raises many challenges, including constant interpretation of responsive regulation and 

individual judgement rather than relying on written rules or continuous interaction between the 

regulatees and the enforcer. One of the major challenges of the responsive regulation is the assumption 

of ‘unified regulator’ that unifies information gathering and behaviour modification which does not 

correspond to empirical evidence and practice (Lodge & Wegrich, 2012). This fragmented regulatory 

space was a building stone for smart regulation. Smart regulation understands the regulations beyond 

the dichotomic process that involves governments and business. Thus, it is interested in regulatory 

pluralism and including other actors in the regulatory process through self-regulation and co-

regulation (Gunningham, 2010).  

Although the definition of self-regulation varies across the literature, one of the common 

denominators is that the rules are crated, imposed and/or enforced by the regulatee itself. Self-

regulation means that regulatory target imposes commands and consequences upon itself. In  other 

words, it brings unity of the regulator and the target (cf. Coglianese & Mendelson, 2010; Harrison et 

al., 2004). The theory behind the self- regulation is giving more discretion to the regulatees. In this 

way, the regulatees can decide on the shape and content of the regulation (Coglianese & Mendelson, 

2010). On the one hand, the advantage of self-regulation includes better access to (insider) 

information and not only cost saving in this sense, but also in the sense of better efficiency of the 

regulation (Harrison et al., 2004). In addition to the lower costs, benefits of self-regulation can be 

summed up under speed, flexibility, and sensitivity to market circumstances (Gunningham & Rees, 

1997). The idea is built on the assumption that in the long run the voluntary commitment will be more 

effective. However, on the other hand, self-regulation also poses the threat of capture – thus serving 

the industry, rather than the public interest (Gunningham & Rees, 1997; Harrison et al., 2004). 

Following that, self-regulation is often connected to the notion of symbolic compliance – as being 
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adopted for window dressing rather than enhancing compliance and changing existing practices (cf. 

Short & Toffel, 2010). As Braithwaite sums it up:  

‘’Self-regulation is frequently an attempt to deceive the public into believing in the 

responsibility of an irresponsible industry. Sometimes it is a strategy to give the government 

an excuse for not doing its job. Equally, however, sometimes it does work better than 

government regulation because the industry is more committed to it and because it is more 

flexible than the law’’ (Braithwaite, 1993). 

The abovementioned alternatives are by no means the only ones, but do represent departing from the 

traditional and costly command and control approach to regulation. Generally speaking, in addition 

to self-regulation and variants of traditional regulation that ‘relax’ the punish approach, alternatives 

include market based regulations, which rely on incentives and self-interest, as well as architecture 

based regulation, which aim to change behaviour through design and ‘nudging’. Nevertheless, the 

normative power of regulation should not be neglected (Lodge & Wegrich, 2012). In sum, all 

approaches are based on underlying assumptions about human behaviour – be it rational self-interest 

or normative duty. These motivations and barriers to compliance are further discussed in the following 

section. 

1.7 Motivations and Barriers to Compliance 

Whereas incentives in the terms of sanctions are among crucial barriers or motivators, they are by no 

means the only ones. Regulatees might not be aware of regulations, they might disagree with 

regulatory requirements, they might lack capacity of financial resources to comply, or they may just as 

well not care enough (Kagan and Scholz 1984).  

May (2004) differentiates between affirmative and negative motivations. Whereas affirmative 

motivation arises from a feeling of duty and obligation to comply, negative motivations come from the 

fear of consequences for violating the regulations. May specifically highlights the importance of 

affirmative motivation that enhances voluntary compliance, referring to the regulation as a social 
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contract, which aims to develop the sense of shared commitment and duty. In somewhat more detail, 

Weaver (2014) distinguishes three broader barriers to compliance, namely perceived incentives, 

willingness and capacity. Incentives are determined by sanctions, monitoring and enforcement. 

Compliance can hardly be expected without adequate sanctions or positive incentives. However, 

without effective monitoring, noncompliance cannot be detected. Even if detected, it does not 

automatically lead to enforcement. Furthermore, barriers related to willingness include problems with 

attitudes and beliefs, information and cognition problems, as well as peer effect. The regulatees might 

simply not have enough information about the new regulations. Moreover, noncompliance might be 

seen as socially acceptable, thus failing to create peer pressure. Finally, capacity refers to autonomy 

over decision-making and resource problems – in terms of finances, human capital, infrastructure, 

etc. 

Feldman (2010) developed five models of regulatory compliance motivation aiming to contribute to 

the design of behaviourally responsive regulation. According to this, motivations may be incentive-

driven and based on costs and benefits, reason–driven and founded in wisdom of abiding by the law, 

socially-oriented and based on group identity, morally-oriented and citizenship-oriented. Whereas 

morally-oriented motivation relies on the sense of moral and fairness, citizenship-oriented motivation 

refers to simply obeying the law. 

Baldwin et al. (2012) emphasize two broader dimensions: spontaneous compliance and enforcement 

dimension.  Spontaneous compliance dimensions include knowledge of rules and their clarity, costs 

and benefits – both financial and intangible, degree of acceptance of the objectives and effects of the 

regulation, the regulatee’s respect for authority, and non-official control, that is, social control and 

horizontal supervision.  Enforcement dimensions are risk related: risk of being reported, risk of 

inspection, risk of detection, selectivity, risk of sanction and severity of sanctions (Baldwin et al., 2012, 

p. 237). 
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Understanding motivation and barriers is crucial for explaining the causes of compliance and the 

suitability of enforcement approach. In sum, broadly speaking, compliance is motivated either by 

calculation of consequences (fear of detection and sanctions), or normative considerations and 

appropriateness (sense of duty or social pressure). While a lack of ‘motivators’ can be interpreted as a 

barrier, a lack of capacity – in terms of resources or awareness and understanding of the regulation- 

also impedes compliance. The Table 1.3 below organises key factors along these lines – subsuming 

motivators under the previously discussed logics of action, as well as considering the corresponding 

enforcement approach, as outlined earlier in this chapter. 

Table 1.3 Compliance factors, logic of action and enforcement approach 

 

 Authors 
Baldwin et al. 

2012 
Feldman 

2010 
May 
2004 

Weaver 
2014 

Logic of 
action 

/ 
Enforcement 

approach 

FACTORS  

M
O

T
IV

A
T

O
R

S
 (

w
il

li
n

g
n

e
s
s
 t

o
 c

o
m

p
ly

) 

C
O

N
S

E
Q

U
E

N
C

E
 

/ 
 

P
U

N
IS

H
 

Fear of 
sanctions 
& 
detection 

risk of being 
reported, risk of 
inspection, and 
detection, 
selectivity, risk of 
sanction and 
severity of 
sanctions/ costs 
and benefits 

Incentive 
driven 

Negative 
motivation 
(sanctions 
and 
detection) 

Perceived 
incentives 
(sanctions, 
monitoring, 
enforcement) 

A
P

P
R

O
P

R
IA

T
E

N
E

S
S

 
/ 

P
E

R
S

U
A

D
E

 

Sense of 
duty 

Degree of 
acceptance of the 
objectives and 
effects of the 
regulation; 
 
The regulatee’s 
respect for 
authority 

Reason 
driven; 
 
Citizenship 
oriented;  
 
Morally 
oriented 

Affirmative 
motivation 
(duty to 
comply) 

Attitudes and 
beliefs 

Social 
pressure 

Social control and 
horizontal 
supervision 

Socially 
oriented 
 

 Peer effect 

B
A

R
R

IE
R

S
 

PERSUADE 
Lack of 
Capacity 

Problems with 
knowledge of 
rules and their 
clarity 

  

Autonomy over 
decision-making 
and resource 
problems; 
 
Information and 
cognition 
problems 

Sources: Baldwin et al., 2012; Feldman, 2010; P. J. May, 2004; Weaver, 2014 
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Finally, based on the above discussion about political financing and regulatory literatures, the 

following chapter integrates the two with the aim to better understand the motivations of political 

parties to comply with PFR, and subsequently the mechanisms of PRF impact on party corruption. 

Thus, the next chapter puts forward a theoretical framework for analysing political financing 

regulation that encompasses motivations of the parties and corresponding regulatory measures.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND 
RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

Building on the regulatory and political financing literature mapped out in the previous chapter, this 

chapter puts forward a theoretical framework for analysing the impact of political financing regulation. 

In doing that, it first discusses PFR in the context of self-regulation. Following that, the chapter 

‘translates’ PRF instruments into the regulatory enforcement framework, namely the punish and 

persuade approaches. Subsequently, based on the regulatory theory (which addresses motivations and 

barriers to compliance in depth), the chapter looks into the motivations of the political parties to 

comply with PFR. Finally, it integrates the punish/persuade approach (PFR instruments) with the 

compliance motivations of the political parties into a comprehensive approach for analysing and 

understanding the impact of PFR on party corruption. Moving on, the final section discusses the 

research design, methodology, and limitations of this study, including the challenges in researching 

and measuring corruption, and data gathering. 
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2.1 Enforcement Approaches and Compliance in the Context of Self-
Regulation: A Theoretical Framework 

Political parties are unique and privileged organisations:  

“[T]he laws and rules influencing parties were those that they themselves, as governors, had 

been centrally involved in devising and writing. […] they are unique in that they have the ability 

to devise their own legal (and not only legal) environment and, effectively, to write their own 

salary checks” (Katz & Mair, 2009, p. 756).  

By default, political parties are both regulators and targets of regulation, as they decide on the shape 

and content of political financing regulations. PFR is not a self-regulated area for common reasons 

such as inclusiveness, greater efficiency or better insider information. Whereas the benefits of self-

regulation can hardly apply in the case of PFR, challenges remain: the possibility of regulatory capture 

and symbolic compliance. Consequently, the question that comes to mind is ‘who will guard the 

guardians?’ Put differently, can we trust the elected officials in regulating the domain of their own 

interest? (cf. Scarrow 2004, p. 1).  

Not only are political parties unique organisations due to their roles in creating regulations, but they 

are also unique in ‘fitting’ the regulatory debate. States regulate industries and firms in order to correct 

and prevent market failures. However, parties are not firms. As Boatright (2015) puts it – political 

campaigns are not a well-defined industry; parties are not private actors. They are not regulated for 

classical market failures (what would the externalities that parties produce be?). The next question 

that arises is motivation: if firms are motivated by profit, what is considered ‘profit’ for political 

parties? Votes, influence over policies, donations, power, or attainment of public office? How are 

donations or votes related to political financing regulations? What are parties’ goals and consequent 

behaviour?  

Along the lines of rational choice tradition, which has increasingly influenced the study of party 

behaviour, Strom and Müller (1999) distinguish three behaviours of political parties: office seeking, 
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policy seeking and vote seeking. They acknowledge that the underlying motivation in office and policy 

seeking behaviour can be either intrinsic or instrumental. However, the vote seeking behaviour is 

purely instrumental and is used to obtain either the spoils of the office, or influence over policy making 

– or both. This clear-cut distinction is only conceptual. In reality, parties pursue all three goals, which 

are often in conflict with one another (Strom & Müller, 1999).  

Whereas the aim of this thesis is not to explore party behaviour in detail, it is clear that, if not in power, 

parties cannot (or are less able to) use the benefits of office or to exercise decisive influence over policy 

making. In this sense, vote-seeking and competing to win elections is a crucial motivator. With this 

aim, money in politics plays an important role. As PFR places constraints on the availability of 

resources needed to win elections, a fair question that arises is: why do parties self-regulate and 

comply? Put differently: Why do parties impose constraints on themselves, and what are the 

consequences if they do not comply?  

The reasons for self-regulation have been discussed in a number of previous studies. As discussed 

earlier in the first chapter, Clift and Fisher (2004) found that the main reasons for PFR reform in 

France and Britain was overall lack of regulation and dependence of parties on corrupt financing 

networks. De Sousa (2005) highlights corruption scandals and negative public opinion towards 

political parties as the main reasons for the reform. Scarrow (2004) shows the interaction of negative 

public opinion and reforms on the case of the political finance reform in Germany: although it is not 

guaranteed, negative public opinion is likely to matter more when the reform is problematized by a 

political party. As she puts it:  

“…if no parties will champion political finance reform as an issue, the public outrage generated 

by scandals may produce remarkably slim regulatory results, and even when at least some 

parties endorse reform, there is no guarantee that reforms will indeed be adopted” (Scarrow, 

2004, p. 669).  
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Similarly, Piccio (2014) confirms that scandals trigger reforms, and also shows in the case of Italy the 

importance of the emergence of a new challenging political competitor, which set political financing 

on the agenda. Finally, often the reasons can be attributed to the growing international anti-corruption 

agendas and external pressure by  international organisations such as the Council of Europe, especially 

the Group of States against Corruption - GRECO, or the EU conditionality (cf. Koss, 2010; Walecki, 

2007). 

Whereas the reasons for self-regulation have been well explored, a related and a more puzzling 

question has not been systematically researched: why do parties comply?  

2.1.1 Why do Political Parties Comply with PFR?  

To answer this question, this section shows how political financing regulation fits into the broader 

regulatory story. In doing that, it discusses the PFR instruments in terms of the punish and persuade 

enforcement approaches, and then integrates them with the compliance motivations. As discussed in 

the political financing regulatory framework, key elements of political financing regulations can be 

summarised in five key components: supply side regulation, demand side regulation transparency 

measures, oversight, and sanctions. Mendilow and Phélippeau (2018) discuss the PFR instruments 

through the notion of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ measures, which broadly resonates with the punish and 

persuade enforcement logics. Whereas different types of restrictions and limitations, as well as 

transparency measures, oversight and sanctions can be considered ‘negative’ measures, provision of 

public funding is seen as a ‘positive’ regulatory measure. Building on that, in the light of the two key 

enforcement approaches, the Table 2.1 presents PFR in the punish and persuade logic. Whereas punish 

PFR instruments are rather straightforward, many of them (can) also have an indirect persuade effect, 

which is also captured in the Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1 Punish and persuade logic in the PFR context 

 PUNISH  
 PERSUADE  

direct indirect 

SUPPLY SIDE 
Limits/bans on 
donations 

Public funding  
Prevention (Limits/bans 
on donations) 

DEMAND SIDE Limits on spending - Prevention 
TRANSPARENCY 
MEASURES 

Disclosure of donors 
and financial reports 

- Prevention 

OVERSIGHT Monitoring (detection) - 
Education through 
workshops and reports 

SANCTIONS Criminal, financial - 
Prevention (Examples of 
enforcement) 

Source: Author 

Oversight and sanctions are classical instruments of the punish approach, which aims to detect and 

penalize violations. In addition to direct deterrent functions, oversight also has an indirect and more 

persuasive role - in the sense of education through their audit reports, workshops and publications 

related to PFR. In this way, the oversight bodies are also oriented towards preventing violations 

through the learning and internalisation of new norms. Similarly, transparency measures, namely 

disclosure requirements, have not only a direct deterrent capacity, but also indirect persuasive 

functions. As much as the introduction of disclosure is a ‘punishment’ that deters parties from non-

allowed sources of funding, it also works as a preventive measure and motivation to abide by the 

regulations. 

The idea behind the supply and demand side regulations, which introduce limits on sources of income 

and spending, is to deter political parties from undue influence – by limiting the amounts of money 

they can receive or spend. Therefore, these measures can be understood as the punish approach. Still, 

indirectly, these measures can also have a preventive character – as in preventing the parties from 

being exposed to undue influence. Finally, the availability of public funding (including the 

recuperation of campaign and party functioning costs, tax incentives, free access to media) is a direct 

persuade measure. The aim of public funding is to prevent undue influence - by granting enough 

resources to parties such that they do not have to turn to private donors.  
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With the aim to further ‘translate’ political financing into the regulatory jargon, I use the barriers and 

motivations to compliance as a framework to understand what drives the compliance of political 

parties. However, not every instrument corresponds to a specific logic of action or motivation. For 

instance, whereas oversight and sanctions are clearly punish instruments, transparency measures and 

limitations on both spending and donations have a different role in the overall regulatory design. These 

measures set the rules, work preventively, and enable oversight. In that sense, they are not directly 

considered in the theoretical framework, but rather - in the case of their violation - through the 

oversight and sanctions. This is summarised in the Table 2.2.  

Table 2.2 Compliance motivation in PFR context 

 

Logic of action 
/ 

Enforcement approach 
 

WHAT DOES IT 
MEAN IN 

POLITICAL 
FINANCING 
CONTEXT? 

HOW IS IT 
MANIFESTED? 

SOURCE OF 
MOTIVATION 

(What makes it a 
credible threat?) 

M
O

T
IV

A
T

O
R

S
 

CONSEQUENCE 
/ 

PUNISH 

Fear of 
sanctions & 
detection 

Legal sanctions 
(within PFR) 
 
 
 
Damaged 
reputation 
(beyond PFR) 
 

Financial 
sanctions 
Criminal 
sanctions  
 
Electoral 
punishment 
Loss of future 
donations 
 

Effective monitoring 
mechanism;  
additional monitoring by 
the media, civil society and 
opposition; free media;  
regulatory design (severe 
and balanced sanctions); 
cases of enforcement; 
independent judiciary 

APPROPRIATENESS 
/ 

PERSUADE 
 

Sense of 
duty 

Acting in public 
interest 

Abiding by the 
PFR; 
No party 
corruption 

 
Intrinsic, moral 
considerations, public 
funding 

B
A

R
R

IE
R

S
 

Lack of 
Capacity 

Lack of knowledge 
of PFR and its 
ambiguity 

 
Violating PFR, but 
not with the 
purpose of 
engaging in party 
corruption 
 

 
Technical assistance 
provided mostly by the 
oversight body in terms of 
education 

Source: Author 

When it comes to the reasons to comply, as discussed earlier, regulatory theory addresses in depth the 

motivations and barriers to compliance. In short, compliance is motivated either by fear of 

consequences (fear of detection and sanctions), or normative considerations and appropriateness 

(sense of duty or social pressure). As to barriers, compliance is impeded by lack of capacity – in terms 

of a lack either of resources or of awareness and understanding of the regulation. Applied to the 
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political financing context, fear of consequences refers to legal and/or electoral sanctions. In this 

sense, compliance is ensured through effective monitoring and sanctions, enforcement, and an 

independent judiciary, but also through the free media, which can transfer information to the public. 

Appropriateness or normative considerations refer to the intrinsic motivations of political parties to 

abide by the law and to act in the public interest. Put differently, it assumes that political parties refrain 

from engaging in party corruption due to moral considerations. Finally, the barriers to compliance in 

the political financing context appear due to a lack of knowledge about PFR, or due to ambiguity 

surrounding the content of the regulation. This is prevented through education and technical 

assistance, which may often be provided by oversight bodies. 

In more detail, in terms of sanctions and detection, parties are deterred from violating PFR by the fear 

not only of legal sanctions, but also of damaged reputations, which can lead to electoral punishment. 

To be a credible threat, legal sanctions need to be well balanced, and effective monitoring and 

enforcement mechanisms have to be in place. The sanctions should not be too weak to discourage 

violations, nor too high to exceed the capacity of political parties to pay. Furthermore, in the case of 

low sanctions and/or imperfect detection systems, the most probable outcome will be symbolic 

compliance, which mimics effective compliance and is cosmetic rather than substantive. Further to the 

formal monitoring by oversight bodies (envisaged by the PFR), media, CSOs (civil society 

organisations) and the political opposition play a relevant role in informal oversight and the creation 

of the public image of the political parties. Whereas CSOs can help in raising awareness, thus 

influencing the public opinion, media and opposition are more powerful in this sense, as they have 

more direct access to the public.  

Numerous studies showed a strong negative association between press freedom and levels of 

corruption, as well as the importance of the media as an external factor in achieving governmental 

accountability (Ahrend, 2002; Anderson, Waldfogel, & Strömberg, 2015; Brunetti & Weder, 2003; 

Camaj, 2013; Chang, Golden, & Hill, 2010; Chowdhury, 2004; Hillier et al., 2008). In contrast to a free 
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media, a ‘captured’ media cannot pass relevant information to the public, and so an uninformed public 

will be less likely to punish the ruling party at subsequent elections. Journalists expose scandals and 

infringements; they are vital for the transparency of political financing. Moreover, scandals are more 

likely to be reviled in a more competitive political system where political parties should also act as 

watchdogs and control each other (Falguera et al., 2014). In this context, in addition and together with 

the media, the opposition political parties play an important role in the monitoring of political 

financing. Research suggests that in  free and competitive elections, the opposition can use the media 

to expose corrupt practices on the part of the ruling party, and to influence the election’s outcome (cf. 

Fell, 2005). Not only can the opposition cooperate with the media and influence public opinion, but 

parliamentary parties also have legal mechanisms to punish the executive through motions of no 

confidence (cf. Camaj, 2013). Moreover, stronger political competition that offers alternatives is 

related to higher chances for electoral punishment and thus lower levels of corruption (Persson, 

Tabellini, & Trebbi, 2003). 

Consequently, an informed public, with access to independent media, and a strong opposition 

alternative, are crucial for the public image and reputation of the parties. Free media and a strong 

opposition alternative are key for influencing public opinion, creating social pressure and enhancing 

electoral accountability. Whereas social pressure and reputation are usually associated with normative 

motivation and appropriateness, in this thesis I will explore its instrumental side. In other words, I 

will look at damaged reputation as a consequence of either detected violations of PFR, revealed party 

corruption or imposed sanctions.  

With regard to appropriateness-related motivations, the practice shows, as discussed earlier, that 

party financing scandals are widespread. In addition to these numerous high-profile corruption 

scandals, corruption perception indices (e.g. Global Corruption Barometer) show a low level of trust 

in political parties: citizens perceive them as the most corrupt institutions. Although this hints that 

parties do not tend to act based on moral concerns or sense of duty, acting in public interest will also 
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be considered in the empirical analysis – even more so because the PFR envisages persuade measures 

in both direct (public funding) and indirect way (internalisation of norms through education and 

prevention). Connected to the latter, the analysis will also consider possible lack of knowledge and 

capacity as one of the reason for lack of compliance. Related to that, it will also take into consideration 

technical assistance and education of political parties about PFR as a prevention measure. 

Following the above, the motivations of political parties can be summed up in a somewhat less complex 

formula than the table this chapter began with: as actors concerned about appropriateness, parties 

comply with the PFR due to the sense of duty, moral concerns and public interest.  This can also 

positively affect their reputation. As rational actors, parties comply with the PFR in order to avoid 

sanctions, both legal and electoral, that lead to the loss of office and power. Legal sanctions are 

supported by effective monitoring and enforcement. Enforcement relies on the independent oversight 

bodies and the judiciary. Electoral sanctions depend on the voters, whose opinion is in turn affected 

by the reputation of the parties and information they get through the media. These relationships are 

simplified and illustrated in the Figure 2.1. However, it is important to restate that motivations are in 

reality not purely driven by consequences or appropriateness, but rather a mix of both. The dominant 

motivations will be disentangled through the empirical analysis in the following chapters.  
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Figure 2.1 Motivation of political parties according to the logic of consequence 

 
Source: Author 

As the illustration shows, not only are the CSOs, media and opposition crucial for influencing public 

image of political parties, but also for monitoring – in addition to the formal structures envisaged by 

the PFR (oversight bodies). In addition, the role of judiciary should not be neglected. Whereas the 

oversight bodies are usually in charge of detection and enforcing financial and administrative 

sanctions, criminal charges are in the domain of the judiciary. Thus, an independent judiciary plays 

an important role in deterring political parties from party corruption. Nonetheless, in the context of 

the present thesis, CSOs and the judiciary will not be considered as separate variables in the analysis, 

as they present the variables which are similar in both case studies in the context of the most similar 

system design that the dissertation adopts.  

When it comes to CSOs specifically, in addition to no significant difference as measured by indicators 

such as the Freedom House Associational and Organizational Rights (see Appendix 1), no significant 

difference emerged through the interviews either. Moreover, given the ‘soft’ power of CSOs, namely 
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influencing public opinion through raising awareness, other oversight actors play a stronger role in 

motivating PFR compliance. With respect to the judiciary, based on the indicators on the rule of law 

(see Appendix 1), Croatia seems to be in a somewhat better situation than Serbia. As it is hard to assess 

the significance of these differences, I relied on the information from the interviews, which reveal 

scepticism about the independence of judiciaries in both Croatia and Serbia. Moreover, according to 

the data from TI’s survey Global Corruption Barometer, in 2010/2011 judiciary was considered the 

most corrupt institution in Croatia, whereas in Serbia it was considered the second most corrupt 

institution in the country. The same was confirmed in 2013, when 70% of respondents in Croatia and 

82% in Serbia felt that judiciary was corrupt or extremely corrupt. In additions, both countries score 

relatively low on the WEF (World Economic Forum) Judicial Independence Index10, indicating low 

judicial independence (see Appendix 1 for more details). In this sense, the judiciary in both Croatia 

and Serbia cannot be considered as fully independent, and in this regard does not present a credible 

threat under the punish approach. However, one prominent counter-example stands out in Croatia: 

the imprisonment of the former Prime Minister, Ivo Sanader, on the charges of party corruption. 

Nonetheless, it would be misleading to consider the Croatian judiciary as being more independent or 

effective based only on this case. As I will argue and discuss later in the thesis, and which is also 

supported by the interviews, the Sanader case was largely a result of the EU’s pressure on Croatia prior 

to accession. What is more, the charges against Sanader were dismissed in 2015 due to procedural 

errors during the trial, and the process is once again at the beginning. In that sense, it does not present 

a case of a stronger or more independent judiciary in Croatia. Overall, considering the above, the 

findings of the thesis present the impact and potential of the PFR in the context of low judicial 

independence. Finally, media freedom indicators for Croatia and Serbia also show great similarity. 

However, interviews indicated a significant difference in the level of media freedom. For that reason, 

                                                           

10 Based on a survey question: In your country, how independent is the judicial system from influences of the 
government, individuals, or companies? [1 = not independent at all; 7 = entirely independent] 
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a separate media analysis is conducted in Chapter 5 to show the differences in media freedoms between 

the two countries. Following that, media is analysed as a relevant variable in assessing the impact of 

PFR in Croatia and Serbia. 

2.1.2 Why do People Vote for Corrupt Politicians? 

In the light of the proposed mechanisms, it merits briefly expanding on the availability of information 

about corruption, voter behaviour and elections as an accountability mechanism – in other words, the 

link between transparency and accountability. As described above, the logic is the following: citizens 

who have sufficient information about the behaviours of corrupt governments or parties will punish 

them at next elections. To put it in another way, the exposure of corruption will create public pressure 

for reforms and accountability. However, the evidence supporting this proposition is mixed. Bauhr 

and Grimes (2014) show that, whereas transparency is crucial for accountability, in highly corrupt 

contexts it can also wear down citizens’ willingness to participate in the political process and 

demobilize voters. Along the same lines, Chong et al. (2015) asks: Does corruption information inspire 

the fight or quash the hope? Through the field experiment of local elections in Mexico, they find that 

corruption information not only leads to voter apathy and decreases support for the incumbent party, 

but also for the challenger party. 

In addition to electoral abstention as a result of transparency, one of the most researched questions is, 

given the availability of information about corruption, why are electoral consequences of corruption 

rather weak. In other words, why do people vote for corrupt politicians? The literature offers various 

explanations: clientelistic networks and benefits from corruption (Fernández-Vázquez, Barberá, & 

Rivero, 2016; Manzetti & Wilson, 2007), ideology and partisan allegiance (Anduiza, Gallego, & Muñoz, 

2013; Charron & Bågenholm, 2016), or fatigue and perceiving corruption as a common phenomenon 

(Klašnja & Tucker, 2013; McNally, 2016). De Vries and Solaz (2017) identify a three stage model in 

voting for corrupt politicians. First, the prerequisite is the direct (experience) or indirect access to 

information. Second, when they have the information, the voters need to assign the blame for 
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corruption to public officials. Finally, behavioural responses – the voters can switch, abstain or stick 

to their previous vote. As they conclude, an interruption in any of the stages may result in lack of 

electoral punishment. 

Nevertheless, some studies show the opposite results. Analysing individual level data of 20 elections 

across Western and Central Eastern Europe, Ecker et al. (2016) find that the voters perceiving high 

levels of corruption, especially the non-partisan ones, do punish incumbents. Similarly, studying the 

US congressional elections, Klašnja (2017) confirms that high-awareness and non-partisan voters are 

less likely to vote for corrupt politicians. On the case study of municipal elections in Brazil, Ferraz and 

Finan (2008) show that the information about corruption significantly affected the election outcomes: 

more informed voters in combination with strong local media played the crucial role. Similarly, 

Fernandez-Vazquez, Barbera and Rivero (2016) find through an analysis of the 2011 Spanish local 

elections that, as previously mentioned, voters will indeed turn a blind eye to corruption if they benefit 

from it. However, their findings also suggest that the electoral punishment grows with the media 

coverage even in the cases of welfare-enhancing corruption. 

Bearing in mind this mixed evidence, the question is how plausible is the assumption about the 

electoral punishment. Put differently, if voters in practice do not punish corrupt politicians, and if 

transparency measures and scandals exposed in the media more often result in lower voter turnouts 

and levels of trust, what impact can be expected from PFR? However, without regulations, the 

likelihood of corruption discovery, and consequently the chances of electoral punishment, would be 

even lower. Moreover, regulations can deter corruption if politicians believe there is a chance of 

punishment and they would always rather avoid a corruption scandal. In this sense, transparency and 

regulations are still the best response we have in curbing, not only party corruption, but corruption in 

general - which is why, despite the unintended and negative effects, the thesis explores their impact 

and conditions of their success and failure.  
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2.2 Research Design and Methodology 

This section explains the case selection, challenges in researching and measuring corruption and, 

related to that, data collection. Moreover, it discusses the validity concerns, as well as the limitations 

of the research. Whereas data collection described in this section corresponds to the empirical chapters 

3, 4 and the first part of chapter 5, which are based mostly on the interviews, a separate methodological 

note is provided for the media analysis in the second half of the Chapter 5 (cf. 5.3.2 Methodological 

Note on Media Analysis). 

2.2.1 Case Selection 

Studying poorly designed regulations can hardly tell us a lot about their possible impact. It would come 

as no surprise to discover they were ineffective. Therefore, the first step in case selection was to select 

the countries that, at least on paper, have good PFRs. Rather than using PFR indices based on the 

IDEA database, as discussed in the literature review, the thesis relies on the GRECO evaluation and 

compliance reports. In more details, in 2007 GRECO launched the Third Evaluation Round - on 

transparency of party funding, and recommended the governments of the Council of Europe Member 

States to adopt rules aiming at controlling corruption in the funding of political parties and election 

campaigns. The evaluation procedure includes data collection through questionnaires and on-site 

country visits, resulting in the evaluation report. The evaluation reports analyse and evaluate relevant 

legal frameworks, as well as give recommendations on how to improve political financing regulation 

according to the best practices. Finally, GRECO evaluates compliance with the recommendations 

through compliance reports (cf. GRECO, 2012). Based on the analysis of the GRECO compliance 

reports, by the end of the Third Evaluation Round, nine out of 49 countries evaluated have fully 

complied with the GRECO recommendations (see Table 2.3). 

The next two necessary conditions for studying impact of the PFR, as noted earlier, are periods of 

implementation, and intentions and relevance of this type of regulation – meaning that corruption is 

indeed a troubling social issue in the studied country. For the purposes of establishing the levels of 
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corruption in a country, Transparency International’s indices are used, namely the Corruption 

Perceptions Index and the Global Corruption Barometer. Acknowledging the composition of these 

indices, as well as their limitations, they still give at least a fair (and the best globally available and 

comparable) indication of perceived corruption within a country. According to both indices (see Table 

2.3 below), Norway, Iceland and Finland would not fall into the category of countries with high levels 

of corruption. Moreover, Norway had only one parliamentary election since the new PFR legislation 

was passed, which makes the period for measuring impact too short. Similarly, Armenia, although a 

country troubled with corruption, still did not have a chance to implement the new legislation, as no 

elections were held since its adoption. Interesting cases are Slovenia and Portugal, which more 

recently adopted new regulations (at the ends of 2013 and 2014, respectively). Although both countries 

can be described as corruption-troubled, neither had enough elections of the same type through which 

implementation of PFR can be followed.  Finally, the US, in addition to not having as high a perceived 

level of corruption, also had only one election since the last compliance report. The Table 2.3 below 

presents the summary of the case selection. 
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Table 2.3 Case selection summary 

 Passed Law complying with all GRECO 
recommendations* 

Positive 
GRECO 
opinion 

Relevant elections 
held since the law 
was passed/positive 
GRECO opinion 

Overall levels of 
corruption 
(TI CPI**/ 
GCB***) 

Armenia On 16 May 2014, the National Assembly adopted 
the Law on Amending the 2011 Electoral Code of 
the Republic of Armenia. 

 0 CPI: 35, 37, 36, 34 
GCB: 3.7; 3.6; 3 

Croatia Adopted on 11 February 2011 (entry into force on 
3 March 2011 - Official Gazette 24/2011) and 20 
May 2011 (entry into force on 11 June 2011 - 
Official Gazette 61/2011) 

 3 parliamentary 
11 Sept 2016 
8 Nov 2015 
4 Dec 2011 
1 presidential 
Dec 2014/Jan 2015 

CPI: 51, 48, 48, 46 
GCB: 4; 4; 4.1 

Finland Act on Political Parties (683/2010), entered into 
force on 1 September 2010 

 2 parliamentary 
19 April 2015 
17 April 2011 
1 presidential 
Jan/Feb 2012 

CPI: 90, 89, 89, 90 
GCB: 3.4; 3.7; 2.9 

Iceland 9 September 2010 amendments to the Act on the 
Finances and Reporting Requirements of Political 
Organisations and Candidates (162/2006 - 
published in the Official Gazette, as Act 121/2010) 

Adoption:  
16 May 2012  
 
Publication:  
25 April 2013 

1 parliamentary 
27 April 2013 
2 presidential 
25 June 2016 
30 June 2012 

CPI: 79, 79, 78, 82 
GCB: n/a, 4.3, 3.9 

Norway Revised Political Parties Act became effective as of 
1 March 2013; reporting obligations of political 
parties came into force on 1 January 2014 

Adoption:  
22 March 2013  
 
Publication:  
3 April 2013 

1 parliamentary 
9 Sept 2013 

CPI: 87, 86, 86, 85 
GCB: 3.3; 3; 3.1 

Portugal Constitutional Court decision No. 801/2014 of 26 
November, by which the Court declared as 
unconstitutional articles 3(3) and 5(8) of Law No. 
55/2010. 

Adoption:  
27 March 2015  
 
Publication:  
1 April 2015 

1 parliamentary 
4 Oct 2015 
1 presidential 
24 Jan 2016 

CPI: 63, 63, 62, 63 
GCB: 4.1, 4.2, 4 

Serbia Law on Financing Political Activities (LFPA) was 
adopted on 14 June 2011; it entered into force on 
22 June 2011 

Adoption :  
19 October 2012  
 
Publication:  
6 March 2013 

3 parliamentary 
24 April 2016 
16 March 2014 
6 May 2012 
1 presidential 
May 2012 

CPI: 40, 41, 42, 39 
GCB: 4.3; 4.2; 4.1 

Slovenia Amending the Political Parties Act (Official 
Gazette No. 99/13, entered into force on 18 
December 2013) 
Amending the Elections and Referenda Campaign 
Act (Official Gazette No. 89/13, entered into force 
on 14 December 2013. 

Adoption:  
28 March 2014  
 
Publication:  
26 June 2014 

1 parliamentary 
13 July 2014 

CPI: 60, 50, 57, 61 
GCB: 4.2, 4.3, n/a 

USA “Follow the Money Act”, introduced in April 2013 
“the DISCLOSE Act 2013,” was introduced on 3 
January 2013 …”and has been referred to a 
committee for Consideration” 

Adoption:  
28 March 2014  
 
Publication:  
23 April 2014 

1 presidential 
8 Nov 2016 

CPI: 76, 74, 73, 73 
GCB: 4.1; 4.3; 4 

Sources: Final GRECO Compliance Reports; IFES (election guide); Transparency International (CPI & GCB) 
*Last revised in September 2016, refers to the change that lead to the positive opinion of GRECO 
** since the change of methodology, for years 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 (score: 0 - highly corrupt / 100 - very clean) 
*** for years 2013, 2010/11, 2009 (assessing political parties; 5 extremely corrupt) 

 

Following the above, the thesis concentrates on Croatia and Serbia, using the most similar system 

design for comparative analysis. This design suggests that cases which have many similar variables 

that could affect the outcome are ideal for comparative inquiry. In this way, these similar or common 
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variables are considered as ‘controlled for’ and different variables are analysed as explanatory ones  

(Lijphart, 1971; Przeworski & Tenue, 1970; Seawright & Gerring, 2008). In this sense, both Croatia 

and Serbia share many variables which are similar. For instance, both countries score comparatively 

low on corruption indices (i.e. corruption is high), and corruption is recognised as an important 

societal problem. Moreover, both have introduced new regulation around the same time (June 2011), 

and it has been implemented11 for three parliamentary elections, which makes them well suited for 

studying the impact of PFR. Croatia and Serbia also present a context of a similar political, social and 

economic circumstances, former communist legacy, and political culture, involvement in a war and a 

postponed transition to a democracy (cf. Fink-Hafner, 2008) – which are all variables that might have 

the influence on the impact of PFR. According to relevant indicators, including World Governance 

Indicators, as well as Freedom House or World Economic Forum (WEF), Croatia and Serbia score 

similarly in most of the categories (see Appendix 1). Although both Croatian and Serbian regulatory 

design corresponds to the best practices, they are not the same. In this sense, the thesis explores 

variation in best practices, with an emphasis on different mechanisms of oversight, formulas for public 

funding, variation in disclosure requirements and donation limits, as well as sanctions. These 

seemingly mild variations and their different impact are explored in chapters 4 and 5.  

The preferable unit of analysis would be the electoral cycle. Following the changes after every election 

could clearly show the impact of the PFR, as well as possible gradual improvement – or absence of it. 

Any regulation would be expected to show more impact over time, as the regulatees internalise and 

learn new norms and procedures. However, as the project relies on interviews, the likelihood of 

gathering the same amount and quality of data for each electoral cycle would be rather low. Therefore, 

                                                           

11 This means both that there were occasions when the law was implemented (elections), as well as that the law has been 
enforced – parties submit reports, sanctions are being applied, oversight bodies perform monitoring, etc.  
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the project takes the year 2011, when the reform was introduced, as a turning point, thus analysing the 

situation before and after the reform.  

2.2.2 Challenges in Researching Corruption 

Researching corruption implies two major problems: first, it is difficult to define it; –more 

importantly, corruption is mostly a hidden phenomenon. One of the most broad and widely used 

definitions of corruption is the abuse of public office for private gain. However, not only is it unclear 

where the line exists between private and public sectors, but also it may be difficult to know how to 

identify abuse. Moreover, as discussed earlier, corruption means different things among different 

countries and within different social and political contexts; it is differently defined by laws as opposed 

to the understanding of the public (cf. Heidenheimer & Johnston, 2001; Heywood, 2015; Johnston, 

2005; Sampford et al., 2006). This inevitably creates a gap between the concept and its possible 

measurement, and raises the question – what are we trying to measure, and how is it possible to 

research and measure a phenomenon which is socially undesirable, informal in nature, and largely 

hidden? 

Issues with defining corruption have been extensively discussed in the literature (cf. A. J. 

Heidenheimer & Johnston, 2011; Heywood, 2015; Rothstein & Varraich, 2017; Scott, 1972), and 

shortly also earlier in the first chapter. While it is not the aim, scope or ambition of this thesis to solve 

conceptual concerns, it is important to discuss the ways of measuring corruption, the nature of 

available empirical materials and indicators. In general, Kaufmann, Kraay and Mastruzzi (2006) 

outline three broader ways how corruption (or its perception) is measured: by gathering the informed 

views of relevant stakeholder through surveys or expert ratings; by tracking countries' institutional 

features, which is not an exact measurement of corruption, but rather indication of the possibility of 

corruption; or by audits of specific projects or sectors. Following that, the existing indicators can be 

classified into three broader categories, namely: the perception-based indicators vs. experience-based 
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indicators; indicators based on a single data source vs. composite indicators; and proxy indicators 

(UNDP, 2008). 

Since the mid-1990s, the leading approach to measure corruption was based on perceptions. This 

coincides with the emergence of the two most widely used indices, namely Transparency 

International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) in 1995, and World Bank’s Corruption Control 

Index (CCI) in 1996. Being composite indices, thus combining different other indices into one 

measure, CPI and CCI raised a lot of criticism. As they use many of the same data sources, the two 

indices are also highly correlated, which raises the question of validity. Moreover, the choice of 

underlying data used to construct them, as well as the method of aggregation play a significant role. In 

this light, Hawken and Munck (2009, p. 22) warn that:  

“…different measurement methodologies produce different measures of corruption and […] a 

substantial amount of the variation in reported levels of corruption is an artefact of the 

methodologies used to generate the data as opposed to variation in actual levels of corruption.”   

What is more, CPI was especially criticised regarding the gap between aggregate measure of 

perceptions as opposed to actual incidences of corruption (on perceptions vs. experiences of 

corruption cf. for instance Treisman, 2007; Weber Abramo, 2008). The problem with using 

perceptions as a measure of corruption is even more problematic given that perceptions are influenced 

by numerous factors that are not related to real experiences. The most important might be the 

influence of media, which can be partial, politically biased, exaggerated or one-sided (Čábelková, 

2000; Zaman & Faiz-Ur-Rahim, 2009).  

Following these problems, there is some agreement among researchers that better quality data in 

corruption research would require measures with a more limited scope (as opposed to the cross-

national comparisons). The shift would also be a qualitative one: disaggregated, qualitative, and local 

assessments would give more accurate insights than composite, perception-based indicators (Hawken 
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& Munck, 2009; Heywood, 2015). The table 2.4 below gives an overview of the most used corruption 

indices, highlighting what is being measured, as well as the type and sources of evidence used. 
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Table 2.4 Corruption indices 

Index/ publisher  
What is being 

Measured 
Data 

Conceptual 
Dimension of (Anti-) 

Corruption 

Strengths (+) 
vs.  

weaknesses (-) 

BRIBE PAYERS 
INDEX /  

 
TRANSPARENCY 
INTERNATIONAL 

 
 (since 1999) 

Ranks leading exporting 
countries according to 
the propensity of firms 
with headquarters 
within their borders to 
bribe when operating 
abroad.  

original data  

 expert survey: views 
of thousands of 
senior business 
executives from 
developed and 
developing 
countries 

Bribery - perceptions of 
the likelihood of 
companies to engage in 
bribery when doing 
business in the 
executive’s country 

+ Gauges the likelihood of 
companies to pay bribes 
 
- Does not identify 
institutional problems that 
lead to bribe. 

CORRUPTION 
PERCEPTIONS 
INDEX (CPI) /  

 
TRANSPARENCY 
INTERNATIONAL 

 
(since 1995) 

Measures how corrupt a 
country’s public sector 
is perceived to be - 
based on expert 
perception.  

composite index 

 a combination of 
expert surveys and 
assessments of 
corruption  

 draws on data 
sources from 
independent 
institutions 
specialising in 
governance and 
business climate 
analysis 

Perception of extent of 
petty corruption, bribery 
in the public sector 

+ Comprehensive set of 
primary sources. 
 
- Lacks actual measurement 
of corruption. No 
assessment of the quality of 
institutional framework. 
Does not untangle different 
types of corruption. 

GLOBAL 
CORRUPTION 
BAROMETER / 

 
 TRANSPARENCY 
INTERNATIONAL 

 
(since 2003) 

Assesses the general 
public’s perceptions and 
experience of 
corruption.  

original data  

 public opinion 
survey  

Perceptions and 
experience with 
corruption: asks for 
people’s views on 
corruption in their 
country generally, and in 
which institutions the 
problem of corruption is 
most severe. Provides a 
measure of people’s 
experience of bribery in 
the past year across 
different services. 

+ Measures citizen 
perceptions of and 
experience with bribery in 
different public institutions. 
Measures experience with 
corruption. 
 
- Assesses only bribery and 
perceptions of corruption, 
which are not the same as 
the actual level of 
corruption. No assessment 
of the quality of institutional 
framework. 

WORLDWIDE 
GOVERNANCE 
INDICATORS / 

 
 WORLD BANK 

 

(since 1996) 

Assesses voice and 
accountability, political 
stability, government 
effectiveness, regulatory 
quality, rule of law, and 
control of corruption 
(CCI) 
 
CCI: measures 
perceptions of the 
extent to which public 
power is exercised for 
private gain, including 
both petty and grand 
forms of corruption, as 
well as "capture" of the 
state by elites and 
private interests. 

composite index 
 based on over 30 

underlying data 
sources   

 the data sources are 
rescaled and 
combined to create 
the six aggregate 
indicators using 
unobserved 
components model 

Proxy.  
CCI: Corruption in public 
and private sectors. 
Citizen’s ability to hold 
government accountable. 
Ability of government to 
uphold laws and adhere 
by rules of society. 

 

Source: adapted from Laberge & Nahem, 2008, Transparency International, World Bank 
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As the table clearly shows, the most frequently used indicators are focused on capturing perception of 

the corruption in the public or private sector, or experience with bribery. Although GCB has a question 

on the levels of corruption in different institutions, including political parties, the data actually shows 

merely the perception of citizens about how corrupt political parties are. Given this point, none of the 

indicators can justly be used specifically as a measure for party corruption or impact of PFR on it.  In 

that context, the following section discusses issues with measuring party corruption. 

2.2.3 Measuring Party Corruption 

In discussing how to study and measure the impact of political finance regulation, Ohman (2014) 

suggests two important elements: a measurement of corruption (rather than the perception of 

corruption), and ability to measure the regulations over time (electoral cycles). More specifically, he 

argues that one should look at the dependent variable (party financing related corruption) before the 

regulation was introduced, at a time when it was introduced, and finally at a later point in time, when 

the regulation may have had an effect.  

Political financing regulation can have many purposes - increasing political pluralism, ensuring 

equality, reducing corruption, increasing popular trust in political parties, etc. Laws coming out as a 

result of scandals will certainly differ from the ones which respond to too high costs of the campaigns 

or financial crisis (Scarrow, 2004). Therefore, in assessing the impact of political financing 

regulations, initial intentions of the law-makers should not be neglected: if the motivation was not to 

curb corrupt practices, it would not be surprising if it had no impact in this regard (Ohman, 2014). 

As discussed in the first chapter, the research done in this area focuses largely on quantitative large-N 

analysis and various corruption indices, which do not capture phenomena targeted by the political 

financing regulation. Thus, qualitative methods, including case studies based on expert interviews, 

offer a better understanding of party corruption – as opposed to aggregate indices, which measure 

perceptions. Finally, through the case studies, specific context and aim of the PFR can more clearly be 
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considered. The following section elaborates on data collection and on how this projects measures 

party corruption. 

2.2.4 Data Collection 

The project is based on both primary data – namely interviews (discussed in more detail below), as 

well as secondary data, including academic publications, various reports and media articles.  The 

project also analyses the political financing regulations, as well as amendments to the PFRs, aiming to 

assess potential reasons for the PFR change. 

The empirical chapters are largely based on semi-structured interviews with relevant stakeholders. A 

total of 40 interviews were conducted in Croatia and Serbia in two rounds12: March and May 2015 

(seven exploratory interviews) and February, March and April 2016 (32 interviews), with some 

additional correspondence after the interviews and one email interview in 2017. These include eleven 

civil society experts, six academic experts, nine experts from the oversight bodies, six journalists, four 

members of the political parties, and one representative from public administration. The interviewees 

were chosen as actors either directly involved in the political financing (members of political parties 

and oversight bodies), or indirectly by studying or analysing political financing (CSO and academic 

experts, as well as journalists who cover the topic). All interviews are confidential, 39 held face-to-face 

and one through the email. Whereas 30 face-to-face interviews were recorded with the permission of 

the interviewees, for the remaining nine, extensive notes were taken during the interviews (see 

Appendix 2). 

The interviews consisted of three parts. The first part was semi-structured; it introduced the topic and 

referred to the core elements of the regulatory framework. In the second part, the interviewees were 

asked to comment on previously prepared short scenarios – hypothetical situations describing 

                                                           

12 With some interviewees I spoke in both rounds, therefore the number of interviews is 40, but the number of 
interviewees is 37. 
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different manifestations of party corruption. The final part consisted of scale questions, in a form of a 

short expert survey, where the interviewees were asked to assess certain elements of the PFR.  

In more detail, the questions were formulated based on the earlier outlined analytical framework – 

PFR framework and definition of party corruption. First, the semi structured part focused on the 

transparency measures and oversight, as the pillars of the PFR system. To set the stage for the 

discussion, the interview started with the general question on corrupt practices before the reform. It 

continued with the accuracy of the disclosed reports, independence and capacity of the oversight body, 

as well as sanctions.  

Second, to capture the mechanisms of party corruption, the questionnaire presented short 

hypothetical scenarios. The scenarios are similar to what is in qualitative research known as vignettes. 

Vignettes present a concrete example or social situation on which respondents are invited to offer their 

comment or opinion. In qualitative research, vignettes are used to find out about judgements and 

normative questions, with the assumption that vignettes measure opinions, judgements, norms and 

beliefs better than abstract questions (Alexander & Becker, 1978; Finch, 1987). More specifically, 

vignettes are used for three main reasons, namely to explore actions in context, to clarify people’s 

judgements and to offer a less personal and more friendly environment for exploring sensitive topics 

(Barter & Renold, 1999). The vignettes can be as short as a ‘snapshot’ scenario, or longer, in the form 

of a continuous narrative that unfolds through several stages (Finch, 1987; Jenkins et al., 2010). 

Considering the sensitivity of the topic, as well as the interview time constraints, the scenarios used in 

the present research are simplified short descriptions of known examples of party corruption. They 

were constructed based on the literature and previously known examples of party corruption in Croatia 

and Serbia. In more detail, the scenarios present the possibility of inaccurate reporting (scenarios 1 

and 2), buying influence (scenarios 3 and 4), hiding donor identity (scenario 5), abuse of state 

resources (scenarios 6, 7 and 8) and ‘party taxation’ (scenario 9) (see Table 2.5). In this part, the 

interviewees were asked to comment on the possibility of such scenario to happen now as opposed to 
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the period before the reform, and the likelihood of detection. In this way, not only the mechanism of 

party corruption (i.e. the ‘ways of doing things’), but also the possible change in practices after the 

reform was better captured. Moreover, the scenarios also teased out which PFR measures work in 

preventing different practices (i.e. why certain scenario is not possible any more), and which fail to 

work. It is important to highlight that the aim or the scope of these scenarios was not to measure the 

frequency or number of incidences of each scenario, but rather the mechanisms at work, and whether 

or not the PFR measures had any impact in preventing such practices.  

Table 2.5 Interview scenarios 

Could you comment on the possibility of the following scenarios; how likely were they before the 

reform, as opposed to today? Why?  

How likely are these irregularities to be detected? By whom? 

 

1. A political party orders advertising materials (flags, leaflets, t-shirts…) from a printing company. They make 

an agreement to not have an official bill, but rather informal exchange. The cost of this service is not 

registered in the financial reports. (the son of the owner of the printing company gets employed in the local 

public office) 

 

2. A political party orders advertising materials - 1000 billboards - from a printing company. They make an 

agreement to have an official bill for 500. The rest is paid without the bill and not registered in the financial 

report.  

 

3. A political party gets a high donation from a private construction firm. This firm wins the public tender for 

building the highway. 

 

4. A political party gets a high donation from a private pharmaceutical company. The party wins the elections. 

Later on the Parliament passes a law which ensures monopolistic position to this pharmaceutical firm. 

 

5. A third party actor (sport club, NGO, foundation…) collects contributions and donates to a political party. 

 

6. A private advertising firm wins most contracts with the state bodies, companies and ministries. The firm is 

connected to the ruling political party and profit goes mainly to the party.  

 

7. A ruling party uses official (governmental) car to travel to a party campaigning event to another city. 

 

8. The ruling party uses the government’s office and its resources for the phone calls and agitation of voters, 

and/or postal services.  

 

9. Member of a political party is appointed to a high position in the public enterprise. (S)he has to pay a part of 

the salary to the party.  
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Finally, the scale questions focused on overall assessments of PFR measures, where the interviewees 

were also asked to elaborate on their answers. After discussing the possible mechanisms of party 

corruption through the scenarios, these questions re-stated some of the earlier discussed issues 

(question 4 and 7). It also asked for overall assessment of how much parties comply with the PFR, as 

opposed to the spirit of PFR, as a way to hint at creative or symbolic compliance, as well as the 

loopholes (questions 1-3). The remaining questions focused on assessment of effectiveness of the PFR 

measures, all of which were touched upon through the scenarios (see Appendix 3 for the full 

questionnaire). 

2.2.5 Validity 

As corruption is after all a hidden and socially undesirable phenomenon, an obvious question that 

comes to mind is validity: did interviewees tell the truth – and how much was possibly left out? While 

it would be somewhat complicated for the interviewees to invent details of events that never happened, 

omitting some details and information is more likely. The details might be omitted on purpose, due to 

lack of trust and sensitivity of the topic, but also simply due to gaps in memory. The ‘truth’ might also 

be incomplete due to shaded responses and trying to present oneself in a positive light (cf. Weiss, 

1995). 

To address these issues, the interview structure pursued several aims. First, the semi-structured part 

served not only to understand the context before the reform, but also to solicit interviewees’ opinion 

on the pillars of PFR, namely disclosure, oversight and sanctions. Second, the aim of the scenarios was 

twofold: to remind interviewees about possible practices, but also to present these practices in a rather 

hypothetical or even exaggerated way which encourages discussion. Finally, the scale questions were 

there to confirm earlier responses and hint on the key issues in political financing. The data from the 

scale questions is not meant to be presented in the terms of specific scores, but rather to re-confirm 

the discussion from the first two parts of the interview. Given the nature of the interviewees, namely 
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experts and stakeholders who had relevant information, the scale assessments are noteworthy for 

detection of possible trends and key problems in functioning of PFR.  

Validity was furthermore addressed through the selection of interviewees, who were chosen from, 

figuratively speaking, both sides of the bias spectrum. On the one hand, the ones who are indirectly 

involved in political financing – academic and CSO experts, and journalists - might be expected to be 

more critical. On the other, the ones who are directly involved, namely party members and officials 

from the oversight bodies, are expected to be less critical of their own work and practices. Finally, given 

the sensitivity of the topic, the identity of the interviewees is confidential. Each interviewee is coded 

by affiliation13 and a random number (1-1114), for instance: ‘CSO Expert 1’. The confidentiality of the 

interviewees contributed further to validity of the responses. 

2.2.6 Scope of the Study 

In contrast to the research relying on indices, which do not capture relevant phenomena, the current 

project uses, not only more plausible data to capture party corruption, but also implementation of 

regulations. This has clear consequences when it comes to number of cases that can be analysed, 

generalizability, level of abstraction, applicability and scope of the findings. As opposed to previous 

studies, the project is based on two in-depth case studies. General trade-offs of between large-N and 

small-N studies apply here: whereas case studies allow for a thicker description and give better insight 

in the context and mechanisms at work, large-N studies lose the contextual knowledge, but allow 

generalizations, finding patterns and regularities (cf. Brady & Collier, 2004; King, Keohane, & Verba, 

1994). In this sense, findings of the project are clearly very specific for the studied countries, but still 

reveal possible patterns of party corruption, limitations of regulations, as well as some more 

generalizable causes for unintended consequences of PFR. In sum, the findings fairly emphasize 

                                                           

13 Academic Expert, CSO Expert, Journalist, Oversight Official, Party Official, Public Administration Official. 
14 11 as a maximum number in the same group of interviewees, e.g. CSO, academia, political party, oversight, journalist, 
public administration (cf. footnote above). 
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critical points of the PFR and ‘ways of doing things’ which open the room for further research and 

empirical evidence in studying political finance. 

In addition, as elaborated earlier in this chapter, the thesis does not consider the CSOs and judiciaries 

as possible relevant factors. Whereas in general these factors would be important variables in assessing 

the impact of PFR, in this dissertation they are considered as similar variables (variables that are 

similar in both countries, and therefore controlled for and not explanatory) and are not included in 

the analysis. Finally, acknowledging that PFR can have many purposes, this dissertation analyses only 

the aspects of PFR that aim to tackle party corruption. In other words, although, for instance, public 

funding aims to enhance political pluralism and competition, decrease the gap between rich and poor 

parties, as well as restrict the influence of wealthy private interests, the dissertation looks only at the 

latter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

CHAPTER 3: PARTIES, ELECTIONS, PARTY CORRUPTION 
AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

 

Previous two chapters established the analytical and theoretical framework, and set the scope of the 

research. This chapter contextualises the selected case studies and analyses the political financing 

regulations (PFR) through the earlier outlined analytical framework. Overall, the aim of this chapter 

is to provide a short overview of the main political parties, elections and the key characteristics of the 

political system, as well as the development of the regulation of political financing. Furthermore, the 

chapter discusses party corruption in the two countries and the context that led to the reform. Finally, 

it analyses political financing regulations in Croatia and Serbia15 based on the analytical regulatory 

framework, thus highlighting variations between regulatory measures adopted. Practical implications, 

implementation and impact of these variations, introduced as a result of the reform, are analysed in 

the next two chapters. 

                                                           

15 Throughout the text, I refer to Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (1992-2006) and the Republic of Serbia (2006 - today) 
as Serbia. 
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3.1 Political Parties and Elections in Croatia and Serbia: An Overview 

In general, both Croatia and Serbia are parliamentary democracies, where the deputies are elected by 

proportional representation, with a five per cent electoral threshold. Croatia elects between 100 and 

160 MPs in 12 electoral constituencies: in each of 10 constituencies within the country 14 MPs are 

elected, the 11th constituency is reserved for diaspora and elects a maximum of 14 MPs, whereas the 

12th constituency is reserved for eight minority representatives. In Serbia, 250 MPs are elected on a 

national level, i.e. the whole country is one electoral unit. In both countries seats are distributed based 

on the d’Hondt method (see Table 3.1). 

Table 3.1 Institutional political context in Croatia and Serbia at glance 

 Croatia Serbia 
Political system Semi presidential (authoritarian - till 2000) 

Parliamentary democracy 
Semi presidential (authoritarian - till 2000) 
Parliamentary democracy 

Electoral 
system 

● Proportional representation system 
● Candidate lists in 12 electoral districts 

(10+diaspora and minorities are separate 
constituencies) 

● 14 representatives are elected in each of 10 
districts 

● The diaspora constituency elects up to 14 
representatives  

● the national minorities constituency elects 
8 representatives 

● preferential voting since 2015  

● Proportional representation system 
● Election list in one electoral unit  
● The election list can include no more than 

250 candidates, since this is the number of 
MPs to be elected 

● distribution of mandates in proportion 
with the number of votes the lists received 

● closed lists 

Seats in the 
parliament  and 
distribution 

100-160 
Seats are distributed according to the d’Hondt 
method and the electoral threshold is 5%. 

250 
Seats are distributed according to the d’Hondt 
method and the electoral threshold is 5%. 

Parliamentary 
elections 
(party/coalition 
in power, 
Prime 
Minister) 

2000 (SDP, HSLS, HSS, HNS, IDS, and LS, 
Račan),  
2003 (HDZ, HSLS, HSU, DC, Sanader),  
2007 (HDZ, HSLS, HSU, HSS, 
Sanader/Kosor),  
2011 (SDP, HNS, IDS, HSU, Milanović),  
2015 (HDZ, Most, Orešković),  
2016 (HDZ, Most, Plenković) 

2000 (DOS, Đinđić),  
2003 (DSS, SPO, NS, G17+, Koštunica),  
2007 (DS, DSS-NS, G 17+, Koštunica) 
2008 (DS, SPS, Cvetković) 
2012 (SNS, SPS, URS, SDPS, Dačić) 
2014 (SNS, SPS, Vučić),  
2016 (SNS, SPS, Vučić; Brnabić as of 2017) 

 
Presidential 
Elections 
(President) 

1992 (Tuđman), 1997 (Tuđman), 2000 
(Mesić), 2005 (Mesić), 2010 (Josipović), 2015 
(Grabar-Kitarović) 

1991 (Milošević) 1997 (Milošević) 2000 
(Koštunica), 2004 (Tadić), 2008 (Tadić), 2012 
(Nikolić), 2017 (Vučić) 

Source: Croatian Parliament, Assembly of the Republic of Serbia 

Both Croatia and Serbia today have a multiparty system. The Croatian party system is highly 

institutionalised, with high electoral stability and low volatility. In the last 15 years, two main political 

parties, HDZ (Croatian Democratic Union) and SDP (Social Democratic Party), alternate in power and 

alone win around 60% of votes and 70% of seats in the parliament. In addition, another four 
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parliamentary parties have a longstanding representation in the parliament and often forming the 

government, namely HNS, HSS, IDS and HSLS16 (Čular, 2018). In the 1990s, the Serbian party system 

was characterised by a dominant party – Milošević’s SPS. In the 2000s, after the regime change, the 

opposition united as the DOS (Democratic Opposition of Serbia) and came to power. However, due to 

programmatic and leadership disagreements, the DOS soon fell apart, which increased the party 

system fragmentation. Moreover, the period from 1990 to 2007 was characterised by seven 

parliamentary elections, high volatility and weak party system institutionalisation (Orlović, 2008; 

Stojiljković, 2007). 

In more detail, after the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia split apart at the beginning of the 

1990s, Croatia and Serbia formed their new governments on similar nationalist grounds. Whereas in 

Serbia the communist party successor, Slobodan Milošević’s SPS (Socialist Party of Serbia), adopted 

nationalist policies and stayed in power, in Croatia, the communist party successor SDP (Social 

Democratic Party) failed to gain enough support in the 1990 elections, and lost to the HDZ (Croatian 

Democratic Union) – a conservative nationalist party (Stojarová, 2010). Overall, the political systems 

introduced after the fall of communism and breakup of Yugoslavia can hardly be considered 

democratic. On the contrary, both countries had hybrid democratic regimes – or more precisely, 

authoritarian semi-presidential systems. After a decade, the authoritarian regimes collapsed in both 

Croatia and Serbia. The ‘democratic revolution’ in Serbia in October 2000 and the end of HDZ’s rule 

in January 2000 - accompanied by constitutional changes in Croatia - marked the beginning of the 

‘second transition’ and parliamentary democracy. 

After communist rule and secession from Yugoslavia, the first multiparty parliament in Croatia was 

constituted in May 1990. The conservative, nationalist HDZ (Croatian Democratic Union), led by 

                                                           

16 See the list of the political parties in Croatia and Serbia in Appendix 4 
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Franjo Tuđman, superiorly won the elections over the Social Democratic Party (SDP). At the time, the 

Parliament consisted of two chambers: the Chamber of Deputies with legislative authority, and the 

Chamber of Counties, with an advisory role. Tuđman’s regime can be described as a hybrid democracy, 

or rather authoritarian system – it relied on control of the state institutions and media, electoral 

manipulations and a highly corrupt privatisation process (Sedo, 2010). Čular (2000) refers to this 

period as authoritarian democracy – closer to delegative17 than liberal democracy: HDZ had enough 

support to stay in power for almost a decade, but not enough to completely dismiss the rules of the 

established democratic game. After the death of Franjo Tuđman in 1999, HDZ lost - not only the 

parliamentary, but also the presidential, elections. Soon after, in November 2000, the winning 

coalition led by the centre-left SDP amended the Constitution and changed the semi-presidential into 

a parliamentary system. Along with the political system changes, the parliament itself was reformed 

in March 2001: the Chamber of Counties was eliminated and the parliament became unicameral. 

The SDP coalition government lasted for three years, when HDZ returned to power in 2003 – now 

lead by Ivo Sanader. Prime Minister Sanader became highly controversial after a sudden resignation 

in the middle of his second mandate (in July 2009) and accusations of siphoning money from state-

owned firms through a private marketing company, Fimi Media. The ‘Fimi Media’ case became known 

as the biggest political corruption scandal in Croatia. In the following elections in 2011 HDZ lost to 

SDP, only to return to power in 2015 and again, after snap elections, in 2016. It is interesting to 

highlight that the 2015 HDZ government failed due to a large-scale corruption scandal. Nevertheless, 

after the change in leadership, HDZ again won the elections, only a few months after the scandal. This 

scandal will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.  

                                                           

17 Čular refers to O’Donell’s definition of delegative democracy: “Delegative democracies rest on the premise that 
whoever wins election to the presidency is thereby entitled to govern as he or she sees fit, constrained only by the hard 
facts of existing power relations and by a constitutionally limited term of office” (O’Donell, 1994, p. 59). 
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Serbia went along a somewhat different path. By integrating the League of Communists of Serbia and 

the Socialist Alliance of the Working People of Serbia, in July 1990 Milošević founded the SPS – 

Socialist Party of Serbia. Although formally a new party, the personnel, symbolism and legacy from 

the League of Communists remained (Jou, 2010; Ramet & Pavlaković, 2007). From the 1990 to 2000 

elections, by winning between 40% and 77% of the votes, Milošević’s SPS ruled the country alone or in 

coalitions with parties such as the Serbian Radical Party (SRS) - led by right-wing extremist Vojislav 

Šešelj - and the Milošević wife’s led Yugoslav United Left (JUL) (cf. Republic Electoral Commission). 

Relying on propaganda and use of force, but also due to weak and fragmented opposition, the 

authoritarian regime of Slobodan Milošević lasted until 2000. In the light of the Kosovo crisis and 

NATO bombing in 1999, the discontent was growing, not only among the political opposition, but also 

among the students organised in Otpor. Indeed, by early 2000s, the regime increasingly relied on the 

repression measures to silence both the opposition and the members of Otpor, which, instead of 

cracking them down, increased the support for the opposition (Ramet & Pavlaković, 2007). In this 

context, to strengthen his legitimacy, in July 2000 Milošević changed the Constitution to be directly 

elected by a popular vote, rather than appointed by the Parliament. The opposition at the time, 

organised in the coalition of 18 parties - DOS (Democratic Opposition of Serbia), nominated the lawyer 

Vojislav Kostunica as their candidate. Contrary to Milošević’s expectations and despite of his reliance 

on media control and misuse of state apparatus, Kostunica won 54% of the votes (Milošević got 

35.01%). However, the Federal Election Commission claimed that Kostunica actually won less than 

50% and that the second round of elections should be held in October. The opposition called for 

protests, which culminated on 5th October in the so-called ‘Bulldozer Revolution’, when 

demonstrators overtook the parliament building and the headquarters of the Serbian Radio-

Television. Following the acknowledgement of the presidential election results, in the consecutive 

parliamentary elections in December 2000, DOS won a landslide victory over Milošević’s regime, with 

Zoran Đinđić as a Prime Minister (Bochsler, 2010; Ramet & Pavlaković, 2007). 
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After removing Milošević and SPS from power, DOS introduced reforms that changed the political 

setting. The ruling elite was replaced, and regulations that restricted freedom of the opposition and 

violated civil liberties were abolished (Goati, 2007). In the subsequent years and elections, the political 

scene was dominated by three parties, namely a pro-European DS, radical SRS and centrist DSS. Until 

2012 DS and DSS were together or interchangeably forming ruling coalitions (see Table 3.1). After the 

defeat in 2000, the radical party SRS recovered in 2008 elections, but also split due to disputes over 

EU Stabilisation and Association Agreement. Party’s deputy president, Tomislav Nikolić and general 

secretary, Aleksandar Vučić left the party and founded SNS – Serbian Progressive Party (Bochsler, 

2010). Whereas in 2012 elections SNS was a part of a governing coalition, in the 2014 elections 

Aleksandar Vučić became the prime minister as SNS won 158 out of 250 seats, which left some 

formerly parliamentary parties such as DSS (Democratic Party of Serbia), LDP (Liberal Democratic 

Party) and URS below the threshold (see Appendix 4 for more details). Lack of public funding that 

followed the electoral defeat significantly affected these parties, which will be discussed in more detail 

in the next chapter. To obtain a renewed mandate in order to meet the EU requirements and push for 

reforms, Vučić called for snap elections in April 2016, when SNS again won the majority with 131 seats. 

Finally, the PM Vučić, as one of the candidates, won also the 2017 presidential elections. He resigned 

from the PM function in June 2017 and nominated the Minister of Public Administration and Local 

Government, Ana Brnabić, as his successor for the PM position, which was soon approved by the 

Parliament. 
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3.2 Towards the Reform  

This section discusses the development of legal framework in Croatia and Serbia, as well as party 

corruption and corruption scandals before 2011. Due to the lack of transparency measures and overall 

dynamic of democratic developments, corruption scandals during the 1990s and early 2000s are not 

well documented in neither academic nor journalistic sphere. Therefore, information about previous 

corrupt practices is taken from the rare newspaper and academic articles, research done by NGOs, but 

also interviews – where interviewees could recall any of such examples.  

3.2.1 Party Corruption and Regulatory Framework Development in 
Croatia 

Regulation of political financing in Croatia can be divided in two phases: from 1990 to 2003 and from 

2004 onwards. Up until 2003, this area was under-regulated, dispersed throughout different laws and 

focused mostly on public funding and basic bookkeeping requirements. In the second phase, political 

financing is regulated in separate laws. The first law that regulated specifically political financing was 

the 2004 Act on Financing the Presidential Elections Campaign. This short Act (only seven articles) 

not only paved the way for treating political financing as a separate subject, but also for more detailed 

and stricter regulation of political financing in general (Čular, 2018). 

Overall, political financing was for the first time regulated in the 1990 Law on Political Organisations, 

where party financing was mentioned declaratively in only three articles (Mataković & Petak, 2010). 

This was broadened in 1993 through the Law on Political Parties, where the section III (Articles 18-

22) broadly defined possible sources of financing and distribution of the subsidies from the state 

budget. Furthermore, parties were required to disclose the origin and purpose of the received money, 

as well as to keep accounts, prepare financial statements and submit them to the State Audit Office, 

and the Parliament (Law on Political Parties, 1993). However, the system was clearly still 

underdeveloped. The Law did not provide for any details on the oversight over spending or origins of 

the money – everyone was ‘finding their own way around’ (Petak, 2001). Overall, political parties relied 
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heavily on the state subsidies, and membership fees did not play a significant role in party budgets. 

Croatian system of political financing under the 1993 Law can be described as lacking proper 

disclosure or transparency requirements, no reporting or accounting standards and containing no 

bans and limits on donations. This was especially obvious in the 2003 parliamentary elections, when 

donations from the private firms were ‘hidden’ under line items ‘other sources’, ‘contributions’ or 

‘transfers’, with no details on single donation amounts or donors’ identity (Petak, 2003). Moreover, 

parties openly said they would not disclose the identity of donors who prefer to stay anonymous 

(Malenica, 2003).  

It is important to mention that, in addition to the Act on Political Parties, political financing was also 

regulated in several other sources of law, including the Constitution18, the Act on Parliamentary 

Elections, Act on Presidential Elections, Act on the Election of Local and Regional Governments, as 

well as the Act on Financing the Presidential Elections Campaign (GRECO, 2009; Kregar et al., 2007). 

After the 2004 Act on Financing the Presidential Elections Campaign, a first more significant step 

forward in regulating political financing was the 2006 Act on the Financing of Political Parties, 

Independent Lists and Candidates. The novelty the 2006 Act brought consists of regulation of 

membership fees and donations, as well as anonymous and donations from abroad, and ban of certain 

types of donations. However, the new Act did not have any provisions on financing of election 

campaigns (Mataković, 2013; Mataković & Petak, 2010). Not only did the Act fail to regulate campaign 

financing, but it also did not unify provisions related to political financing which were scattered among 

five different sources of law, which created inconsistencies, loopholes and left a lot of room for 

interpretation. GRECO highlighted that problem and gave several recommendations to improve 

political finance framework. Some of them included: harmonisation of the provisions on election 

campaign funding contained in the various election laws, defining the timeframes for disclosure of 

                                                           

18 “Political parties shall publicly disclose the sources of their finances and assets.” Article 6, paragraph 3 
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annual reports,  to ensure independent oversight bodies  – with the mandate, the authority, as well as 

financial and personnel resources, and to introduce more flexible and effective, proportionate and 

dissuasive sanctions (GRECO, 2009). Moreover, the European Commission warned about political 

financing issues in its annual Progress Reports. The Commission specifically highlighted that 

financing of election campaigns was not fully addressed and that shortcomings remained in the area 

of transparency and independent oversight (European Commission Progress Reports on Croatia 

2008-2010). 

Given the undeveloped regulatory framework, abuse of state resources and undue influence were not 

clearly forbidden – and due to the lack of transparency, hardly detectable. When it comes to party 

corruption incidents or scandals, until the mid-2000s, campaigns in Croatia “…were permeated with 

private influence-buying contributions, unlimited in form and substance” (Grubiša, 2005, p. 66). 

Abuse of state resources was common. For instance, in the 2000 campaign, HDZ issued the bill for 

mailing services to the state owned company Croatian Post (Academic Expert 1). Moreover, the audit 

reports often found abuses of public premises (Audit Reports by the State Audit Office). In addition, 

the audit found connections between donors of the political parties and irregularities in the public 

procurement (Oversight Official 7). Political financing scandals were for the first time covered in the 

media in 2000 by journalist Hrvoje Appelt, who was the first to investigate political corruption, and 

the first to find out which firms were financing political parties. At that time, there was no obligation 

to disclose the donors. What he found showed that the firms that contributed to the campaign were 

for sure not genuine or ideology driven supporters, but rather ‘tactical players’ who aimed to secure 

their business – they donated significant amounts of money to both conservative HDZ and leftist SDP 

– big parties that could win the elections (Journalist 1). 

As mentioned above, up until 2003, financial statements of political parties were not public documents 

in Croatia. After HDZ lost the elections in 2000, it came out that racketeering was a common way of 

securing party income: government contractors had to contribute to the ‘party coffers’ in order to be 
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paid (Pinto-Duschinsky, 2002). Moreover, the media analysis of NGOs GONG and Transparency 

International Croatia during the 2007 election campaign showed discrepancy between costs of 

advertising and reported received donations. The difference was found also between reported and 

estimated advertisement costs (GONG, 2007). As mentioned earlier, when the reports became public, 

they also revealed a high number of anonymous sources, presented in the reports under ’Unknown’ or 

‘Other’. According to GONG’s overview of selected (bigger, parliamentary) political parties’ income 

from 2003 to 2009, as much as 21% of total income of all parties in 2003 came from unknown sources. 

As Figure 3.1 below shows, for some parties up to 60% of income was registered as ‘other’ or 

‘unknown’(GONG, 2010). The peak in 2006 and 2007 can probably be attributed to the 2007 

parliamentary elections and higher inflow of money. Interestingly, after the changes in regulatory 

framework in 2006, unidentified (anonymous) sources became forbidden. Still, in 2007, as Figure 3.1 

shows, parties even increased the amounts registered under ‘other’ sources. Taking into account that 

the data come only from what parties declared in the official reports and the lack of effective oversight, 

real numbers were probably much higher.  
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Figure 3.1 Overview of the income from unknown sources of selected political parties in Croatia (2003 to 
2009) 

 

 
 

INCOME FROM UNKNOWN SOURCES IN HRK 
 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

HDZ 8,840,764 3,962,985 1,942,557 21,194,802 14,895,551 1,920,135 3,720,727 

SDP 4,682,882 2,638,394 3,292,522 4,153,578 3,729,913 1,992,241 219,046 

HNS 415,282 46,421 17,328 190,755 3,319,581 686,604 89,125 

HSS 3,578,246 1,143,701 1,779,664 2,266,830 15,615,687 683,299 59,384 

Source: GONG, 2010 

Political financing became an especially prominent topic in 2010 with the huge scandal involving the 

ruling HDZ and the prime minister at that time, Ivo Sanader. Between 2003 and 2009 Sanader 

siphoned almost 10 million EUR from state-run firms and institutions through the marketing agency 

Fimi Media, thus making illegal financial gains for himself and the party. In more detail, according to 

the Office for the Suppression of Corruption and Organized Crime (USKOK) charges, Sanader urged 

the responsible people in the state owned companies and public institutions to hire the firm Fimi 

Media for the procurement of certain goods and services – regardless of the public procurement rules. 

He also agreed with the director of Fimi Media, Nevenka Jurak, that part of the money from these 
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deals, as well as from some fictive bills, would be given to the party treasurer, who would hand it over 

to Sanader – or other people as instructed by Sanader. The money was also used to pay HDZ’s bills. 

Moreover, HDZ collected a significant number of private donations (as USKOK estimated, at least 2 

million EUR), which were not recorded in the financial reports. In this way, Sanader illegally gained 

at least 2 million EUR, and HDZ at least some 4 million EUR (USKOK, 2011). In March 2014 Sanader 

was found guilty, and was sentenced to nine years in prison. Likewise, the party, HDZ, was the first 

political party in Croatia that was found guilty of corruption. 

However, Fimi Media was not the only corruption case that Sanader was involved in. He was found 

guilty of receiving a bribe and signing a damaging contract for the Republic of Croatia when he agreed 

to sell the management rights of the Croatian oil company INA to Hungarian MOL. He was also 

convicted of taking bribes from Austria's Hypo Bank in 1994 and 1995, in the capacity of a deputy 

foreign minister. At that time, he was negotiating loan conditions for Croatia for the purpose of buying 

buildings for Croatian embassies around the world. Sanader was sentenced to eight and a half years in 

prison for taking bribes from MOL and for war profiteering in the Hypo Bank case. Finally, Sanader 

was also involved in the ‘Planinska’ case, where he was accused of receiving an approximately EUR 2.2 

million ‘commission’ after the Ministry of Regional Development bought a building from a firm owned 

by HDZ’s former MP, Stjepan Fiolić. Interestingly, whereas the Planinska case is still ongoing, charges 

against Sanader in the Fimi Media case were dismissed in 2015 due to procedural errors during the 

trial, and the process is once again at the beginning. Moreover, in July 2015 the Croatian Constitutional 

Court dismissed the verdict against Sanader in the INA-MOL and Hypo cases and returned the cases 

to the Zagreb County Court for a retrial. The reasons for dismissing the INA-MOL case, as stated by 

the Court, were insufficient elaboration of Sanader’s capacity as a ‘public official’ and lack of proof that 

the agreement was contrary to Croatia’s national interests (Constitutional Court, 2015). 
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3.2.2 Party Corruption and Regulatory Framework Development in 
Serbia 

In Serbia, political financing was regulated as early as the beginning of the 1990s. However, the 

regulations were never truly implemented:  

“The area of financing of political parties was a rare example of "solidarity" between 

the parties of the former regime and the opposition – they did not punish each other 

for offenses, regardless of who was in power”(Nenadić, 2011, p. 123).  

The first law regulating political finance was passed in 1990 – the Law on Political Organisations. This 

law regulated the sources of funding and banned foreign contributions, but provided no limitations 

when it comes to donations. Direct public funding was provided in 1991 through the Law on the 

Participation of the Republic in the Financing of Political Organisations. In 1992, political financing 

was addressed in a more comprehensive way through the Law on Financing of Political Organisations, 

which again defined the sources of income and banned foreign donations, as well as anonymous 

donations if they exceeded 3% of a party’s annual income from the budget. In addition, the Law on 

Election of National Representatives regulated the provision of indirect subsidies, such as the free use 

of media. As public funding was tied to average salaries, the devaluation of the Serbian dinar had a 

great effect on the amount of money received. In this context, the 1997 Law for Financing of Political 

Parties tied the allocation to the average salary in the month preceding the allocation, rather than the 

month preceding the passing of the budget. Finally, private donations from legal persons were limited 

to 50 average salaries, whereas donations from private persons were not limited (Goati, 2007). 

After the 2000 parliamentary elections, there was a strong need for financial resources to support 

infrastructure building of parties within the DOS coalition, but also for the newly emerged political 

parties at that time. The need for more legal ways to obtain money lead to the new legislation – the 

Law on Financing Political Parties. The Law was not only a means to increase public funding and help 

capacity building of the parties, but it was also an anti-corruption tool. However, the implementation 
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remained a weak point – there was no effective control or sanctioning, and transparency measures 

were not in place (Nenadić, 2011) 

Lack of control was specifically problematic. The control was entrusted to the Parliamentary 

Committee for Finances and the Republic Election Commission (REC). However, The Committee had 

no legal authority nor capacity for the oversight and no sanctions were ever enforced (Academic Expert 

4, CSO Expert 8, 9, Oversight Official 8). Moreover, REC consisted of the representatives of 

parliamentary parties, and could hardly be considered as an independent body (Academic Expert 4). 

In this regard, it was clear already in 2004 when the PFR was passed that the system of oversight was 

not functional. In 2005, the new National Anticorruption Strategy envisaged the creation of the 

Anticorruption Agency (ACA) – a body that would, among other things, be in charge of controlling 

political financing. However, it took some years to establish the Agency – the duties of the 

parliamentary Committee and REC were transferred to the Agency in 2010 (Nenadić, 2011). 

In 2010, as a part of the Third Evaluation Round, GRECO reviewed the political financing regulatory 

framework and issued several recommendations, including fixing the election campaign period and 

reviewing expenditure ceilings, as the current system19 did not provide enough money for campaigning 

and it heavily favoured parties in power. Furthermore, GRECO recommended introduction of the clear 

rules for accounting for in-kind donations, use of public facilities for party and election purposes, as 

well as loans. When it came to the oversight, it was recommended to regulate in more detail the 

relevant deadlines and ways of making the financial reports public, as well as to strengthen the 

capacities of the ACA, and to clarify its mandate. Finally, GRECO suggested that sanctions should be 

reviewed in order to make them more proportionate, but also dissuasive (GRECO, 2010). In the same 

way, during the process of opening the accession negotiations, the European Commission (EC) also 

                                                           

19 Funds collected from private sources cannot exceed 20% of the funds obtained from public sources (Article 11) 
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pointed to the problems with oversight. As stated in the Progress Reports, under the previous law, 

enforcement was weak and parties did not fully disclose their finances. In addition, the oversight body, 

as already mentioned earlier, did not have the capacity, nor powers to assess the accuracy of the 

reports. Finally, after the introduction of the ACA, the EC highlighted that the current regulations do 

not provide the ACA with sufficient investigative powers (European Commission Progress Reports on 

Serbia, 2008-2010). 

Just as in Croatia, given the amount of loopholes, inadequate oversight and weak implementation, 

party corruption was a widespread phenomenon. According to Pešić (2007), since the introduction of 

the multi-party system in 1990, secret and under-the-table party financing became a tradition: the 

parties were financed by big capital contributions and the tycoons financed all major political parties. 

Those tycoons were created by Milošević’s regime through war profiteering, through import deals 

during embargo, currency speculation, as well as through privatisation of state owned firms. Although 

Milošević ‘created’ them, they were secretly giving money also to the opposition – to secure their 

position after the changes in the government. In this way, tycoons not only survived through the 

different regimes, but also gained influence over all parties and decision-making: the interests of the 

donors were reflected in the newly passed laws (Academic Expert #4).  

The ways in which political parties in Serbia ‘return the favours’ to donors can be summarised under 

several mechanisms. One way was setting up the public tenders and opening the way to the lucrative 

deals - with the state as the ultimate beneficiary. Either tenders would be set up by giving the preferred 

firm information about the offers of the competition, or the preferred firm would give an offer well 

below the market prices, which would then be increased later through annexes. Some of the other 

mechanisms included providing a monopoly position to the donor or ‘tailoring’ relevant laws according 

to donors’ needs. Further to that, accepting the illegal money and ‘cleaning the biography’ (i.e. any 

criminal or other official records) of the donors in return was a common practice. Finally, donors had 

access to jobs in the state owned enterprises and public administration. In this way, they could put 
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their people in positions which would later give them privileged access to state resources and influence 

over public works and public procurement  (Čolović, 2008; Vuković, 2014).  

Financing from abroad was particularly problematic. The opposition, especially, was financed from 

abroad. Among others, donors were embassies, private firms, and big international companies. The 

money was given in cash to high-level party officials, and the favours in return included privileged 

treatment in public tenders or concessions with damaging consequences for the state. Moreover, the 

money was coming through third party actors – usually NGOs. The NGOs were financed from abroad 

to work on behalf of a particular party, usually for activities during election campaigns (Vuković, 2014). 

One of the prominent problems in Serbia regarding corrupt practices in political financing also 

included abuse of public resources during election campaigns. More specifically, it involved direct 

subsidies or providing assets of public enterprises for campaigns, using the vehicles of public 

institutions or time of public servants, as well as employment in public services.  The most frequent 

abuse, however, was that of influence and power over media, especially when it came to politicians in 

power who would present their campaign activities as regular work (Transparency Serbia, 2012).  

One of the examples of public tenders abuse that caught public attention was a donor to the SPS, Ivica 

Tončev, whose brother’s firm Tončev gradnja won as many as 96 public tenders worth 2 billion RSD 

(cca. 180 million EUR) in the period from 2007 to 2012. The largest number of contracts was signed 

with the Ministry of Education, led by the Minister Zarko Obradović, a highly ranked SPS party official. 

During 2010 the Ministry of Interior, led by SPS’ Ivica Dačić, also hired Tončev gradnja – for 

‘specialised services’ worth 24 million RSD (Tamburovski, 2014). According to BIRN (Balkan 

Investigative Reporting Network), in 2011 80% of Tončev gradnja’s income came from the contracts 

with the state (Đorđević, 2013). Another party corruption case investigated by CINS (Center for 

Investigative Journalism Serbia) dates back to 2009, when police searched the house of Goran 

Knežević, the Mayor of the city of Zrenjanin and a high-level DS official at that time, accused of fraud 

related to real estate development. The police found a safe with 160,700 EUR. Knežević explained that 
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the money came from the friends and sympathizers of the party in the past two years, and was used 

for financing party functioning, including purchase of mobile phones, financing travel, gasoline, 

events, etc. Interestingly, the judiciary never pursued this case, as it was not a part of the initial charges 

for real estate development fraud. The charges were meanwhile dismissed, Knežević left DS and joined 

SNS, served as a Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management from 2012 to 2013, and has 

been serving as the Minister of Economy since 2016 (Šarić & Jahić, 2016). 

3.2.3 In Conclusion: Conditionality as a Driving Force of the Reform 

As the discussion above shows, prior to 2011, in addition to the widespread corrupt practices, both 

Croatia and Serbia had a very weak regulatory framework related to political financing. Still, the 

incentive for the reform and the trigger for change was not a response to the lack of regulation or 

corruption scandals, but rather to the external pressure from the GRECO and the EU conditionality 

(cf. Schimmelfennig & Sedelmeier, 2004). Since the relations of the whole Western Balkan region with 

the EU intensified in the early 2000s, political financing has been addressed in the European 

Commission Progress Reports, which influenced and motivated political finance reforms:  

“Europeanization has galvanized the development of certain rules, since the EU listed 

political finance reforms among its political conditions for further enlargement and 

the Council of Europe adopted detailed recommendations regarding party funding”  

(Walecki, 2007, p. 16).   

 Following the experience of the 2007 enlargement, the EU strengthened the conditionality criteria - 

and especially the ‘god governance’ criteria, which, to name but a few, include the rule of law, 

independent judiciary and fight against organised crime and corruption (Stratulat, 2014). Although 

Croatia and Serbia did not have the same status in the EU negotiations at that moment, the EU 

pressure was equally credible - the time of the reform was prior to full membership for Croatia and 

acquiring a candidate status for Serbia. In this context of corruption scandals and weak regulatory 

framework, under the international (EU/GRECO) pressure, Croatia and Serbia introduced the new 
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regulations in June 2011. The new PFRs and subsequent amendments are analysed in the following 

sections. 

3.3 Political Financing Regulation: Regulatory Design Analysis  

Guided by the GRECO recommendations, Croatia consolidated political financing regulations, 

introduced greater oversight powers of the State Election Commission, enhanced transparency 

measures, increased the donation limits and decreased public funding for regular annual financing. 

Similarly, in Serbia, donation limits were introduced, transparency measures were improved, and an 

independent body for oversight was established.  

More specifically, when it comes to the supply side, both countries provide public funding – relying on 

different allocation formulas. In Croatia, political parties are entitled to regular annual financing from 

the state budget divided in equal amounts for every MP Including a bonus of 10% for the MP of 

underrepresented gender (Articles 5-7). The money for annual financing is secured in the state budget 

in the amount of 0.075% of the tax revenues as stated in the previously published annual budget 

execution report (Article 3). In addition, parties that pass the threshold of 5% are entitled to campaign 

cost reimbursement (Article 18). The level of recoverable campaign costs is determined by the 

Government within seven days after the date of the announcement to call the elections (Article 19). 

In Serbia, parties are also entitled to regular annual financing from the state budget in the amount of 

0.105% of the budget – based on tax revenues (Article 16). The redistribution is calculated by 

multiplying the number of votes of all voters below 5% of valid votes with a quotient of 1.5, and the 

number of votes above 5 percent of valid votes of all voters with a coefficient of 1 (Article 17 (2)). When 

it comes to reimbursement of campaign costs, the public funds are allocated in the amount of 0.07% 

of the state budgetary expenditure (Article 20). A part of these funds (20%) is allocated in equal 

amounts to all proclaimed election lists which promised to use the public funds to cover campaign 

costs. The remaining 80% is distributed proportionally to the seats won (Article 21). In addition, the 

funds received for annual financing can also be used for campaign financing (Article 19 (2)). 
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Both countries also introduced limits on private donations. Nevertheless, whereas Croatia decided on 

an exact monetary limit, of HRK 30,000 for natural and HRK 200,000 for legal persons, Serbia 

defines the limit in the terms of average salaries20 – 20 for natural persons and 200 for legal persons 

within one calendar year. In a comparative perspective, the limit for natural persons in Croatia reflects 

five monthly average salaries, whereas the limit for legal persons amounts to around 18 average 

salaries21, respectively. Moreover, in an election year, the Serbian PFR allows for additional 

contributions in the same amounts.  

On the demand side, Croatia introduced a limit on expenditure during election campaigns – political 

parties are allowed to spend up to 1.5 million HRK in a single constituency. As Croatia has 10 electoral 

districts22, the maximum amount that a party that runs in all districts can spend during one campaign 

amounts to 15 million HRK. The Serbian PFR, however, does not have this provision or any limits on 

maximum spending amounts allowed during election campaigns. The combination of no ceiling and 

the usage of regular funds for campaigning had serious consequences for competitiveness, which will 

be discussed in the next chapter. 

Transparency measures are on a high level in both countries. Anonymous donations are banned, the 

disclosure of financial reports, as well as donors, is required. Nevertheless, the Croatian Political 

Activity and Election Campaign Financing Act stipulates somewhat more comprehensive and strict 

requirements when it comes to donation disclosure – all donations, regardless of amount, have to be 

made public. In contrast, in Serbia, according to the Law on Financing of Political Activities, the 

donations which are below one monthly average salary (on a yearly basis) do not have to be disclosed 

(Article 10 (3)). In the same fashion, whereas the Serbian PFR requires disclosure of the annual 

                                                           

20 Average net monthly salary in Serbia in July 2017 was 48,101 RSD (cca. 400 EUR. The Statistical Office of the 
Republic of Serbia, last available data) 
21 Average net monthly salary in Croatia in June 2017 was 6,005 HRK (cca. 810 EUR. The State Statistical Office, last 
available data) 
22 Not including diaspora and minorities as separate constituencies. 
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financial report (Article 28) and the campaign cost report (Article 29), the Croatian PFR is somewhat 

more specific. For annual financing (related to regular work), parties are required to submit a financial 

report to both the State Election Commission (SEC) and the State Audit Office (SAO) within 60 days 

from the end of the reporting period (end of the calendar year). Moreover, the reports also have to be 

disclosed on parties’ websites. Furthermore, parties also have to disclose on their websites the semi-

annual reports on donations in the course of the first six months of the current year - and notify by 

email the SEC of a website on which the semi-annual reports are published (Article 26).  

In addition to reports on finances and donations related to regular annual financing, parties in Croatia 

also disclose preliminary (seven days before the election day) and final (15 days after the 

announcement of the election results) campaign cost and donation reports (Article 24). These reports 

are also a part of the final election campaign financing report, which is due 30 days from the election 

day (Article 34(1)). Parties in Serbia submit two types of reports: their annual reports to the Anti-

Corruption Agency (ACA) by 15 April of the current year for the preceding year (Article 28(1)) and 

campaign finance reports within 30 days from the date of publication of final election results (Article 

29(1)).  

The reports are made public through publication on the party websites, in local newspapers, in the 

official gazette, or through the oversight bodies. Interestingly, the Croatian PFR defines disclosure on 

the web sites as available for at least 30 (for preliminary or interim reports) or 90 days (for final 

reports). Such time limits are explained by the (lack of) interest of the public for the reports (Oversight 

Official #4, #5). Nevertheless, the annual financial statements and financial statements on the 

financing of the election campaign are delivered by the SEC to the Croatian Information and 

Documentation Referral Agency for publication, where they are permanently available (Article 

39(10)). 

Both countries have independent oversight bodies. Whereas in Croatia the State Election Commission 

(SEC) is responsible for election campaign monitoring, and the State Audit Office for audit of financial 
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statements, in Serbia monitoring and oversight are in the domain of the Anti-Corruption Agency.  

While there are no particular general pros and cons for introducing an ACA as opposed to a body like 

the SEC, what matters is the mechanism monitoring and sanctioning powers. In this sense, while the 

SEC exercises control through relevant authorities (tax office, police, etc.), the Serbian Anti-

Corruption Agency adopted a Rulebook on Election Campaign Monitors, regulating campaign cost 

oversight procedure on three levels: field, monitors, coordinators and central coordinators. Whereas 

field monitors monitor and make records on the ground; coordinators organize and supervise the work 

of the field monitors, and central coordinators supervise coordinators and submit the reports to the 

Secretariat of the Agency (ACA). Parties submit all their reports to the oversight institutions, namely 

the SEC and SAO in Croatia and the ACA in Serbia. Whereas in Croatia, according to the PFR, the state 

audit is an integral part of the party financing oversight (Section VII), in Serbia this is not the case. 

After conducting control of financial reports, the ACA may forward a request to the State Audit 

Institution (SAI) to audit these reports (Article 34).  

Finally, sanctions range from administrative, in terms of forfeiture of public funds and warnings, to 

fines, where both the political party and person(s) authorized to act on behalf of the party are subject 

to the fine. Nevertheless, the amounts differ. Whereas in Croatia fines for the political parties range 

from EUR 6,500 to EUR 65,000, in Serbia they vary from EUR 2,000 to EUR 20,000. Comparatively, 

in terms of average salaries, fines in Croatia range from 9 to 90 average salaries, while in Serbia the 

range is from 5 to 55 average salaries. Especially when compared to the donation ceilings, which are 

rather high, sanctions in Serbia show to be even less significant. Although less strict in fines, the 

Serbian PFR prescribes imprisonment for trying to hide the source or amount of collected funds.  

What emerges from the above analysis is that Croatia and Serbia significantly differ along the main 

dimensions of PFR. On the one hand, the Croatian PFR foresees stricter limits – both in terms of limits 

on donations and expenses, but keeps oversight on a very formal level – administrative rather than 

inspectional. On the other, the Serbian PFR provides a more thorough monitoring system, with the 
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network of monitors on the ground, but leaves the limits fairly flexible: limits on donations are rather 

high and there are no limits on maximum expenditures. The Table 3.2 summarises these key 

differences in the regulatory design. 
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Table 3.2 Regulatory design variation 

MEASURE CROATIA SERBIA 
Public 
Funding 

Regular annual financing: 0.075% of the tax revenues 
as stated in the previously published annual budget 
execution report (Article 3) 
● divided in equal amounts - and bonus of 10% for 

the MP of underrepresented gender (Articles 5-
7) 

 
Parties that pass the threshold of 5% are entitled to 
campaign costs reimbursement (Article 18). 
● level of recoverable campaign costs is 

determined in by the Government within seven 
days after the date of the announcement to call 
the elections (Article 19) 

Regular annual financing: 0.105% of the budget – based 
on the tax revenues (Article 16).  
● redistribution is calculated by multiplying the 

number of votes of all voters below 5 percent of valid 
votes with a quotient of 1.5, and the number of votes 
above 5 percent of valid votes of all voters with a 
coefficient of 1 (Article 17 (2)).  

 
Reimbursement of campaign costs: 0.07% of the state 
budgetary expenditure (Article 20)   
● 20 % allocated in equal amounts to all proclaimed 

election lists who declared to use the public funds to 
cover the campaign costs 

● 80% distributed proportionally to the seats won 
(Article 21).  

● the funds received for annual financing can also be 
used for campaign financing (Article 19 (2)). 

Limit on 
donations 

● natural person 30.000 HRK within a single 
calendar year (cca. EUR 4,000) 

● legal person 200,000 HRK within a single 
calendar year (cca. EUR 26,000) 

● natural person 20 average monthly salaries at annual 
level  (cca. 7,300 EUR) 

● legal person 200 average monthly salaries at annual 
level (cca 73,000 EUR ) 

* in the election year, donations for election campaigns 
can be given in the same amount - in addition to donations 
for annual regular work  

Limit on 
expenditure 

● EUR 200,000 (1.5 million HRK) within a single 
constituency in case of the election of deputies to 
the Croatian Parliament (Art. 17/1) 

*10 constituencies → max 2 million EUR 

● no limit  

Oversight/ 
Monitoring  

The State Election Commission  -also through other 
relevant authorities  
 
The State Audit Office performs audits of the annual 
financial operations and annual financial statements 

Anti-Corruption Agency (includes monitoring on the 
ground) 
 
The Agency may forward a request to the State Audit 
Institution to audit the reports 

Disclosure 
of 
donations 

A report on donations contains information 
specifying each donor (personal or corporate name 
and address), the date when any donation was paid 
or when any product or service was provided free of 
charge, the amount of any donation paid or the 
market value of any donated product or service, 
specified on an invoice which is not subject to 
payment, and the type of each donation. 

Donations exceeding at annual level one average monthly 
salary are published (cca. 360 EUR) 

Reporting ● Annual financial report - to the SAO and SEC, as 
well as on their web before 1 March) 

● Annual interim donation report 
● Election campaign financing report - to the SEC 

within 30 days from the election day 34(1) and 
their web 15 days after SEC deadline 

● Campaign report on donations 

● Annual financial report - to ACA by 15 April 28(1)  and 
8 days after on their web site and Official Gazette 28 
(2) 

● Campaign report: to the Agency within 30 days from 
the date of publication of final election results. 
Published on the web site of the Agency 

 

Sanctions ● Administrative sanctions (full or partial 
forfeiture of the right to recover election 
campaign costs; suspension of the payment of 
recoverable election campaign costs) 

● Penalties – fines  
o parties: from 6,500 EUR to 65,000 EUR 
o authorised person: 1,300 EUR to 2,600 

EUR  

● Criminal ( imprisonment - three months to three 
years) 

● Misdemeanour  
o parties: 2,000 to 20,000 EUR  
o responsible person 500 to 1,500 EUR  

● Administrative measures (warnings, forfeiture of the 
assets illegally acquired by the party, withholding or 
loss of public funds, criminal liability) 

Source: 2016 Political Activity And Election Campaign Financing Act (Croatia); 2014 Law on Financing Political Activities (Serbia) 
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3.4 Amendments since 2011 

Already the parliamentary discussions brought up some problems with the new framework in Croatia: 

all opposition parliamentary parties raised doubts about the Government’s motivation and intentions 

with the regulatory design. The leftist SDP interpreted efforts of the HDZ-led Government as trying to 

catch up with the EU warnings and reality, thus incorporating EU and GRECO suggestions along with 

their own interests. It was further emphasized that the new PFR did not ensure the real powers of the 

State Election Commission, which did not have the tools nor capacity to perform independent 

oversight (SDP, Josip Leko). Furthermore, MPs of the smaller political parties criticised the lowering 

of public funding and the increasing of limits on donations. This measure was interpreted as a self-

interested move of the ruling HDZ: since they were involved in the biggest corruption affair in Croatia, 

private donors were not so keen on supporting them anymore, so they officially limited support for the 

rest as well (HNS, Goran Beus Richemberg; IDS, Damir Kajin). The discussion also emphasised the 

fact that media broadcasters will probably profit the most from this law, since limitations on spending 

are not set low enough and most of the money from election campaigns is spent on media advertising 

(HSS, Stanko Grčić). As MP Dragutin Lesar noted, at least 80% of the money spent during campaigns 

is spent on advertising and goes to the media (Parliamentary Debate, 2011). As a response to criticism 

about oversight and still as a part of the reform package, already in May 2011 the Parliament passed 

the amendments to the PFR, thus ensuring more authority to the SEC and including the State Audit 

office in the oversight. The SAO was given the authority to supervise the annual financial reports of 

political parties and the roles of both bodies were clearly defined. 

The PFR was soon amended again in 2013. In 2012, the at-that-time ruling SDP failed to publicly 

disclose and submit their annual financial report before the 1st of March, as stipulated by the PFR. 

Instead, the party was two days late and was fined with the forfeiture of one fourth of the funds the 

party was entitled to from the state budget - 5.1 million HRK. The sanction was enforced based on the 

PFR’s Article 42, which stipulated that failing to publicly disclose annual financial statement within 
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the specified deadline results in losing the right to regular annual financing from the budget for a 

period of three months.  

After this event, the SDP's lawyers filed a proposal for constitutional review, noting that Article 42 is 

not in accordance neither with the Constitution, nor with the international regulations on human 

rights – as it does not respect the norm of proportionality. Based on this request, the Constitutional 

Court of the Republic of Croatia reviewed and repealed Article 42 of the PFR under which the sanction 

was imposed. The Court concluded that prescribed penalties are not proportional to the offense, since 

the same punishment was prescribed for a delay of several days and several months. Based on this 

decision, the SDP got retrospectively the previously denied public funds (Constitutional Court, 2013). 

In Serbia, already after the 2012 parliamentary elections, in addition to many improvements, some 

loopholes in the PFR were noticed - for instance, unclear provisions about the loans, which make up a 

big chunk of campaign financing and the public still does not know how they are repaid. Moreover, 

some violations of the PFR were detected, such as delays in reporting, especially on the local level, or 

omitting certain advertising costs in the reports (Transparency Serbia, 2013). In this context, a 

working group led by the Ministry of Finance was formed in October 2013. The key proposed 

amendments included ensuring proportionate sanctions and the autonomous mandate of the Anti-

Corruption Agency, reconsidering the level of public funding, introducing spending limits and 

lowering the donation limits (OSCE/OIDHR and Venice Commission, 2014). 

Although the working group for PFR amendments had a new draft in place, in October 2014 the SNS 

parliamentary group sent their own amendments to the PFR through the urgent parliamentary 

procedure. It is important to emphasize that the working group draft went through a public debate 

and got a positive opinion from the CoE’s Venice Commission (cf. OSCE/OIDHR and Venice 

Commission, 2014). Hence, it stayed unclear why the SNS sent different amendments through the 

urgent procedure (Andrić, 2014). Moreover, the working group never received any suggestions from 

the SNS along the lines of the new amendments (Baković, 2014).  
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The amendments were adopted in early November 2014 and introduced the right of political parties 

to purchase property with the money received from the state budget (Article 11). Furthermore, the 

public funding for annual financing as well as campaigning was decreased. Whereas the funding for 

annual financing decreased from 0.15 to 0.105%  of the budget (Article 16), the public money for 

campaigns was decreased from 0.1 to 0.07% of the budget, both based on the tax revenues (Article 20) 

(Andrić, 2014; Orza, 2016). Finally, the new PFR allowed annual financing sources to be used and 

transferred for campaign purposes. 

In conclusion, the direction of the amendments in both Croatia and Serbia hints at the possible fear of 

the PFR’s impact. Whereas in Croatia initial amendments and giving more power to the SEC and SAO 

were still a part of the reform package, the decrease of sanctions for late reports shows that the foreseen 

sanction of losing one fourth of public sources was significant and seriously threatening for the party 

budget. Although the Constitutional Court found the appeal justified and the fine non-proportional, 

instead of being committed to respect the law and submit reports on time, the parties were committed 

to change the law – and continue with late reporting. SDP was late with the submission of the annual 

financial report to the SEC in the following year as well – except that then the fine was significantly 

lower, calculated per day of delay (Kristović, 2014; Moskaljov, 2013) . 

In Serbia, the whole process of changing the PFR was controversial. The decrease of public funding 

was a rather popular measure justified by the financial crisis and it does not significantly damage the 

big parties. However, the use of annual financing sources for campaign purposes, as well as the 

possibility of buying real estate is less clear. As the ACA and TS emphasize, significant resources from 

the state budget are already allocated for financing campaigns, which means that budget funds are 
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being allocated twice for the same purpose. As a result, parliamentary parties have an unfair 

advantage23 over the rest (cf. Andrić, 2014). 

When it comes to buying real estate with the funds received from the state budget, basically, only the 

ruling SNS has a surplus and a possibility to buy real estate - in a non-election year they cannot spend 

all the money. The funds from the state budget that are not used have to be returned to the budget, 

which might be one of the reasons why such a provision was introduced. This provision leaves many 

questions open, such as, what happens if the party falls apart – what are the succession rules? 

Moreover, there is a collision in the PFR – the Article 11 (4) now states that real estate acquired from 

public funds can only be used for political purposes. In the same Article, paragraph 5 remained the 

same, defining that the income from property is realized by sale or lease - and this is clearly not a 

political activity (Oversight Official #8). 

In sum, the direction of amendments and the fact that both countries loosened the regulatory design 

after external pressure was gone (cf. Steunenberg & Dimitrova, 2007; Toomey, 2015), suggest that 

laws do matter and can present a credible tool in curbing corrupt practices in political financing and 

enhancing transparency. Moreover, considering the motivations of the parties discussed in the 

previous chapter, especially the Croatian case, where the sanctions were lowered, suggests that the 

logic of consequence and fear of legal/financial sanctions might be a plausible explanation for 

compliance. In a bit different way, the Serbian case points to the same: suggested amendments 

regarding strengthening the ACA and sanctions, introducing the spending limits and lowering the 

donation limits were dismissed, only to introduce the changes that merely contributed to (ruling) party 

                                                           

23 Parties receive equal amounts of money from the budget for the campaign. Those that enter parliament receive 
money for regular activities, as well as additional funds to cover the costs of the campaign, based on the number of seats 
won. 
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enrichment. Finally, the decrease of the funds received from the budget, as a rather cosmetic and 

populist measure, might hint at parties’ concern about their reputations, which follows the logic of 

consequence motivation and the fear of sanctions - electoral rather than the legal ones. The next two 

chapters analyse the impact of the PFR and look more closely into the motivations of the parties to 

comply with the law. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

CHAPTER 4: PUBLIC FUNDING, DONATION CAPS, 
SPENDING LIMITS AND TRANSPARENCY MEASURES: 

EXPECTED EFFECTS VS. ACTUAL IMPACT 

 

After contextualising the case studies, the previous chapter analysed political financing regulations 

(PFR) in Croatia and Serbia and the amendments introduced after the initial reform. Whereas the 

analysis of PFR identified the differences between the political financing regulatory measures in the 

two countries, the analysis of amendments suggested that PFR can potentially have the capacity to 

curb party corruption. Ultimately, these amendments (i.e. loosened regulatory framework) also hint 

at the compliance motivations of political parties. Relying on the data collected through the party 

corruption scenarios discussed with the interviewees, this chapter analyses the actual impact of PFR 

by contrasting the expected versus the actual impact of the PFR on party corruption.  By highlighting 

the actual impact of PFR the motivations of political parties can be more clearly understood. Following 

the analytical framework presented earlier, the chapter is divided into three parts. The first section 

discusses the impact of supply side regulations – public and private funding. The second section 
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focuses on the impact of demand side regulation and spending limitations. The third section analyses 

the impact of transparency measures and the changing channels of corruption.  

4  

4.1 Supply Side: Sources of Income  

As discussed earlier in the thesis, parties obtain money for regular and campaign financing through 

either private or public sources – in money or in kind. Regulation of the sources and limitations of 

income is referred to as supply side regulation. The following sections analyse the sources of party 

income, that is, the impact of public funding, private donations and limitations, as well as increasingly 

relevant – and loosely regulated, loans from the private firms and bank loans.  

Before continuing, a few clarifications regarding the data used in this section are needed. Information 

about the types and amounts of income sources comes from the reports of the State Audit Office (SAO, 

for Croatia) and the Anti-Corruption Agency (ACA, for Serbia). Due to the differences in legal 

requirements and structure of the reports, the numbers are not directly comparable. The State Audit 

Office performs the annual review that includes parliamentary and non-parliamentary parties that had 

income over HRK 100.000 (EUR 13.000) in the audited year. Thus, the reports do not differentiate 

between campaign and regular financing costs. In Serbia, ACA presents separate reviews for campaign 

and annual financing. Whereas campaign reports include all political entities which participated in the 

elections, annual reports include political entities with the highest reported revenues and 

expenditures, as well as all parliamentary political parties. The reports also differentiate between the 

sources of income (natural vs. legal persons), which is not the case in Croatian reports. Croatian 

reports, however, differentiate between income from public sources (national budget vs. budgets of 

local and regional units), whereas Serbian reports under public sources refer only to the money from 

the state budget. In this sense, to make the data more comparable to the information from the Croatian 

reports, campaign and regular income from the same source are combined  in the Serbian case, as well 

as donations from natural and legal persons (which then constitute overall private donations). 
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Especially when discussing the income from the public sources, in the Croatian case the amounts from 

the state and local budgets were added together as income from the public funds.  

4.1.1 Money from the Public Sources 

Overall, in terms of corruption control, public funding is expected to decrease demand for private 

donations and thus prevent undue influence – while enabling party functioning and competition. State 

funding comes in either direct (subsidies) or indirect way – through tax exemptions, free media 

advertising, etc. This section explores to what extent undue influence was prevented through the 

provision of public funding in Croatia and Serbia.  

For annual financing, up until the amendments of PFR in October 2016, political parties in Croatia 

received the amount of 0.05% of operating expenses incurred as stated in the previously published 

annual budget execution report. After the changes, parties are entitled to 0.075% of the tax revenues 

as stated in the previously published annual budget execution report (Article 1). Overall, the funds are 

distributed based on the number of elected MPs. Furthermore, political parties which win more than 

5% of the votes at electors can recover election campaign costs from the state budget, also in proportion 

to the number of seats in the Parliament. In Serbia, until 2015, political parties received public funds 

for regular financing amounting to 0.15% of the budgetary expenditure, which was changed in the end 

of 2014 to 0.105% of the tax revenues for the budget year (Article 16). The allocation is based on the 

following formula: multiplying the number of votes up to 5% with 1.5, and the number of votes over 

5% with 1 (Article 17). When it comes to recovering election campaign costs, until 2015 parties were 

entitled to 0.1% of budgetary expenditure, whereas after the 2014 amendments this was changed to 

0.07% of the tax revenues for the budget year. Here, 20% of the funds are allocated in equal amounts 

to the proclaimed electoral lists which, when submitting the electoral list, made a statement that they 

would use the funds from public sources to cover the costs of the election campaign. The remaining 

80% is distributed based on the number of the seats in the parliament (Article 21). 
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In practice, political parties in both Croatia and Serbia are heavily dependent on the public sources. 

Parties in Croatia on average receive around 80% of their income from the public sources (see Table 

4.1). In Serbia, the share of public funds is somewhat lower in election years due to the bank loans that 

parties rely on for financing election campaigns. Still, the overall share is very similar to the one in 

Croatia – between 69% and 86% (see Table 4.2).  

Table 4.1 Share of public funds in the overall party income structure in Croatia 
Year  Money from the state budget (in HRK) 

2011 (EY) 70.405.326, 00             (50.26%) ~EUR 9.5 mil. 

2012 59.217.315, 00             (51.42%) ~EUR 7.9 mil. 

2013 45.778.833, 00             (35.24%) ~EUR 6.1 mil. 

2014 53.508.583, 00             (46.60%) ~EUR 7.2 mil. 

2015 (EY) 73.227.814, 00             (47.13%) ~EUR 9.9 mil. 

2016 (EY) 77.743.220, 00             (52.72%) ~EUR 10.4 mil. 

Year Money from the public sources –  

state and local budgets (in HRK) 

2011 (EY) 108,719,045.00           (77.61%) ~EUR 14.6 mil. 

2012 99.496.528, 00            (86.40%)           ~EUR 13.3 mil. 

2013 100.949.917, 00          (77.73%) ~EUR 13.5 mil. 

2014 95.583.841, 00            (83.25%) ~EUR 12.8 mil. 

2015 (EY) 110.414.711, 00          (71.07%) ~EUR 14.8 mil. 

2016 (EY) 114.710.687, 00          (77.79%) ~EUR 15.4 mil. 

EY – year of elections 
Source: The State Audit Office, calculations by the author 

Table 4.2 Share of public funds in the overall party income structure in Serbia 
Year Money from the State budget (in RSD) 

2012 campaign 726.168.275, 76             (53%)                           ~EUR   6.1 mil. 

2012 regular 2.843.647.455, 77          (77.7%)                       ~EUR   24 mil. 

2014 campaign 790.075.460, 30             (69.9%)                     ~EUR   6.6 mil. 

2014 regular 1.396.054.936, 69          (84%)                         ~EUR   11.7 mil. 

2015 regular 964.767.556, 06             (81.9%)                      ~EUR   8.1 mil. 

2016 campaign 569.037.000, 00             (45.1%)                     ~EUR   4.8 mil. 

2016 regular 1.660.296.914, 88          (82.4%)                     ~EUR   14 mil. 

Year Money from the State budget – campaign and regular 

financing integrated (in RSD) 

2012 (EY) 3.569.815.731, 53          (70.94%)                     ~EUR   30 mil. 

2014 (EY) 2.186.130.396,99          (82.51%)                     ~EUR   18.4 mil 

2015 964.767.556, 06             (85.96%)                    ~EUR   8.1 mil. 

2016 (EY) 2.229.333.914, 88          (68.06%)                   ~EUR   18.7 mil. 

EY – year of elections 
Source: ACA reports 2012-2016 (2013 report not available), calculations by the author 
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In addition to direct financial support, parties are also entitled to the indirect support provided by the 

state. In this sense, according to the Article 9 of PFR, political parties in Croatia are exempted from 

the payment of profit tax and value-added tax, and may also be entitled to tax benefits under the 

provisions of other laws. In Serbia, the Article 6 of PFR generally states that political parties are 

entitled to services and goods from public sources, which should be granted under equal terms to all 

political parties. Overall, indirect public funding is not controversial or disputed, nor did it come up 

during the interviews as highly relevant or problematic. 

Coming back to the assumption about the relationship between public and private funding, it is 

generally hard to assess whether public funding decreased the relevance of private donations – or their 

amount, and thus contributed to undue influence prevention. From the numbers above, it is clear that 

in both countries public funding is the main source of income. As the next section will discuss in more 

detail, the income from the private funds, compared to public ones, varies from year to year (see Figure 

4.1 below). In this sense, there is no evidence to support the claim that extensive public funding causes 

less private fundraising and prevents undue influence. Moreover, the interviewees never brought up 

any similar claims or practices. Although the trend in Croatia (see Figure 4.1) might seem to be 

following this line of the argument (whenever public funds increase, private decrease, and vice versa), 

this could rather be a result of spending limits, which will be discussed later. In Serbia, the share of 

public and private funding does not seem to be related. However, a trend that is observable is the 

constant decrease in the share of private donations. Even more interesting is the composition of the 

private funding and share of natural and legal persons. The following sections elaborate on these 

issues. 
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Figure 4.1 Share of public funds and private donations in the overall income compared 

 

Sources: Croatian State Audit Office, Serbian Anti-Corruption Agency (Serbian 2013 report not available) 
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4.1.2 Private Donations  

The amount of private donations in both Croatia and Serbia is limited. In Croatia, within one calendar 

year, natural persons can give a maximum of 30.000 HRK (around five months’ average salary) and 

legal persons 200.000 HRK (around 33 average monthly salaries). In Serbia, the limit is 20 average 

salaries for natural persons and 200 for legal persons within one calendar year – which is doubled in 

an election year. In general, if they genuinely constrain the parties, the limits should prevent undue 

influence and buying interest. This section explores the significance and structure of private donations, 

as well as how the limits play out in practice in Croatia and Serbia.  

In the last part of the interview, the interviewees were asked to assess to what extent the limits 

genuinely constrain the parties – i.e. whether allowed donations are small enough so that a donor 

would not expect anything in return. Interestingly, Croatia and Serbia significantly differ on this 

question. Whereas the interviews in Croatia assessed the limitations to be rather realistic and 

constraining, in Serbia they do not seem to matter at all. Whereas a part of explanation lies in the non-

constraining limits in Serbia (who has 20(0) average salaries to donate in one year?), the other part 

can be seen in the structure of private sources. 

In Croatia, the overall share of private donations is not high – they make between 2.6% (in 2012) and 

14.5% (in 2015) of the overall party income (see table 4.3). However, the redistribution among parties 

varies significantly. For instance, in 2011, the share of private donations was less significant in the 

overall income structure of the big parties (HDZ 5.66%, SDP 8.14%), but more so for the small parties. 

Two smaller parties that attracted the most private donations were HNS and HSS, which amounted to 

14.75% and 28.15% of their income structure respectively. The trend continues in the period 2012 to 

2014: the share of private donations in the overall income of HDZ was between 0.5% and 6%, for SDP 

this was between 0.7% and 5%, for HNS 6% to 22%, and HSS between 0.5% and 12% (State Audit 

Office Reports 2012-2017). In this sense, one can conclude that in general private donations comprise 

a more significant source of income for small parties than for big ones. As small parties have fewer 
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seats in the parliament and get a smaller share of the state budget money, this is not surprising. 

However, when HDZ won elections in 2015, and again in 2016, the share of private donations in their 

overall income increased to 21.5% and 15.6% in 2015 and 2016 respectively. SDP stayed between 1.2% 

and 2%, on average same as in previous years, and so did the small parties. The change is even more 

visible in absolute amounts. For instance, in 2015 and 2016 HDZ’s share in the overall income from 

private donations for all parliamentary parties was 64% and 62% respectively, as opposed to 51% in 

2014, 24.6% in 2014 and 8% in 2012. Interestingly, SDP, a big leftist party, never attracts many private 

donations. In the years when SDP was in power, their share of overall private donations was between 

7% and 18%, and as opposition they managed to attract between 3% and 5% of overall private 

donations.  

Following the numbers, only HDZ changes the financing pattern depending on their power status. 

When in power, HDZ attracts over 60% of overall private donations; while in the opposition, this 

number is significantly lower. Whereas there is no hard evidence to refer to this change as party 

corruption, the indications certainly exist. Considering HDZ’s party corruption scandals described 

earlier in the thesis, but also later in this chapter, it is justified to suspect that either HDZ rewards their 

donors, or that donors understand HDZ’s modus operandi, and therefore contribute more when HDZ 

is (or is likely to be) in power, thus expecting benefits in the future. Finally, this trend again confirms 

that more income from public funds does not decrease the demand or supply of private funds. 

Moreover, the case of HDZ shows this to be quite the opposite: when in power and having the largest 

share of public funds (due to the highest number of seats in the parliament), HDZ also has the highest 

share of private donations. 
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Table 4.3 Share of private donations in overall party income structure in Croatia 

Year Money from private donations (in HRK) 

2011 18.216.383, 00        (13%)             ~EUR 2.5 mil. 

2012 2.980.752,00          (2.59%)          ~EUR 400.000 

2013 11.066.565, 00        (8.52%)          ~EUR 1.5 mil. 

2014 4.897.579,00          (4.27%)          ~EUR 660.000 

2015 22.479.632, 00        (14.47%)        ~EUR 3 mil. 

2016 14.360.137, 00        (9.74%)          ~EUR 1.9 mil. 

Source: The State Audit Office, percentage calculations by the author 

As in Croatia, private donations in Serbia amount to less than one fifth of the total income – between 

8.5% and 17.1% (see Table 4.4). A deeper look into the structure and number of donations reveals 

interesting trends and patterns. For instance, in 2014, in sum 3.286 natural persons donated to the 

campaign of all parties, which is half the number from the 2012 campaign. Moreover, over two thirds 

of these donations went to the ruling SNS. Even lower is the number of legal persons donating: whereas 

in 2012, 195 legal persons contributed, in 2014 campaign only 36 legal persons gave donations to the 

parties (ACA, 2014). For 2016 campaign, only SNS received donations from legal persons - in the 

amount of 5 million RSD (~EUR 40.000) (ACA Report, 2017). Significant is also the fact that some of 

the legal persons donated way above their profits. For instance, during the 2014 campaign, ACA 

discovered interesting contributions from the legal persons. The firm Creative UMS Group, which was 

founded by an NGO UMS (Association for Serbian Youth), donated close to EUR 50.000 to SPS, 

although they stated business loss in two consecutive years. A case that is even more interesting is the 

firm FVS Rental, which was founded in February 2014 only to donate 5 million RSD (~EUR 40.000) 

to the SPS campaign. The firm was de-registered right after the campaign - in May 2014.  DSS got 

around EUR 67.000 from Imperia Company A-3 Plus, which in 2012 had a profit of ~EUR 3.500, and 

in 2013 ~EUR 4.800. This means that the donation was almost 14 times higher than the profit. NDS 

received a non-cash contribution for three billboards worth ~EUR 3.500 from the Brooklyn Bar, 

which in 2012 recorded a net loss of ~EUR 8.000, and for 2013 a net loss of ~EUR 17.000. Moreover, 

during the campaign period (March 2014), the same company was blocked (ACA Report, 2014). 
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Clearly, this practice is widespread among all parties regardless of the size and power position: while 

SPS is a part of the ruling coalition, DSS and NDS are smaller opposition parties. 

Table 4.4 Share of private donations in overall party income structure in Serbia 

Year 
Donations from natural 

persons (in RSD) 

Donations from legal 

persons (in RSD) 

Sum 

(in RSD) 

2012 campaign 
107.641.196,00 

(7.9%) 

97.877.619.77 

(7.1%) 864.681.079,15 

(17.18%) 
2012 regular 

440.019.574,84 

(12%) 

219,142,688.54 

(6%) 

2014 campaign 
259.264.490,23 

(22.9%) 

80.362.831,40 

(7.1%) 389,104,609.31 

(14.69%) 
2014 regular 

31.876.933,45 

(2%) 

17.600.354,23 

(1%) 

2015 regular 
86.050.326,12 

(7.3%) 

10.034.325,00 

(0.8%) 

96,084,651.12 

(8.56%) 

2016 campaign 
43.355.785,00 

(3.4%) 

5.000.000,00 

(0.4%) 281,800,586.54 

(8.6%) 
2016 regular 

215.261.990,97 

(10.6%) 

18.182.810,57 

(0.9%) 

Source: ACA reports 2012-2016 (2013 report not available) 
 

The striking pattern of significantly low number and amount of donations from legal persons was 

discussed during the interviews. According to some interviewees, donations of private firms will 

generally not be obvious: “You will not see the donation of a private firm – this will not be public” (CSO 

Expert #6). As some interviewees suggested, potential donations from big donors would, for instance, 

be split among party members or employees of a firm – to be donated as smaller donations by private 

persons (CSO Expert #7). Moreover, these single private person donations would be below average 

monthly salary – and therefore, according to Serbian PFR (cf. Article 10(4)), not subject to disclosure 

on the websites of the parties during the campaign (CSO Expert #9, Journalist #6). This is also 

confirmed in ACA reports: in 2012 the ruling SNS got 2.226 donations from natural persons in the 

exactly same amount – RSD 19.000. Similarly, in 2014 SNS got 2.677 donations from natural persons 

in the amount of RSD 40.000 (ACA, 2014). This amount was just below one monthly average salary. 

The same happened in the 2017 presidential elections. In an interview for Insajder, investigative 
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journalism portal, when asked how is it possible that 6.940 citizens, many of whom live from social 

benefits, donated the same amount of RSD 40.000 (around EUR 340) to his 2017 presidential 

campaign, President Vučić explained:  

“And now I’m going to explain how. Two of us are sitting, and there is a third person. 

I don’t know if it is like that but I suppose – I say: “I would like to give 800 euros, but 

I cannot give 800 euros, this is how much is allowed. Here you go, please make a 

deposit for our party’” (Insajder, 2017). 

Although Vučić made it sound completely legitimate, the described mechanism, defined in Serbian 

PFR (Article 38) as an “intent to conceal the source of financing or amount of collected funds”, 

constitutes a criminal offense. Moreover, the claim that an individual probably cannot give more than 

800 EUR is false, since this is approximately the value of two average salaries, when 20 are allowed. 

However, in the case of donating below one average salary, which is RSD 40.000, the donor does not 

have to be disclosed during the campaign. Recent investigations by journalists discovered how the 

system works: a party official splits a large donation and hands the smaller amounts of money to party 

members, supporters or people who ‘owe’ their jobs to the party. The money is to be paid to the party 

account in their own name. In this way, the donation is perfectly legal and allowed, does not have to 

be disclosed during the campaign, and the real donor or the sources of money stays anonymous. In the 

words of one of the witnesses:  

“I just got the envelope with the money and the account number to pay it into,” she 

said. “Everybody knew what was going on when I went to the bank. They already knew 

how the payments were working. Later, I brought them a payment slip as proof I paid 

the money” (Kostić, 2017). 

Such practices, as mentioned earlier, not only constitute a criminal offense due to hiding the sources 

of income, but also possible money laundering. Speculating about the possible source of the money, 

some interviewees mentioned that these could be rich individuals (CSO Expert #7). Other highlighted 
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a high possibility that this is the money that SNS managed to syphon from the state-owned firms and 

public tenders (CSO Expert #9). 

In sum, when it comes to the overall impact of the limits, no significant problems in breaching the 

limits and donating over allowed amount exist in either of the two countries – at least officially. 

Croatian PFR is considered restricting and the allowed amounts too low to ‘buy interest’. Still, as the 

section on transparency measures and the analysis of disclosed donations will reveal, money for undue 

influence found new channels, while respecting the donation limits. This is also in the line with the 

unusual change of pattern in private financing of HDZ, discussed in this section. In Serbia, not only 

are limitations not constraining – but also not relevant. Donations from legal persons are rather rare 

and do not make a significant part of the party budget. Donations from natural persons are not only 

below the allowed limit, but 20 times lower – below one average salary. In this way, parties in Serbia 

avoid disclosing the names of donors during the campaign. This will also be examined in more detail 

in the section on transparency measures. 

4.1.3 Bank Loans  

Bank loans are the second most important income for the Serbian parties. In 2012, one third of the 

overall party income came from the loans. Compared to the 2012 elections, when parties got loans 

from different banks, in 2014 all parties took loans from the AIK bank Niš (ACA Report, 2014). ACA 

highlights this in the report as ‘an interesting fact’ without further elaboration. The interviews did not 

reveal any clear explanations for this case either, just some assumptions and possible connections: 

“Three years ago, the National Bank of Serbia allowed the company Sunoko to buy a 

large share of AIK Bank (these transactions must always be approved by the NBS). 

Behind Sunoko is the "Serbian king of sugar", i.e. Miodrag Kostić, owner of the MK 

Group. He was director of the Democratic Party, but he has not been connected to the 

party for some time. At least not publicly, and I did not hear about any secret links 

either. More precisely, according to what I know, Kostić is not close to any party. But 

he certainly belongs to the richest Serbs. It is very possible that Kostić made some sort 
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of a deal with the parties that he would give them a loan they would not have to pay 

back - and then those who came to power would get him some good deals, to repay for 

that loan. But these are just my guesses” (Journalist #6).   

ACA furthermore emphasizes that firms whose profit was well below the amount of the loan gave the 

deposits (security money/bank guarantee) for the bank loans to the party URS in 2014. For instance, 

legal entity Omega Beton gave a deposit of EUR 275.000, while their net profit for 2013 was EUR 

38.572,21. Furthermore, URS got a loan of EUR 250.000 for which deposit of EUR 110.000was given 

by the firm Omega Agregati. This firm ended business year 2013 with a net loss of EUR 39.505,56. 

Still, however unreliable these legal entities may seem, it is a decision of the bank to assess the risk of 

giving a loan (ACA Report, 2014).  

Bank loans become specifically challenging if the party does not enter the parliament - as parties in 

Serbia heavily rely on the funds from the state budget, which are redistributed in a great part according 

to the number of seats in the parliament. After losing the elections in 2012, DS ended up in debt, as 

they could not repay the loans. Not only is DS’ bank account still blocked, but many other parties are 

in debt due to unpaid loans as well (Academic Expert #4, Oversight Official #9, CSO Expert #3, #8, 

#11). Interestingly enough, as ACA (2014) also reports, one of the banks that financed parties in 2012 

went bankrupt, and one lost the licence to work. From the point of view of transparency and the 

possibility of buying influence, loans are perceived as problematic since the public does not know 

where the money to repay them comes from (CSO Expert #3).  

In Croatia, bank loans never received special attention as problematic – neither in media, nor in audit 

reports. An interesting case came to the public attention only recently, in 2016, when HDZ borrowed 

money from a private firm. The ‘scandal’ came out after the owner of this firm requested the return of 

money upon expiry of the repayment deadline. Borrowing from private firms is not regulated in 

Croatian PFR, and is therefore not a violation of the law per se. In more detail, in 2014 HDZ borrowed 

4.2 million HRK from Prvo Plinarsko Drustvo (PPD), a private company in the field of import, sale, 
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supply and distribution of natural gas (Jelinić, 2016b). PPD has a significant role on the Croatian gas 

market: it is the largest natural gas importer and supplies some of the most important consumers in 

Croatia, including HEP24 Generation, HEP Gas and Petrokemija25. PPD buys gas from Germany's 

E.ON and Russia’s Gazprom (which returned to Croatian Market through PPD) (Repecki, 2016). The 

owner of PPD explained his motivations to give the loan to HDZ in the interview for the weekly 

Nacional:  

“For me this was not an indirect investment in the business future, nor was it a 

business venture. In general, I believe that it is easier to survive in the business 

environment by helping people” (Jelinić, 2016b).  

Interestingly, HDZ’s financial reports did state this loan under liability (‘other domestic loans’), but 

never stated from whom the money was borrowed (HDZ financial statement for 2015). This was also 

not an issue in the SAO audit reports – the reports highlight a short term loan in the amount of 

4.148.027 HRK without any details about the source. In general, SAO does not specify the names of 

the banks or firms from which the money was borrowed; it refers to them in generic terms such as 

‘commercial bank’ and ‘company’ (cf. SAO report for HDZ, 2015). Similarly, the State Election 

Commission did not find this loan problematic either – as there was no violation of PFR (SEC, 2016). 

Whereas this case does not violate the PFR, it does show violation of the spirit of PFR and transparency 

principle. After the case became public, journalists discovered that HDZ borrowed money from at least 

two other private companies. It is important to emphasize that the interest rate for these private firm 

loans was between 6 and 7.5 per cent, which is higher than the interest rate for the loans HDZ took 

from Zagrebačka bank for instance (5.5%) (cf. HINA, 2016; HDZ financial statement for 2015). Thus, 

it stays unclear why HDZ engaged in borrowing money from the private firms. Interestingly, other 

                                                           

24 Hrvatska elektroprivreda (HEP Group) is the national energy company for generation, distribution and supply of 
electricity as well as distribution and supply of heat energy and natural gas (HEP web). 
25 Croatian chemical public limited company. The share of the state is 79.85% (Petrokemija web).   
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political parties in Croatia borrow only from banks. For instance, SDP in its 2015 financial report states 

bank loans in the amount of HRK 15 million, whereas HNS reports both a bank loan and ‘other 

domestic loans’. The notes and explanations, specifying the sources and the purpose of the loan, 

accompany these financial statements. However, the details provided vary. Whereas SDP only noted 

that this is a bank loan, HNS specified from which bank they took the loan. Neither specified the 

interest rate. From the explanation of ‘other specific loans’ it is clear that the loan in the case of HNS 

refers to unpaid services (for leasing and services of an educational centre). From HDZ’s report, ‘other 

domestic loans’ clearly refer to loans: although they never mention the provider of the loan, they do 

state the interest rate, and differentiate between long term loans (from banks) and short term loans – 

for which we now know come from the private firms (cf. HDZ, HNS, SDP financial reports for 2015).  

Clearly, reporting on loans leaves some room for shady business in both Croatia and Serbia. Whereas 

in Serbia bank loans got some parties into serious debt and blockade, in Croatia this is not at all 

regulated and reporting practices vary across parties, thus hindering the transparency principle.  

4.1.4 Membership Fees and ‘Party Taxation’ 

 Whereas membership fees do not make a significant part of party budgets in Croatia and Serbia, one 

type of party corruption is often hidden under membership fees, namely the so called ‘party taxation’. 

‘Party taxation’ stands for the practice when party members appointed on high-level positions in state-

owned or public companies, as well as MPs, donate a share of their (high) salaries to the political party, 

which ensured their position in the company/parliament. Although these contributions are officially 

voluntary, in practice political parties often demand a fixed share of the salaries and report this under 

the income from the membership fees (Walecki, 2003). 

This phenomenon was explored through the following scenario: 

A member of a political party is appointed  

to a high position in the public enterprise.  

(S)he has to pay a part of the salary to the party. 
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Interestingly, almost all interviewees in both Croatia and Serbia acknowledged this practice as 

common and not problematic (Academic Official #2, CSO Expert #2, #5, #7, #8, #11, Journalist #1, 

Oversight Official #4, #5, #7, #8). ‘Party taxation’ became institutionalized through the statutes or 

internal party financing rules of political parties. In the words of a party official from Croatia: 

“This is not corruption. This is regulated through internal party financing rules. The person that 

performs public duty is obliged to contribute more to the financing of party activities because 

the party got him where (s)he is. Very few people can say that they hold these positions because 

they are the smartest. They are there mostly because the party backed them up" (Party Official 

#2). 

Whereas there is a general agreement that paying a part of the salary to the party is justified and 

allowed in Croatia, the opinions are somewhat more divided when it comes to the question who should 

be contributing in this way – only elected officials or also directors and managers appointed in state-

owned firms. While some argued that there should be no difference between the elected officials and 

appointed managers (Party Official #2), others believe that only elected officials should pay higher 

contributions (Party Official #1, CSO Expert #4). Parties decide about this internally at the party level. 

The Oversight Officials (#4, #7) confirmed the same: this type of contribution is called membership 

contribution (as opposed to the regular membership fee). It is regulated and allowed, and from the 

oversight point of view it is treated same as the membership fee. Both elected officials and appointed 

managers can contribute as long as the contributions are registered and transparent. 

The situation is similar in Serbia. Some interviewees highlighted that such practice would have been 

problematic if members would be forced to pay higher contributions, but not if contributions are made 

on a voluntary basis (CSO Expert #10). Interviewees mentioned some problematic mechanism that 

existed before 2011 such as collecting membership contributions through standing orders (CSO Expert 

#2, #6, Oversight Official #8). In some political parties, the contribution was a condition to get the 

voting rights in intra-party decision-making (Party Official #4). However, today parties have this 

regulated in internal party documents. Contributions from elected officials and appointed managers 
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are voluntary and range between 3% and 5% of the salary (CSO Expert #10, Oversight Official #8). 

Same as in Croatia, the logic for these contributions is ‘paying back’ to the party: 

“This is a norm because the party invested resources in you to get you to that function. So 

through the contribution you return [the favour] and help the party” (Party Official #4). 

In sum, ‘party taxation’ has been institutionalised, and is considered legitimate and common practice 

in both Croatia and Serbia. According to the reasoning given by the party officials, this is a way of 

returning the favour to the political party for providing the opportunity of being elected/appointed. 

Only one interviewee (in Croatia) was concerned about the institutionalization of ‘party taxation’. 

Although ‘party taxation’ is not considered corruption, it gives wrong incentives: first, political parties 

are motivated to appoint as many people in state-owned firms. Second, parties are motivated  to ensure 

that salaries of both elected officials and appointed managers grow – as this means more income (from 

the public sources) for the party (Academic Official #2). In this sense, membership fees could be 

considered indirect public funding, rather than private (Čular, 2018). 

4.2 Demand Side: Limitations on Spending  

Spending limits, as noted earlier, can be divided in qualitative and quantitative. Whereas quantitative 

limits refer to putting a cap on spending during the campaign, qualitative limits refer to earmarking – 

or how the money can or cannot be spent. Whereas quantitative limits on spending indirectly affect 

supply and demand of money, thus aiming to prevent undue influence, qualitative limits aim at 

preventing abuse of state resources for campaigning/party purposes. 

4.2.1 Quantitative Spending Limits 

With regard to quantitative spending limits, unlike Serbia, Croatia has a quantitative limit on overall 

campaign spending. For the parliamentary elections a party can spend up to HRK 1,5 million within a 

single constituency, for the presidential elections HRK 8 million per candidate, and HRK 1,5 million 

per candidate for the European Parliament elections (Article 17). The law also stipulates maximum 

spending for local elections. According to some interviewees, this clearly resulted in shorter campaigns 
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and obvious lower levels of spending. As some of the interviewees noted, whereas earlier campaigns 

lasted longer; now everything is condensed in the last week or even last few days of the campaign. 

Parties do not have enough money for long campaigns (Journalist #1, Academic Expert #2).  

Serbia has no limits on spending. CSO experts in Serbia argued that general limits on spending would 

not be useful. It is more important to know where the money comes from, than how much was spent 

(CSO Expert #8). If any limitations should be introduced, these should be much more specific and 

targeted, such as limiting the amount of media advertising – which can actually be controlled. The 

overall spending limit is hardly enforceable and it would be very hard to assess all its components, 

such as the value of the volunteer work, for instance (CSO Expert #3). 

Still, the usefulness of the spending limit should not be automatically dismissed. Although it is indeed 

hard to control it, absence of this limit, together with the possibility to use the money for annual 

financing also for campaigning creates serious inequalities in political competition in Serbia. In 

Croatia the use of annual funding for campaigning is not forbidden, and there is no limit for 

transactions from the main party account to the campaign account. However, the cap on spending still 

limits the biggest parties from overwhelming the advertising and media space. The PFR stipulates that 

if the total amount of donations received for the campaign financing exceeds the eligible amount of 

election campaign costs, the party has to return this amount to the payers (Article 17/5). In this sense, 

parties have no incentives to collect too much funds for campaigning – or transfer the funds for annual 

financing to campaigning account. In Serbia, this is clearly not the case, especially after the changes of 

PFR in 2014. As discussed in the previous chapter, the 2014 amendments introduced the possibility of 

using the annual financing funds also for the campaigning purposes. Without the limit on spending, 

this provision puts the big parties in a much better position, which is notable in the case of the ruling 

SNS and their overwhelming media appearance.  
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4.2.2 Qualitative Spending Limits 

When it comes to qualitative limits and earmarking, both Croatian and Serbian PFR generally define 

that the money received for the campaign from both public and private sources can be used only for 

campaign purposes. The Serbian PFR, in the Article 23, stipulates that funds received for campaign 

financing can only be used to cover campaigning costs during the campaign period. Croatian PFR in 

Article 16 more specifically states which costs are not allowed:  

“…covering any private costs of candidates, such as the costs of their personal attire, 

debt repayment, private costs of their family members, and any other costs that are not 

directly associated with their election campaigns for the office for which they run” 

(16/2).  

Furthermore, when it comes to differentiation of the activities of officials, Croatian PFR stipulates that 

the funds from the state budget, which candidates use as officials, cannot be used for the purposes of 

election campaigns. Similarly, business premises, company vehicles and office equipment of 

governmental bodies are also not to be used for the purposes of election campaigns (Article 16/3 and 

4). The division of regular and campaign activities of officials in Serbia is not regulated in PFR. Instead, 

it is a part of the Anti-Corruption Agency Act: an official should not use public resources and public 

meetings that (s)he attends in the official capacity for the campaign purposes (Article 29/1). Moreover, 

the ACA Act states that: 

“an official is required at all times to unequivocally present to his interlocutors and the 

general public whether he is presenting the viewpoints of the body in which he holds 

an office or viewpoints of a political party, and/or political entity” (29/4). 

The abuse of state resources in this sense was explored through two scenarios: 

A ruling party official uses an official (governmental) car to 

travel to a party campaigning event to another city. 

The ruling party uses the government’s office and its resources 

for the phone calls and agitation of voters, and/or postal 

services. 
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Although described practices are forbidden, in Serbia they are especially common. Abuse of public 

resources in Serbia is particularly common in terms of presenting the activities26 of public officials in 

the pre-election periods as regular work, whereas these are essentially a part of their campaign 

(Academic Expert #5, CSO Expert #5, #8, #9, Oversight Official #8, #9). As Transparency Serbia (TS) 

calls it – ‘official’s campaign’- is specifically problematic as the appearance of party or state leaders in 

the news programme does not fall under the cost of the election campaign, and is not subject to the 

control of financial statements. Moreover, the viewership of the news programme is far higher than 

the one of the election advertisements, which gives the party in power a great advantage over other 

parties (Transparency Serbia, 2016a).  

In more detail, TS monitored the campaigns27 in 2012, 2014 and 2016 by comparing the number of 

activities for chosen officials in the same period in the year before (non-election year). They found that 

in 2012 the number of activities increased for 140 per cent on average. Furthermore, compared to 2013 

in 2014 the number of activities went up for 848 per cent, and in 2016 for 195 per cent. After the 

elections, the number of activities dropped significantly (Transparency Serbia, 2016a).  

Whereas public officials cannot stop all their activities during the election campaign, some activities 

can hardly be justified as relevant. Some of the examples TS raised are Minister of Labour, 

Employment, Veteran and Social Policy launching a marine ship in the shipyard close to Zrenjanin, or 

both the minister of Justice and the Director of the Office for Kosovo and Metohija opening a small 

park (so called "urban pockets") in the municipality of Vračar in Belgrade. Another problem are 

‘pseudo’ events, such as visits to health institutions or organised ‘chats’ with the citizens where they 

invite the media. Whereas these practices are also common in other countries, what is specific in Serbia 

is how media treats them: these events dominate the news programme (Transparency Serbia, 2016b). 

                                                           

26 Activities such as visits to companies, schools, hospitals, opening factories or construction sites, signing contracts, 
presenting plans for construction, awarding scholarships, talking with citizens, workers, etc. 
27 Also presidential and local when appropriate. 
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Often it is impossible to separate the campaign and regular activity, as officials organise campaign 

event right after the official activities (Academic Expert #5, CSO Expert #8, #9, Oversight Official #8, 

#9). 

In Croatia during the interviews, particularly the party officials touched upon this issue. Such abuses, 

especially using official cars, were much more common earlier (CSO Expert #1). Whereas the overall 

opinion is that the government cannot stop working during the election campaign (Party Official #2, 

#3), the awareness about misuses is high. Still, as one of the interviewed party officials said, the party 

in power is perceived through the public office and institutions. They are also oriented on the work 

through the institutions rather than working with local branches and members. In this sense, increase 

of activities towards the end of the mandate is not surprising - the ruling party has to increase its 

visibility as a party, rather than the ‘government’ (Party Official #2). 

Party officials especially highlighted getting instructions and special warnings to make sure not to use 

official cars for campaign purposes (Party Official #1, #2). As Party Official #1 described: 

“There were clear instructions to all officials. In practice, it looked like this: One 

minister, let’s call him Mirando Mrsić28, came to Pula to a conference on employment. 

And of course, he came there in the official car. The conference was over around noon. 

Then a party member took him in the car and drove around Istria to party rallies. Then 

we returned him back to Pula around 5pm or 6pm where the official driver waited and 

returned him to Zagreb.” 

This party official also emphasized the problems of implementing these standards at all levels (i.e. 

locally). In his words – abiding by the law is not a matter of values, but sanctions, which lead to 

adaption of norms. In this sense, especially at the local level, party members had to be warned that 

using official cars or premises for campaign purposes can get the party in trouble. The threat of 

                                                           

28 Minister of Labour and Pension System at the time. 
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sanctions is the way to raise their awareness about the law and restrictions when it comes to the use 

of public office. Nevertheless, these things still happen (Party Official #1).  

Overall, the abuse of state resources is rather widespread – in Serbia more so. However, in Croatia all 

election stakeholders, especially parties, recognize the problem with the use of public office for 

campaigning purposes. This awareness is driven by sanctions in terms of negative media publicity. 

4.2.3 Campaign Advertising 

Party spending is the highest during election campaigns. To reach the voters, parties engage in 

different activities - from different types of manifestations to advertising. Advertising is by far the most 

expensive election cost, especially TV advertising. Abuses and violations of PFR in this context come 

as no surprise. In Croatia and Serbia, the most prominent problems with media were/are discounts on 

advertising. 

Already during the first elections after the new PFR was introduced, advertising discounts in Croatia 

showed to be a grey zone. During the 2011 parliamentary election campaign, NGOs GONG and 

Transparency International Croatia monitored advertising costs on national TV stations. Through the 

monitoring, they estimated the value of advertising and compared it with the data from official reports 

of political parties. The comparison, somewhat expectedly, showed discrepancy between the 

estimations and official reports: the two largest parties / coalitions stated they spent less than 

estimated. GONG and TIC identified three possible reasons for the difference: big discounts, special 

conditions and prices which are unknown to the public, or the difference was paid by someone else 

(GONG, 2012). 

In this case, The State Election Commission requested an official opinion from the Ministry of 

Administration on whether the discounts should be registered as a donation. The Ministry stated that 

the discounts are a matter of the business relationship between the media outlet and the political party, 

and are therefore not considered a donation. However, the PFR  does stipulate the obligation of the 
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parties to disclose the prices and discounts (Article 12/2), as well as the obligation of the media outlets 

to submit the advertising price lists to the SEC (Article 12/4) (Ministry of Administration, 2011). 

Nevertheless, it remains possible to get a discount worth more than an allowed maximum donation. 

In Serbia, advertising discounts are even more problematic. The abuses were specifically noticeable in 

the 2012 and 2014 elections when TV broadcasters offered enormous discounts to the parties and 

presidential candidates, which cannot be economically justified (Journalist #4, #5). Most of the 

campaign money goes on advertising, and most of the advertising money goes to the televisions with 

national coverage, as this is the easiest way to reach voters. Based on the amount and the cost of 

advertising, in order to attract a party, the media often approve discounts. Radio Television of Serbia, 

for example, granted up to 30%, TV Prva up to 45%, and B92 up to 65%. Whereas discounts are 

generally not forbidden, excessive discounts are problematic (Kostić, 2015). 

Recently, TV Happy and Pink TV are championing the discount trend, approving as much as 90% 

discount on campaign advertising. For instance, in 2014, TV Happy signed the contracts with the 

parties at discounted prices, which did not deviate much from other TV stations. However, a few days 

after that, the price lists were changed and all parties that had contract with this TV station got a unique 

discount of 90%. In numbers: whereas in 2012, this TV station earned around RSD 11 million for 

broadcasting about five and a half hours of party advertisements, in 2014, with huge discounts, for 

some nine hours they earned only about five million RSD. Similarly, Pink TV in 2013 for the local 

elections in Zemun, Vozdovac and Odzaci offered a 75% discount, and on top of that, additional 95% 

discount if the overall cost exceeds RSD 14 million. Interestingly, regardless of the attractive discount 

policy, only the ruling SNS advertised on this TV station (Kostić, 2015). Lack of economic justification 

for such big discounts creates the doubts about possible favouritism in the future when/if the party 

that advertised under these conditions comes to power. 
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These examples show, not only unequal treatment of the parties in the media, which undermines 

political competition, but also opens the space for media control.  This will be discussed and analysed 

in more detail in Chapter 5 on the freedom of media. 

4.3 Transparency Measures in Practice 

In addition to enhancing fair and equal competition and curbing undue influence, international 

standards and best practice recommendations include enhancing transparency and integrity in 

political financing as one of the key objectives of PFR (OECD, 2011). Whereas regulating levels and 

types of income and expenditures are crucial for preventing the misuses of money in politics, in order 

to ensure they work, effective disclosure is required. Hence, transparency measures are one of the 

main pillars of party financing regulations.  

By making links between donors and parties public, one of the benefits of transparency measures is 

ensuring that the connection between the donation and possible undue reward does not pass 

undetected. In this way, not only oversight institutions can control party financing, but also media, 

other parties, citizens and civil society organisations. In addition, if donations are declared before the 

elections (i.e. during the campaign) it enables voters to make an informed decision about their vote. 

Moreover, transparency measures should increase trust of citizens in political parties. Finally, the fear 

of scandals and possible loss of popular support can work equally, if not even more preventive than 

the sanctions (cf. Bacio Terracino & Hamada, 2014; Falguera et al., 2014; Ohman & Zainulbha, 2009; 

OSCE, 2015; Scarrow, 2011).  

4.3.1 Transparency versus Privacy 

Transparency measures are not without dilemmas. The most prominent tension is the one between 

transparency and privacy: the right of the public to know who is financing politics, versus the right of 

donors to keep their political preferences confidential. On the one hand, disclosure of political 

financing can be seen as being in the public interest. On the other, there are at least three threats for 

donors in this respect. First, public officials, such as judges, who are expected to stay neutral, might 
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be inhibited to contribute due to disclosure. In addition, there is a fear among donors (especially firms) 

that this can negatively affect them in competing for public contracts. Finally, in the systems where 

there is a  dominant ruling party, donors would be less likely to openly contribute to the opposition 

(van Biezen, 2003; Casas-Zamora, 2008). There is no clear solution to this tension but to aim at 

compromise and balance. The rule of the thumb is that privacy should prevail when contributions are 

small, whereas large donations should always be disclosed. This of course poses a question of how to 

determine the threshold –  not too high to undermine the transparency – nor too low – to place an 

administrative burden to the parties and inflate the reports (Ingrid van Biezen, 2003). 

In this respect, Croatia and Serbia follow different paths. Croatian PFR prescribes absolute 

transparency – every donation, regardless of the amount must be disclosed, including amount and the 

details about the donors. Serbian PFR does not require donations below one average salary to be 

disclosed during the election campaign – only afterwards in the reports. The impact of these measures 

is explored below. 

4.3.2 The More Transparent System – The Less We Know?  

As noted earlier, making the information on received and spent money public should help expose and 

punish undue influence over politicians. Transparency of party financing is expected to decrease the 

space for ‘black money’ and buying influence. Yet, to what extent could transparency measures prevent 

party corruption? This question was posed to the interviewees in Croatia and Serbia: on the scale from 

one to ten, Croatia on average scored eight and Serbia six, respectively. Whereas these exact numbers 

do not have weight in themselves, they do say at least two things – transparency measures are 

important – and they work somewhat better in Croatia than in Serbia. The question that follows is – 

how so and why? 

The impact of transparency measures was examined through two scenarios, which specifically 

represented the case of potential buying influence, and read as follows: 
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A political party gets a high donation from a private 

construction firm. This firm wins the public tender for 

building the highway. 

A political party gets a high donation from a private 

pharmaceutical company. The party wins the elections. Later 

on, the Parliament passes a law, which ensures monopolistic 

position to this pharmaceutical firm. 

The interviewees were asked to comment on the likelihood of these scenarios to happen, whether they 

were more likely to happen before the 2011 PFR, after, or nothing changed. Clearly, in the first 

scenario, the problem is not the donor winning the public tender – but winning due to unequal 

conditions - because of the donation to the party. The scenarios purposefully describe donations as 

‘high’ rather than ‘allowed’ or ‘within/above the limit’ to solicit interviewees’ views on this matter and 

trigger further discussion. 

As there were no (or not seriously constraining) limitations before 2011, high donations were very 

much usual in both Croatia and Serbia. Some of the problems related to private donations included 

private influence-buying contributions, which were unlimited in form and substance, were common. 

It was also not unusual that parties return the favours to donors through opening the way to the 

rewarding deals with the state, or providing a monopoly position and tailoring relevant laws according 

to donors’ needs (cf. Čolović, 2008; Grubiša, 2005).  

Many interviewees in Croatia agree that the situation such as the one in the first scenario was not only 

possible, but also quite frequent. However, following the reform this is not very likely any more (Party 

Official #1, #2, CSO Expert #1). To start with, due to the limits, too high donations do not exist 

anymore (Party Official #2). Moreover, such connections would not only be discovered through audit, 

but also picked up by media or opposition. In this sense, not only does the PFR prevent such undue 

influence, but so does the ever more sensible public (CSO Expert #1). Party official (#2) also confirms 
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the ‘fear’ of the public: “This would cause such negative reaction in the public that it is more realistic 

that a politician would ask such person to not participate in the tender.”  

If winning public tenders is improbable, the second scenario, tailoring laws according to donors’ needs, 

is even less so likely, as agreed by the majority of interviewees. One prominent case that was brought 

up frequently is the controversial 2008 Law on Golf Courses, where the firm who benefited the most 

from the new legislation was also a donor to the ruling party during the campaign. The Law was 

abolished after the public pressure and being picked up by the media, opposition and CSOs (CSO 

Expert #1, #2). Due to the public pressure and oversight of the media and CSOs, but also legal 

procedures, passing laws that would favour a particular industry or a firm is highly unlikely. In the 

words of the interviewees:  

 “These things reach the public and are being problematized” (Party Official #2); 

 “Today this is hard to even imagine because of this situation with transparency” (Party 

Official #1); 

 “If it is big, it would be discovered. However, public and media discover it, not institutions” 

(CSO Expert #1); 

 “This would be very difficult because of the public hearings. It was maybe possible before, but 

today all interested stakeholders participate. This would be discovered very fast.” (Oversight 

Official #7). 

However, even if the undue influence is not so prominent in the terms of laws and public tenders (as 

suggested in the scenarios), the mechanism of favours in return for donations does exist, albeit hard 

to prove. Some of the recent examples include granting pardons and selling state property29. For 

instance, in early 2016, the President, Kolinda Grabar Kitarović, granted a pardon to Danko Seiter, 

charged for abuse of power and economic crime.  As a member of to board of Karlovac bank, Seiter 

wrote-off a HRK 1.1 million loan to Nikola Hanzel, who was the highest single donor to Grabar 

                                                           

29 The discussed cases happened after the interviews; therefore, this was never discussed with the interviewees. 
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Kitarović’s (HDZ candidate) presidential election campaign through his company Lana Karlovačka 

tiskara (Ćimić, 2016a; Milekić, 2016a; Okić, 2017). As per the verdict of the Karlovac County Court, 

Hanzel must return unlawfully acquired HRK 1.1 million. Interestingly, despite the verdict and the 

debt, he donated the maximum of HRK 200.000 to HDZ in 2017. Hanzel has been a devoted HDZ 

donor since 2011. In sum, from 2011 to 2017, Hanzel donated to HDZ HRK 1.2 million through his 

firms Lana Karlovačka tiskara and Lana Commerce (see Table 4.5). However, other than the ethical 

issue for donating through more firms owned by the same person (see 2015, 2016 and 2017 below, 

allowed amount for a legal entity is up to 200.000 HRK), everything in this case is allowed and legal. 

Although it is clearly against the spirit of the law that the same person is behind all the donations, each 

firm donated below the legally allowed limit. Thus, making connections as described here cannot lead 

to any legal consequences. 

Table 4.5 Donations to HDZ by the companies owned by Nikola Hanzel (2011-2017) 
YEAR COMPANY AMOUNT (HRK) DATE & PURPOSE 

2011 Lana Karlovačka tiskara      30.000,00 6/12/2011 annual financing 
2013 Lana Karlovačka tiskara      30.770,80 (in goods) 

     28.973,78 (in goods) 
14/05/2013 annual financing 
14/05/2013 annual financing 

2014 Lana Karlovačka tiskara           363,03 (in goods) 
   197.565,47 

13/05/2014 annual financing 
22/10/2014 presidential elections 

2015 Lana Commerce 
Lana Karlovačka tiskara 

   200.000,00 
   181.000,00 

12/10/2015 annual financing 
13/10/2015 annual financing 

2016 Lana Karlovačka tiskara 
 
Lana Commerce 

     39.566,00 (in goods) 
   159.200,00 
   200.000,00 

12/04/2016 annual financing 
22/08/2016 parliamentary elections 
22/08/2016 parliamentary elections 

2017 Lana Karlovačka tiskara 
Lana Commerce 

   200.000,00 
     11.000,00 

16/05/2017 annual financing 
15/06/2017 annual financing 

TOTAL 1.278.439,08  
Source: HDZ reports on donations 2011-2017 

 

Another committed HDZ donor is Mirko Habijanec. Through his companies Radnik, Radnik-Plin and 

Bistra, from 2008 to 2017, he donated to HDZ approximately HRK 1.4 million (see Table 4.6). 

Interestingly, Habijanec’s companies at the same time donated (smaller amounts) also to other 

parties: HRK 20.000 to HNS in 2011, HRK 30.000 to SDP in 2013, and HRK 25.000 to HSS in 2013 

(Puljiz, 2016). In 2016, through the company Anni Aurei, Habijancec bought two buildings of 

bankrupted textile factory Kamensko - at an attractive location in the centre of Zagreb. The 
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Commercial Court in Zagreb issued a decision on sale of two Kamensko buildings at the lowest price: 

after 14th auction, from the initial HRK 124 million, the buildings were sold for HRK 24 million (Ćimić, 

2016b; Milekić, 2016b). Again, the media speculated that donations to, at the time of the purchase, 

ruling HDZ were decisive for so many auctions and the low price. However, same as in the previous 

case, other than the ethical issue of donating through more firms owned by the same person, 

everything in this case was also legal. 

Table 4.6 Donations to HDZ by the companies owned by Mirko Habijanec (2008-2017) 
YEAR COMPANY AMOUNT (HRK) DATE & PURPOSE 

2008 Radnik      70.000,00 n/a 
2009     775.000,00 n/a 
2011       50.000,00 08/11/2011 
2013 Radnik 

 
Radnik-Plin 

     55.000,00 
     30.000,00 
     50.000,00 

07/05/2013 annual financing 
30/04/2013 annual financing 
15/05/2013 annual financing 

2014 Radnik      10.000,00 09/12/2014 annual financing 
2015 Radnik    100.000,00 

          900,00 
06/11/2015 parliamentary elections 
25/10/2015 parliamentary elections 

2016 Radnik 
 
 
Bistra 

     18.673,60 (service) 
     80.000,00 
     80.000,00 
     80.000,00 
     80.000,00 

10/03/2016 annual financing 
23/08/2016 parliamentary elections 
30/08/2016 parliamentary elections 
30/08/2016 parliamentary elections 
31/08/2016 parliamentary elections 

TOTAL 1.469.573,60  
Source: HDZ reports on donations 2008-2017 

 

The situation with private donations and buying influence is somewhat different in Serbia, namely – 

these scenarios are highly unlikely. However, not because of the effective oversight, but simply because 

donations from private firms are rather rare, as discussed earlier and agreed by many interviewees. 

Private donations from legal persons are a negligible source of financing (Oversight Official #8, ACA, 

2014). Although there are very few officially noted donations from firms, this practice de facto exists. 

As one CSO expert in Serbia stated:  

“The biggest firms will rarely be donors, which doesn’t mean that donation was not 

given – it just means it was given through a different channel […] The question is what 

we achieved. The number of donations from private firms is low. Before we couldn’t 

know who are the donors, today we do, but they are all irrelevant – it is obvious there 

must be another channel. We can see that the ruling party has only six donors – 
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including unknown owners, firms opened shortly before the elections, or even 

registered after they donated” (CSO Expert 11). 

Some interviewees suggest that this ‘different channel’ simply refers to private transactions: there is 

no formal donation to a party, but rather to a highly ranked party official; donations are given privately 

rather than through firms and party accounts (CSO Expert #9, #10). The same was confirmed by a 

party official:  

“These are transactions between the person A, who is in power,  and person B, who is 

the owner of the company. These is a matter of personal wealth. It would not be 

displayed in this way” (Party Official #4). 

Interestingly, such conclusions did not come up during the interviews as a mainstream problem in 

Croatia. However, there are indications that money flows through private accounts in Croatian party 

financing as well. Earlier, this was evident through the famous Sanader case from the times before the 

reform: the party (HDZ) did not ‘live luxuriously’, it was Sanader himself and a few people close to him 

who got enriched (Party Official #3). The continuation of this practice can be confirmed through the 

recent corruption scandals related to former HDZ president Tomislav Karamarko, where transactions 

were made through his wife’s firm. This case is discussed in more detail in following section, as well as 

in the next chapter, to show the channels of the money in politics, but also the relevance of 

transparency measures and the media in revealing them.  

Finally, there is a fundamental problem with private donations and disclosure in Serbia, namely, firms 

do not want to be disclosed and in this way connected to a party (Oversight Official #8, Party Official 

#4). Reasons can be twofold: in the case of donation to the winning/ruling party aim to hide undue 

influence – or fear, in the case of a donation to the opposition. As a representative of a party explains, 

donors who support opposition fear from the discrimination by the state authorities (Party Official 

#4). As a result, smaller parties can raise less money (Party Official #4; CSO Expert #3). Add to that 
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the fact that these parties also get smaller share from the state budget, this clearly has very dangerous 

implications for the functioning of the smaller parties and pluralism in general. 

In Croatia transparency measures did not have such a perverse impact. For sure there are donors who 

do not want to be disclosed (Party Official #2), but this is not a rule and does not affect the functioning 

of the small parties, neither do donors have problems if they donated to the opposition. On the 

contrary, smaller parties raise quite a lot of funds through private donations, as showed earlier in the 

section on private donations. For instance, according to the audit report by the State Audit Office 

(2015), a smaller party, HNS, had the second highest income from private donations in 2014 (this does 

not include membership contributions).  

In sum, if the aim of transparency measures was to enhance oversight, empower CSOs and media, 

prevent undue influence and enhance citizens’ trust in parties, we can say that these aims are partially 

fulfilled. Transparency measures overall made revenues, donations and spending in party financing 

‘traceable’ – things are better than before when the public had no information on political financing. 

Parties are more disciplined, financial reports are ‘cleaner’, timely and more and more accurate, 

oversight by CSOs, media and official bodies is enhanced (Oversight Official #5, #6, #7, #8, CSO 

Expert #8, Journalist #2). However, the case of Serbia (more clearly than Croatia) shows that 

disclosure and the tension between privacy and transparency can have a rather negative effect. The 

‘rule’ that privacy should prevail when contributions are small, as well as that parties should not be 

administratively overwhelmed by accounting for very small donations, is being frequently misused in 

Serbia, thus hindering the informed vote decision. Moreover, the rule that with high donations 

transparency prevails, seems to have pushed big transactions more to the private sphere. Finally, the 

fear of donors to be disclosed opens the path for illegal and cash transactions, which can hardly be 

detected. In this way, the public knows less (or only the surface). This is not to say that private 

exchanges did not exist before, but rather that this channel of money in politics might have 
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incentivised because of disclosure requirements. The following section presents an example from 

Croatia. 

4.3.3 The Changed Channels of Corruption  

Although the case primarily developed as a conflict of interest issue, it is closely connected to political 

financing - namely the network started unfolding due to the donations made to HDZ. The previously 

mentioned Sanader case and INA-MOL story from 2010 (see Chapter 3) continued in 2016. Josip 

Petrović was a person of special trust to former PM Ivo Sanader. During Sanader’s time, Petrović was 

appointed as a member of the INA Management Board until 10 February 2011, when he started 

working as a consultant and lobbyist for MOL through his private company Peritus Consulting. In May 

2016, the weekly Nacional revealed that Petrovic’s firm Peritus hired the firm of the Deputy PM 

Tomislav Karamarko’s wife – Ana Karamarko – for energy consulting. Incidentally, Josip Petriović 

also happens to be Karamarko’s good friend (Gaura Hodak, 2016). Connections among these actors 

and at the time potential conflict of interest are illustrated in the Figure 4.2. Whereas the white boxes 

denote private persons, grey boxes refer to legal persons, and the blue ones to the political party (HDZ) 

and Croatia as a state. The data for the network comes from the publicly available sources, such as 

portals and newspaper articles, court registry and financial reports of the parties.  
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The energy consulting for MOL’s lobbyist was not the only energy related engagement of Ana 

Karamarko. To put the story in the context: in July 2015, Tomislav Karamarko, at the time the 

president of HDZ, which soon after won the elections, his wife Ana Karamarko and her friend Oksana 

Dvinskykh, went to Helsinki to an energy summit. This trip would have never been noticed had the 

purpose not been much more important: one of the firms where Oksana Dvinskykh was a director 

wanted to invest in a Finnish nuclear plant (Fennovoima). According to the EU rules, minimum 60% 

of the investment has to come from the EU, and Migrit Solar Energy from Croatia offered the final 5% 

needed. Finns, however, discovered that the ownership of the firm, although formally Croatian, is 

under the Russian influence (Gaura Hodak, 2016; Jelinić, 2016a). In the words of Olli Rehn, the 

Finnish Minister of Economic Affairs at the time: “It seems that behind the Croatian company are 

Russian financiers” (as quoted in Financial Times).  

According to one of Croatian journalists (#1), this story became known to the journalists in Croatia 

after a Finnish journalist came to Croatia to investigate it. Tools such as the court register and 

financing reports of the parties helped to connect the dots: further insight in the Court Register shows 

Figure 4.2 Corruption network – part 1 

Source: Author based on the media, financial reports of political parties and the Court Register 
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Oksana Dvinskykh as a director of four firms, of the same Croatian-Russian owners, one of which was 

the potential investor (Migrit Solar Energy). Furthermore, insight in the campaign financing reports  

 

of HDZ showed that one of the firms (Titan Construction) made a donation to HDZ in 2015. Moreover, 

the New Generations Foundation, which is related to the firms, where Oksana Dvinskykh is also a 

director, donated a significant amount of money to the foundation related to HDZ. As the media 

discovered later, this money was used to pay consultants in Germany, who developed HDZ’s economic 

program for the 2015 campaign . Interestingly, soon after the scandal broke out, Migrit Solar Energy 

Figure 4.3 Corruption network – part 2 

Source: Author based on the media, financial reports of political parties and the Court Register 
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was deactivated at the end of June 2016 (Croatian Court Register). The Figure 4.3 illustrates the above-

mentioned connections. 

 The above-mentioned events, actors and companies can be further well connected through the 

persistent Russian interest and influence in Croatia. However, with the exception of the weekly 

Nacional, which covered and investigated many details, these connections and deeper analysis did not 

become prominent in the media and daily news. Additional investigation shows that the owners of the 

four companies involved in donating money for HDZ’s campaign are sons of Konstantin Edel and Oleg 

Solohchanskiy, members of the Board of Directors of the real estate company Inteco. Inteco is owned 

by Mikhail Shiskhanov, who is the nephew of Mikhail Gutseriyev, Russian oil and media mogul. 

Moreover, Inteco is a subsidiary of the BIN Group conglomerate owned by Gutseriyev. The Figure 4.4 

illustrates these relationships. 

Figure 4.4 Corruption network – part 3 

 

 

Source: Author based on the media, financial reports of political parties and the Court Register 
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Interestingly, according to the investigation against the former PM Sanader, the bribe Sanader 

received to sell the majority managing rights of INA to MOL in 2008 came from the Cypriot offshore 

companies owned by Gutseriyev. The Figure 4.5 illustrates the whole network, including all 

connections, and connecting the 2016 Konzultatntica scandal with the 2008 Sanader case. It is 

important to point out that the network shows different moments in time and does not exist as such 

at all times. However, many actors are continuously present, which shows persistent Russian influence 

over time - only through different channels: in 2008 through bribes, in 2016 through companies, more 

private connections and financing politics. 
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Figure 4.5 Corruption network 

Source: Author based on the media, financial reports of political parties and the Court Register 
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In a more simplified form, the Figure 4.6 removes the complexity from the network and reduces the 

relationships to red - private (friends, spouses, relatives, but also ownership), and blue - business 

(management, business done, donations, and other official positions). The network further highlights 

the central actors – the ones who are intermediaries, and through whom connections were made.  

As highlighted below, and related to the 2016 scandal, the most influential actors are neither known 

to the wider public, nor are they prominent political or public figures. The connections that mattered 

were private, but also quite distant: from the wife of deputy PM (Ana Karamarko), through her friend 

(Oksana Dvinskykh), owners of the firms she manages (Edel and Solochanskiy), their fathers who are 

in the top management of Inteco, which is owned by Shishkanov, the nephew of Mikhail Gutseriyev – 

the majority shareholder of the BIN group, oil and media tycoon. 

Whereas Oksana Dvinskykh was the key connection and intermediary between the Russian influence 

and the Croatian Government in the 2016 scandal, Mikhail Gutseriyev was not new in the network. 

This leads us to the 2008 Sanader case, when bribe to Sanader came through Gutseriyev’s offshore 

companies. Moreover, Gutseriyev testified in favour of Sanader during the INA-MOL trial. In this case, 

Sanader was the central player, as more direct connections went ‘through’ him – rather than through 

a longer chain like in the 2016 Konzultatntica scandal.  

Furthermore, as the figure shows, there are as many private as business relationships and connections. 

In such a long intermediary chain from the key influencer to the decision maker, and the mix of private 

and business relationships, the real money flow and the channel of influence easily remain hidden – 

and out of reach of official oversight, media and wider public or regulations. Nevertheless, some 

connections like donations are more visible than before due to the transparency measures. However, 

because of transparency, donations are also likely to be less frequently used channel to exert undue 

influence. 
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____ Private    

____ Business     

Size/colour intensity: importance 

  

Figure 4.6 Corruption network – business and private relationships and the most influential actors 

Source: Author  
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Finally, the network figures and the case show three important findings. First, political financing 

regulations matter. Due to the transparency of donors and donations the media could connect the 

Russian interest through donations to HDZ, as well as personal connections. Whereas the escalation 

of the scandal was possible because of the free media, their discoveries were possible due to enabling 

environment and tools such as transparency of political financing. Second, the scope and impact of the 

regulations is limited: money and influence go through private channels. The money flow revealed the 

connections between donors and political parties – although donations were legal and within the 

allowed limit – they still hide undue influence – in this case related to the energy market. Finally, the 

consequences are limited: parties get re-elected. Only several months after this scandal, HDZ won the 

elections. However, the responsible politicians do not get re-elected: Tomislav Karamarko’s political 

career is over – since he brought too much negative publicity, he was marginalised within the party 

and did not participate as a candidate at the parliamentary or local elections after the scandal. This 

will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. Similar happened to the former PM Sanader after 

numerous scandals revealed from 2010 onward, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

When it comes to Serbia, it was impossible to construct a similar network due to the lack of data. First, 

party corruption scandals, even when revealed, do not make headlines. Second, for the one nation-

wide scandal – the Savamala case, which is discussed in Chapter 5, it is impossible to get any further 

information, as confirmed through the interviews (Journalist #4). The Savamala story started in 2012 

with the visit of the former New York Mayor, Rudolph Giuliani, to Belgrade. Giuliani was invited by 

the ruling party, SNS, just before the elections30, when SNS organised several events to set the stage 

for the Belgrade Waterfront project (which later resulted in the demolition of private objects and is 

known as the Savamala case). Vučić (head of SNS, PM from 2014-2017, currently the President of 

Serbia, at that time candidate for the Mayor of Belgrade) claimed that SNS did not cover any costs 

                                                           

30 Both local and national, Vučić was a candidate for the Mayor of Belgrade. 
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related to the visit of Giuliani.  However, the Anti-Corruption Agency revealed during the control of 

the campaign financing, that a private firm Ruskin & Hunt, which organised other events on behalf of 

the SNS also covered the airport costs for Giuliani. However, the possibility to trace the money stops 

here as the Agency gave up on pursuing this issue claiming that the control of the SNS election 

campaign for that year was completed (Kostić, 2016; Šarić & Kostić, 2016).  
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4.4 Concluding Remarks  

Three main findings and conclusions can be drawn from the empirical evidence presented in this 

chapter. First, there was no evidence to support the assumptions about the expected impact of some 

of the regulatory measures that were analysed. Second, the analysis revealed some regulatory design 

details and combination of provisions that matter for overall impact on reducing party corruption. 

Third, compliance with PFR can in a large part be described as creative and/or symbolic which also 

results in some unintended consequences. As transparency measures and symbolic and creative 

compliance were discussed with the interviewees also through the scale questions (figure 4.6), these 

results will be discussed along with the main findings. It is important to re-state that, given the low 

number of the respondents/interviewees and the nature of the scale questions31, the data cannot be 

considered as truly representative and the exact numbers do not have weight in themselves. Still, the 

differences among the questions and between the two countries hint at the most relevant issues. 

Firstly, opposite to what the regulations expect or aim, more public funding does not affect the amount 

of private funding and thus prevents undue influence. Examples from both countries demonstrate this.   

Moreover, the analysis found that whether a party is in power affects private donations rather than the 

amount of public donations. Further to that, even though respected in both countries, donation limits 

did not show to be substantively effective either. Although in Croatia, unlike in Serbia, the limits are 

realistically restricting, the parties found the way to respect the limits, but still get the money. Example 

of the firms owned by the same person donating over the allowed limits illustrates this point the best. 

In Serbia, limits are too high to be considered restrictive or relevant. The limit is even more irrelevant 

due to a very low number of donations from private firms.  

                                                           

31 Precise/similar understanding of the meaning of each point on the scale by the respondents, as well as bias in 
responding as some respondents were ‘grading’ themselves (such as oversight bodies and party officials). 
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Regarding the details and combinations that matter, the analysis showed that limitation of spending 

can have a positive effect. Even though this is hard to control, limits on spending made the campaigns 

in Croatia overall shorter. It also made the campaign fairer, as big parties cannot completely overtake 

the campaign space. In Serbia, same as in Croatia, annual funding sources can be used for 

campaigning. However, as there are no spending limits in Serbia, big parties have much more sources 

available, and no limitations in using them. In other words, the combination of no limits and combined 

use of campaign and annual funds can lead to serious inequalities in political competition. Another 

detail that proved to be significant is the absolute transparency of donations. Since in Serbia donations 

below one average salary do not have to be disclosed during the campaign, parties use this extensively 

to distribute larger donations and hide the sources of income. 

Compliance studies, especially in the EU area, showed that transposition of the rules and best practises 

does not necessarily lead to their application in practice, thus turning these new rules in the world of 

dead letters (Falkner & Treib, 2008) or empty shells (Dimitrova, 2010). However, this form of (non-) 

compliance does not capture the problem with PFR compliance in Croatia and Serbia. Hence, it can 

be better understood through the lens of symbolic and creative compliance (cf. Batory, 2016). 

Following that, in the last part of the interview, all interviewees were asked to assess different elements 

of PFR on the scale from one to 10. Two questions were specifically aiming to facilitate discussion on 

the extent of possible creative or symbolic compliance. The interviewees were asked to assess to what 

extent in practice political parties comply with the PFR – as opposed to the spirit of the PFR (Q1 and 

Q3, see figure 4.7).  Whereas Serbia scored somewhat lower, in both countries the interviewees 

assessed that there is discrepancy between complying with the letter of the law and its aims.  
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Figure 4.7 Assessment of PFR in Croatia and Serbia – scale questions 

 

1. In practice, to what extent political parties comply with the PFR? 

2. To what extent PFR leaves loopholes (room for work in grey zones)? (1-none, 10-many) 

3. In practice, to what extent political parties comply with the spirit of the PFR? 

4. To what extent are financial reports accurate? 

5. To what extent donation/spending limits genuinely constrain parties? 

6. To what extent transparency measures prevent party corruption? 

7. To what extent is the oversight body independent? 

8. In practice, how likely is it that inaccurate (omitting some sources) reports will be discovered? 

9. How effective is the implementation of sanctions? 

10. Overall, to what extent is PFR effective in curbing party corruption? 

 

Numerous examples described in this chapter support this assessment: use loans from private firms 

or donations from firms owned by the same person in Croatia, or numerous donations from private 

persons below one average salary in Serbia. In this way, political parties creatively comply with the 

regulations, but disregard its aim and seeks for the loopholes. It is clear that political parties adapted 

their behaviour to the new regulatory framework in order to leave their initial intention intact. Even 

stronger example is the impact of transparency measures. Whereas transparency measures closed 

Source: Author based on the interviews – scale questions 
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some of the usual corrupt money channels and distorted party corruption – they certainly incentivised 

some others, and changed the form of corrupt practices. Since party accounts and finances are now 

subject to oversight and disclosure, the money flows shifted more to the private sphere. Put differently: 

highly ranked party officials are getting rich, not parties; the money goes through private accounts, 

not party accounts – or not through the accounts at all. 

Still, as the example from Croatia shows, transparency measures are still the most effective instrument 

in curbing party corruption. Although the scope and consequences of PFR in Croatia are limited, and 

parties get re-elected regardless of the scandals, the responsible politicians do not. Both Tomislav 

Karamarko’s and Ivo Sanader’s political careers are over, since they brought too much negative 

publicity to the party. It is important to highlight that free media played an important role in revealing 

and reporting on these scandals, example of which does not exist in Serbia. In addition to this, several 

other questions from the scale assessment catch the attention. For instance, Q9 on the effectiveness of 

the implementation of sanctions – although it comparatively shows to be slightly better in Croatia, 

implementation of sanctions is the weakest point in both countries. Interestingly, the independence of 

oversight bodies was rated rather high in both countries, being the highest score in Serbia (Q7). 

Overall, Croatia scores somewhat better than Serbia in every segment of PFR. In this light, the next 

chapter explores the oversight and sanctions, and through that also explains overall better 

assessment/performance of Croatia. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CHAPTER 5: OVERSIGHT, SANCTIONS AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS: OVERSIGHT BODIES 

AND MEDIA MONITORING 

 

Following the findings from the previous chapter that the lack of expected impact of PFR on party 

corruption is driven by creative compliance of political parties, this chapter explores the motivations 

of parties to comply by looking in more detail into the oversight, monitoring and sanctions. In other 

words, it explores the motivations of political parties to comply with the PFR in the sense of 

consequences - legal sanctions and electoral punishment. In doing so, the chapter is divided into two 

parts – formal oversight and legal sanctions as a part of PFR, and the role of media monitoring and 

the opposition in keeping the governments accountable.  
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5.1 The Oversight Bodies 

With the aim to monitor and enforce political financing regulations, states create different supervisory 

bodies, including different governmental departments, national election commissions or specialised 

political financing monitoring bodies (de Sousa, 2014). The scholarship on oversight bodies is often 

focused on anticorruption agencies (cf. Bátory, 2012; de Sousa, 2010, 2014; Meager, 2005; UNDP, 

2011). Features of anticorruption agencies, which are relevant for every oversight body to be effective, 

include political and financial independence, inter-institutional cooperation and networking, human 

resources, clear mandate, wide competences and special powers including research activities, 

investigation, intelligence and monitoring (de Sousa, 2010; Meager, 2005). Not only do the formal 

mandate and powers matter. The work of ACAs in practice will largely depend on its ability to use 

strategic resources, the leadership, the government support (Bátory, 2012) or lack of it, which can 

affect agency’s credibility (Maor, 2004).  

Following the requirements for an oversight body to work, some of the most common challenges they 

face include cumbersome legislation, unclear mandate, lack of independence in terms of the financial 

and human resources, but also political independence, as well as lack of coordination among different 

bodies involved in the oversight (de Sousa, 2014).  

Croatia and Serbia adopted different oversight strategies when it came to controlling political 

financing. Whereas in Croatia political financing is controlled by the State Election Commission (SEC) 

and the State Audit Office (SAO), in Serbia this task is given to the Anti-Corruption Agency (ACA), and 

only recently also to the State Audit Institution (SAI). In this context, the following sections analyse 

the nature of the mentioned oversight bodies, as well as the methods they use in controlling political 

financing.  
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5.1.1 Independence, Power, Mandate and Capacity of the Oversight 
Bodies 

In addition to PFRs, the mandate and powers of oversight bodies are regulated in separate laws. In 

Croatia, the Act on the State Electoral Commission of the Republic of Croatia (Official Gazette No. 

44/06 and 19/07) regulates the composition, election of members, and scope of activity of SEC. In 

Serbia, competencies, organisation and operation of the Anti-corruption Agency are regulated in the 

Law on Anti-corruption Agency (Official Gazette No. 97/08 and 53/10). 

The SEC consists of 15 people in the Expert Service, four members and four Vice-Chairpersons. 

Whereas two Vice-Chairpersons are elected by the Supreme Courts’ General Assembly among judges 

of that Court, the other two Vice-Chairpersons and members are elected by the majority vote of all 

representatives of the Croatian Parliament. They are appointed according to the following formula: 

one Vice-Chairperson and two members are proposed by the ruling political party or coalition, and the 

other Vice-Chairperson and two members are proposed by the opposition political parties or 

coalitions, according to the party structure of the Croatian Parliament at the time of the election 

(Article 7, Act on the State Election Commission). 

The Commission is in charge of oversight of elections at all levels (national, presidential, local, as well 

as referenda). In addition, among other tasks, the Commission also issues opinions regarding 

amendments to electoral legislation and legislation regulating referenda, informs citizens about 

forthcoming elections and their rights and carries out duties prescribed by special regulations (Article 

11, Act on SEC). The PFR further clarifies the mandate of the SEC: it oversees the annual financial 

operations and statements of political parties, compliance with the provisions of PFR with regard to 

election campaigns, including financial accounts, the collection of donations, election campaign costs, 

reporting on the financing of election campaigns and other activities related to the financing of election 

campaigns. Furthermore, the SEC exercises control and oversight through other competent 

authorities, which are obliged to provide any required information and take any required action 

(Article 27). 
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In Serbia, as the Law on ACA stipulates, the bodies of the Agency are the Director and the Board, which 

appoints and dismisses the Director of the Agency. The Director is, among other duties, responsible 

for overall operation and organisation of the Agency, issuing decisions and measures in cases of 

violation, as well as opinions and instructions for the implementation of the laws under the scope of 

the Agency. The Board decides on the appeals against the decisions of the Director, adopts the annual 

report on operation of the Agency, and supervises the work of the Director (Article 7). The Board has 

nine members who cannot be members of any political party, and are elected by the National Assembly 

following the nomination by: 

 the Administrative Committee of the National Assembly; 

 the President of the Republic; 

 the Government; 

 the Supreme Court of Cassation; 

 the State Audit Institution; 

 the Protector of Citizens and Commissioner for Information of Public Importance; 

 the Social and Economic Council; 

 the Bar Association of Serbia; 

 the Associations of Journalists of the Republic of Serbia (Article 9). 

Among other duties, according to the Law on ACA, the Anticorruption Agency is in charge of dealing 

with issues concerning conflict of interest, financing of political parties, issuing opinions and directives 

for enforcing the Law on ACA and implementation of anticorruption plans and strategies, launching 

initiatives for amending and enacting regulations in the field of fighting corruption, and keeping a 

register of the officials, their property and income (Article 5). 

Both oversight bodes are independent, as stated by the relevant regulations: the Agency is an 

autonomous and independent state body (Article 3, Law on ACA) and the Commission is a permanent, 

independent state body (Article 2, Act on SEC). When it comes to independence in practice, both SEC 

and ACA were assessed in the interviews as highly independent – but also inadequate (CSO expert #1, 

#3, #6, Academic Expert #1, Journalist #6). Although some interviewees questioned the independence 
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of SEC - especially due to recent appointments of former MPs and politicians32 (Academic Expert #1, 

Journalist #2), overall it is considered to be an independent body (interview assessments). The 

representatives of SEC stated in the interviews that their independence is ensured through their long 

mandate of eight years (Oversight Official #4, #5). Moreover, the length of the mandate is also 

important for the possible political bias due to the appointment quotas, as over time, party interests 

weaken and procedures are automatized and internalised (Oversight Official #2, #3).  

Nevertheless, although SEC is independent, it does not have adequate capacity. Moreover, it is 

described as non-proactive – as the focus of control is merely formal and comes down to checking the 

reports (CSO Expert #1, #4, Journalist #2). Lack of proactivity stems also from ambiguous legal 

framework and the SEC’s interpretation of their mandate. As described above, the mandate of SEC is 

‘oversight’, but it is not clearly defined what this means – investigative or administrative oversight. As 

SEC has no inspectors, this is interpreted as administrative oversight. SEC is supposed to do the 

investigative oversight through other bodies; however, as their representatives stated in the interviews, 

it is not clear through which bodies, as there is no cooperation established (Oversight Official #2, #3). 

Article 21 of the Act on SEC simply states that “The Commission shall establish co-operation with 

expert bodies and associations founded in the Republic of Croatia and with international organisations 

and institutions” – without further specifications. In practice, according to the interviews from SEC, 

responses from other state bodies, such as the Tax Office, are slow and contradictory, and therefore 

not helpful (Oversight Official #5).  In this sense, SEC is basically oriented to carry out administrative 

checks of financial reports in terms of their timely submission and allowed sources of income.  

Not only does lack of proactivity reflect in focus on administrative checks, but also in focus on the letter 

of the law, without considering the spirit of the law. Two examples stand out: the donor dinner for the 

2014 presidential campaign organised by HDZ and the already mentioned loan that HDZ obtained 

                                                           

32 The former Minister of Justice, as well as the former MP were appointed as members of SEC in 2015. 
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from a private firm in 2016. None of the two funding sources are either regulated in the PFR, or 

common in practice. During the 2014 presidential campaign, the HDZ presidential candidate Kolinda 

Grabar Kitarović organised a donor dinner to raise money for campaign funding. According to the 

media and their sources from HDZ, over 500 affluent members and supporters of the party were 

invited to the dinner, and at least 400 were expected. The minimum entry donation was HRK 2.000 

(EUR 300). As much as the SEC checked, after an official request by the NGO GONG, all registered 

donations made at the dinner were below the allowed limit and in compliance with the PFR. However, 

as the dinner was closed to the journalists and the public, it is impossible to check who exactly was 

there and whether they all made contributions (only) through the account. Still, since the PFR does 

not regulate specifically the donor dinners, SEC did not find it problematic or worthy of further 

investigation. As they told the media at the time:  

“The confusion might come from the fact that some donations were paid on the party 

account, not to the candidate’s account, but the law allows this... According to the law, 

parties may collect money through the organization of various manifestations and it 

seems to me that the donor dinner is such a manifestation” (Zdravka Čufar Šarić, Vice-

Chairperson of the State Election Commission, in T.V., 11 December 2014). 

The case of HDZ’s loan from the private firm was discussed in the previous chapter. Whereas loans 

from private firms are not forbidden, and HDZ listed this loan under short-term loans (without, 

however, mentioning the name of the firm), the question remains whether this practice corresponds 

to the spirit of the law. Is there a risk of undue influence in this case? Why would a party borrow the 

money from a private firm where the interest rate was higher than what banks offer? However, SEC 

did not find this case worthy of further investigation either – as explained in their official 

communication - and reaction to the accusations of NGOs in the media:  

“HDZ issued debentures for these loans. Since the oversight showed that the source of 

financing was allowed and no irregularities or violations of the Law on Financing were 

found, there was no reason for further proceedings of the State Election Commission” 

(SEC, 2016, p. 1).  
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On these grounds, SEC’s work is often described as “reactive rather than proactive mode of operation” 

(OSCE/ODIHR, 2016; also Zelić, 2016), which was also re-confirmed through some of the interviews 

(Journalist #1, CSO Expert #1). 

SEC is also criticised for its structure of expertise – the appointed members are exclusively legal 

experts (Academic Expert #1, CSO Expert #1, #4). What is more, the discovery of violations and 

scandals depends on NGOs or journalists – no prominent corruption cases were ever discovered by 

SEC (Academic Expert #1, CSO Expert #1). This is probably the most severe criticism – lack of 

investigative powers and monitoring on the ground. The representatives of SEC claimed in the 

interviews that monitoring is not an option due to the costs being too high. Moreover, the SEC 

interviewees claim that the media and parties themselves do this kind of monitoring: the media, NGOs 

and opponent parties control each other and report to the SEC, in which case SEC opens the 

proceedings (Oversight Official #4, #5). However, both party officials and journalists disputed this 

claim in the interviews (Journalist #1, Party Official #2). Moreover, journalists and parties have access 

only to the reports – not to party accounts, bills or other evidence that would enable them to detect 

irregularities (Journalist #2). Still, as the two cases above also show, SEC does follow up on the official 

requests of the NGOs and media. However, relying on the party rivalry, and discoveries of NGOs and 

media, is far from systemic, thorough, reliable and organised monitoring. 

Whereas ACA is also seen as independent, its powers are perceived as inadequate – the only 

sanctioning tools the ACA has are financial fines, which are not significant (CSO Expert #3, Journalist 

#6). However, when it comes to monitoring, this is the most noteworthy part of the new PFR. Although 

it does not cover each and every locality, it is still cost-efficient (CSO Expert #8, #9). Monitoring also 

works as a preventive measure – parties know that ACA monitors are present, but they do not know 

what exactly they are focusing on (Academic Expert #4). Already in 2011 ACA adopted a Rulebook on 

Election Campaign Monitors, which regulated organization, competences, rights, obligations, terms, 

and selection of monitors for the election campaign. For the 2012 elections, ACA had 165 monitors in 
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23 towns throughout the country. Moreover, the Agency does not rely only on data collected by the 

monitors, but also from the authorities - ministries in charge of financial affairs and tax 

administration, local self-government, Republic Pension and Disability Insurance Fund, Republic 

Broadcasting Agency, banks, legal entities and natural persons (ACA, 2013).  

When it comes to financial independence, SEC depends on the allocations from the state budget, which 

also constrains possible new employments (Oversight Official #2, #3). On the other hand, the ACA’s 

funding is more independent and stable, since it is tied to the election budget. The article 33(2) of PFR 

states that  

“the funds are allocated in the budget of the Republic of Serbia in the amount not less 

than 1% for elections for the president of the Republic and members of parliament, 

0.5% for elections for deputies and councillors for city councils and/or 0.25% for 

elections for deputies for municipal councils, out of the aggregate amount of funds 

allocated in the Republic of Serbia budget for election campaign for the election of 

members of parliament.” 

In sum, whereas the initial formal mandate for both SEC and ACA is generally set in PFR, the details 

of their work and method of oversight are defined in separate regulations. In this context, SEC and 

ACA interestingly took a different path in understanding and implementing their mandate. Whereas 

SEC focuses on administrative oversight, which is not substantial, ACA took a more proactive role and 

developed the method of monitoring on the ground. Still, as the following section will show, ACA’s 

work has recently been significantly affected by the change in leadership and extensive political 

influence. 
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5.1.2 Formal Oversight Methods in Practice 

The impact of oversight was explored further through two rather similar scenarios: 

A political party orders advertising materials (flags, leaflets, t-shirts…) 

from a printing company. They make an agreement to not have an 

official bill, but rather informal exchange. The cost of this service is not 

registered in the financial reports. (the son of the owner of the printing 

company gets employed in the local public office) 

A political party orders advertising materials - 1000 billboards - from a 

printing company. They make an agreement to have an official bill for 

500. The rest is paid without the bill and not registered in the financial 

report. 

The aim of these scenarios was to tease out the capacity of the oversight when it comes to possible non-

accuracy of the reports. In Croatia, the interviewees agreed that it is more likely that the bill will be 

paid by somebody else – it would not appear in the party report, but it would exist in the campaign 

(Party Official #2). As mentioned earlier, this is not covered by SEC monitoring (SEC would react only 

if somebody directly reports), journalists are not covering this either, and it can hardly be expected 

that parties would report each other. The second scenario in Croatia can happen - and can be registered 

as a donation or discount and is therefore unnecessary to hide (Party Official #1, #2). If not, it is 

impossible to tell as there is nobody on the ground to ‘count’. However, it would also be hard for the 

firm to hide the cost it had – and firms are not allowed to receive more than HRK 5000 (EUR 400) in 

cash (Oversight Official #7). 

Such scenarios are much less likely in Serbia. The interviewees agreed that this probably happens, but 

it does not pay off much because ACA can discover it. Such scenarios would be more frequent on the 

local level because ACA does not have monitors in every village/smaller town. This would not be 

problematic if recorded as a donation (Academic Expert #5, CSO Expert #6, #8, #11, Oversight Official 

#8). Overall, oversight as such, in Serbia works much better and has a potential to be a real threat for 

the parties – in Croatia this is definitely not the case. Independence does not seem to be the decisive 
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problem in this case. What is problematic is the lack of capacity and ability/willingness to use available 

resources. SEC is rather bureaucratic, inefficient and inert, unwilling to take on more/new tasks - such 

as establish cooperation with other bodies for monitoring. Whereas ACA is rather proactive, it lacks 

true political (and consequently judicial/prosecution) support (CSO Expert #6).  

What is more, in recent years ACA came under political pressure. The former director, Tatjana Babić, 

whose work has been described as remarkable and independent while working in ACA, was appointed 

as a Judge of the Constitutional Court in December 2016. According to the investigative journalists 

and CSOs, political ties played a role in the selection of candidates for the new Director. The selection, 

however, failed, as two out of six members of the Board did not want to vote for the candidate, who 

was presumed to have been the most desirable to the authorities (Kostić, 2017). In this context, 

regarding the most recent 2017 presidential elections, ACA has been criticised, especially by OSCE, for 

the absence of deadline to publish financial reports. Furthermore, even though it fulfils its monitoring 

duties, ACA is criticised for the lack of political will and being reluctant in utilizing its investigative 

powers (OSCE/ODIHR, 2017). The Agency had been without a director until September 2017, when 

Majda Kršikapa was elected. However, for unknown reasons, after two months, Kršikapa resigned. In 

January 2018, the Agency got a new director, Dragan Sikimić, former deputy director of the National 

Employment Service. Interestingly, according to the data from ACA, Simirić's name is among those 

who donated RSD 40.000 to SNS for 2017 presidential elections (see chapter 4), as well as for 2016 

local elections in Zemun. Moreover, Simirić was also on SNS’ list at the local election in Zemun (Kostić, 

2018).  

Although these developments undermine the fight against corruption, they also show that the 

politicians do fear the independent oversight bodies and that the independent body with a strong 

monitoring mandate is the way forward in controlling political financing. 
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5.1.3 Audit Institutions 

In Croatia, according to PFR, oversight is also performed by the State Audit Office. As already noted, 

the link between parties, donors and public tenders becomes a problem if the conditions were not 

equal for everyone. The SAO performs thorough cross-analyses to confirm the links and check the 

tenders and donors – not only for the current year of audit, but also for previous years. In this sense, 

no such connections can be found any more (Oversight Official #1, #7). More specifically:  

“…in the last three years or so, we did not have even one such link. There may have 

been some firms who were also donors, but there were no irregularities – if they got 

the job, as far as we could check, it was because they had the best offer. In earlier years, 

we would have up to 10 such cases where we found that someone was a donor and some 

irregularities were discovered in the public procurement. We would notify the State’s 

Attorney about those cases” (Oversight Official #7). 

However convincing this sounds, it should be taken with a pinch of salt. Even though SAO claims that 

any unfair conditions signalling favouritism would be discovered, which is probably true, it still cannot 

discover if - for instance, the donor made the best offer based on the insider (from a party) information 

about other bids (Journalist #1). Nevertheless, such situations, although very possible, are also very 

difficult to prove. Another suspicious coincidence is the nature of the bids. For instance, in 2015, 43% 

of government tenders were not contested in Croatia, i.e. were single bid contracts (The Economist, 

2016). This hints at the possibility that the tenders were tailored for particular bidders. However, some 

of those single bids might be attributed to the fact that Croatia is a rather small market (Budak, 2016).  

In Serbia, according to PFR, after conducting a control of financial reports, ACA may forward a request 

to the State Audit Institution (SAI) to audit these reports (Article 34). However, thus far, this has never 

happened (Oversight official #9). Nevertheless, more recently, in 2015 and 2016 respectively, the SAI 

undertook the audit of three political parties based on its annual plan (State Audit Institution). 

Political parties became subject to the state audit due to the new Anti-Corruption Plan, which foresees 
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the audit of several parties each year based on objective criteria such as the share of public funds, value 

of assets, number of MPs and the overall income (Oversight Official #9).  

Although audit institutions in both countries do a thorough audit of financial reports and party 

finances in general, the impact for the campaign or election results remains low, as it does not happen 

in the ‘real time’, i.e. during the campaign. 

5.1.4 Education through Oversight 

During the interviews, the representatives of oversight bodies highlighted the importance of their work 

in the educational sense. According to the Oversight Official #7, at the beginning when the audits were 

introduced in Croatian party financing, the irregularities were numerous. From accounting issues to 

non-transparent reporting, it was hard to establish how the money was used. The situation improved 

over the years; today the audit reports are discussed in the parliament every year and the 

parliamentary parties, in particular, are careful to not have any wrongdoings as they know this will 

reach the public (Oversight Official #7). This was confirmed also by one of the party officials: parties 

prefer to avoid being discussed in the negative context when audit reports are on the agenda in the 

parliament (Party Official #2). The State Audit Office also issues recommendations each year and 

follows up on them, which contributed to enhanced work and reporting of the parties. 

Similarly, the State Election Commission holds workshops to educate political parties about the PFR 

and their obligations. The SEC also regularly reminds the parties about their obligations and changes 

in the relevant legislation through their web page and emails. According to the Anti-corruption plan, 

in 2016 SEC was responsible for education of political parties prior to the local elections (Oversight 

Official #6). 

In Serbia, ACA, same as SEC in Croatia, organises educational workshops, which are well visited by 

the party representatives. According to the Oversight Official #8, at the beginning, most of the parties 

did not even submit their reports, as they did not believe there would be any consequences. However, 
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already at the 2013 local elections this improved. Likewise, according to the representative from SAI, 

they see their work both as punitive and educational. Although SAI only started with the audit of party 

finances in 2015, already during this first audit the parties showed the willingness to cooperate and 

work on the recommendations from SAI (Oversight Official #9). 

Interestingly, whereas oversight officials consider themselves also as educators, among the party 

officials the oversight was never mentioned in this context. It was rather the fear of being detected in 

wrongdoing or simply careless, unsystematic and unprofessional work. In sum, although political 

parties indeed improved their work, bookkeeping and reporting, and clearly learned from one report 

to another, this learning seems to be more connected to the fear of sanctions or negative reputation 

when/if the reports reach the public, than the intrinsic motivation to keep the political financing clean 

and transparent.  

5.2 Legal Sanctioning  

In general, political financing regulations offer administrative and/or criminal sanctions. The most 

common type of sanctions are financial fines. In addition, PFRs around the world prescribe loss of 

(right to) public funding, forfeiture, suspension of political party, deregistration of a party, prison, loss 

of nomination of candidate, loss of elected office or loss of political rights (Casas-Zamora, 2008; 

Ohman, 2012). 

The PFR in Croatia regulates imposing administrative and criminal sanctions (financial fines for 

misdemeanour). The PFR prescribes administrative sanctions of full or partial forfeiture of the right 

to recover election campaign costs, or suspension of the payment (Article 40) in the following cases: if 

a party exceeds the maximum total amount of election campaign costs, fails to publish information on 

donations, expenses and financial reports on financing electoral campaign, or uses the funds for 

ineligible purposes. The State Election Commission decides on the administrative fines. A similar rule 

is applicable for the irregularities in the annual financing (Article 41). Funds for regular annual 

financing from the state budget will be suspended for failing to submit annual financial statements or 
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disclose information on donations received throughout the year. Upon the proposal of the SAO, the 

Parliamentary Committee on the Constitution, Standing Orders and Political System decides on the 

suspension or loss of public funding in the case of annual financing. 

Financial fines for misdemeanour in Croatia range from HRK 50.000 (~EUR 6.700) to 500.000 

(~EUR 67.000). These are imposed in the cases of, to name but a few, failing to open a separate 

account for campaign financing, or failing to publish discounts from the media, failing to submit 

financial reports on time, or failing to report and pay the exceeding amount of donations to the state 

budget (Article 43-44). According to Article 49, the authorized prosecutor for the financial fines in the 

misdemeanour cases is the General Prosecutors Office (GPO). SAO and/or SEC, who provide all data, 

facts and documents regarding the offence, file criminal charges to the GPO for further action. 

However, the GPO has no obligation to report back on the development of the case. In this sense, there 

is no information about court proceedings in the cases of possible criminal offenses (Oversight Official 

#7). 

In practice, whereas we do not have the information about the exact number of prosecuted cases in 

Croatia, the most prominent is the case of the former Prime Minister Ivo Sanader, who was prosecuted 

for several corruption affairs, some of which are related to party financing. These cases were discussed 

in Chapter 3. The Sanader case is considered to have been educative and preventive: it made a 

difference and raised awareness among the parties that wrongdoings can be discovered and punished 

(CSO Expert #1, Party Official #2). However, although this case is often considered an example of high 

level corruption prosecution, the real impact is rather limited: Sanader’s trial was revoked in October 

2015 and is still ongoing.  As one journalist in Croatia summed it up: the process against Sanader was 

a show for the EU - things were functioning while the pressure lasted. The politics was ‘afraid’ after 

the Sanader case, but the fear faded over time (Journalist #1).  

Another significant sanction was the one when SDP, while in power, was late with the disclosure of the 

report, which resulted in the forfeiture of one quarter of the annual income from the state budget. This 
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case was also discussed in Chapter 3. Although the case showed the PFR is taken seriously and applies 

even to the party in power (Academic Expert #1), after the forfeiture, SDP challenged the Article that 

prescribed such a severe fine at the Constitutional court – and succeeded in abolishing it. Now the fine 

is paid proportionally to the number of days exceeding the deadline. In sum, although the financial 

fines contributed to the discipline of submitting the reports on time (Oversight Official #7), these 

sanctions are too small and irrelevant in motivating parties to fully comply with PFR, which is clear 

from the SDP example – in the subsequent year, SDP was again late with the reports; however, it paid 

a significantly smaller fine (see Chapter 3 for details).   

The penal provisions in Serbian PFR are regulated in Articles 38 to 43. The law stipulates 

imprisonment for criminal offences, and financial fines for misdemeanours. A political party can be 

fined from RSD 200.000 (~EUR 1.700) to RSD 2.000.000 (~EUR 17.000) in the cases of, to name but 

a few, failing to open a separate account for financing of electoral campaigns, failing to disclose 

donations, failing to submit required reports and documents to ACA (Article 39). Interestingly, 

pursuant to Article 41, misdemeanours can be prosecuted within five years from the date of 

committing the misdemeanour. When it comes to criminal offences, in the case of an intent to hide the 

source of financing or amount of donations, the sanction is imprisonment for the duration of three 

months to three years. If the concealed funds exceed RSD 1.5 million (~EUR 12.500), the 

imprisonment punishment ranges from six months to five years (Article 38). In the case of any noticed 

irregularities, ACA notifies the relevant prosecutor. If the party is found guilty of a criminal offence or 

fined for misdemeanour, in addition to paying the fine, the party loses the funds from public sources 

in the amount of money attained through the criminal offence or misdemeanour. If this amount is less 

than 10% of the overall public funds, the funds lost are still at least 10% of the overall funds from public 

sources allocated for annual financing (Article 42). In deciding on the amount of the public funds lost, 

ACA should take into consideration the amount of the fine decided by the prosecutor.  
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In practice, ACA filed over 600 charges since 2012. In almost all cases the parties were found guilty at 

the court, but financial fines are usually set at the minimum, and therefore not significant. What is 

more, ACA is tied by the amount for the fines in deciding about the amount of the funds lost from the 

public budget. In this sense, the parties, when found guilty for misdemeanour, mostly lose up to 10% 

of the funds from the state budget in the following year, which is also not significant (Oversight Official 

#8). The Oversight Official #8 illustrated this problem through an example: if the party has something 

to hide and therefore does not submit the financial report, once it gets fined for it, there are no 

mechanisms to force the party to submit this report.  In this sense, as one of the journalists described 

it, the law and practice set the example – not that one will be severely punished, but rather that it is 

cheaper to pay the fine than to comply with the law (Journalist #6).  

When it comes to criminal sanctions, as one of the oversight officials highlighted during the interview, 

it is necessary to prove the ‘intention’, which is (almost) never possible (Oversight Official #8). Overall, 

as one of the party representatives in Serbia noted - higher/serious fines could make a difference – but 

not for the SNS (the ruling party) as they have a lot of money anyways (Party Official #4). Others 

believe that, although financial fines could be significant if they were higher, the real change would 

happen in the case of criminal charges (Academic Expert #4).  

In sum, it would be unfair to say that sanctions are not enforced in both countries. Especially 

administrative fines imposed by the oversight bodies. Still, the amount and relevance of these fines, 

and their impact on the party budgets are rather insignificant and parties can afford them. Some 

interviewees agreed that much higher financial fines could make a difference, same as imprisonment. 

However, although imprisonment exists in the PFR as a possibility in Serbia, in practice it is not likely 

for the criminal intention to be proved, and result in imprisonment. In Croatia, the case of the former 

PM Sanader shows that an example of imprisonment affected the parties, however, only for a short 

time – while the EU pressure lasted. Finally, two main conclusions can be drawn from the sanctioning 

examples in this section. First, financial sanctions are too low, and if they were higher, parties can 
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easily change the laws to decrease the sanctions – like it happened in Croatia. Second, the lack of 

independence of the courts makes the possibility of imprisonment rather unlikely, same as the 

possibility of significantly high fines. 

In conclusion, as parties are involved in the design and changes of regulations, and under the 

conditions of a not fully independent judiciary, the PFRs and legal sanctions cannot ensure compliance 

and accountability. Therefore, the following sections turn to other accountability and monitoring 

mechanisms – media and the opposition, and the possibility of electoral punishment. 

5.3 Monitoring by Media and Opposition 

As the previous chapter showed, new regulations closed some channels of party corruption. However, 

political parties still find their way around them – by finding the loopholes and evading the law; by 

complying with the letter of the law, but not the spirit of the law. In doing that, the parties reveal their 

main motivation for compliance is not rooted in the lack of awareness, nor the sense of duty where 

persuasion measures would be appropriate. Moreover, as the previous section showed, parties also 

failed to respond to punitive measures and sanctions provided by the new regulations. Whereas in the 

Serbian case, sanctions are not high enough to be significant, in Croatia, the high fines were decreased 

through the amendments. Clearly, the fear of sanctions exists, but the severity of legal sanctions can 

be easily decreased like in the case of Croatia. Following that, this section further explores the 

motivation of the parties to comply with PFR. In doing so, it looks at the fear of electoral punishment 

due to damaged reputation.  

In this sense, as discussed in the theoretical framework, media and opposition are crucial for 

influencing public image of political parties. Put differently, whereas captured media cannot pass the 

relevant information to the public, the uniformed public will not punish the ruling party at elections. 

Moreover, if scandals are not picked up by the opposition, the chances that they will lead to changes 

are lower. Consequently, independent media and strong opposition are crucial for holding the 

government to account. In this sense, this section focuses on the media and opposition. In doing that, 
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a short qualitative media analysis is conducted to show how the media reported on selected party 

corruption scandals. Further to that, the section looks at the public opinion surveys at the time of 

scandals to see the possible impact of the scandals on public opinion. Finally, the relevance of the 

opposition is discussed in this context. 

5.3.1 Media Landscape in Croatia and Serbia 

The main characteristics of the Croatian media landscape are a strong television sector, concentrated 

national press, and the rise of online news providers. Whereas the role of the print media is in decline, 

the importance of online media is growing: circulation of daily newspapers fell from 640.000 copies 

per day in 2008 to 300.000 in 2013. Moreover, while in the period from 2008 to 2015 advertising 

spending in print media fell from EUR 104 million to EUR 36 million in 2015, over the same period 

online spending rose from EUR 4 million to EUR 22 million (Peruško, 2017). Croatia has three national 

public radio networks, four national commercial channels, six national and four regional dailies (BBC, 

2017). Regarding the legal environment, the 2013 amendments to the criminal code introduced 

“shaming” as a criminal offense, accompanied by severe financial fines. Furthermore, defamation is 

criminalized. Overall, journalists covering corruption, organized and war crime are at risk and exposed 

to harassment, and critical reporting may result in losing advertising contracts for the outlet (Freedom 

House Freedom of the Press 2015; RSF 2017). 

The Serbian Media Register currently (end 2016) counts 1788 public media, including 826 printed 

media, 297 radio stations, 190 television programs, 272 internet portals, and 23 news agencies (UNS, 

2016). Whereas the print newspaper readership and circulation declined in the recent years, the 

importance of online media is rising. Ever since the SNS and Aleksandar Vučić came to power in 2014, 

and especially since 2015, the SNS government and media outlets aligned with them, and portray any 

critical outlets as foreign mercenaries who aim to destabilize the country. The targeted outlets include 

the investigative media groups BIRN and CINS, the investigative website KRIK, the daily Danas, and 

the weekly Vreme. In addition, there is a high political control over media funding. Public funding is 
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distributed without clear criteria, evaluations or public control, and in favour of pro-government 

media outlets. Moreover, the state has been the biggest advertiser for years. In this context, 

unsurprisingly, the level of self-censorship is high. Regarding the legal environment, after 

decriminalization in 2012, defamation is now a civil rather than a criminal (Freedom House Freedom 

of the Press, 2017; RSF & BIRN, 2017). 

The most important process that influenced the media in both Croatia and Serbia was privatisation, 

marked by irregularities and difficulties. In Serbia, at the beginning of this period in the 1990s, it was 

difficult to even obtain the full list of media and owners: there were cases of broadcasting media being 

founded or closed every few days, and statistics failed to capture these dynamics, let alone the owners. 

In Croatia, by the end of the 1990s the most influential media and advertising agencies were owned by 

the state, and, interestingly, the Catholic Church (Petković, 2004). Today in Croatia, the top four 

audio-visual media owners hold 91% of the market, with audience concentration of 77%. Similarly, the 

market share for the top four newspaper owners is 74% and readership 66% (Bilić et al., 2017). 

Privatisation of public outlets in Serbia was officially completed in 2015. Out of 73 media outlets, 34 

were privatised, 22 were offered to the employees, four moved to other industries, and 22 were closed. 

Overall, media privatisation instigated the local media ownership, and many outlets were bought by 

people close to the ruling SNS, which significantly decreased media independence (Castaldo & Pinna, 

2017; Journalist #3). The research done by RSF and BIRN discovered that the top owner of Serbia’s 

Television market is the Public Broadcasting Service with a reach of 62%. The Public Broadcasting 

Service is followed by Pink, Antenna Group, S Media Team and Maxim Media, which are the strongest 

commercial players in the sector. The same goes for the print media where the top owners, Ringier 

Axel Springer Media AG, Adria Media Group, Insajder Tim and Kompanija Novosti, attract 63% of 

readership (RSF & BIRN, 2017). 

Media freedom is considered one of the key tools or even preconditions in fighting corruption (cf. for 

instance Brunetti & Weder, 2003; Camaj, 2013; Chang et al., 2010).  Following this, in setting up the 
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case studies, I compared Croatia and Serbia on factors that might influence the impact of PFR, 

including media. According to the indicators such as the Freedom House’s Freedom of the Press or 

Reporters without Borders’ World Press Freedom Index (RSF), Croatia and Serbia scored 

comparatively rather similar – on FH index both countries fell under the ‘partly free’ category, and on 

the RSF index under the category ‘problematic’ (see Table 5.1). However, the interviews discovered 

significant differences in practice. Whereas in Croatia censorship or lack of media freedom was never 

mentioned as an important problem, in Serbia the interviewees brought this issue up rather frequently 

(for instance, Journalist #4, #5, #6, CSO Expert #5, #9, #10).  

Table 5.1 Media Freedom Scores for Croatia and Serbia 

 CROATIA 

 

SERBIA 

 Freedom House* Reporters 

Without 

Borders** 

Freedom House* Reporters 

Without 

Borders** 

2017 41 Rank: 74 

Score: 29.59 

49 Rank: 66 

Score: 28.05 

2016 42 Rank: 63 

Score: 27.91 

45 Rank: 59 

Score: 27.60 

2015 40 Rank: 58 

Score: 26.12 

40 Rank: 67 

Score: 27.66 

2014 40 Rank: 65 

Score: 26.82 

37 Rank: 54 

Score: 25.05 

2013 40 n/a 36 n/a 

2012 40 n/a 35 n/a 

2011 41 n/a 33 n/a 

Sources: Freedom House (FH) and Reporters without Borders (RSF) 

*FH: 0 (the most free) to 100 (the least free) 

**RSF: From 0 to 15 points: Good; From 15.01 to 25 points: Fairly good; From 25.01 to 35 points: Problematic; 

From 35.01 to 55 points: Bad; From 55.01 to 100 points: Very bad 

 

Having this in mind, the following sections present a short media analysis to demonstrate how the 

media portray sensitive topics, namely corruption related scandals. In other words, given the rather 

similar media freedom scores, and seemingly similar landscape, the aim of the media analysis is to 

show the media freedom through concrete examples. 
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5.3.2 Methodological Note on Media Analysis 

The focus of the analysis is how the scandals were presented in the media: what was (not) spoken 

about, how salient was the scandal (cover page, main news), as well as the amount of coverage in 

minutes (TV), pages (newspapers) or number of news (portals). 

The media outlets were selected based on readership/viewership: the outlets with the highest 

circulation are considered to be the most influential opinion shapers. In addition, as the pro- and anti-

government division is prominent in Serbian media, and all outlets with the highest circulation are 

pro-governmental, one oppositional media outlet was chosen for control and comparison purposes 

(Danas). However, the data on viewership and readership in both Serbia and Croatia is either not 

available or, according to the interviewees, not considered reliable and fully accurate (CSO Expert #4, 

#9, Journalist #4, #5, #6). Thus, as suggested by the interviewees, the sources I considered are IREX33 

Media Sustainability Index for newspapers and TV news, and Gemius Audience34 for online portals. 

Whereas numbers are hard to confirm, the rankings in these sources are considered to be realistic 

(CSO Expert #9, Journalist #6). The Table 5.2 presents the ratings. 

 

  

                                                           

33 IREX - the International Research & Exchanges Board - is an international nonprofit organization working in the 
area of improving the quality of education, strengthening independent media, and fostering pluralistic civil society 
development. 
34 The gemiusAudience is a research study, which defines the standards in online audience measurement. Gemius 
provides the data free of charge 
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Table 5.2 Media with the highest viewership and readership in Croatia and Serbia (2011-2016) 

 

 
 

Newspaper circulation: top 

dailies  
Broadcast ratings 

Serbia 

2016 

Informer 

Kurir 

Blic  

Alo 

RTS1 (3,3 million) 

TV Pink (2,7 million) 

TV Prva (2,6 million) 

TV B92 (2,5 million) 

2015 

Blic 

Kurir 

Novosti 

Informer 

RTS1 (21,8%) 

TV Pink (19%) 

TV Prva (13,1%) 

TV B92 (7,2%) 

2014 

Blic 

Alo 

Novosti 

TV Pink (21,5%) 

RTS1 (20%) 

TV Prva (16,1%) 

2012-2013 

Blic (121k) 

Alo (113k) 

Večernje Novosti (109k) 

RTS1 

TV Pink 

Prva Srpska Televizija 

2011 

Blic 

Večernje Novosti 

Kurir 

RTS1 

TV Pink 

TV B92 

Croatia 

2013-2016 

24 sata (55k in 2016) 

Večernji list (45k in 2016) 

Jutarnji list (35k in 2016) 

Nova TV 

RTL Croatia 

HRT 1 

2012 

24 sata 

Večernji list 

Jutarnji list 

HRT 

Nova TV 

RTL 

2009-2011 

24 sata (140k in 2009) 

Večernji list (90k in 2009) 

Jutarnji list (80k in 2009) 

HRT 

RTL 

Nova TV 

Source: IREX Media Sustainability Index 2011-2016 

Based on the above, the chosen newspapers in Serbia are Kurir, Blic and Informer, as well as the daily 

Danas, as the suggested oppositional outlet. In Croatia, 24 sata, Jutarnji list and Večernji list are the 

constant top three daily newspapers. This is also reflected in the popularity of online portals: the 

readership (real users) of the portals of the corresponding newspapers is the highest. Due to the 

availability, only the state TV news were analysed - HRT in Croatia and RTS in Serbia. Whereas the 

Serbian state TV channel has the highest viewership in the country, the viewership of Croatian HRT 

varies over years, but is always among the top three. Finally, the archive of the HRT news is limited to 

two years, which is why only the Konzultantica scandal from 2016 is analysed also through the TV 

news (unlike the Case of late reports).  
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When it comes to the analytical sample, in Croatia the sample presents prominent party corruption 

scandals as identified by the interviewees. These include when the ruling SDP failed to timely submit 

the annual financial reports during two consecutive years (March 2013 and 2014), and scandal 

‘Konzultantica’, related to the business connections of the First Deputy PM’s wife Ana Karamarko - 

from May 2016. The analysis is limited to one week after the outbreak of the scandal for a more detailed 

analysis, and four weeks after the outbreak of the scandal – to check for the salience. Finally, the 

sample includes only texts and news which singled out the chosen scandals (i.e. where the scandal is 

the main topic in the title, rather than just mentioned in the context of another topic in the text). 

Depending on the search options on the analysed portals, the search was done either by date or, when 

this was not available, by keywords. In Serbia, as there are no prominent nation-wide scandals related 

to political financing, the latest nation-wide scandal was chosen for the analysis, namely the ‘Savamala’ 

case and related protests. This was suggested by the interviewees as a good showcase to analyse media 

coverage of an issue on the national level (CSO Expert #9, Journalist #4, #5, #6).  

Finally, the news items and articles analysed in the following sections are available in Appendix 6. In 

the Appendix 6, the news and articles are sorted based on the country, date and outlet. In the text, the 

articles and news items are referenced by the outlet and date, as well as minutes for the TV news (e.g. 

vecernji.hr, 28 March or HRT May 10, min 00:50-6:30). 
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5.3.3 Media in Croatia – Coverage of Party Corruption Scandals 

The analysis includes the three most read newspapers and corresponding portals in Croatia, namely 

24 sata, Večernji list (VL) and Jutranji list (JL), as well as the state TV HRT (evening news at 7:30 pm). 

Among the three newspapers, Večernji list has the longest tradition, since 1959. Whereas Jutarnji was 

launched in 1998, 24sata exists since 2005. Whereas 24sata is a tabloid in its format, both Jutarnji 

and Večernji are considered to be semi-tabloids – combining sensational news and analytical 

journalism. Polarization of media in Croatia exists on the ideological spectrum rather than the 

government bias: while Večernji is more conservative, Jutarnji is more left-leaning  (Kanizaj, 2007; 

Singer et al., 2011). However, this divide does not significantly affect reporting, especially when it 

comes to large-scale scandals, which is illustrated in the analysis that follows. 

As mentioned above, the following sections describe and analyse two prominent party financing 

related scandals, as identified in the interviews. The first one dates back to 2013 and 2014, when the 

ruling SDP failed to timely submit the annual financial reports (March 2013 and 2014). The second 

one is more recent, from May 2016, known in public as the ‘Konzultantica’ scandal - which was 

described in detail in the previous chapter. 

5.3.3.1 The Cases of Late Reports  

In 2013, SDP failed to publish online their annual financial report by March 1 as stipulated by the PFR 

(Article 39/2). At the time, PFR stipulated that failing to publish the report results in losing the right 

to regular annual funding from the state budget for a period of three months (Article 42). This incident 

was discovered by Večernji list and first published on their portal on 2 March. The same story was on 

the cover page the next day in the newspapers, as well as for the three consecutive days (VL, 3-6 March 

2013). After 5 March on the portal and 6 March in the newspapers, the story was not covered any more, 

with the exception on 28 March when SAO submitted a proposal to revoke the right on regular annual 

budget funding for a three-month period (vecernji.hr, 28 March). 
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Jutarnji list and 24sata dedicated much less space to this incident, namely only two days (JL, 5 and 7 

March; 24sata, 4-5 March). Whereas JL never had it on the cover page, 24sata had a rather sensational 

headline on the cover page: ‘SDP lied! Does this remind you of HDZ?’ (24sata, 5 March). Overall, 

whereas VL focused more on the PFR and the amount of the fine, speculating whether SDP, as the 

ruling party, will be sanctioned, JL and 24sata rather focused on the poor communication with the 

media and the false justifications and excuses that the SDP offered (JL, VL, 24sata, March 2013). 

Portals had similar coverage, with the exception of 24sata.hr, which had more coverage online than in 

newspapers. Those mostly included reactions and comments from the politicians in the form of very 

short news (24sata.hr, March 2014). 

Considering the rather poor coverage, not surprisingly, this incident did not affect public opinion, as 

the Figure 5.1 shows. Political support for SDP was dropping slightly in the analysed period, but the 

survey respondents (CroDemoskop January-July, 2013) never mentioned this incident among 

important events. Moreover, in addition to the dominant number one problem – the economic crisis - 

the prevailing topics were rather ideologically heavy and divisive: conflict of the Ministry of Education 

with the Catholic Church over health education (January and February); protests regarding 

introduction of bilingual plates written in Latin and Cyrillic letters in Vukovar (March, May); and the 

initiative for the referendum on banning gay marriages (June). These topics also represented a 

conservative stream opposing the SDP government, which continued to affect their popularity. The 

Figure 5.1 shows this party preferences trend in Croatia and the relationship between the two biggest 

parties, HDZ and SDP. 
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Figure 5.1 Political preferences in Croatia (January-July 2013) 

 
Source: CroDemoskop 

One year later, in March 2014, SDP failed to submit the annual financial report to the State Election 

Commission – but did submit it to the State Audit Office. Compared to the similar incident of the 

previous year, this one almost did not attract media attention at all. SDP was 14 days late, and media 

covered the story when SDP issued a press release with the explanations. Whereas 24sata did not write 

about it, both JL and VL had only one short report (VL, 16 March; JL 17 March 2014). Related portals 

had somewhat more coverage. For instance, whereas 24sata did not publish anything in the newspaper 

version, the portal had two related stories mainly reporting SDP’s press release and PM’s reactions to 

the incident (24sata.hr, 15 and 18 March). Clearly, this time no wrongdoings were expected, as the 

same report that was submitted to SAO was supposed to be submitted to SEC.  In addition, since SDP 

successfully challenged Article 42 at the Constitutional court (see chapter 3, section on amendments 

since 2011), high fines were not applicable in 2014, which might explain less interest of the media (and 

the readership).  

Regardless of the incident, the popularity of SDP was falling for other reasons (see Figure 5.2). From 

the beginning of 2014, the popularity of SDP was falling. As indicated in the public opinion surveys, 
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HDZ 19.2 19.1 18.8 18.8 19.5 20.8 21.1

SDP 26 25.7 25.2 25 24.8 23.9 23.9
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the reasons included overall dissatisfaction with the government, incidents such as exclusion of a 

prominent party member and the former finance minister from the party (June and July), and 

purchase of the new vehicles for the government (March). Moreover, one of the most important topics 

reported in the surveys was the investigation against one of SDP’s county prefects accused of 

corruption. Whereas in February 2014, when this corruption scandal started, 4.7% of respondents 

thought this was the most important topic, by May, interestingly, the number reached 19.9%. This was 

also considered the second most important topic in May 2014, right after the economic crisis, which 

has been the number one problem in the public opinion surveys for a long time (CroDemoskop, 

January - May 2014).  

Figure 5.2 Political preferences in Croatia (January-July 2014) 

 
Source: CroDemoskop 

In sum, although the late report cases did not affect public opinion, corruption scandals in general 

seem to do so, as suggested by the case of SDP’s corrupt county prefect. The 2013 late reports case 

shows some media interest in PFR, reporting requirements and sanctioning, but the salience of this 

topic was rather low – even more so in the following year when no sanctions were expected. Moreover, 

as nothing suspicious was found in the reports when they were finally published, the topic was soon 
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dropped. According to one of the Party Officials (#1), SDP admitted the mistake, paid the fine – and 

therefore probably did not lose votes in this case. However, as the public opinion survey showed, 

although not directly related to political financing, the scandals related to corruption investigations of 

the politicians do affect the public opinion and parties are aware of this. As Party Officials noted, 

parties are trying to avoid negative publicity: whereas financial loss can be compensated, damaged 

reputation is less recoverable. Moreover, parties have to ‘correct’ their behaviour based on public 

opinion and pressure (Party Official #1, #2).  

5.3.3.2 The Konzultantica Scandal 

This scandal was discussed and analysed in detail in the previous chapter. When it comes to its media 

coverage, the story was cited in all relevant media outlets in Croatia (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4). This was 

also the first news on the national TV station HRT. In a six-minute report, the nature of the contract 

between Ana Karamarko and Peritus was discussed, statements of the First Deputy PM, the 

Commission for Conflict of Interest Prevention, other politicians, and Ana Karamarko were reported, 

as well as Nacional’s findings (HRT May 10, min 00:50-6:30). In the following days, the scandal caused 

a crisis in the ruling coalition: Karamarko was reported to the Commission for Conflict of Interest 

Prevention, the opposition filed a no-confidence motion against Karamarko, HDZ’s coalition partner 

Most called on Karamarko to resign, which further deepened the conflict within the government. All 

events were covered in the main news almost on a daily basis – it was usually among the top news; 

there were very few days in this period when the topic was not touched upon (HRT, May 10 – June 2).  

Similarly, the portals gave a lot of space to the scandal. All analysed portals cited Nacional’s findings, 

updating the news with reactions from the politicians throughout the day (24sata.hr, jutarnji.hr, 

vecernji.hr, May 10).  
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Figure 5.3 Konzultantica scandal on internet portals – number of articles per day 

 
Source: portals35 

Although with a bit lower frequency compared to the portals, printed media followed the trend – 

within the first 10 days after the scandal broke, it was on the cover page for at least three days, and 

generally covered in the news almost every day (see Figure 5.4).  

Figure 5.4 Konzultantica scandal in the newspapers – newspaper coverage in pages 

 
Source: newspapers archive 11 – 20 May 2016 

                                                           

35 News at vecernji.hr and 24sata.hr were searched by date (timeline search available). News at jutarnji.hr were searched 
with keywords 'afera konzultantica' and 'afera drimia', all for the period from 9 to 22 May 2016. 
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The scandal quickly led to a crisis in the ruling coalition and destabilised the government, which was 

extensively covered in the media almost every day in May and June 2016. Although the focus was not 

specifically on the scandal any more, the news often referred back to it. The government crisis was on 

the cover page in JL and VL on average every other day in June (16 days both). The tabloid 24sata had 

a lower coverage – the topic appeared on the cover page five times in June. The content covered in 

both May and June in all newspapers was almost identical – without significant difference in the type 

and detail of information, with the exception of 24sata, which is more focused on short news and 

dramatic headlines. In contrast, JL and VL included longer, more analytical texts, as well as interviews 

and op-eds (JL, VL, 24sata, May and June 2016).  

The impact of the Konzultantica scandal is visible in the public opinion and political preferences. As 

shown in the Figure 5.5, HDZ’s popularity started dropping significantly in May 2016. From a high of 

30% support in February, and a still strong 29.5% in May, after the scandal support dropped to 25.3% 

in June and 22.7% in July, respectively. However, after the resignation of Karamarko and election of 

Andrej Plenković as the new president of HDZ, the popularity and confidence of voters returned – and 

HDZ won the elections in September 2016. 

Figure 5.5 Political preferences in Croatia (December 2015-August 2016) 

 
Source: Crodemoskop 
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As it developed, the case was intertwined with the conflict within the ruling coalition, two no-

confidence motions (one by the opposition, the other by the Deputy PM himself), Karamarko’s 

resignation as the president of HDZ, and finally the resignation of the whole government. Without 

doubt, all these events contributed to the salience of the case and the negative impact on the popularity 

of HDZ. However, the story started due to the free media – who discovered and covered it extensively 

throughout two months. Not only media, but also the opposition, which used legal instruments to act, 

contributed to the salience and development of the case, which forced the resignation of the 

government, snap elections and political end of Tomislav Karamarko, who was a strong and prominent 

political figure for years. 

5.3.4 Media in Serbia – Coverage of the Savamala Case 

The analysis includes the state TV RTS evening news at 7.30 pm, portals blic.rs, kurir.rs and 

informer.rs, and the same newspapers. Daily Danas, as the oppositional outlet, is included in the 

analysis to contrast the news content. The newspapers (and corresponding portals) are tabloids 

focusing a lot on sensationalist stories, all three pro-governmental – to a different extent. Informer 

was first released in May 2012. From the very beginning this outlet was openly biased, favouring the 

ruling Serbian Progressive Party (Savet za borbu protiv korupcije, 2015). Whereas Kurir exists since 

2003, Blic was founded in 1996. Both Kurir and Blic are not highly critical towards the government, 

but also do not attack all the critics of the government - as Informer does. Instead, the voice is given 

also to the opposition (Journalist #4). Danas, which was first published in 1997, is one of the rare 

outlets not characterized by sensationalism, commercialization and tabloid journalism (Savet za borbu 

protiv korupcije, 2015). 

As mentioned earlier, this case is chosen as a showcase of how media presents a scandal that is 

damaging for the government. As there are no party financing cases that reached the magnitude of a 

scandal, the Savamala case was proposed by the interviewees as a fair substitute for demonstrating 

media freedom (CSO Expert #9, Journalist #4, #5, #6). 
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*** 

During the night between 24 and 25 April 2016, a group of 30 masked people demolished private 

objects in the Belgrade district of Savamala in Hercegovačka Street, including offices, storage space 

and a restaurant. Interestingly, the street is part of the area where the controversial Belgrade 

Waterfront complex should be built. The project is financed by United Arab Emirates investors known 

for corruption scandals. The idea started in 2012 when current PM Vučić was running for Belgrade 

Mayor. He lost at that time, but when he became the PM in 2014, the project was revived – with Vučić’s 

friend as an investor – Mohamed Alabbar, a billionaire from the UAE. The legislation relevant for the 

project was fast-tracked, urban plans tailored according to the needs of the project, it was classified as 

a project of national significance, competition for the project’s architectural design was not held, and 

there was also no open bidding process for the tender overall (Shepard, 2016; Slavković, 2015).  

As confirmed by the Ombudsman (Zaštitnik građana, 2016), the police was a part of the demolition 

plan, as they did not act upon the calls of citizens who reported the incident. The suspicion was that 

the Prime Minister and the Major of Belgrade themselves knew or even ordered the demolition to free 

the terrain for the Belgrade Waterfront project. The demolishing incident was poorly covered in the 

media, same as the related protests organized by the initiative ‘Let's Not D(r)own Belgrade’. This 

analysis focuses on the period from 25 April (day after the demolition) to 17 May 2016 (one week after 

the first protest) on portals, in the press and TV, but also covers the period until the end of June 

through the analysis of the newspaper cover pages and TV news. 

The media and state officials were silent about the case for days. The state television RTS never 

reported on the demolition incident (RTS 25 April – 10 May). News portals also poorly covered the 

incident – even when mentioned, nothing was problematized. Especially blic.rs reported without 

reflexion: the first news about the demolition simply stated that the objects in Hercegovačka street 

were demolished, without providing any details about the circumstances (25 April). The consecutive 

news focused on the visual of the ruins, and the information that the ruins are now targeted by the 
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thieves (3 May). Only on 4 May was some context given, stating at the end of the text that the objects 

were demolished by 30 unknown persons. Kurir.rs was somewhat more informative. Unsurprisingly, 

informer.rs did not cover this incident at all. Moreover, in the period between the incident and a week 

after the protest (overall three weeks), only two stories were published online: one citing the PM’s 

statement that the objects were anyways illegal and ugly (informer.rs, 10 May), and the other referring 

to the protest organised by the opposition due to the demolition of illegally built objects (Informer.rs, 

14 May).  

The first official information about demolition came on 27 April from the Commissioner for 

Information of Public Importance and Personal Data Protection, who, based on citizens’ complaints, 

requested from the Mayor of Belgrade all information about the incident. The Mayor merely responded 

that the local government had nothing to do with this incident (Commissioner’s press releases on 27 

April). This was never covered in the TV news, or newspapers Blic and Informer, nor their portals. 

However, it was reported in Kurir (28 April). Moreover, kurir.rs was the only portal to cover it for two 

consecutive days (27-28 April). 

The subsequent official report came from the Ombudsman, who also received numerous complaints 

from the citizens about a lack of intervention from the police. The Ombudsman’s report was published 

on 9 May, and included the analysis of police operator recordings, as well as transcripts of the citizens’ 

phone calls during the night of the demolition, thus proving that the police refused to act in this case 

(Report, 2016). This report was never mentioned on the state TV news during the selected period of 

analysis (RTS, 9 May – 13 June 2016), nor in Informer (25 April – 30 June) or informer.rs (25 April – 

7 July). Both blic.rs and kurir.rs covered the findings from the Report one day after, on 10 May. Blic.rs 

based their coverage on the Ombudsman’s interview on one private TV, not referring directly to the 

Report. The news focused on the fact that the Ombudsman proved that the police refused to act, and 

that a “bigger group of masked people” violated citizens’ right to freedom and security, physical and 

mental integrity and protection of property, however, without citing the Ombudsman’s evidence 
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(blic.rs, May 10). Kurir.rs had a short story referring to the same points, but citing the Report (kurur.rs, 

May 10). In contrast, danas.rs and Danas newspapers covered the Report immediately after it was 

released, citing the full report and transcripts of citizens’ phone calls to the police (danas.rs, 9 May, 

Danas 10 May). Interestingly, whereas blic.rs portal had two news items related to the report, 

newspapers never wrote about it (Blic, May 2016). Kurir had identical news to the ones published on 

the portal (Kurir, 10 May).   

On RTS, the first news about the incident came only on 11 May, the day of the first protest organized 

by the initiative ‘Let's Not D(r)own Belgrade’, which demanded an investigation into the night of the 

demolition, as well as the resignation of the local government. In a 20 second long report, the news 

merely mentioned the reason of the protest and the requirements of the protesters (RTS 11 May, min 

22:32). Unlike the Belgrade protest, the announcement of the protests in Banjaluka in the 

neighbouring Bosnia and Herzegovina made it to the top of the news headlines on 11 May. Moreover, 

Banjaluka was commented on by the PM, who called for peaceful protesting, and covered in the news 

for five consecutive days (RTS 11 – 15 May). In this way, the PM presented himself as a factor of 

stability in the region, rather than as a person responsible for the involvement of the state on the night 

demolition of private properties, as noted by the opposition daily Danas (12 May, Redakcijski 

komentar). This first protest was especially poorly covered through the portals. Whereas kurur.rs and 

informer.rs did not cover it at all, blic.rs had two related news items. The coverage included 

photographs from the protest, but also statements from the organisers and opposition politicians 

(blic.rs, May 11). 

The protest organized by the Democratic Party (DS) a few days later, on 14 May gained much more 

media attention overall (see Figure 5.6). Whereas blic.rs even announced the protest a day before (two 

stories on 13 May), except from kurir.rs, all analysed portals, as well as RTS reported about it. As 

already mentioned, informer.rs had a rather short coverage (153 words) of this protest, alluding that 

the demolished objects were anyways illegal (14 May). RTS covered the protest in approximately a one-
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minute report, including the statements of the opposition leaders. This was followed by another one-

minute report where the ruling SNS called the protest ‘a circus’ – referring to the low turnout (RTS, 14 

May, min 21:01-22:50). The same was reported by blic.rs (14 May).  

Only two other opposition parties supported this protest. This also hints at the relevance of the 

opposition. Political parties are more likely to get through to the media. Another ‘peak’ of the news, as 

presented in the Figure 5.6, was 8 May (kurir.rs), when DS again held press conference related to the 

demolition and masked people – which also resulted in reactions from the government. However, the 

opposition in Serbia is fragmented and weak, thus failing to mobilise the changes, or present itself as 

a ‘credible threat’ at the elections. The relevance of the opposition will be discussed in more detail in 

the next section. 

Figure 5.6 Savamala scandal on the internet portals: number of articles per day 

Source: portals36 

                                                           

36 Whereas the news at the portal blic.rs were searched by date, other portals were searched by the keyword ‘savamala’.  
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The initiative Let’s Not D(r)own Belgrade organised protests approximately every two weeks. The 

coverage on RTS always remained rather short, between one and two minutes (the latter if it included 

reactions from the PM). Furthermore, the report on protests always comes towards the end of the news 

(after minute 20). Finally, it did not include statements of the organisers, but rather every time 

repeated the requirements of the protesters with the background footage from the protest (RTS, 25 

May, 11 June, 25 June, 13 July, and 29 September). In the newspapers and portals protests were 

covered in the same manner – short, no elaboration on the reasons or reporting on the number of 

protesters. In contrast, Danas had several interviews with the organisers of the protests, comments of 

all involved stakeholders, including the PM, mayor of Belgrade, Ombudsman, Commissioner for 

Freedom of Information, but also legal experts, opposition, and the owners of the demolished objects 

(Danas, May-June 2016). 

Later protests gained special attention in Informer and related portal informer.rs. Whereas in the first 

period both the portal and newspapers were mainly silent about the events, after the second protest 

the coverage on the protests intensified (see Figure 5.7). The context of the coverage was always 

similar: Soros and Rockefeller finance the protests through NGOs; foreign organisations are trying to 

destabilise the government and create chaos; the US embassy and EU are financing the protests 

through different NGOs and ‘investigative’ journalists, but also in agreement with the Ombudsman 

and the Commissioner for Freedom of Information (Informer and informer.rs, May 25 – June 30). 
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Figure 5.7 Savamala scandal coverage in Informer and informer.rs 

 
Source: informer.rs and archives of Informer 

As one of the interviewees sums it up: 

“Informer serves mainly for the defence and promotion of the government, and to 

attack any critics. Whomever the government labels as the enemy, they end up on 

Informer’s cover page. For example, former Ombudsman and a candidate at the 

presidential elections, Sasa Janković, was marked as a murderer; the other candidate, 

Vuk Jeremić, as a man of NATO; and investigative journalists are mostly labelled as 

foreign mercenaries and traitors” (Journalist #4).  

When it comes to newspapers in general, the coverage was poorer than on portals – in both frequency 

(see the Figure 5.8) and quality of information. Until the 8 May, only Kurir wrote about the case – and 

rather critically towards the mayor of Belgrade (Kurir, 28 April – 10 May). However, after this first 

period both the frequency and criticism faded: Kurir continued reporting on the PM’s statements and 

press conferences, as well as on basic information about the protests. In June, there were only five 

news items about the case – three including the PM’s statements, and the remaining two informing 

about the protests (Kurir, 11 May – 30 June).  
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Figure 5.8 Savamala scandal in the newspapers: coverage in pages 

 
Source: newspaper archive 

Within a one month period, only Blic wrote about the incident on the cover page; however, it was 

always embedded in some other context: as part of an interview with the PM, part of the PM’s press 

conference, or the weakness of the opposition to gather citizens on a protest (Blic, 8, 11, 13 May). In 

general, Blic started writing about the incident only two weeks after it happened. The news almost 

exclusively reported the PM’s statements and explanations without any analysis, or basic information 

about the protests (Blic, May 2016). Blic news never questioned the responsibility of the (local) 

government in the whole case. Especially during June, the rhetoric was rather focused on lack of 

effectiveness of the police or the prosecution, low importance of the whole case since the objects were 

anyways illegal, as well as the responsibility of certain business persons for the demolition (Blic, June 

2016).  

In comparison, in the period between 25 April and the end of June, the oppositional newspaper Danas 

wrote about the incident on an almost daily basis. In sum, the incident was covered for 38 days and 

was on the cover page 24 times during the analysed period. Moreover, in June Danas published a 

special issue ‘Dosje Savamala’, where the incident and related developments were covered on 24 pages 

(Danas, 26 June). Finally, whereas Danas had different types of content related to the incident, 
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including interviews, columns, op-eds and analyses by variety of sources, content of other newspaper 

outlets was limited to unknown sources or sources from the government – most often the PM himself.  

In conclusion, the wider public remained deprived of any information in the first days after the 

incident. Later, both the incident and the protests were portrayed in the media according to the 

statements and narrative of the PM, who consistently rejected the importance of the events, calling 

them politically constructed, not as serious, important or even wrong, as the objects were illegal:  

“If you ask me, I think that the one who did that, if anyone from the authority wanted 

to do it, that person is a complete idiot, because it should have been done in the middle 

of the day, as these were illegal buildings, which were ugly, and from which only their 

owners benefited” (Vučić in Informer.rs, Blic.rs, Kurir.rs, May 10). 

The most read portals or newspapers did not cover ‘the other side’ of the story, namely verifying the 

claims that the objects were illegal, or interviewing the owners of the demolished objects. This was, in 

contrast, covered by danas.rs (15, 27 and 29 May). Unsurprisingly, informer.rs covered the ownership 

story in a completely opposite manner – claiming that the land was unlawfully taken from the state in 

the first place and supporting the narrative of the PM that the objects were built illegally (13 June). 

It is notable that portals covered more than the TV or newspapers. One simple explanation can be 

found in the lower costs of online media publishing and the fact that portals are the ‘fast media’. 

However, a more significant explanation lays in the type of audience internet reaches - due to technical 

reasons, and related to that, ruling party’s voter profile (CSO Expert #9, Journalist #4). The state TV 

and newspapers, rather than cable channels (which are also more critical) and online portals, have the 

capacity to reach a majority of the population – especially from rural areas and smaller places, but also 

less educated and older people, which is the support base of the ruling party. 

Generally, 56.6% of people in Serbia get information from TV (NSPM, March 2017). Data for 2014 and 

2015 show that on average people in Serbia spent five hours per day watching TV, which puts Serbia 

as the second highest country in Europe for television viewing (Statista, 2015). On the technical side, 
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42% of the audience in Serbia still watches TV through an analogue signal, and most television sets 

are old, which means that most households do not receive digital broadcasts. Overall, although digital 

TV and Internet are in theory available across the country, in reality there are areas with weak signals 

that often experience the breakdown of the system (IREX, 2016).  

In addition, according to the 2016 public opinion surveys, as much as 40.6% of people in Serbia do not 

use the Internet.  Moreover, more than half of SNS voters (54.7%) do not use the Internet at all. What 

is more, 45.5% of SNS voters are over 60 years old, and only 12.6% are highly educated (NSPM, 

January-February and April 2016).  In addition, there are significant differences between urban and 

rural areas when it comes to internet speed, and remote parts of Serbia experience significant obstacles 

in terms of slow internet, which makes online broadcasts and internet streaming difficult (IREX, 

2016). In light of the above, controlling online media is not crucial for the SNS’ voting base and public 

opinion in general. Given the negative population growth and ageing population in Serbia (Penev, 

2014), the Internet generally remains a non-influential media that cannot trigger a change.  
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5.4 The Relevance of the Opposition 

In addition to, and together with the media, who can affect public opinion and indirectly influence the 

electoral outcome, opposition is another relevant actor. As discussed earlier in the theoretical 

framework, a strong opposition is not only a credible threat as a competitor in the elections, but it can 

also use legislative procedures such as motions of no confidence, or appeal to extra legislative 

authorities to control the governing majority.  In the literature, the strength of the opposition is often 

measured through the political competitiveness and percentage of the vote share won by all 

oppositional parties (cf. Camaj, 2013; Chowdhury, 2004). However, this measure still does not show 

how cooperative or fragmented the opposition is, or is it able to either win the elections or gather 

enough votes in the parliament to initiate legal procedures against the ruling majority. Following that, 

this section will analyse and discuss the strength of the opposition in Serbia and Croatia in terms of its 

fragmentation and cooperation capacity. It will further relate the state of the opposition to their 

leadership in problematizing corruption scandals and initiating legal procedures in this regard. 

The parliament in Serbia is rather fragmented. Orlović (2015) explains the fragmentation through the 

electoral system. Serbia is a single constituency with proportional representation, a 5% electoral 

threshold and D'Hondt method of seat allocation. In such an environment, to avoid the threshold 

effect, small political parties do not compete alone – but as a part of a list or in the coalition with a 

bigger party. However, once in the parliament, smaller parties separate into different parliamentary 

groups, which makes the parliament extremely fragmented. For instance, after the 2010 elections, the 

Serbian Assembly had 23 parliamentary groups, after the 2012 elections 44 of them, and after 2014 

altogether 19 parliamentary parties (Orlović, 2015). After the 2016 snap elections, the Assembly has 

16 parliamentary groups (National Assembly).  

The parliamentary fragmentation is reflected also in the opposition. What is more, the opposition 

fragmentation is even more pronounced through three additional divisions, namely the division 

between the ‘new’ and ‘old’ parties, different ideological agendas, as well as fragmentation of the 
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political left. When it comes to the old vs. new parties division, the 2016 parliamentary elections and 

2017 presidential elections showed in particular that voters are interested in new people and new 

parties, as opposed to the parties led by ‘the old’ politicians from the previous regime (Academic Expert 

#6). In this sense, the ‘new’ parties avoid being related to the ‘old’ parties. The mainstream parties that 

were in power since the end of the Milošević era suffered major losses and barely passed the threshold 

in the 2016 elections. Moreover, a record of seven party lists made it to the parliament, three of which 

for the first time: Dosta je Bilo (Enough is Enough), Dveri and the Green Party (NDI, 2016). 

Additional obstacles arise from the fact that one part of the opposition parties and party leaders 

emerged from the split of the Democratic Party (DS), and their personal relationships and interests 

jeopardize further cooperation. In this light, the new parties such as Dosta je bilo, or Dveri, as well as 

candidates at presidential elections, are trying to distance themselves from the 'old political parties'. 

This was particularly visible in the 2017 presidential elections where the former Ombudsman, who was 

an independent candidate supported by DS, publically distanced himself from the party (Academic 

Expert #6).  

In addition to the tension between the new and old parties, not surprisingly, the parties also have 

opposed agendas, which makes cooperation increasingly difficult. The prominent topics are EU 

accession, joining NATO, as well as cooperation with Russia, which coincide with the right-left wing 

divisions. However, the left-wing spectrum is further fragmented within. For instance, in the 2014 

elections, all leftist parties together won about 25% of votes – in three separate lists, out of which one 

(SPS) is a coalition partner in the SNS led government, and the other two are DS, and the New 

Democratic Party coalition - which was established after the split from DS.  

Finally, whereas the old parties are losing votes and confidence, the new parties, however, suffer from 

a lack of party infrastructure, as well as a weak presence 'on the ground' among the people. Moreover, 

as discussed also earlier in this chapter, as well as in the previous one, money and media make a crucial 

difference. As opposed to the ruling SNS, opposition parties are in debt and do not have the resources 
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to reach the voters or invest in the campaign. The previous chapter elaborated on the issues with 

campaign funding, as well as obstacles that opposition and small parties face in raising money from 

private donors.  What is more, the opposition does not have the access to the media – especially TV 

and newspapers (Academic Expert #6), which are controlled by the ruling party, as shown earlier in 

this chapter. 

Figure 5.9 below shows seat distribution in the Assembly in the last three election cycles (2012, 2014 

and 2016). The figure shows the seat distribution after the elections – but before the separation of 

small parties and independent MPs. As illustrated, the governing coalition (SNS and SPS, blue) holds 

an absolute or 2/3 majority in the last two election cycles. In this setting, the opposition, even if they 

would act united, which is not likely due to the above discussed reasons, does not present a strong 

competitor in the elections. Moreover, when it comes to the possibility of initiating legal procedures 

against the government, such as a motion of no confidence, if unified, the opposition could initiate 

such procedures. According to the Serbian Constitution, 60 MPs can propose a motion for a vote of 

confidence. However, for this proposal to be accepted, more than half of the total number of MPs vote 

is needed (Serbian Constitution, 2006) – which cannot be reached in the current constellation.  

To such overwhelming majority of SNS after 2012 contributed also the split of the strongest opposition 

party DS. In 2014, DS’ honorary president Tadić, along with a significant number of members, left the 

party and formed his own New Democratic Party (today Social Democratic Party). This split left SNS 

as the strongest party with no strong alternative or opponent (Stojiljković, 2014). From 67 seats in 

2012, after the split, DS won only 19 seats in 2014, and the separated New Democratic Party 18 seats. 

The number of seats decreased further after the 2016 elections, when DS was left with 16 and Tadić’s 

collation with 13 (see Appendix 5 for details).  
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Figure 5.9 Serbian Assembly – seat distribution 

 

In contrast to the Serbian political scene, in Croatia, there are two similarly strong blocks, which 

alternate in power: the right centred HDZ (ruling coalition in 2015 and 2016) and the left centred SDP 

(ruling coalition in 2011). The Figure 5.10 shows the seat distribution in the last three election cycles 

in terms of the ruling coalition and the opposition. As illustrated, the ruling block is not too far from 

the opposition block, where the other smaller parties (Other) act independently and lean to one or the 

other block based on the policy issue. Čular (2018) notes the stable core and vivid periphery as the 

main characteristic of the Croatian party system in the last 15 years: the two parties of the core (HDZ 

and SDP) alternate in power and win around 60% of the votes and 70% of the seats.  
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Figure 5.10 Croatian Parliament – seat distribution 

 

HDZ and SDP win a comparable number of seats, thus presenting a credible competitor to each other 

in the elections (see more details in Appendix 5). Moreover, according to the Constitution,  a vote of 

no confidence may be initiated by at least one fifth of the MPs, and the decision is accepted if passed 

by the majority of all MPs (Croatian Constitution, 2014). In the current arrangement, none of the 

parties alone can reach this majority – but coalitions on the specific issue are possible. One of the good 

examples is the earlier discussed Konzultantica scandal. After the scandal came out in the media, the 

opposition filed a motion of no confidence to the deputy PM Karamarko. In this way, not only did the 

media attention and, subsequently, public interest increase, but the scale of the scandal also pressured 

HDZ’s coalition partner Most to support this motion. In such setting, Karamarko resigned before the 

parliamentary vote, which would have been negative for him. Without doubt, interaction and synergy 

of media and the opposition escalated the issue to the point that supporting Karamarko was too costly 

and damaging for the reputation of HDZ, which was also illustrated in the previous section through 

media and public opinion analysis.   
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5.5 Concluding Remarks 

As the chapter re-confirmed, political parties are motivated by consequences and a punish 

enforcement approach rather than appropriateness. Moreover, the design and changes of regulations 

are in the hands of political parties, and in the context of a non-independent judiciary, legal sanctions, 

as well as the powers of oversight bodies based in PFR, do not pose a credible threat. Still, the efforts 

of parties to decrease the sanctions and capture the oversight bodies further confirm the logic of 

consequence as the key motivation. However, PFR, and especially the transparency measures, can be 

a powerful tool in enhancing the electoral punishment – at least in Croatia, where media freedom and 

the opposition are stronger. These points are elaborated below. 

To begin with, as creative compliance shows that parties are well aware of the regulations and 

intentionally look for loopholes, appropriateness motivations and measures of persuasion would not 

be the way forward in ensuring compliance, nor can we talk about barriers in the terms of a lack of 

knowledge. This was re-confirmed also through the interviews: whereas oversight officials consider 

themselves to be educators, among the party officials oversight was never mentioned in this context. 

It was rather the fear of being detected in wrongdoing. Although political parties indeed improved 

their work when it comes to bookkeeping and reporting, this seems to be more connected to the fear 

of sanctions or negative reputation when/if the reports reach the public, than the intrinsic motivation 

to keep the political financing clean and transparent.  

When it comes to oversight bodies, lack of capacity and ability/willingness to use available resources 

is problematic in both countries.  SEC is rather bureaucratic, inefficient and inert, unwilling to take on 

more/new tasks - such as establishing cooperation with other bodies for monitoring. Whereas ACA is 

rather proactive in monitoring methods, at the beginning it lacked true political (and consequently 

judicial/prosecution) support, and recently it fell under political influence. Weak oversight leads to 

less detections and consequently to sanctions. Although it would be unfair to say that sanctions are 

not enforced in both countries, the amount and relevance of these fines, and their impact on the party 
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budgets are rather insignificant and parties can afford them. Two main conclusions can be drawn from 

the implementation of legal sanctions. First, financial sanctions are too low, and if they were higher, 

parties can easily change the laws to decrease the sanctions – as happened in Croatia. Second, the lack 

of independence of the courts makes the possibility of imprisonment rather unlikely, same as the 

possibility of significantly high financial fines. In this sense, PFRs and legal sanctions motivate merely 

symbolic and creative compliance.  

Turning to the possibility of electoral punishment, through the selected scandals, the chapter 

demonstrated the level of media freedom and the strength of the opposition in Croatia and Serbia. 

Notably, media in Croatia are free(er) than their counterparts in Serbia and the opposition is stronger 

and better organised. Parties in Croatia fear much more about a damaged reputation, as is well 

reflected in the public opinion. In this sense, the parties are more motivated to comply with PFR and 

avoid scandals. Although parties seem to care about the reputation and fear electoral punishment, 

there is no example of electoral punishment, as the HDZ/Konzultantica case showed. Electoral 

punishment is more likely on a personal level: in terms of the end of the political career for a politician 

involved in the scandal. This was clear through both Konzultantica and Sanader case – Tomislav 

Karamarko and Ivo Sanader as individual politicians were excluded from political life as they were 

considered too damaging for the party. However, when it comes to ‘smaller’ incidents like late 

reporting, they do not matter much, as showed through the late reports case. These cases did not get 

a lot of media attention and were never mentioned in the opinion surveys as relevant. Still, PFR is a 

powerful tool in the hands of media – and even more so in the hands of the free media. As the analysis 

showed, due to transparency measures and legal instruments available to the journalists, corruption 

scandals and corrupt networks were discovered and made public – with serious consequences.   

When it comes to the opposition in Croatia, it is relatively as equally strong as the party in power. The 

opposition presents both a credible competitor, and a control mechanism that can destabilise the 

government (through a vote of no confidence). Moreover, the synergy of media and opposition matters 
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– they reinforce each other. On the one hand, initiating legal procedures gives more material to the 

media to write about. On the other hand, the more the media reports, the more the pressure grows and 

the opposition can easier ensure greater support for the no confidence vote, as demonstrated in the 

case of Croatia. In Serbia this would not be possible as SNS holds more than half of the seats. Although 

the case of no confidence was not only and particularly about PFR, it shows the capacity of the 

opposition and how media matters.  

Contrary to the Croatian case, the media in Serbia are completely captured and the opposition 

fragmented, with a low capacity to cooperate. Under these circumstances, PFR has a very limited 

capacity to have an impact: there is no fear of electoral punishment due to damaged reputation since 

the media is controlled. Even if it were not, there is no credible alternative to overtake the power as 

the opposition is too fragmented. Therefore, compliance with PFR or not having corruption scandals 

revealed to the public is not crucial in Serbia, as no serious consequences are expected. 
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CONCLUSION 

Do regulations matter? The thesis examined the impact of political financing regulations (PFR) on 

party corruption in Croatia and Serbia, and mechanisms through which this impact is achieved. Using 

the cases of Croatia and Serbia, the thesis tested assumptions about the expected impact of PFR, thus 

mapping out which measures worked as predicted and which did not. Furthermore, to understand the 

mechanisms through which impact is achieved, the dissertation synthetized the political financing and 

regulatory literature. Whereas the regulatory literature provides a theoretical framework for 

understanding motivations of political parties to comply with the regulations, as well as for approaches 

to regulatory enforcement and design, the political financing literature offers the basis for the 

analytical framework. Following this, the central assumption of the thesis is that we need to look into 

the motivations of the regulatees to comply, in order to fully understand the impact of regulations.  

The regulatory literature identifies two compliance motivations, namely the fear of punishment and 

the sense of duty, and one compliance barrier – lack of capacity. Taking this as a point of departure, 

the thesis synthetized regulatory and political financing literature and developed a theoretical 

framework for understanding the motivations of political parties to comply with PFR.  In the political 

financing context, whereas fear of punishment refers to legal sanctions (prescribed by PFR) and/or 

electoral punishment, the sense of duty refers to acting in the public interest. Barriers to compliance 

refer to the lack of knowledge about PFR or simply its ambiguity. Each type of motivation is linked to 

a corresponding enforcement approach: punish approach for fear of sanctions, persuade approach for 

the sense of duty and lack of knowledge.  

In addressing the first part of the research question on the impact of PFR on party corruption, the 

dissertation first analysed the differences between Croatian and Serbian PFRs. Through the cases of 

Croatia and Serbia, the dissertation further tested the assumptions about the expected anti-corruption 

effects of PFR.  
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Looking more specifically at the variations within PFRs in Croatia and Serbia, the comparative analysis 

of PFRs showed that, although both countries introduced persuade enforcement strategies, such as 

public funding and education through the oversight bodies, the emphasis is on the punish approach – 

however through different PFR instruments. Whereas Croatian PFR foresees stricter donation and 

spending limits, Serbian PFR has looser limits on donations, and no limits on spending. Whereas 

Croatian PFR requires full transparency, in Serbia donations below one average salary do not have to 

be disclosed during the campaign. When it comes to oversight, Croatian PFR keeps oversight on a very 

formal level – administrative rather than inspectional. Serbian PFR provides a more thorough 

monitoring system, with a network of monitors on the ground. Regarding sanctions, comparatively, in 

terms of average salaries, fines in Croatia range from 9 to 90 average salaries, while in Serbia the range 

is from 5 to 55 average salaries. Especially when compared to the donation ceilings, which are rather 

high in Serbia, financial sanctions in Serbia are even less significant. Still, Serbian PFR prescribes 

imprisonment for trying to hide the source or amount of collected funds.  

When it comes to assumptions about how these measures should work, the literature expects that 

public funding, as well as spending limits will prevent undue influence and reliance on wealthy donors. 

Furthermore, control of private funding, caps on donations and introduction of different types of 

donation limit further the aim of preventing undue influence. Through making the financial reports 

public, transparency measures are expected to prevent not only undue influence, but also abuse of 

state resources and possible influx of illicit money in political financing. Additionally, transparency 

enables detection and oversight. Finally, independent and effective oversight and balanced sanctions 

ensure compliance with the abovementioned measures.  

As the analysis showed, the expected effects and actual impact often differ. In practice, many measures 

did not have the expected impact. To start with the provision of public funding, contrary to what the 

regulations expect or aim to achieve, more public funding does not affect the amount of private 

funding, and it thus does not prevent undue influence. This was confirmed in both countries. What is 
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more, the analysis found that being in power/government affects the amount of private donations 

received. Whereas the literature would expect that obtaining more funds from the state budget 

decreases the demand for private donations, the analysis showed, for instance, that Croatian HDZ 

when in power and receiving a large amount of public funds, also receives a larger amount of private 

donations – as opposed to when in opposition.  

Furthermore, even though respected in both countries, donation limits were not shown to be 

substantively effective in preventing undue influence. Although in Croatia, unlike in Serbia, the limits 

are realistically restrictive, the parties found a way to respect the limits, but still get the money. The 

best illustration of this evasion of the rules that enables undue influence is the example of firms owned 

by the same person donating over the allowed amount. In Serbia, limits are too high to be considered 

restrictive or relevant in preventing undue influence.  

The impact of the quantitative spending limits, which are expected to affect undue influence indirectly 

through decreasing the demand and therefore also supply of money, are shown to be important in 

Croatia. In Croatia, parties are allowed to use annual funding for campaigning. There are also no limits 

for transactions from the main party account to the campaign account. However, the cap on spending 

still limits the biggest parties from overwhelming the advertising and media space. The Croatian PFR 

stipulates that if the total amount of received donations for the campaign financing surpasses the 

allowed amount of election campaign costs, the party has to return this amount to the donors. In this 

sense, parties have no incentives to collect too many funds for campaigning – or transfer the funds for 

annual financing to the campaigning account. In Serbia this is not the case, especially after the changes 

of PFR in 2014. As discussed in Chapter 3, the 2014 amendments introduced the possibility of using 

annual financing funds also for campaigning purposes. Without the limit on spending, this provision 

puts the big parties in a much better position, which is notable in the case of the ruling SNS and their 

overwhelming media appearance. It can be concluded that, while in Serbia this is not the case, 

spending limits in Croatia can be considered as rather successful: parties have less money and 
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campaigns became shorter, compared to the times before the limit was introduced. Still, it remains 

unclear whether this contributed to less undue influence. The impact of qualitative spending limits, 

which aim specifically at preventing abuse of state resources, proved to be rather limited. Although 

incumbents should not use public resources for campaigning, this is completely ignored in Serbia 

under the excuse that government cannot stop working during campaigns. In Croatia, parties are 

aware that using state resources for campaigning is a wrong practice and try to avoid it on the national 

level. However, this is hardly enforceable on the local level. 

The analysis of impact of transparency measures, which are expected to make connections between 

the parties and donors visible and enhance detection and oversight through published financial 

reports, yielded particularly interesting findings. Transparency measures in both countries enhanced 

oversight and detection, as compared to the period before 2011 when no disclosure requirements 

existed. As a result, in Serbia, the number of donations from private firms decreased as donors do not 

want to be disclosed and connected to the party – especially the opposition parties. The reasons can 

be twofold: in the case of donation to the winning/ruling party, the aim is to hide undue influence. In 

the case of a donation to the opposition party, the reason is fear: donors who support the opposition 

fear discrimination by state authorities. In addition, some interviewees suggest that there are no 

formal donations by firms to a party, as donations are given privately to a highly ranked party official, 

rather than through firms and party accounts. Furthermore, since donations below one average salary 

do not have to be published online during the campaign, the amount of such donations significantly 

increased, indicating hiding the sources of money and money laundering. In Croatia, transparency 

measures did not have such a negative impact. Although the donors who do not want to be disclosed 

certainly exist, according to data from the interviews, this is not a rule and it does not affect the 

functioning of small parties. Donors also do not face problems if they donated to the opposition. On 

the contrary, smaller parties raise quite a lot of funds through private donations, as shown in Chapter 

4. Through the example of the corruption network in Croatia, the thesis showed how important 

transparency measures can be in revealing the flow of money. Due to transparency of donors and 
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donations, the media could connect the Russian interest through donations to HDZ, as well as personal 

connections. Whereas the escalation of the scandal was possible because of the free media, their 

discoveries were possible due to the enabling environment and tools such as transparency of political 

financing. However, this example also showed that the impact of the regulations is limited: money and 

influence go through private channels. The money flow revealed the connections between donors and 

political parties. Although donations were legal and within the allowed limit, they still hid an undue 

influence – in this case related to the energy market.  

Overall, the impact of PFR on party corruption in both countries is limited. However, it is somewhat 

more in line with the expected impact in Croatia than in Serbia. To better understand this mixed 

impact and the rationale of the parties to comply with PFR, the analysis turns to oversight and 

sanctions. As expected in the PFR structure, oversight and sanctions ensure compliance. In addressing 

the second part of the research question, namely the mechanisms through which compliance is 

achieved, Chapter 5 of the thesis looked into oversight and sanctions, as well as monitoring by the 

media and the opposition and the possibility of electoral punishment as  accountability mechanisms. 

When it comes to the oversight bodies, it is shown that the lack of capacity and ability/willingness to 

use available resources is problematic in both countries.  Croatian SEC (State Election Commission) 

is rather bureaucratic, inefficient and inert, unwilling to take over more or new tasks in improving 

oversight. Whereas Serbian ACA (Anti-Corruption Agency) is rather proactive in monitoring methods, 

in the beginning it lacked true political support, and recently it fell under political influence. 

Consequently, weak oversight leads to fewer detections and sanctions. 

The nature of sanctions was discussed in Chapter 5. Financial sanctions - even when they are 

significant - can be easily changed and reversed. Chapter 3 analysed the amendments to the PFR that 

were introduced after 2011 and showed that both countries loosened their regulatory framework. In 

Croatia, administrative financial sanctions were decreased in the aftermath of their enforcement 

because the parties realised that the initial sanctions were too high. This was explained by the 
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disproportionality of the sanction compared to the type of PFR violation (late reporting). Regarding 

criminal sanctions, whereas in Croatia there is no information about the exact number of prosecuted 

cases, the most prominent is the case of the former Prime Minister, Ivo Sanader. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, Sanader was prosecuted for several corruption affairs, some of which are related to party 

financing. The Sanader case is considered to have been educative and preventive; it raised awareness 

among the parties that illegal behaviour can be discovered and punished. However, although this case 

is often considered an example of high-level corruption prosecution, the real impact is rather limited: 

in the absence of EU pressure, Sanader’s trial was revoked in October 2015 and is still ongoing. In 

Serbia, ACA filed numerous charges since 2012. In almost all cases, the parties were found guilty by 

the court, but financial fines are usually set at the minimum and therefore not significant. When it 

comes to criminal charges that can result in imprisonment, these are usually impossible to prove and 

there are no examples of such sanctions in practice.  

In sum, the analysis of the implementation of legal sanctions brings up two key findings. First, 

financial sanctions are too low, and even if they were higher, parties can easily change the laws to 

decrease the sanctions – as was the case in Croatia. Second, the lack of independence of the courts, as 

indicated in the interview data and relevant indices, makes the possibility of imprisonment rather 

unlikely, same as the possibility of high financial fines.  

Since oversight and sanctions did not prove strong enough to ensure compliance, the analysis proceeds 

by looking into other accountability and monitoring mechanisms – media and  opposition, and the 

possibility of electoral punishment. Through analysis of selected scandals, Chapter 5 demonstrated the 

level of media freedom and the strength of the opposition in Croatia and Serbia. Notably, media in 

Croatia are free(er) than their counterparts in Serbia and the opposition stronger and better organised. 

Parties in Croatia fear damaged reputation much more, as this is well reflected in the public opinion 

as a drop in support. In this sense, the parties are more motivated to comply with PFR and avoid 

scandals. Although parties seem to care about the reputation and fear electoral punishment, there is 
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no example of electoral punishment, as the HDZ/Konzultantica case showed. In other words, HDZ, 

the political party involved in the scandal, won the elections. Electoral punishment is more likely on 

the personal level: in terms of the end of political career for a politician involved in the scandal. This 

was made clear through both the Konzultantica and Sanader cases. Following the scandals, both 

Tomislav Karamarko and Ivo Sanader were excluded from political life, since being connected with 

them was too damaging for the reputation of the party. The opposition in Croatia presents both a 

credible competitor and a control mechanism that can destabilise the government (through no 

confidence vote) in case of corrupt behaviour. Contrary to the Croatian case, the media in Serbia are 

completely captured and the opposition fragmented, with a low capacity to cooperate. Under these 

circumstances, PFR has a very limited capacity to have an impact: there is no fear of electoral 

punishment due to damaged reputation since the media is controlled. Even if the media were free to 

report about the scandals, there is no credible alternative to overtake the power as the opposition is 

too fragmented. In sum, PFR is a powerful tool in the hands of the media – and even more so in the 

hands of a free media.  

What does all this tell us about the compliance motivations of political parties in Croatia and Serbia, 

and corresponding enforcement approaches? Examples described in Chapters 4 and 5 show creative 

and symbolic compliance, evasion of rules and the search for loopholes. Examples include use of loans 

from private firms, numerous donations from firms owned by the same person in Croatia, organisation 

of donor dinners, or numerous donations from private persons below one average monthly salary in 

Serbia. In this way, political parties creatively comply with the regulations while disregarding their 

aim. It is clear that political parties adapted their behaviour to the new regulatory framework in order 

to leave their corrupt intentions hidden. An even stronger example is the impact of transparency 

measures. Whereas transparency measures closed the known corrupt money channels and distorted 

party corruption, the form of corrupt practices changed. Since party accounts and finances are now 

subject to oversight and disclosure, money flows shifted more to the private sphere. By abusing the 

loopholes, the parties showed they are perfectly aware of the law: the wrongdoings are not a result of 
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lack of knowledge. For the same reason, it is clear the parties are not motivated by the sense of duty 

and working in the public interest. In this context, the persuade enforcement approach, including 

measures such as public funding or technical assistance, which oversight bodies claim to do to educate 

the parties, did not have a chance to produce the expected effect.  

In sum, political parties in Croatia and Serbia are motivated to comply with PFR by fear of sanctions. 

In Croatia, due to the freedom of media and stronger opposition the fear of electoral punishment exists 

significantly, making it a stronger compliance incentive than legal sanctions. Hence, the possibility of 

electoral punishment in Croatia leads to somewhat more expected impact of the PFR on party 

corruption. Consequently, as neither legal sanctions nor electoral punishment are a credible threat in 

Serbia, the impact of PFR on party corruption is significantly limited. 

 In the end - to refer back to the title of this thesis - ‘do regulations matter?’ - a short answer would be 

both yes and no: regulations matter, but cannot work alone. PFR and transparency measures overall 

make money in party financing ‘traceable’ – the situation is better than before when the public had no 

information on political financing. Parties are more disciplined, financial reports are ‘cleaner’, timely 

and becoming more accurate over time, oversight is enhanced. Regulations matter for closing the 

known and existing channels of party corruption. However, political parties seem to adapt their 

behaviour, find the loopholes and new ‘ways of doing things’. Whereas transparency measures closed 

some of the usual corrupt money channels, they incentivised others and changed the form of corrupt 

practices. Still, as the thesis showed, PFR and transparency measures have a potential to reveal 

corruption networks and can be a powerful tool in the hands of free media and strong opposition in 

holding governments accountable. In this sense, more research about party corruption in practice, 

compliance motivations of political parties, as well as compliance incentives could make regulatory 

responses to party corruption more targeted and effective. 
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Contributions and Implications  

The thesis more broadly contributes to the literature on political financing, and more specifically to 

the literature on the impact of PFR on party corruption. The literature on the impact of PFR on party 

corruption consists mainly of large-N quantitative comparative studies, which inevitably involves the 

use of indicators and proxies. However, these indicators do not capture specifically party corruption 

nor implementation of the regulations. In contrast to the existing literature, this thesis focused on 

qualitative data targeting specifically party corruption, rather than aggregate indices, and looked at 

the implementation of the regulations, rather than only the letter of the law. In this sense, it offers a 

more in depth and accurate understanding of PFR impact on party corruption.  

Although political financing literature offers general expectations about the desired effects of PFR, the 

theoretical underpinning is often missing. As the existing scholarship mostly does not address the 

reasons why PFR has (or does not have) impact on party corruption, the thesis offers a theoretical 

ground for better understanding of mechanisms of how PFR impact came about. Through bridging the 

political financing and regulatory literature and utilising qualitative approach, the thesis offers a 

theoretical framework for understanding the mechanisms of PFR impact. In this sense, the thesis 

contributes not only to unpacking the mechanisms that regulatory measures are assumed to work on, 

but also to a better understanding of how exactly PFR affects party corruption in Croatia and Serbia. 

Overall, a clear theoretical underpinning is particularly beneficial for a more systematic research of 

the impact of PFR. 

The dissertation further contributes to improvements in conceptualising and understanding the 

variety of party corruption practices. Led by the idea that qualitative methods, especially case studies 

based on expert interviews, offer a better understanding of party corruption, the dissertation mapped 

party corruption through hypothetical scenarios which described different practices understood as 

party corruption. Although this ‘measurement’ is not reflected in an exact number, it captures more 

accurately not only the mechanism of party corruption, but also the change in practices after the 
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reform. Moreover, through the interviews the scenarios also teased out which PFR measures work in 

preventing different practices – and which did not - and why. 

Finally, from the practical policy implications point of view, the thesis contributes to a better 

understanding of existing practices and new channels of party corruption, as well as to understanding 

how parties adapt to the new regulatory environment. It offers practical policy implications for 

regulatory design and corruption control. First, taking into consideration the motivations of political 

parties discussed in the dissertation, details matter. Full transparency in Croatia, as opposed to 

transparency of donations over one average salary in Serbia, made a difference and opened room for 

hiding the sources of financing in Serbia. Quantitative spending limits, although difficult to control, 

can make a difference, especially in combination with requirements to return exceeding funds back to 

the donors, as is the case in Croatia. In Serbia, lack of any quantitative spending limits opened the 

room for unlimited fundraising and spending, thus widening the gap between the ruling party and all 

other parties. Second, for a higher impact, regulatory design has to address the motivations of the 

regulatees. Overall, lack of understanding of the parties’ compliance motivations resulted in setting 

inadequate compliance incentives. This, in turn, led to the lack of expected outcome. Put differently, 

if the motivations are not taken into account, they cannot be appropriately addressed through the 

incentive structure of the regulatory design, which leads to the lack of expected impact. Finally, PFR 

cannot work alone. As the Croatian case demonstrated, corruption in general is a network 

phenomenon. One law cannot tackle the entire problem. However, considering the motivations of 

political parties, as the Croatian case demonstrated, empowering the media can enhance 

accountability of governments – even in an environment where oversight bodies and judiciary are not 

fully independent.    

Scope, Limitations and Further Research 

Characteristic for any qualitative case study analysis, the scope of the dissertation is limited. Whereas 

the present findings and conclusions are valid for the examined countries, they might not apply in all 
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other contexts. Moreover, the thesis did not consider the CSOs and independence or quality of 

judiciary and prosecution as possible relevant factors. Whereas in general these factors would be 

important variables in assessing the impact of PFR, in this dissertation they fall under the most similar 

variables and are not included in the analysis. The indicators and interviews did not show any 

significant differences in the capacity and strength of the CSOs in Croatia and Serbia. Same for the 

judiciaries: interviews and indicators signalled limited judicial independence in both countries. In this 

sense, the dissertation presents the capacity and impact of PFR under the condition of limited judicial 

independence. Finally, acknowledging that PFR can have many purposes, this dissertation analyses 

only the aspects of PFR that aim to curb party corruption. In other words, although, for instance, public 

funding aims to enhance political pluralism and competition, decrease the gap between rich and poor 

parties, as well as restrict the influence of wealthy private interests, the dissertation looks only at the 

latter. 

When it comes to limitations, one of the most important is the format of the sources of information 

about money in politics – be it from the political parties directly, or oversight bodies. Although 

transparency measures made more information accessible, the format in which the disclosed reports 

are made available is usually not user-friendly. Most of the political parties publish their reports as 

scanned documents or even pictures. This makes the analysis extremely time-consuming, difficult and 

prone to mistakes. Although techniques such as data scraping could help in converting unstructured 

data from scanned reports into more researchable formats (database or spreadsheet), this would still 

require a lot of intervention and double-checking. The oversight bodies in their monitoring and audit 

reports often aggregate the data from parties’ financial reports. Although these documents are more 

user-friendly, the researchers depend on the level of data provided. For example, as the analysis in 

Chapter 4 showed, Croatian audit reports differentiate neither between the campaign and annual 

sources of funding nor between private donations by natural and legal persons. Thus, the aggregate 

number provided in the reports limits the scope of the analysis. Another example would be the scope 
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of these reports and which parties they include – all parties that participate in elections, only 

parliamentary parties, only parties which reached a certain income threshold, etc.  

Further limitation is the nature of the researched phenomenon and consequently the 

comprehensiveness of the collected data. As corruption is a socially undesirable and hidden 

phenomenon, the question that remains is how honest and comprehensive the interviews were. 

Although the interview structure was designed in a way to address and minimise these issues, due to 

the lack of trust and sensitivity of the topic, some details might have been omitted on purpose, but also 

simply due to the gaps in memory.  

However, the scope and limitations of this dissertation open room for further research. Although 

corruption is a difficult phenomenon to analyse due to the difficulties in obtaining data, scenarios as a 

basis for discussion are a productive way forward in exploring party corruption. Hypothetical 

scenarios made the discussions less personal and ‘safer’. Developing more comprehensive or universal 

scenarios for further research might be a good way forward for comparative research and better 

understanding of ‘ways of doing things’ in political financing. 

Further to this, even though the format of political financing reports presents a limitation, these 

reports contain interesting data even if researched on a smaller scale. This dissertation, for instance, 

demonstrated a short, albeit time consuming, analysis of donations by companies owned by the same 

person. Reports can also show interesting patterns such as the series of identical donations from 

private persons in Serbia, which signals money laundering and hiding the sources of income. Overall, 

even a single name or donation, such as the donation that uncovered a corruption network in Croatia, 

can reveal further connections and the flow of money.  

Moreover, the thesis opens the way for further research about less regulated aspects of party financing, 

such as bank and private loans. In the case of Croatia and Serbia, loans are the second most important 

source of financing, which is poorly regulated or not regulated at all. The questions that remain open 
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are: do all parties have the same access and conditions for the loans, should the reports clearly show 

how the loan was re-paid, what happens in the case of bankruptcy/blockade of the political party (like 

in the case of some Serbian parties), should the loans from private firms be allowed, and if yes under 

which conditions?  

When it comes to variables that can influence the impact of PFR, the role of the judiciary is certainly 

an area for further research. In the same way, the role and capacity of the media and the opposition, 

as well as more focus on the enabling environment for PFR, present an area that requires more 

scholarly attention in studying political financing. Finally, another point that deserves further debate 

is analysing party corruption as a network phenomenon, which can more clearly capture private 

relationships and money flow. As the Croatian case showed, although the heads of governments 

changed, the corrupt network stayed more or less the same over the years – only the channel of 

influence changed.  

Shining a light on the flow of money in politics can certainly improve not only the research on political 

financing, but also regulatory responses in this regard. Regulations that target more directly the 

motivations of political parties can in turn incentivise a change in their behaviour from a focus on 

maintaining an appearance of transparency to actually being and acting transparently, thus becoming 

more responsive and accountable to voters. Integrity of political parties is vital for the legitimacy of 

the democratic system and for restoring and maintaining key democratic values. Re-building the trust 

in political parties is imperative in addressing the 'crisis of democracy' and its divergence to illiberal 

forms. 
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APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX I: Croatia and Serbia – Indicators  

Freedom in the World 
FREEDOM HOUSE 

 

Croatia 
 

Serbia 

 
Electoral Process 

2016: 12/12 
2015: 12/12 
2014: 12/12 

2016: 9/12 
2015: 10/12 
2014: 9/12 

 
Political Pluralism and 

Participation 

2016: 15/16 
2015: 15/16 
2014: 15/16 

2016: 13/16 
2015: 14/16 
2014: 14/16 

 
Functioning of Government 

2016: 10/12 
2015: 9/12 
2014: 9/12 

2016: 7/12 
2015: 7/12 
2014: 7/12 

 
 

POLITICAL RIGHTS OVERALL 
 
 

2016:     37/40 
2015: 1 (36/40) 
2014: 1 (36/40) 
2013: 1 
2012: 1 
2011: 1 
2010: 1  

2016:     29/40 
2015: 2 (31/40) 
2014: 2 (30/40) 
2013: 2 
2012: 2 
2011: 2 
2010: 2 

 
Freedom of Expression and Belief 

2016: 14/16 
2015: 14/16 
2014: 14/16 

2016: 14/16 
2015: 15/16 
2014: 15/16 

 
Associational and Organizational 

Rights 

2016: 12/12 
2015: 12/12 
2014: 12/12 

2016: 10/12 
2015: 11/12 
2014: 10/12 

 
Rule of Law 

2016: 11/16 
2015: 11/16 
2014: 11/16 

2016: 10/16 
2015: 10/16 
2014: 10/16 

 
Personal Autonomy and Individual 

Rights 

2016: 13/16 
2015: 13/16 
2014: 13/16 

2016: 13/16 
2015: 13/16 
2014: 13/16 

 
 
 

CIVIL LIBERTIES OVERALL 

2016:     50/60 
2015: 2 (50/60) 
2014: 2 (50/60) 
2013: 2 
2012: 2 
2011: 2 
2010: 2 

2016:     47/60 
2015: 2 (49/60) 
2014: 2 (48/60) 
2013: 2 
2012: 2 
2011: 2 
2010: 2 

 
 

Freedom of the press  
0 (the most free)  

100 (the least free) 

2016: 41 
2015: 40 
2014: 40 
2013: 40 
2012: 40 
2011: 41 
2010: 40 

2016: 49 
2015: 40 
2014: 37 
2013: 36 
2012: 35 
2011: 33 
2010: 35 

Source: Freedom House, https://freedomhouse.org/report-types/freedom-world  
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WGI 

WORLDWIDE GOVERNANCE 
INDICATORS 

(0= lowest rank; 100= highest rank) 
 

Croatia Serbia 

Voice and accountability 

2010: 62 
2011: 64 
2012: 65 
2013: 64 
2014: 64 
2015: 66 
2016: 65 

2010: 56 
2011: 56 
2012: 56 
2013: 57 
2014: 56 
2015: 55 
2016: 53 

Political Stability and Absence of 
Violence/ Terrorism 

2010: 67 
2011: 68 
2012: 65 
2013: 66 
2014: 67 
2015: 65 
2016: 68 

2010: 31 
2011: 37 
2012: 39 
2013: 43 
2014: 53 
2015: 55  
2016: 48 

Government Effectiveness 

2010: 70  
2011: 70 
2012: 73 
2013: 71 
2014: 73 
2015: 72 
2016: 70 

2010: 53 
2011: 53 
2012: 51 
2013: 51 
2014: 58 
2015: 57 
2016: 56 

Regulatory Quality 

2010: 70 
2011: 70 
2012: 67 
2013: 67 
2014: 66 
2015: 65 
2016: 66 

2010: 53 
2011: 53 
2012: 51 
2013: 52 
2014: 56 
2015: 57 
2016: 55 

Rule of Law 

2010: 62 
2011: 61 
2012: 61 
2013: 61 
2014: 66 
2015: 63 
2016: 66 

2010: 43 
2011: 46 
2012: 45 
2013: 46 
2014: 51 
2015: 52 
2016: 50 

Control of Corruption 

2010: 60 
2011: 59 
2012: 60 
2013: 62 
2014: 62 
2015: 64 
2016: 62 

2010: 48 
2011: 50 
2012: 46 
2013: 47 
2014: 51 
2015: 49 
2016: 46 

http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home  
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WEF 
Judicial 

Independence 
Index 

Croatia 
 

Serbia 

Score* rank Score* rank 

2017 2.90 114 2.80 118 
2016 3.12 104 2.79 122 
2015 3.22 99 2.61 123 
2014 3.16 100 2.56 118 
2013 2.97 109 2.56 124 
2012 2.83 106 2.44 129 
2011 3.05 99 2.43 128 
2010 3.12 97 2.53 124 

*Score: 1 = not independent at all; 7 = entirely independent 
Source: World Economic Forum, Executive Opinion Survey 
 
Survey question: In your country, how independent is the judicial system from 
influences of the government, individuals, or companies? [1 = not independent 
at all; 7 = entirely independent] 
 
https://www.weforum.org/reports  

 

 
WORLD PRESS FREEDOM INDEX 

(Reporters Without Borders)  
 

 2017 2016 2015 2014 
Serbia 66 

out of 180 
countries  
in the world 
rankings in 2017 
Score: 28.05 

59 
out of 180 
countries in the 
world rankings in 
2016 
Score: 27.60 

67 
out of 180 
countries in the 
world rankings in 
2015 
Score: 27.66 

54 
out of 180 
countries in the 
world rankings in 
2014 
Score: 25.05 

 
 2017 2016 2015 2014 
Croatia 74 

out of 180 
countries  
in the world 
rankings in 2017 
Score: 29.59 

63 
out of 180 
countries in the 
world rankings in 
2016 
Score: 27.91 

58 
out of 180 
countries in the 
world rankings in 
2015 
Score: 26.12 

65 
out of 180 
countries in the 
world rankings in 
2014 
Score: 26.82 

 
*0 = the best possible score; 100 = the worst. 
Source: Reporters Without Borders, https://rsf.org/en  
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APPENDIX II: List of Interviewees (coded by affiliation and a random number) 

 

 CODE PLACE AND DATE METHOD 

Interviewee 1 CSO Expert #1 
5 March 2015, Zagreb 
3 February 2016, Zagreb 

face to face, notes 
face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 2 Oversight Official #1 12 March 2015, Zagreb face to face, notes 

Interviewee 3 Oversight Official #2 12 March 2015, Zagreb face to face, notes 

Interviewee 4 Oversight Official #3 12 March 2015, Zagreb face to face, notes 

Interviewee 5 
Public Administration 
Official #1 

13 March 2015, Zagreb face to face, notes 

Interviewee 6 CSO Expert #2 
27 March 2015, Zagreb  
15 February 2016, Zagreb 

face to face, notes 
face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 7 CSO Expert #3 
19 May 2015, Belgrade 
12 April 2016, Belgrade 

face to face, notes 
face to face, notes 

Interviewee 8 Academic Expert #1 1 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 9 CSO Expert #4 3 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 10 Academic Expert #2 4 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 11 Oversight Official #4 10 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 12 Oversight Official #5 10 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 13 Oversight Official #6 10 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 14 Academic Expert #3 15 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 15 Oversight Official #7 17 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 16 Party Official #1 17 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 17 Party Official #2 18 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 18 Party Official #3 23 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, notes 

Interviewee 19 Journalist #1 24 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 20 Journalist #2 24 February 2016, Zagreb face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 21 Academic Expert #4 9 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 22 Academic Expert #5 11 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 23 CSO Expert #5 15 March 2016,  Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 24 CSO Expert #6 17 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 
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Interviewee 25 CSO Expert #7 17 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 26 CSO Expert #8 17 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 27 CSO Expert #9 

17 March 2016, Belgrade 
29 January 2017  
23 May 2017 
21 December 2017 

face to face, recorded 
email 
email 
email 

Interviewee 28 CSO Expert #10 22 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 29 Oversight Official #8 23 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 30 CSO Expert #11 24 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 31 Party Official #4 29 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 32 Journalist #3 30 March 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 33 Oversight Official #9 1 April 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 34 Journalist #4 
5 April 2016, Belgrade 
31 January 2017 
23 May 2017 

face to face, recorded 
email 
email 

Interviewee 35 Journalist #5 5 April 2016, Belgrade face to face, recorded 

Interviewee 36 Journalist #6 
6 April 2016, Serbia 
3 October 2016 

face to face, recorded 
email 

Interviewee 37 Academic Expert #6 26 May 2017 email 
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APPENDIX III: The Questionnaire 

 

Semi Structured Part  

Intro 

 How was party corruption manifested prior to the 2011 regulations? (Reminder if needed: 

syphoning money from state-run firms; unknown financing sources and buying influence 

→  setting up public procurement, employment; abuse of public premises, state resources and 

media…?) 

 

Accuracy of reports 

 Based on your experience, is it possible to obtain an accurate idea of the campaign financing by 

looking at the official accounting and reports? 

 In practice, to what extent do financial reports by political parties include all types of contributions? 

(Is manipulation with in kind donations possible?) 

 Is it possible for some resources to be left out of the reports as a result of legal loopholes? Example?  

 Can/How third party-actors (even if they are not regulated by law) obtain contributions and spend 

in support of political parties? 

 

Oversight bodies 

 In practice, to what extent are appointments to the oversight authority based on merit? What kind 

of qualifications do these people have, i.e. what qualifies them to be part of this body?  

 In practice, to what extent (or how) is the independence of oversight body guaranteed? 

 In practice, to what extent does the oversight body have sufficient capacity (financial, human 

resources) to monitor political finance regulations? 

 

Violations/sanctions 

 Can you recall any instances of violations of contribution or expenditure limits or PFR in general? 
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Scenarios 

Could you comment on the possibility of the following scenarios; how likely were they 
before the reform, as opposed to today? Why? How likely are these irregularities to be 

detected? By whom? 

 

1. A political party orders advertising materials (flags, leaflets, t-shirts…) from a printing company. 

They make an agreement to not have an official bill, but rather informal exchange. The cost of this 

service is not registered in the financial reports. (the son of the owner of the printing company gets 

employed in the local public office) 

 

2. A political party orders advertising materials - 1000 billboards - from a printing company. They 

make an agreement to have an official bill for 500. The rest is paid without the bill and not 

registered in the financial report.  

 

3. A political party gets a high donation from a private construction firm. This firm wins the public 

tender for building the highway. 

 

4. A political party gets a high donation from a private pharmaceutical company. The party wins the 

elections. Later on the Parliament passes a law which ensures monopolistic position to this 

pharmaceutical firm. 

 

5. A third party actor (sport club, NGO, foundation…) collects contributions and donates to a political 

party. 

 

6. A private advertising firm wins most contracts with the state bodies, companies and ministries. The 

firm is connected to the ruling political party and profit goes mainly to the party.  

 

7. A ruling party official uses an official (governmental) car to travel to a party campaigning event to 

another city. 

 

8. The ruling party uses the government’s office and its resources for the phone calls and agitation of 

voters, and/or postal services. 

 

9. Member of a political party is appointed to a high position in the public enterprise. (S)he has to pay 

a part of the salary to the party.  
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Scale Questions 

1. In practice, to what extent political parties comply with 

the PFR? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

2. To what extent PFR leaves loopholes (room for work in 

grey zones)? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

3. In practice, to what extent political parties comply with 

the spirit of the PFR? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

4. To what extent are financial reports  accurate? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

5. To what extent donation/spending limits genuinely 

constrain parties? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

6. To what extent transparency measures prevent party 

corruption? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

7. To what extent is the oversight body independent? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

8. In practice, how likely is it that inaccurate (omitting some 

sources) reports will be discovered? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

9. How effective is the implementation of sanctions? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 

10. Overall, to what extent is PFR effective in curbing party 

corruption? 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10    N/A 
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APPENDIX IV: List of Political Parties in Croatia and Serbia 
POLITICAL PARTY ENGLISH IDEOLOGY 

 
CROATIA 

 
HDZ  
Hrvatska Demokratska Zajednica  

Croatian Democratic Union 
Conservatism, Christian 
democracy 

HSLS  
Hrvatska Socijalno Liberalna Stranka 

Croatian Social Liberal Party Conservative liberalism 

SDP  
Socijaldemokratska Partija Hrvatske  

Social Democratic Party of Croatia Social democracy 

HNS  
Hrvatska Narodna Stranka - Liberalni 
Demokrati 

Croatian People's Party - Liberal 
Democrats 

Liberalism 
Social liberalism 

HSU  
Hrvatska Stranka Umirovljenika    

Croatian Party of Pensioners Penioners' interests 

HSS  
Hrvatska Seljačka Stranka  

Croatian Peasant Party 
Agrarianism 
Christian democracy 

MOST  
Most Nezavisnih Lista  

Independent List Bridge Conservatism 

ZZ  
Živi Zid  

Living Wall 
Anti-globalisation 
Euroscepticism 

MB365  
Milan Bandić 365 - Stranka Rada i Solidarnosti  

Milan Bandić' 365 - Party of Labour 
and Solidarity 

Social democracy 

IDS 
Istarski Demokratski Sabor  

Istrian Democratic Assembly 
Regionalism 
Social liberalism 

HDSSB  
Hrvatski Demokratski Savez Slavonije i Baranje   

Croatian Democratic Alliance of 
Slavonia and Baranja 

Regionalism 
Nationalism 

HL  
Hrvatski Laburisti - Stranka Rada   

Croatian Labourists - Labour Party 
Social democracy 
Democratic socialism 

 
SERBIA 

 
SNS  
Srpska Napredna Stranka    

Serbian Progressive Party National conservatism 

SPS  
Socijalistička Partija Srbije  

Socialist Party of Serbia Socialism 

SRS  
Srpska Radikalna Stranka  

Serbian Radical Party 
Nationalism, Far-right 
politics 

DS  
Demokratska Stranka   

Democratic Party Social democracy 

DJB  
Dosta je Bilo   

It's Enough Liberalism 

DVERI  
Pokret Dveri   

Dveri Movement 
Nationalism, Christian 
right 

JS  
Jedinstvena Srbija  

United Serbia 
National conservatism, 
Regionalism 

LDP  
Liberalno Demokratska Partija  

Liberal Democratic Party Liberalism 

DSS  
Demokratska Stranka Srbije  

Democratic Party of Serbia 
National conservatism 
Christian democracy 

SDS  
Socijal Demokratska Stranka  

Social Democratic Party Social democracy 

 Source: Parties and Election in Europe available at http://www.parties-and-elections.eu/countries.html     
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APPENDIX V: Seat Distribution in the Croatian and Serbian Parliament (for 
elections from 2011 to 2017) 

Sources: Croatian Parliament, Serbian Assembly 

Croatia, 2011, Seats Distribution (151 seats)  

 
Croatia, 2015, Seats Distribution (151 seats) 
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Croatia, 2016, Seats Distribution (151 seats) 

 
 
Serbia, 2012, Seat Distribution (250 seats) 
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Serbia, 2014, Seat Distribution (250 seats) 

 

 

Serbia, 2016, Seat Distribution (250 seats) 
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APPENDIX VI: List of analysed news and articles (for media analysis in Chapter 5) 
 

 

CROATIA: 9-22 MAY 2016 

24 sata (newspaper) 

10 May - 30 June 2016 

24sata.hr  

Day and time search available (timeline) 

6  
1. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 11:16 Lobist Mola Karamarkovoj ženi platio oko pola milijuna kuna 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/lobist-mola-karamarkovoj-zeni-platio-oko-pola-

milijuna-kuna-473475  

2. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 12:02 Bulj nadležnima: Neka provjere Karamarka, premijera i Petrova 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/maras-porucio-potpredsjedniku-vlade-

karamarko-odlazi-473496   

3. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 14:48 Glavašević prijavio Karamarka povjerenstvu za sukob interesa 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/glavasevic-prijavio-karamarka-povjerenstvu-za-

sukob-interesa-473548 - 24sata.hr 

4. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 15:03 "Ako se ustanovi da su papiri točni, Karamarko mora otići" 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/ako-se-ustanovi-da-su-papiri-tocni-karamarko-

mora-otici-473554 - 24sata.hr 

5. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 15:51 Oglasio se Karamarko: Sam ću tražiti da se moj slučaj istraži 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/osobno-cu-traziti-da-se-istrazi-jesam-li-ja-u-

sukobu-interesa-473569 - 24sata.hr 

6. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 15:25 "Bulj je predvodnik napada na Karamarka i njegovu obitelj" 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/bulj-je-predvodnik-napada-na-karamarka-i-

njegovu-obitelj-473563 - 24sata.hr 

7. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 16:58 U Karamarkovu slučaju postoji određena interesna povezanost 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/podaci-ne-upucuju-na-to-da-je-karamarko-u-

sukobu-interesa-473586 - 24sata.hr 

8. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 18:32 Hrvatski laburisti traže istragu o slučaju Karamarkove supruge 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/hrvatski-laburisti-traze-istragu-o-slucaju-

karamarkove-supruge-473611 - 24sata.hr  

9. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 21:15 A. Karamarko: Na vrijeme sam raskinula ugovor s Petrovićem 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/a-karamarko-na-vrijeme-sam-raskinula-ugovor-

s-petrovicem-473630 - 24sata.hr 

10. Utorak, 10.05.2016. u 18:33 Horvat o Buljevim prozivkama: Ja nisam poslovao s MOL-om 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/horvat-o-buljevim-prozivkama-ja-nisam-

poslovao-s-mol-om-473613 - 24sata.hr 

11. Srijeda, 11.05.2016. u 07:44 Izjave Ane Karamarko ne slažu se s onim što u ugovoru piše 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/izjave-ane-karamarko-ne-slazu-se-s-onim-sto-u-

ugovoru-pise-473643 - 24sata.hr 

12. Srijeda, 11.05.2016. u 09:52 spred sjedišta HDZ-a osvanuli su plakati "Lopove na robiju" 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/ispred-sjedista-hdz-a-osvanuli-su-plakati-lopove-

na-robiju-473664 - 24sata.hr 
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13. Srijeda, 11.05.2016. u 10:02 SDP traži ostavku Karamarka, a Drago Prgomet čitave Vlade 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/sdp-trazimo-da-tomislav-karamarko-podnese-

ostavku-473667 - 24sata.hr 

14. Srijeda, 11.05.2016. u 11:54 Potvrđeno: Karamarko traži da se ispita ima li sukoba interesa 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/potvr-eno-karamarko-trazi-da-se-ispita-ima-li-

sukoba-interesa-473703 - 24sata.hr 

15. Srijeda, 11.05.2016. u 20:36 Ana Karamarko od Peritusa je dobila 87.500, a ne 60.000 € 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/karamarko-od-peritusa-nije-dobila-60-000-nego-

87-500-473814 - 24sata.hr 

16. Četvrtak, 12.05.2016. u 09:08 Čovjek iz sjene: Svjedok i siva eminencija svih naših Vlada... 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/covjek-iz-sjene-svjedok-i-siva-eminencija-svih-

nasih-vlada-473843 - 24sata.hr 

17. Četvrtak, 12.05.2016. u 10:38 Milanović: Karamarko je trebao odstupiti. Mi nemamo Vladu! 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/milanovic-se-obraca-javnosti-pressica-u-sdp-u-u-

12-sati-473867 - 24sata.hr 

18. Četvrtak, 12.05.2016. u 11:55 'Ana nije u sukobu interesa, to je zajednički interes oko Ine' 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/ana-nije-u-sukobu-interesa-to-je-zajednicki-

interes-oko-ine-473890 - 24sata.hr 

19. Četvrtak, 12.05.2016. u 13:57 Traže zabranu HDZ-a: Postavili su plakate protiv Karamarka 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/traze-zabranu-hdz-a-postavili-su-plakate-protiv-

karamarka-473919 - 24sata.hr 

20. Četvrtak, 12.05.2016. u 16:21 'Izuzimam se od donošenja odluka o Ini. To je medijski linč' 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/to-je-medijski-linc-izuzimam-se-od-donosenja-

odluka-o-ini-473955 - 24sata.hr 

21. Četvrtak, 12.05.2016. u 18:50 MOL: Tvrtka Ane Karamarko nikad nije bila naš konzultant 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/mol-ana-saric-i-njena-tvrtka-nikad-nisu-bili-

nasi-konzultanti-473988 - 24sata.hr 

22. Četvrtak, 12.05.2016. u 19:00 Najtraženiji čovjek u Hrvatskoj govori o Ani Karamarko, Ini... 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/najtrazeniji-covjek-u-hrvatskoj-govori-o-ani-

karamarko-ini-473966 - 24sata.hr 

23. Četvrtak, 12.05.2016. u 19:02 ko je fatalna Ana: Bogatašica koju sluša Tomislav Karamarko 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/tko-je-fatalna-ana-bogatasica-koju-slusa-

tomislav-karamarko-473969 - 24sata.hr 

24. Subota, 14.05.2016. u 22:11 'Apsolutno imam pravo na svoj stav o Ini i procesima oko toga' 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/apsolutno-imam-pravo-na-svoj-stav-o-ini-i-

procesima-oko-toga-474280 - 24sata.hr 

25. Ponedjeljak, 16.05.2016. u 13:15 Povjerenstvo objavilo kada će donijeti odluku o Karamarku 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/povjerenstvo-objavilo-kada-ce-donijeti-odluku-o-

karamarku-474452 - 24sata.hr 

26. Ponedjeljak, 16.05.2016. u 15:27 "Javni interes mora biti iznad interesa Karamarka i MOL-a" 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/javni-interes-mora-biti-iznad-interesa-

karamarka-i-mol-a-474475 - 24sata.hr 

27. Utorak, 17.05.2016. u 14:52 Milanović: Sutra pokrećemo postupak opoziva Karamarka 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/milanovic-sutra-cemo-vidjeti-jesu-li-im-vazni-

interesi-drzave-474653 - 24sata.hr 

28. Utorak, 17.05.2016. u 08:22 'Karamarko je prešutio pravu prirodu odnosa s Petrovićem' 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/karamarko-je-presutio-pravu-prirodu-odnosa-s-

petrovicem-474544 - 24sata.hr 

29. Utorak, 17.05.2016. u 20:45 Radi za tvrtku koja u arbitraži od Hrvatske traži 1,5 mlrd. kn 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/radi-za-tvrtku-koja-u-arbitrazi-od-hrvatske-trazi-

1-5-mlrd-kn-474688 - 24sata.hr 
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30. Srijeda, 18.05.2016. u 07:20 Jednoglasno odlučili: Pokreće se postupak protiv Karamarka 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-odlucuje-danas-

o-karamarku-474719 - 24sata.hr 

31. Srijeda, 18.05.2016. u 11:32 Tolušić: Ni ja ne bi odstupio da sam na Karamarkovom mjestu 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/tolusic-ni-ja-ne-bi-odstupio-da-sam-na-

karamarkovom-mjestu-474761 - 24sata.hr 

32. Srijeda, 18.05.2016. u 15:12 Prihodi tvrtke Ane Karamarko su u 2015. zapanjujuće rasli... 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/prihodi-tvrtke-ane-karamarko-su-u-2015-

zapanjujuce-rasli-474810 - 24sata.hr 

33. Srijeda, 18.05.2016. u 13:40 Objavili odluku o Karamarku: Povjerenstvo želi ispitati ovo... 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/objavili-odluku-o-karamarku-povjerenstvo-zeli-

ispitati-ovo-474800 - 24sata.hr 

34. Srijeda, 18.05.2016. u 17:13 'Ja nisam u sukobu interesa! Moj opoziv? Ma, to je smiješno' 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/nisam-u-sukobu-interesa-ja-branim-nacionalne-

interese-474849 - 24sata.hr 

35. Srijeda, 18.05.2016. u 19:27 Petrović: Svakom poduzetniku treba dati priliku da se dokaže 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/petrovic-svakom-poduzetniku-treba-dati-priliku-

da-se-dokaze-474865 - 24sata.hr 

36. Četvrtak, 19.05.2016. u 12:24 Mlakar o aferi Konzultantica: 'Ne znamo ni za kakve afere' 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/mlakar-o-aferi-konzultantica-ne-znamo-ni-za-

kakve-afere-474958 - 24sata.hr 

37. Petak, 20.05.2016. u 14:21 Ušlo u dnevni red: U roku od 30 dana glasanje o Karamarku 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/uslo-u-dnevni-red-u-roku-od-30-dana-glasanje-

o-karamarku-475168 - 24sata.hr 

38. Subota, 21.05.2016. u 08:37 'Od Petrovića neću okrenuti glavu na cesti. To nije moj stil' 

Pročitajte više na: http://www.24sata.hr/news/ova-vlada-ce-trajati-onoliko-koliko-ce-je-hdz-

podrzavati-475245 - 24sata.hr 

 

Jutarnji list (newspaper) 

10 May - 30 June 2016 

Jutarnji.hr 

Keywords: Afera konzultantica, Afera drimia 

1. 10.05.2016. u 12:58 Nacional tvrdi: Lobist MOL-a platio je 60 tisuća eura supruzi Tomislava 

Karamarka http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/nacional-tvrdi-lobist-mol-a-platio-je-60-

tisuca-eura-supruzi-tomislava-karamarka/3735359/  

2. 10.05.2016. u 14:54 BULJ 'Karamarka treba provjeriti'; MIKULIĆ 'Bulj je predvodnik napada na 

Karamarka!' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/bulj-karamarka-treba-provjeriti-mikulic-

bulj-je-predvodnik-napada-na-karamarka/3736767/  

3. 10.05.2016. u 13:39 Reakcije: 'Ako su ugovori autentični, Karamarko mora odstupiti. To je 

nedopustivo' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/reakcije-ako-su-ugovori-autenticni-

karamarko-mora-odstupiti.-to-je-nedopustivo/3736003/  

4. 10.05.2016. u 15:55 Karamarko: 'Još danas ću od Povjerenstva za sukob interesa tražiti da 

detaljno istraži slučaj' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/karamarko-jos-danas-cu-od-

povjerenstva-za-sukob-interesa-traziti-da-detaljno-istrazi-slucaj/3736944/  

5. 10.05.2016. u 16:29 Šefica Povjerenstva za sukob interesa: 'Zasad se ne čini da je Karamarko 

povrijedio zakon' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sefica-povjerenstva-za-sukob-interesa-

zasad-se-ne-cini-da-je-karamarko-povrijedio-zakon/3737118/  
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http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/nacional-tvrdi-lobist-mol-a-platio-je-60-tisuca-eura-supruzi-tomislava-karamarka/3735359/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/bulj-karamarka-treba-provjeriti-mikulic-bulj-je-predvodnik-napada-na-karamarka/3736767/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/bulj-karamarka-treba-provjeriti-mikulic-bulj-je-predvodnik-napada-na-karamarka/3736767/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/reakcije-ako-su-ugovori-autenticni-karamarko-mora-odstupiti.-to-je-nedopustivo/3736003/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/reakcije-ako-su-ugovori-autenticni-karamarko-mora-odstupiti.-to-je-nedopustivo/3736003/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/karamarko-jos-danas-cu-od-povjerenstva-za-sukob-interesa-traziti-da-detaljno-istrazi-slucaj/3736944/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/karamarko-jos-danas-cu-od-povjerenstva-za-sukob-interesa-traziti-da-detaljno-istrazi-slucaj/3736944/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sefica-povjerenstva-za-sukob-interesa-zasad-se-ne-cini-da-je-karamarko-povrijedio-zakon/3737118/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sefica-povjerenstva-za-sukob-interesa-zasad-se-ne-cini-da-je-karamarko-povrijedio-zakon/3737118/
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6. 10.05.2016. u 19:32 Ana Šarić Karamarko: Raskinula sam ugovor čim je postalo izvjesno da moj 

suprug ulazi u Vladu http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-saric-karamarko-raskinula-

sam-ugovor-cim-je-postalo-izvjesno-da-moj-suprug-ulazi-u-vladu/3737715/  

7. 11.05.2016. u 10:09 BURNO U SABORU, SDP: 'Tražimo da Karamarko podnese ostavku'. 

Prgomet: 'Neka Vlada odstupi' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/burno-u-saboru-sdp-

trazimo-da-karamarko-podnese-ostavku.-prgomet-neka-vlada-odstupi/3739209/  

8. 11.05.2016. u 13:08 Karamarko zatražio provjeru je li zbog supruge u sukobu interesa 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/karamarko-zatrazio-provjeru-je-li-zbog-supruge-u-

sukobu-interesa/3740817/  

9. 11.05.2016. u 20:55 Ana Karamarko: 'Ovo je ružan napad na mojeg supruga, na mene i moje 

dostojanstvo' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-karamarko-ovo-je-ruzan-napad-na-

mojeg-supruga-na-mene-i-moje-dostojanstvo/3743058/  

10. 12.05.2016. u 10:24 Milanović: 'Karamarko je trebao dati ostavku. S obzirom da nije, tražit ćemo 

opoziv u Saboru' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/milanovic-karamarko-je-trebao-dati-

ostavku.-s-obzirom-da-nije-trazit-cemo-opoziv-u-saboru/3744159/  

11. 12.05.2016. u 18:26 Zašto sam angažirao tvrtku Ane Karamarko: Josip Petrović progovorio o 

slučaju Drimia http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/zasto-sam-angazirao-tvrtku-ane-

karamarko-josip-petrovic-progovorio-o-slucaju-drimia/3749577/  

12. 12.05.2016. u 21:48 ‘Ovo nije predmet za Povjerenstvo, nego i za istragu o korupciji’ 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/%E2%80%98ovo-nije-predmet-za-povjerenstvo-nego-i-

za-istragu-o-korupciji%E2%80%99/3743376/  

13. 13.05.2016. u 07:24 Sve o slučaju Drimia: Tko je pokrenuo aferu - tajne službe, strane sile, 

poreznici...? http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sve-o-slucaju-drimia-tko-je-pokrenuo-

aferu-tajne-sluzbe-strane-sile-poreznici.../3749850/  

14. 13.05.2016. u 17:00 Ana Karamarko s Petrovićem je radila u vrijeme dok je on bio pod istragom 

USKOK-a http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-karamarko-s-petrovicem-je-radila-u-

vrijeme-dok-je-on-bio-pod-istragom-uskok-a/3796179/  

15.  13.05.2016. u 22:03 Komentar: Honorari iz MOL-a ozbiljno ruše vjerodostojnost prvog 

potpredsjednika Vlade Karamarka http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/komentar-honorari-iz-mol-

a-ozbiljno-ruse-vjerodostojnost-prvog-potpredsjednika-vlade-karamarka/3745977/  

16. 14.05.2016. u 08:09 Petrović za 14.500 eura mjesečno podnosio samo usmena izvješća 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/petrovic-za-14.500-eura-mjesecno-podnosio-samo-

usmena-izvjesca/4015866/  

17. 14.05.2016. u 17:32 Četiri ključne točke slučaja Drimia: otkada traje suradnja, kada je Mol 

povećao uplate... http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/cetiri-kljucne-tocke-slucaja-drimia-

otkada-traje-suradnja-kada-je-mol-povecao-uplate.../4041477/  

18. 14.05.2016. u 20:26 Tomislav Karamarko neće otići iz Vlade, ni s čela HDZ-a 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/tomislav-karamarko-nece-otici-iz-vlade-ni-s-cela-hdz-

a/3953916/  

19. 14.05.2016. u 22:22 'Jedva čekam da Povjerenstvo za sukob interesa obavi svoj posao' 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/jedva-cekam-da-povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-obavi-

svoj-posao/4042269/  

20. 15.05.2016. u 00:01 Afera Drimia, skandal zbog kojeg ljudi gube vjeru u demokraciju 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/afera-drimia-skandal-zbog-kojeg-ljudi-gube-vjeru-u-

demokraciju/4015596/  

21. 15.05.2016. u 08:15 MOŽE LI KARAMARKO PREŽIVJETI? Čak i HDZ-ovci sliježu ramenima: 

'Dobro je znao s kim posluje...' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/moze-li-karamarko-

prezivjeti-cak-i-hdz-ovci-slijezu-ramenima-dobro-je-znao-s-kim-posluje.../4035678/  

22. 16.05.2016. u 13:38  Povjerenstvo za sukob interesa u srijedu odlučuje hoće li pokrenuti postupak 

protiv Karamarka http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-u-

srijedu-odlucuje-hoce-li-pokrenuti-postupak-protiv-karamarka/4052952/  
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http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-saric-karamarko-raskinula-sam-ugovor-cim-je-postalo-izvjesno-da-moj-suprug-ulazi-u-vladu/3737715/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-saric-karamarko-raskinula-sam-ugovor-cim-je-postalo-izvjesno-da-moj-suprug-ulazi-u-vladu/3737715/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/burno-u-saboru-sdp-trazimo-da-karamarko-podnese-ostavku.-prgomet-neka-vlada-odstupi/3739209/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/burno-u-saboru-sdp-trazimo-da-karamarko-podnese-ostavku.-prgomet-neka-vlada-odstupi/3739209/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/karamarko-zatrazio-provjeru-je-li-zbog-supruge-u-sukobu-interesa/3740817/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/karamarko-zatrazio-provjeru-je-li-zbog-supruge-u-sukobu-interesa/3740817/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-karamarko-ovo-je-ruzan-napad-na-mojeg-supruga-na-mene-i-moje-dostojanstvo/3743058/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-karamarko-ovo-je-ruzan-napad-na-mojeg-supruga-na-mene-i-moje-dostojanstvo/3743058/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/milanovic-karamarko-je-trebao-dati-ostavku.-s-obzirom-da-nije-trazit-cemo-opoziv-u-saboru/3744159/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/milanovic-karamarko-je-trebao-dati-ostavku.-s-obzirom-da-nije-trazit-cemo-opoziv-u-saboru/3744159/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/zasto-sam-angazirao-tvrtku-ane-karamarko-josip-petrovic-progovorio-o-slucaju-drimia/3749577/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/zasto-sam-angazirao-tvrtku-ane-karamarko-josip-petrovic-progovorio-o-slucaju-drimia/3749577/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/%E2%80%98ovo-nije-predmet-za-povjerenstvo-nego-i-za-istragu-o-korupciji%E2%80%99/3743376/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/%E2%80%98ovo-nije-predmet-za-povjerenstvo-nego-i-za-istragu-o-korupciji%E2%80%99/3743376/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sve-o-slucaju-drimia-tko-je-pokrenuo-aferu-tajne-sluzbe-strane-sile-poreznici.../3749850/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sve-o-slucaju-drimia-tko-je-pokrenuo-aferu-tajne-sluzbe-strane-sile-poreznici.../3749850/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-karamarko-s-petrovicem-je-radila-u-vrijeme-dok-je-on-bio-pod-istragom-uskok-a/3796179/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ana-karamarko-s-petrovicem-je-radila-u-vrijeme-dok-je-on-bio-pod-istragom-uskok-a/3796179/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/komentar-honorari-iz-mol-a-ozbiljno-ruse-vjerodostojnost-prvog-potpredsjednika-vlade-karamarka/3745977/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/komentar-honorari-iz-mol-a-ozbiljno-ruse-vjerodostojnost-prvog-potpredsjednika-vlade-karamarka/3745977/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/petrovic-za-14.500-eura-mjesecno-podnosio-samo-usmena-izvjesca/4015866/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/petrovic-za-14.500-eura-mjesecno-podnosio-samo-usmena-izvjesca/4015866/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/cetiri-kljucne-tocke-slucaja-drimia-otkada-traje-suradnja-kada-je-mol-povecao-uplate.../4041477/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/cetiri-kljucne-tocke-slucaja-drimia-otkada-traje-suradnja-kada-je-mol-povecao-uplate.../4041477/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/tomislav-karamarko-nece-otici-iz-vlade-ni-s-cela-hdz-a/3953916/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/tomislav-karamarko-nece-otici-iz-vlade-ni-s-cela-hdz-a/3953916/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/jedva-cekam-da-povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-obavi-svoj-posao/4042269/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/jedva-cekam-da-povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-obavi-svoj-posao/4042269/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/afera-drimia-skandal-zbog-kojeg-ljudi-gube-vjeru-u-demokraciju/4015596/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/komentari/afera-drimia-skandal-zbog-kojeg-ljudi-gube-vjeru-u-demokraciju/4015596/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/moze-li-karamarko-prezivjeti-cak-i-hdz-ovci-slijezu-ramenima-dobro-je-znao-s-kim-posluje.../4035678/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/moze-li-karamarko-prezivjeti-cak-i-hdz-ovci-slijezu-ramenima-dobro-je-znao-s-kim-posluje.../4035678/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-u-srijedu-odlucuje-hoce-li-pokrenuti-postupak-protiv-karamarka/4052952/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-u-srijedu-odlucuje-hoce-li-pokrenuti-postupak-protiv-karamarka/4052952/
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23. 16.05.2016. u 17:02 SDP napao Karamarka: 'Neka odluči želi li se baviti javnim ili privatnim 

poslom' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sdp-napao-karamarka-neka-odluci-zeli-li-se-

baviti-javnim-ili-privatnim-poslom/4053840/  

24. 17.05.2016. u 09:56 SLUČAJ DRIMIA U SABORU Zahtjev za opoziv Karamarka podržat će i HNS, 

HL, HSU... http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/slucaj-drimia-u-saboru-zahtjev-za-opoziv-

karamarka-podrzat-ce-i-hns-hl-hsu.../4054335/  

25. 17.05.2016. u 11:33 Jozo Petrović iz INA-e u MOL prešao u roku nekoliko dana, a po ugovoru 

uopće nije smio! http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/jozo-petrovic-iz-ina-e-u-mol-presao-u-

roku-nekoliko-dana-a-po-ugovoru-uopce-nije-smio/4055097/  

26. 17.05.2016. u 22:24 Tvrtka Ane Karamarko radila i za Gavrilović, koji je protiv Hrvatske također 

pokrenuo arbitražu http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/tvrtka-ane-karamarko-radila-i-za-

gavrilovic-koji-je-protiv-hrvatske-takoder-pokrenuo-arbitrazu/4057734/  

27. 17.05.2016. u 14:23 'Sutra ćemo zatražiti opoziv Karamarka, pa ćemo vidjeti kome su zaista bitni 

interesi Hrvatske' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sutra-cemo-zatraziti-opoziv-

karamarka-pa-cemo-vidjeti-kome-su-zaista-bitni-interesi-hrvatske/4056090/  

28. 18.05.2016. u 10:45 Povjerenstvo odlučilo: Pokreće se postupak protiv Tomislava Karamarka 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/povjerenstvo-odlucilo-pokrece-se-postupak-protiv-

tomislava-karamarka/4058337/  

29. 18.05.2016. u 17:00 Karamarko: 'Ja svojim stavom oko arbitraže branim hrvatske nacionalne 

interese' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/karamarko-ja-svojim-stavom-oko-arbitraze-

branim-hrvatske-nacionalne-interese/4059897/  

30. 18.05.2016. u 15:16 Zahtjev za opoziv Karamarka: Što sada moraju napraviti Vlada i Sabor, kako 

će glasati Most? http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/zahtjev-za-opoziv-karamarka-sto-sada-

moraju-napraviti-vlada-i-sabor-kako-ce-glasati-most/4057587/  

31. 18.05.2016. u 16:05 Orešković: 'Karamarko nije učinio ništa zlog prema RH, ali za Inu ću 

odgovornost preuzeti ja' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/oreskovic-karamarko-nije-

ucinio-nista-zlog-prema-rh-ali-za-inu-cu-odgovornost-preuzeti-ja/4059648/  

32. 18.05.2016. u 12:20 MOL prekršio ugovor s Vladom RH: zaposlili su Petrovića, a nisu smjeli 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/mol-prekrsio-ugovor-s-vladom-rh-zaposlili-su-

petrovica-a-nisu-smjeli/4057647/  

33. 18.05.2016. u 19:00 Josip Petrović otkrio zašto je angažirao tvrtku Ane Karamarko 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/josip-petrovic-otkrio-zasto-je-angazirao-tvrtku-ane-

karamarko/4060149/  

34.  19.05.2016. u 08:54 Reuters i New York Times o aferi Konzultantica 'Karamarko zbog poslova 

supruge pod istragom' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/reuters-i-new-york-times-o-aferi-

konzultantica-karamarko-zbog-poslova-supruge-pod-istragom/4060956/  

35. 19.05.2016. u 17:15 Ruža Tomašić: 'U mnogim zemljama član vlade u ulozi Karamarka sam bi dao 

ostavku' http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/ruza-tomasic-u-mnogim-zemljama-clan-vlade-

u-ulozi-karamarka-sam-bi-dao-ostavku/4062579/  

36. 20.05.2016. u 13:52 Aferom Drimia najviše će se okoristiti Milijan Brkić 

http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/aferom-drimia-najvise-ce-se-okoristiti-milijan-

brkic/4063335/  

37. 20.05.2016. u 14:36 Sabor u dnevni red uvrstio SDP-ov prijedlog izglasavanja nepovjerenja 

Karamarku http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sabor-u-dnevni-red-uvrstio-sdp-ov-

prijedlog-izglasavanja-nepovjerenja-karamarku/4064772/  

38. 21.05.2016. u 17:26 Kovač: Uvjeren sam da Karamarko nije u sukobu interesa; Prgomet: Afera je 

prevelik teret http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/kovac-uvjeren-sam-da-karamarko-nije-u-

sukobu-interesa-prgomet-afera-je-prevelik-teret/4067067/  

39. 21.05.2016. u 11:41 MOL odbijao odustati od arbitraže sve dok nije formirana Vlada s 

Karamarkom? http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/mol-odbijao-odustati-od-arbitraze-sve-

dok-nije-formirana-vlada-s-karamarkom/4066140/  
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http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sdp-napao-karamarka-neka-odluci-zeli-li-se-baviti-javnim-ili-privatnim-poslom/4053840/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sdp-napao-karamarka-neka-odluci-zeli-li-se-baviti-javnim-ili-privatnim-poslom/4053840/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/slucaj-drimia-u-saboru-zahtjev-za-opoziv-karamarka-podrzat-ce-i-hns-hl-hsu.../4054335/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/slucaj-drimia-u-saboru-zahtjev-za-opoziv-karamarka-podrzat-ce-i-hns-hl-hsu.../4054335/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/jozo-petrovic-iz-ina-e-u-mol-presao-u-roku-nekoliko-dana-a-po-ugovoru-uopce-nije-smio/4055097/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/jozo-petrovic-iz-ina-e-u-mol-presao-u-roku-nekoliko-dana-a-po-ugovoru-uopce-nije-smio/4055097/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/tvrtka-ane-karamarko-radila-i-za-gavrilovic-koji-je-protiv-hrvatske-takoder-pokrenuo-arbitrazu/4057734/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/tvrtka-ane-karamarko-radila-i-za-gavrilovic-koji-je-protiv-hrvatske-takoder-pokrenuo-arbitrazu/4057734/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sutra-cemo-zatraziti-opoziv-karamarka-pa-cemo-vidjeti-kome-su-zaista-bitni-interesi-hrvatske/4056090/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/sutra-cemo-zatraziti-opoziv-karamarka-pa-cemo-vidjeti-kome-su-zaista-bitni-interesi-hrvatske/4056090/
http://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/povjerenstvo-odlucilo-pokrece-se-postupak-protiv-tomislava-karamarka/4058337/
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Day and time search available (timeline) 

1. 10.5.2016 | 12:50 'Karamarko treba dati ostavku ako je istina da je njegova supruga dobila pola 

milijuna kuna od lobista MOL-a' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/vrdoljak-karamarko-treba-

dati-ostavku-ako-je-istina-da-je-njegova-supruga-dobila-pola-milijuna-kuna-od-lobista-mol-a-

1083205  

2. 10.5.2016 | 14:10 Odluči li Povjerenstvo za sukob interesa da je Karamarko odgovoran, mi u SDP 

očekujemo da odstupi http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/odluci-li-povjerenstvo-za-sukob-

interesa-da-je-karamarko-odgovoran-mi-u-sdp-ocekujemo-da-odstupi-1083227  

3. 10.5.2016 | 15:02 Miro Bulj ne bi smio prozivati druge jer i sam ima mrlje. Neka objasni kako mu 

je rasla braniteljska invalidnost http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/miro-bulj-ne-bi-smio-prozivati-

druge-jer-i-sam-ima-mrlje-neka-objasni-kako-mu-je-rasla-braniteljska-invalidnost-1083248  

4. 10.5.2016 | 15:13 Glavašević zbog Karamarka pisao Povjerenstvu za odlučivanje o sukobu interesa 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/bojan-glavasevic-zbog-karamarka-pisao-povjerenstvu-za-

odlucivanje-o-sukobu-interesa-1083249  

5. 10.5.2016 | 15:40 'Danas ću osobno uputiti službeni zahtjev Povjerenstvu za sprječavanje sukoba 

interesa' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tomislav-karamarko-danas-cu-osobno-uputiti-

sluzbeni-zahtjev-povjerenstvu-za-sprjecavanje-sukoba-interesa-1083256  

6. 10.5.2016 | 16:39 'Zasad poznati podaci ne upućuju na to da je Karamarko u sukobu interesa' 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/dalija-oreskovic-za-sada-poznati-podaci-ne-upucuju-na-to-da-

je-tomislav-karamarko-u-sukobu-interesa-1083275  

7. 10.5.2016 | 21:50 Ana Karamarko: Tvrtka Drimia nikad nije radila u interesu MOL-a 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/ana-karamarko-tvrtka-drimia-nikad-nije-radila-u-interesu-

mol-a-1083381  

8. 11.5.2016 | 09:46 Rat u Vladi zbog rada Ane Šarić za lobista MOL-a 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/rat-u-vladi-zbog-rada-ane-saric-za-lobista-mol-a-1083344  

9. 11.5.2016 | 10:21 'Spor INA-MOL rezultat je brojnih interesa koji nastoje destabilizirati situaciju' 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tomislav-panenic-spor-ina-mol-rezultat-je-brojnih-interesa-

koji-nastoje-destabilizirati-situaciju-1083447  

10. 11.5.2016 | 11:33 SDP iz Sabora zatražio Karamarkovu ostavku. Hrelja citirao svjedočenje s 

arbitraže oko Ine http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/grbin-sdp-trazi-da-tomislav-karamarko-

podnese-ostavku-1083438  

11. 11.5.2016 | 21:13 Ana Karamarko: Znam tko mi je otuđio dokumente 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/ana-karamarko-znam-tko-mi-je-otudio-dokumente-1083623  

12. 12.5.2016 | 09:58 Karamarko se ubuduće ne smije miješati u slučaj Ina – MOL 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tomislav-karamarko-mora-se-izuzeti-od-svega-oko-ine-i-mol-

a-1083638  

13. 12.5.2016 | 12:12 'Karamarko je trebao dati ostavku. Vladu nemamo i nije jasno uopće koja većina 

je podržava' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/zoran-milanovic-u-12-sati-odrzava-konferenciju-

1083794  

14. 12.5.2016 | 15:53 'Vjerujem da Karamarko nije napravio ništa protiv interesa Hrvatske. Ja ću 

formirati tim za Inu' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/u-15-sati-pocinje-sjednica-vlade-pratite-

prijenos-uzivo-1083846  

15. 12.5.2016 | 16:10 Karamarko: Izuzimam se iz procesa donošenja odluka o Ini 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/karamarko-izuzimam-se-iz-procesa-donosenja-odluka-o-ini-

1083875  
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16. 12.5.2016 | 18:38 'Pozdravljamo izjave premijera Oreškovića, prioritet nam je postizanje 

sporazuma s Vladom' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/reakcija-mol-apozdravljamo-izjave-

premijera-oreskovica-prvi-prioritet-nam-je-postizanje-sporazuma-s-vladom-1083923  

17. 12.5.2016 | 20:13 Evo što Petrović kaže o Karamarku i ugovoru s tvrtkom njegove supruge 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/evo-sto-petrovic-kaze-o-karamarku-i-ugovoru-s-tvrtkom-

njegove-supruge-1083945  

18. 13.5.2016 | 09:00 Orešković preuzima brigu o Ini i formira tim koji će pratiti arbitražu 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/oreskovic-preuzima-brigu-o-ini-i-formira-tim-koji-ce-pratiti-

arbitrazu-1083993  

19. 13.5.2016 | 10:00 Most na testu: hoće li spasiti Karamarka, a time i sebe 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/most-na-testu-hoce-li-spasiti-karamarka-a-time-i-sebe-

1083955  

20. 14.5.2016 | 22:37 Karamarko: Jedva čekam da Povjerenstvo za sukob interesa obavi svoj posao 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/karamarko-jedva-cekam-da-povjerenstvo-za-sukob-interesa-

obavi-svoj-posao-1084439  

21. 16.5.2016 | 13:17 U srijedu odluka o pokretanju postupka protiv Karamarka 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/u-srijedu-odluka-o-pokretanju-postupka-protiv-karamarka-

1084745  

22. 16.5.2016 | 16:06 'HDZ i MOL imaju iste interese, da se prekine postupak arbitraže' 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/sdp-na-facebooku-hdz-i-mol-imaju-iste-interese-da-se-

prekine-postupak-arbitraze-1084799  

23. 17.5.2016 | 19:15 'Nadam se da će Povjerenstvo za sprječavanje sukoba interesa odluku donijeti 

što prije' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tomislav-karamarko-nadam-se-da-ce-povjerenstvo-

za-sprjecavanje-sukoba-interesa-odluku-donijeti-sto-prije-1085148  

24. 18.5.2016 | 09:40 Milanović o opozivu Karamarka: Radi se o prljavoj, sivoj zoni. To su hrvatski 

specijaliteti http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/milanovic-o-opozivu-karamarka-radi-se-o-prljavoj-

sivoj-zoni-to-su-hrvatski-specijaliteti-1085268  

25. 18.5.2016 | 10:45 Povjerenstvo za sukob interesa: Pokrenut ćemo postupak protiv Tomislava 

Karamarka http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/danas-odluka-o-pokretanju-ili-nepokretanju-

postupka-protiv-tomislava-karamarka-1085263  

26. 18.5.2016 | 16:34 Ovo su razlozi zbog kojih SDP u Saboru traži smjenu Tomislava Karamarka! 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/evo-zasto-sdp-trazi-smjenu-tomislava-karamarka-1085383  

27. 18.5.2016 | 20:37 Orešković brani Karamarka: Nije učinio nikakvo zlo 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tihomir-oreskovic-brani-tomislava-karamarka-nije-ucinio-

nikakvo-zlo-1085454  

28. 18.5.2016 | 20:56 'Angažirao sam tvrtku Ane Karamarko jer novim poduzetnicima treba dati 

priliku' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/josip-petrovic-angazirao-sam-tvrtku-ane-karamarko-

jer-novim-poduzetnicima-treba-dati-priliku-1085461  

29. 18.5.2016 | 21:09 'Zadnjih godina firmu moje supruge rešeta Porezna uprava. Nije dobro da se 

objavljuju dokumenti koji trebaju biti tajni' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tomislav-

karamarko-ja-znam-da-ja-nisam-u-nikakvom-sukobu-interesa-1085391  

30. 19.5.2016 | 13:23 Od Karamarka tražimo političku odgovornost, riječ je o poticanju korupcije i 

ugrožavanja državnih interesa http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/od-karamarka-trazimo-

politicku-odgovornost-rijec-je-o-poticanju-korupcije-i-ugrozavanja-drzavnih-interesa-1085614  

31. 21.5.2016 | 08:25 'Ne moram ništa biti nego samo čovjek koji može svakome pogledati u oči. U 

ovom momentu i budućnosti ću to moći učiniti' http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/nije-bilo-

nikakvog-sukoba-interesa-1086095  

32. 21.5.2016 | 17:23 Kovač: Uvjeren sam da Karamarko nije u sukobu interesa! Prgomet: Afera je 

prevelik politički teret http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/kovac-uvjeren-sam-da-karamarko-nije-

u-sukobu-interesa-prgomet-afera-je-prevelik-politicki-teret-1086194  
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http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/milanovic-o-opozivu-karamarka-radi-se-o-prljavoj-sivoj-zoni-to-su-hrvatski-specijaliteti-1085268
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/danas-odluka-o-pokretanju-ili-nepokretanju-postupka-protiv-tomislava-karamarka-1085263
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/danas-odluka-o-pokretanju-ili-nepokretanju-postupka-protiv-tomislava-karamarka-1085263
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/evo-zasto-sdp-trazi-smjenu-tomislava-karamarka-1085383
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tihomir-oreskovic-brani-tomislava-karamarka-nije-ucinio-nikakvo-zlo-1085454
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tihomir-oreskovic-brani-tomislava-karamarka-nije-ucinio-nikakvo-zlo-1085454
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/josip-petrovic-angazirao-sam-tvrtku-ane-karamarko-jer-novim-poduzetnicima-treba-dati-priliku-1085461
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/josip-petrovic-angazirao-sam-tvrtku-ane-karamarko-jer-novim-poduzetnicima-treba-dati-priliku-1085461
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tomislav-karamarko-ja-znam-da-ja-nisam-u-nikakvom-sukobu-interesa-1085391
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/tomislav-karamarko-ja-znam-da-ja-nisam-u-nikakvom-sukobu-interesa-1085391
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/od-karamarka-trazimo-politicku-odgovornost-rijec-je-o-poticanju-korupcije-i-ugrozavanja-drzavnih-interesa-1085614
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/od-karamarka-trazimo-politicku-odgovornost-rijec-je-o-poticanju-korupcije-i-ugrozavanja-drzavnih-interesa-1085614
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/nije-bilo-nikakvog-sukoba-interesa-1086095
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/nije-bilo-nikakvog-sukoba-interesa-1086095
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/kovac-uvjeren-sam-da-karamarko-nije-u-sukobu-interesa-prgomet-afera-je-prevelik-politicki-teret-1086194
http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/kovac-uvjeren-sam-da-karamarko-nije-u-sukobu-interesa-prgomet-afera-je-prevelik-politicki-teret-1086194
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33. 21.5.2016 | 18:50 Karamarko mora otići iz Vlade. Ako je korupcija prisutna, onda iznos nije bitan 

http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/karamarko-mora-otici-iz-vlade-ako-je-korupcija-prisutna-

onda-iznos-nije-bitan-1086054  

 

CROATIA: MARCH AND APRIL 2013 AND 2014 

 

24 sata (newspaper) 

1 March - 30 April 2013 

1 March - 30 April 2014 

 

24sata.hr 

Day and time search available (timeline) 
 

1. Subota, 02.03.2013. u 22:59 SDP nije objavio financijski izvještaj, prijeti im veća kazna 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/sdp-nije-objavio-financijski-izvjestaj-prijeti-im-veca-kazna-304485  

2. Ponedjeljak, 04.03.2013. u 12:52 Državni ured za reviziju: SDP laže, nitko nas nije obavijestio 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/drzavni-ured-za-reviziju-sdp-laze-nitko-nas-nije-obavijestio-304657  

3. Ponedjeljak, 04.03.2013. u 15:24 Opačić se ispričala: Samo smo Fini javili za kašnjenje izvješća 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/opacic-se-ispricala-samo-smo-fini-javili-za-kasnjenju-izvjesca-
304687   

4. Ponedjeljak, 04.03.2013. u 18:57 Vladimir Šeks: Odmah mi je bilo jasno da SDP nešto 'mulja'  
http://www.24sata.hr/news/vladimir-seks-odmah-mi-je-bilo-jasno-da-sdp-nesto-mulja-304734  

5. Utorak, 05.03.2013. u 13:05 Milanović o laganju i izvješću SDP-a: Žao mi je, uprskali smo 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/milanovic-o-laganju-i-izvjescu-sdp-a-zao-mi-je-uprskali-smo-
304836  

6. Četvrtak, 28.03.2013. u 14:11 Milanović: Nakon što nas se kazni, promijenit ćemo zakon 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/sdp-u-kazna-sest-milijuna-kn-milanovic-sazvao-presicu-308265 

 
***  

7. Subota, 15.03.2014. u 17:25 SDP ovaj put izvješće predao Reviziji, ali zaboravili na DIP 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/sdp-izvjesce-predao-reviziji-ali-su-sada-zaboravili-na-dip-357837  

8. Utorak, 18.03.2014. u 08:45 Opet zaboravili: Milanović ljut jer se SDP ponovo osramotio 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/opet-zaboravili-milanovic-ljut-jer-se-sdp-ponovo-osramotio-358106 

9. Utorak, 13.05.2014. u 09:53 SDP mora platiti 610.000 kuna jer su zakasnili s izvješćem 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/sdp-mora-platiti-610000-kuna-jer-su-zakasnili-s-izvjescem-36642  

10. Petak, 16.05.2014. u 09:15 On SDP košta milijune: Kad ne zaboravi izvješća, radi odlično 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/on-sdp-kosta-milijune-kad-ne-zaboravi-izvjesca-radi-odlicno-
366943  

11. Srijeda, 28.05.2014. u 18:14 Nevjerojatno, ali istinito: SDP dobio natrag oduzetih 5 mil. kn 
http://www.24sata.hr/news/nevjerojatno-ali-istinito-sdp-dobio-natrag-oduzetih-5-mil-kn-
368769  
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Vecernji list (newspaper) 

1 March - 30 April 2013 

1 March - 30 April 2014 

 

Vecernji.hr 

Day and time search available (timeline) 
1. 02. ožujka 2013. U 21:54 SDP nije objavio financijski izvještaj, prijeti mu 5 mil. kn kazne 

https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/sdp-nije-objavio-financijski-izvjestaj-prijeti-mu-5-mil-kn-kazne-
518326  

2. 03. ožujka 2013. u 12:24 SDP objavio financijski izvještaj, lani 'zaradili' 5,3 milijuna kuna 
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/sdp-objavio-financijski-izvjestaj-lani-zaradili-53-milijuna-kuna-
518449  

3. 03. ožujka 2013. u 21:53 Oporba oštro kritizira: SDP je trebao poštovati zakon! 
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/oporba-ostro-kritizira-sdp-je-trebao-postovati-zakon-518719  

4. 04. ožujka 2013. U 14:47 Državni ured za reviziju: SDP laže! Nisu nas obavijestili! 
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/drzavni-ured-za-reviziju-sdp-laze-nisu-nas-obavijestili-518918  

5. 04. ožujka 2013. U 16:03 SDP priznao da je lagao, opačić: neke informacije nisu bile točne  
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/sdp-priznao-da-je-lagao-opacic-neke-informacije-nisu-bile-
tocne-518953  

6. 04. ožujka 2013. U 17:37 I DIP prijavio SDP DORH-u, prijeti im novčana kazna 
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/i-dip-prijavio-sdp-dorh-u-prijeti-im-novcana-kazna-519070  

7. 04. ožujka 2013. U 18:25 Karamarko: HDZ je prošao katarzu, ali druge stranke nisu 
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/karamarko-hdz-je-prosao-katarzu-ali-druge-stranke-nisu-519061  

8. 05. ožujka 2013. U 13:54 Premijer: uprskali smo! Nije nam to trebalo! Pogriješili smo! 
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/premijer-uprskali-smo-nije-nam-to-trebalo-pogrijesili-smo-
519488  

9. 28. ožujka 2013. U 13:48 Milanović: kažnjava nas HDZ-ov revizor, a lani je spavao 
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/milanovic-kaznjava-nas-hdz-ov-revizor-a-lani-je-spavao-530931  

*** 
10. 15. ožujka 2014. U 16:57 SDP zakasnio s predajom financijskog izvješća DIP-u 

https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/sdp-zakasnili-smo-s-predajom-izvjesca-dip-u-927081  
 

 

Jutarnji list (newspaper) 

1 March - 30 April 2013 

1 March - 30 April 2014 

 
***jutarnji.hr search does not go back to 2013/2014 
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https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/sdp-objavio-financijski-izvjestaj-lani-zaradili-53-milijuna-kuna-518449
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/sdp-objavio-financijski-izvjestaj-lani-zaradili-53-milijuna-kuna-518449
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https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/i-dip-prijavio-sdp-dorh-u-prijeti-im-novcana-kazna-519070
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/karamarko-hdz-je-prosao-katarzu-ali-druge-stranke-nisu-519061
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/premijer-uprskali-smo-nije-nam-to-trebalo-pogrijesili-smo-519488
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/premijer-uprskali-smo-nije-nam-to-trebalo-pogrijesili-smo-519488
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/milanovic-kaznjava-nas-hdz-ov-revizor-a-lani-je-spavao-530931
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/sdp-zakasnili-smo-s-predajom-izvjesca-dip-u-927081
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SERBIA: 25 APRIL - 30 JUNE 2016 

 

Blic (newspaper) 

25 April - 30 June 2016 

Blic.rs 

Day and time search available (timeline) 
1. D.T. | 25. 04. 2016 - 20:27h POČIŠĆENA HERCEGOVAČKA Srušeni objekti u nizu na Savskom vencu 

http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/pociscena-hercegovacka-sruseni-objekti-u-nizu-na-savskom-
vencu/j36tj0h  

2. M.R. D.T. | 03. 05. 2016 - 10:00h HAOS U SAVAMALI Šut sada i na meti lopova 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/haos-u-savamali-sut-sada-i-na-meti-lopova/bsctw2p  

3. Blic | 03. 05. 2016 - 18:30h OTPAD I KRŠ Evo šta su reporteri "Blica" danas zabeležili u 
Hercegovačkoj http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/otpad-i-krs-evo-sta-su-reporteri-blica-danas-
zabelezili-u-hercegovackoj/l99qr07  

4. Beta | 04. 05. 2016 - 12:10h Mali: Još nije utvrđeno ko je srušio objekte u Savamali 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/mali-jos-nije-utvrdeno-ko-je-srusio-objekte-u-savamali/yzgerej  

5. Beta | 04. 05. 2016 - 14:42h Šabić: Osećam se bezbedno, važno je da se sazna ko su ljudi s 
fantomkama http://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/sabic-osecam-se-bezbedno-vazno-je-da-se-sazna-ko-
su-ljudi-s-fantomkama/85nd8c4   

6. Beta | 04. 05. 2016 - 17:41h Šabić: Saopštenje Višeg tužilaštva da ne želim da sarađujem je 
skandalozno http://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/sabic-saopstenje-viseg-tuzilastva-da-ne-zelim-da-
saradujem-je-skandalozno/cv6nt1m  

7. Tanjug | 05. 05. 2016 - 11:15h SLUČAJ SAVAMALA Tužilaštvo naložilo policiji da istraži rušenje 
objekata u Hercegovačkoj http://www.blic.rs/vesti/hronika/slucaj-savamala-tuzilastvo-nalozilo-
policiji-da-istrazi-rusenje-objekata-u/161bkkw  

8. Mateja Beljan | 05. 05. 2016 - 14:02h BAGERI OPET U SAVAMALI Počelo raščišćavanje terena 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/bageri-opet-u-savamali-pocelo-rasciscavanje-terena/8nqpece  

9. Beta | 06. 05. 2016 - 08:14h Saša Janković: O rušenju Savamale razgovaraću i sa premijerom 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/sasa-jankovic-o-rusenju-savamale-razgovaracu-i-sa-
premijerom/nszjy6f  

10. Tanjug | 06. 05. 2016 - 16:47h Nova stranka: Rušenje zarad Beograda na vodi i bez sudske odluke 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/nova-stranka-rusenje-zarad-beograda-na-vodi-i-bez-sudske-
odluke/wm0b7fx  

11. Beta | 06. 05. 2016 - 20:19h SNS: "Gospodo odakle vam fantomke? Živković je sa takvom pljačkao 
Srbiju" http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/sns-gospodo-odakle-vam-fantomke-zivkovic-je-sa-takvom-
pljackao-srbiju/wty0995  

12. Blic | 08. 05. 2016 - 08:50h  izmena vesti 10:28h DANAS U "BLICU" Vučić odgovara na pitanja koja 
do sada NIKO NIJE SMEO DA MU POSTAVI http://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/danas-u-blicu-vucic-
odgovara-na-pitanja-koja-do-sada-niko-nije-smeo-da-mu-postavi/8cb0e4v  

13. D. Tulimirovic | 08. 05. 2016 - 21:00h BAGERI OPET U SAVAMALI U ponedeljak raščišćavanje, u 
sredu – gradnja http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/bageri-opet-u-savamali-u-ponedeljak-
rasciscavanje-u-sredu-gradnja/tt009zl  

14. Blic | 09. 05. 2016 - 17:17h  izmena vesti 10-05-2016. - 07:30h ZAKLJUČAK ZAŠTITNIKA GRAĐANA 
Janković: U Savamali prekršena prava sugrađana  

15. http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/zakljucak-zastitnika-gradjana-jankovic-u-savamali-prekrsena-
prava-sugradana/5ys9gsn  

16. M. Ro. | 10. 05. 2016 - 19:53h SLUČAJ "SAVAMALA" Saša Janković: Rušili ljudi u crnim uniformama 
i raznobojnim fantomkama http://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/slucaj-savamala-sasa-jankovic-rusili-
ljudi-u-crnim-uniformama-i-raznobojnim/lpxyd7m  
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17. Tanjug | 10. 05. 2016 - 13:37h  izmena vesti 15:01h VUČIĆ O SLUČAJU SAVAMALA: Onaj koji je te 
objekte rušio noću je kompletni idiot http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/vucic-o-slucaju-savamala-
onaj-koji-je-te-objekte-rusio-nocu-je-kompletni-idiot/09vefm3  

18. M. B. | 10. 05. 2016 - 16:50h BUKA I PRAŠINA Ovako je danas izgledala Hercegovačka ulica 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/buka-i-prasina-ovako-je-danas-izgledala-hercegovacka-
ulica/9yfs5yh  

19. D.K. | 11. 05. 2016 - 17:59h  izmena vesti 19:33h PROTEST ZBOG RUŠENJA U SAVAMALI Više 
hiljada građana posle protesta ispred Skupštine, prošetalo do Vlade 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-zbog-rusenja-u-savamali-vise-hiljada-gradana-posle-
protesta-ispred-skupstine/79xj8rr  

20. D.K. | 11. 05. 2016 - 19:21h ČIJI JE BEOGRAD" Ovako je izgledao protest zbog RUŠENJA u Savamali  
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/ciji-je-beograd-ovako-je-izgledao-protest-zbog-rusenja-u-
savamali/44f9nkd  

21.  Beta | 12. 05. 2016 - 23:45h Janković: Policija dužna da sazna ko su nalogodavci rušenja u Savamali 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/svet/jankovic-policija-duzna-da-sazna-ko-su-nalogodavci-rusenja-u-
savamali/n4knz6f  

22. Blic | 12. 05. 2016 - 17:01h RUŠENJE U SAVAMALI Božović: Policija učestvovala u krivičnom delu 
koje sada navodno istražuje http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/rusenje-u-savamali-bozovic-policija-
ucestvovala-u-krivicnom-delu-koje-sada-navodno/zvhjkf8  

23. Veselin Simonović | 13. 05. 2016 - 09:00h Kolumna "Blica": Noć bezakonja 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/kolumna-blica-noc-bezakonja/n24hqle  

24. Blic | 13. 05. 2016 - 16:47h "DA ODBRANIMO BEOGRAD" Sutra ponovo protest zbog RUŠENJA U 
SAVAMALI http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/da-odbranimo-beograd-sutra-ponovo-protest-zbog-
rusenja-u-savamali/xx0k1ss  

25. Beta | 13. 05. 2016 - 18:01h  izmena vesti 18:25h Demokrate pozvale građane na protest u Savamali 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/demokrate-pozvale-gradane-na-protest-u-savamali/sgb9f40  

26. Ivana M. Jasnić | 13. 05. 2016 - 19:37h OPOZICIJA NE UME DA ISKORISTI BUNT Sve više ljudi na 
protestima u Savamali, a u strankama sukobi http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/opozicija-ne-ume-da-
iskoristi-bunt-sve-vise-ljudi-na-protestima-u-savamali-a-u/485n7dg  

27. Tanjug | 14. 05. 2016 - 10:44h Savamala: Tužilaštvo traži unutrašnju kontrolu policije 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/savamala-tuzilastvo-trazi-unutrasnju-kontrolu-policije/tspr57f  

28. D. Katanić | 14. 05. 2016 - 11:32h DS uoči protesta: Ne damo da od Beograda naprave Čikago 
dvadesetih godina http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/ds-uoci-protesta-ne-damo-da-od-beograda-
naprave-cikago-dvadesetih-godina/6n2br0n  

29. Blic | 14. 05. 2016 - 16:53h RUŠENJE U SAVAMALI "Iskra je imala objekte od 1.000 kvadrata, a sad 
nema - NIŠTA" http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/rusenje-u-savamali-iskra-je-imala-objekte-od-
1000-kvadrata-a-sad-nema-nista/82jsz3n  

30. M. Beljan | 14. 05. 2016 - 12:22h  izmena vesti 14:07h PROTEST U HERCEGOVAČKOJ Grupna 
fotografija sa "kukavičjim jajetom" http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-u-hercegovackoj-
grupna-fotografija-sa-kukavicjim-jajetom/0nbjb1t  

31. Tanjug | 14. 05. 2016 - 15:50h SNS: Građani rekli "ne" cirkuskoj predstavi u Savamali 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/sns-gradani-rekli-ne-cirkuskoj-predstavi-u-savamali/e51redj  

32. Beta | 17. 05. 2016 - 14:08h RUŠENJE U SAVAMALI Antonijević: Jasno je da je u slučaj uključen 
"veći sistem" http://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/rusenje-u-savamali-antonijevic-jasno-je-da-je-u-
slucaj-ukljucen-veci-sistem/rrhp74m  

33. D.K. | 25. 05. 2016 - 17:48h  izmena vesti 20:55h PROTEST "ČIJI JE GRAD" Masa ispred Skupštine 
grada bila sa TOALET PAPIROM i BAKLJOM http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-ciji-je-grad-
masa-ispred-skupstine-grada-bila-sa-toalet-papirom-i-bakljom/n211tnh  

34. Blic | 25. 05. 2016 - 18:40h Protest u slici: Kakve su sve transparente poneli sugrađani 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-u-slici-kakve-su-sve-transparente-poneli-
sugradani/dchz5yp  

35. Dunja Tulimirović | 25. 06. 2016 - 18:00h  izmena vesti 19:47h PROTEST "NEĆE PROĆI" Lazović: 
Sve nas je više, grad je naš http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-nece-proci-lazovic-sve-nas-je-
vise-grad-je-nas/l5zpm8b  
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36. Ivana Nedić | 27. 05. 2016 - 19:39h SLUČAJ SAVAMALA Inicijativa “Ne da(vi)mo Beograd”: Protesti 
na svake dve nedelje http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/slucaj-savamala-inicijativa-ne-davimo-
beograd-protesti-na-svake-dve-nedelje/zllb8v1  

37. Tanjug | 27. 05. 2016 - 18:31h  izmena vesti 19:18h Vučić: Isti oni koji su angažovali zemunski klan da 
u fantomkama hapsi Miloševića, sada kritikuju događaje u Savamali 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/vucic-isti-oni-koji-su-angazovali-zemunski-klan-da-u-
fantomkama-hapsi-milosevica-sada/7e9g8hk  

38. Mateja Beljan | 11. 06. 2016 - 17:54h  izmena vesti 20:42h PROTEST Građani šetali uz transparente i 
pištaljke http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-gradani-setali-uz-transparente-i-
pistaljke/yy0sqj8  

39. Beta | 11. 06. 2016 - 21:23h  izmena vesti 21:33h SPS pozvao organizatore protesta da prihvate 
realnost http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/sps-pozvao-organizatore-protesta-da-prihvate-
realnost/7b4h0p7  

40. Tanjug | 11. 06. 2016 - 19:55h SNS: Protest ispred Skupštine grada predstavlja circus 
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/sns-protest-ispred-skupstine-grada-predstavlja-cirkus/jl412qh  

41. Željka Jevtić | 11. 06. 2016 - 20:34h SLUČAJ "SAVAMALA" Istražujemo: Ko su momci koji su 
"obezbeđivali" noćno rušenje http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/slucaj-savamala-istrazujemo-ko-su-
momci-koji-su-obezbedivali-nocno-rusenje/38s9t2e  

42. Dunja Tulimirović | 25. 06. 2016 - 18:00h  izmena vesti 19:47h PROTEST "NEĆE PROĆI" Lazović: 
Sve nas je više, grad je naš http://www.blic.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-nece-proci-lazovic-sve-nas-je-
vise-grad-je-nas/l5zpm8b  
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1. Tanjug 10. 05. 2016. 14:20 VUČIĆ OBJASNIO: Oni koji su odlučili da objekte u Savamali ruše 

noću su KOMPLETNI IDIOTI! http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/70481/VUCIC-OBJASNIO-Oni-
koji-odlucili-objekte-Savamali-ruse-nocu-KOMPLETNI-IDIOTI  

2. Tanjug 14. 05. 2016. 15:18 SAVAMALA Protest opozicije zbog rušenja objekata! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/71063/SAVAMALA-Protest-opozicije-zbog-rusenja-objekata   

3. Informer/B92 27. 05. 2016. 21:24 VUČIĆ O FANTOMKAMA: Istražujemo ubistvo Jelene 
Marjanović, Savamalu, ali i ko je naredio da se preskače zid i hapsi predsednik! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/73284/VUCIC-FANTOMKAMA-Istrazujemo-ubistvo-Jelene-
Marjanovic-Savamalu-ali-naredio-preskace-zid-hapsi-predsednik J 

4. politika 27. 05. 2016. 23:52 TOMISLAV NIKOLIĆ: Ne optužujte unapred SNS, Savamala ne može 
da se zataška! http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/73308/TOMISLAV-NIKOLIC-optuzujte-
unapred-SNS-Savamala-moze-zataska 

5. Informer 02. 06. 2016. 20:35 SOROŠ, KANDIĆKA I ROKFELER HOĆE DA NAM UVALE 
PATKU! Evo ko zapravo stoji iza protesta protiv Beograda na vodi! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/74307/SOROS-KANDICKA-ROKFELER-HOCE-UVALE-
PATKU-zapravo-stoji-protesta-protiv-Beograda-vodi  

6. informer.rs 09. 06. 2016. 12:05 (VIDEO) VUČIĆEVIĆ NA TV PINK: Nekome je jako stalo da 
izazove haos i uspostavi ambasadorsku vlast u Srbiji! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75483/VIDEO-VUCICEVIC-PINK-Nekome-jako-stalo-izazove-
haos-uspostavi-ambasadorsku-vlast-Srbiji  

7. informer.rs 10. 06. 2016. 11:01 VUČIĆ U SUBOTICI: Nije njima bitan ni Siniša Mali ni Savamala - 
njih samo zanima glava Aleksandra Vučića! http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75654/VUCIC-
SUBOTICI-Nije-njima-bitan-Sinisa-Mali-Savamala-njih-samo-zanima-glava-Aleksandra-Vucica   
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8. informer.rs 10. 06. 2016. 14:10 VUČIĆ: Da nije bilo Savamale, politički mešetari bi izmislili neku 
drugu aferu kako bi pokušali da me sruše! http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75677/VUCIC-nije-
bilo-Savamale-politicki-mesetari-izmislili-neku-drugu-aferu-kako-pokusali-srusem  

9. Informer 10. 06. 2016. 19:57 ZAVERA PROTIV VLASTI U SRBIJI! ZAŠTITNICI HAOSA: 
Janković i Šabić sa Skotom i Devenportom ruše Vučića! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75711/ZAVERA-PROTIV-VLASTI-SRBIJI-ZASTITNICI-
HAOSA-Jankovic-Sabic-Skotom-Devenportom-ruse-Vucica  

10. tanjug 11. 06. 2016. 19:49 AFERA SAVAMALA: Održan protest ispred Skupštine grada! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75895/AFERA-SAVAMALA-Odrzan-protest-ispred-Skupstine-
grada  

11. tanjug 11. 06. 2016. 19:53 SNS O PROTESTU ISPRED SKUPŠTINE GRADA: Čestitamo 
prevarantima Pajtiću i Raduloviću organizaciju još jednog cirkusa! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75897/SNS-PROTESTU-ISPRED-SKUPSTINE-GRADA-
Cestitamo-prevarantima-Pajticu-Radulovicu-organizaciju-jos-jednog-cirkusa   

12. Informer 11. 06. 2016. 20:38 OTKRIVAMO! KAKO SE FINANSIRAJU GRAĐANSKI PROTESTI: 
Ambasadori za patku već dali 1.367.000 evra! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75876/OTKRIVAMO-KAKO-FINANSIRAJU-GRADJANSKI-
PROTESTI-Ambasadori-patku-dali-evra  

13. beta 11. 06. 2016. 21:04 SPS ORGANIZATORIMA PROTESTA U BG: Prestanite sa licemerjem, 
prihvatite da ste izgubili na izborima! http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75901/SPS-
ORGANIZATORIMA-PROTESTA-Prestanite-licemerjem-prihvatite-ste-izgubili-izborima  

14. Beta 13. 06. 2016. 12:34 MLADENOVIĆ: Čekamo policiju i tužilaštvo! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/76108/MLADENOVIC-Cekamo-policiju-tuzilastvo  

15. tanjug 13. 06. 2016. 19:17 KRIMINALNI MOTIVI ZA HAOS U BEOGRADU! SAVAMALA - LAŽ 
VELIKA: Reketiraju državu i traže milione, a zemlju oteli od pravih vlasnika! 
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/76175/KRIMINALNI-MOTIVI-HAOS-BEOGRADU-
SAVAMALA-LAZ-VELIKA-Reketiraju-drzavu-traze-milione-zemlju-oteli-pravih-vlasnika  

16. informer.rs 25. 06. 2016. 20:01(FOTO) AKO KOZA LAŽE, ROG NE LAŽE! Savetnik u ambasadi 
SAD na protestu zbog afere "Savamala"! http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/78287/FOTO-AKO-
KOZA-LAZE-ROG-LAZE-Savetnik-ambasadi-SAD-protestu-zbog-afere-Savamala  

17. Informer 28. 06. 2016. 21:04 (FOTO) CIA, PATKA, CIA! DOKAZANO JE, Amerikanci direktno 
ruše vlast u Srbiji! http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/78792/FOTO-CIA-PATKA-CIA-
DOKAZANO-Amerikanci-direktno-ruse-vlast-Srbiji  

18. B92 07. 07. 2016. 12:44 MOSKVA ZNA SVE O "ŽUTOJ PATKI": Antivladini protesti u Beogradu 
finansirani su iz inostranstva! http://informer.rs/vesti/svet/80249/MOSKVA-ZNA-SVE-ZUTOJ-
PATKI-Antivladini-protesti-Beogradu-finansirani-inostranstva  
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Keyword: savamala 
1. 15:56, 27.04.2016 MALI: Grad nema nikakve veze sa rušenjem u delu Savamale 

http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/mali-grad-nema-nikakve-veze-sa-rusenjem-u-delu-savamale-
clanak-2242151  

2. 08:30, 28.04.2016. Šabić: Mali, ko noću ruši grad s fantomkama?! 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/sabic-mali-ko-nocu-rusi-grad-s-fantomkama-clanak-
2242689  

3. 12:24, 30.04.2016. STEFANOVIĆ: Policija će istražiti slučaj rušenja u Savamali 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/stefanovic-policija-ce-istraziti-slucaj-rusenja-u-savamali-
clanak-2246139  
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http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75677/VUCIC-nije-bilo-Savamale-politicki-mesetari-izmislili-neku-drugu-aferu-kako-pokusali-sruse
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http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75711/ZAVERA-PROTIV-VLASTI-SRBIJI-ZASTITNICI-HAOSA-Jankovic-Sabic-Skotom-Devenportom-ruse-Vucica
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75711/ZAVERA-PROTIV-VLASTI-SRBIJI-ZASTITNICI-HAOSA-Jankovic-Sabic-Skotom-Devenportom-ruse-Vucica
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75895/AFERA-SAVAMALA-Odrzan-protest-ispred-Skupstine-grada
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75895/AFERA-SAVAMALA-Odrzan-protest-ispred-Skupstine-grada
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75897/SNS-PROTESTU-ISPRED-SKUPSTINE-GRADA-Cestitamo-prevarantima-Pajticu-Radulovicu-organizaciju-jos-jednog-cirkusa
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/75897/SNS-PROTESTU-ISPRED-SKUPSTINE-GRADA-Cestitamo-prevarantima-Pajticu-Radulovicu-organizaciju-jos-jednog-cirkusa
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http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/78287/FOTO-AKO-KOZA-LAZE-ROG-LAZE-Savetnik-ambasadi-SAD-protestu-zbog-afere-Savamala
http://informer.rs/vesti/politika/78792/FOTO-CIA-PATKA-CIA-DOKAZANO-Amerikanci-direktno-ruse-vlast-Srbiji
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4. 12:53, 30.04.2016 (VIDEO) SNIMCI RUŠENJA U SAVAMALI: Evo šta se te noći događalo u 
Hercegovačkoj ulici http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/video-snimci-rusenja-u-savamali-evo-
sta-se-te-noci-dogadalo-u-hercegovackoj-ulici-clanak-2246177  

5. 12:11, 01.05.2016 VUČIĆ O RUŠENJU SAVAMALE: Nadležni organi će ustanoviti ko su ljudi s 
fantomkama  http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/vucic-o-rusenju-savamale-nadlezni-organi-ce-
ustanoviti-ko-su-ljudi-s-fantomkama-clanak-2247019  

6. 09:53, 03.05.2016. ZASTRAŠIVANJE: Šabiću, čekaju te ljudi sa fantomkama! 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/drustvo/zastrasivanje-sabicu-cekaju-te-ljudi-sa-fantomkama-clanak-
2248657  

7. 09:42, 04.05.2016 FANTOMI RUŠE BEOGRAD: Nadležni se prave blesavi 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/fantomi-ruse-beograd-nadlezni-se-prave-blesavi-clanak-
2249925  

8. 13:12, 04.05.2016 MALI: Grad nije učestvovao u rušenju u Savamali 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/mali-grad-nije-ucestvovao-u-rusenju-u-savamali-clanak-
2250509  

9. 15:02, 04.05.2016 POVERENIK ŠABIĆ: Tvrdnje tužilaštva da nisam želeo saradnju sa policijom 
su skandalozne http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/drustvo/poverenik-sabic-osecam-se-bezbedno-poruke-
ne-dozivljavam-kao-pretnju-clanak-2250791  

10. 10:05, 05.05.2016. EVO ČIJI SU LJUDI SA FANTOMKAMA Građevinac iz Mirijeva porušio 
Savamalu! http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/evo-ciji-su-ljudi-sa-fantomkama-gradevinac-iz-
mirijeva-porusio-savamalu-clanak-2251623  

11. 11:36, 05.05.2016 RUŠENJE SAVAMALE: Tužilaštvo naložilo policiji da istraži slučaj 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/rusenje-savamale-tuzilastvo-nalozilo-policiji-da-istrazi-
slucaj-clanak-2252033  

12. 14:08, 05.05.2016 Balša Božović poklonio fantomku Siniši Malom 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/balsa-bozovic-poklonio-fantomku-sinisi-malom-clanak-
2252375  

13. 14:59, 06.05.2016. FANTOMKE NA KONFERENCIJI NOVE STRANKE: Pale optužbe za rušenje 
objekata u Savamali http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/fantomke-na-konferenciji-nove-stranke-
pale-optuzbe-za-rusenje-objekata-u-savamali-clanak-2253997  

14. 17:43, 06.05.2016 JOVIČIĆ: SNS traži da se ispita ko je rušio objekte u Savamali 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/jovicic-sns-trazi-da-se-ispita-ko-je-rusio-objekte-u-savamali-
clanak-2254287  

15. 12:24, 07.05.2016 Mali: Besmislene optužbe da je moj šef kabineta organizovao rušenje dela 
Savamale! http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/mali-besmislene-optuzbe-da-je-moj-sef-kabineta-
organizovao-rusenje-dela-savamale-clanak-2254983  

16. 10:03, 08.05.2016. VUČIĆ O RUŠENJU SAVAMALE: Ne znam ko su ljudi s fantomkama, ali ne 
znam ni odakle Balši fantomka http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/vucic-o-rusenju-savamale-ne-
znam-ko-su-ljudi-s-fantomkama-ali-ne-znam-ni-odakle-balsi-fantomka-clanak-2255893  

17. 16:21, 08.05.2016. BALŠA BOŽOVIĆ: Za fantomke ne sme biti opravdanja 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/balsa-bozovic-za-fantomke-ne-sme-biti-opravdanja-clanak-
2256231  

18. 16:25, 08.05.2016. Jovičić:Da li fantomke Božovića potiču iz pljački DS? 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/jovicicda-li-fantomke-bozovica-poticu-iz-pljacki-ds-clanak-
2256235  

19. 16:27, 08.05.2016 RAŠČIŠĆAVANJE: Policija saslušava svedoke rušenja zgrada u Savamali 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/rasciscavanje-policija-saslusava-svedoke-rusenja-zgrada-u-
savamali-clanak-2255645  

20. 19:54, 08.05.2016. RAZOTKRIVANJE: Siniša Mali ruši Savamalu 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/razotkrivanje-sinisa-mali-rusi-savamalu-clanak-2254523  

21. 13:12, 10.05.2016 SAŠA JANKOVIĆ: Policiji bilo naređeno da ne reaguje na rušenje u Savamali 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/sasa-jankovic-policiji-bilo-naredeno-da-ne-reaguje-na-
rusenje-u-savamali-clanak-2258409  
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22. 15:07, 10.05.2016 VUČIĆ O SAVAMALI: To su bespravni objekti, ne znam što su rušeni noću 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/vucic-o-savamali-to-su-bespravni-objekti-ne-znam-sto-su-
ruseni-nocu-clanak-2259315  

23. 18:27, 10.05.2016 DSS: Otkriti ko su nalogodavci rušenja u Savamali 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/dss-otkriti-ko-su-nalogodavci-rusenja-u-savamali-clanak-
2259727  

24. 09:15, 12.05.2016 STEFANOVIĆ: Biće rasvetljeno rušenje objekata u Savamali 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/stefanovic-bice-rasvetljeno-rusenje-objekata-u-savamali-
clanak-2262079  

25. 17:07, 19.05.2016. VUČIĆ: U Savamali srušeno ono što je stečeno kriminalom i korupcijom 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/vucic-u-savamali-sruseno-ono-sto-je-steceno-kriminalom-i-
korupcijom-clanak-2271703  

26. 16:11, 28.05.2016. NIKOLIĆ O PROTESTU ZBOG RUŠENJA U SAVAMALI: Svako imam pravo 
da iskaže nezadovoljstvo http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/nikolic-o-protestu-zbog-rusenja-u-
savamali-svako-imam-pravo-da-iskaze-nezadovoljstvo-clanak-2284747  

27. 21:18, 29.05.2016. VUČIĆ: Slučaj Savamala će biti istražen i narodu će biti rečena istina 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/vucic-na-tv-pink-slucaj-savamala-ce-biti-istrazen-i-narodu-
ce-biti-recena-istina-clanak-2285875  

28. 20:35, 31.05.2016. SAŠA JANKOVIĆ O SAVAMALI: Građani su zvali i Komunalnu policiju 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/drustvo/sasa-jankovic-o-savamali-gradani-su-zvali-i-komunalnu-
policiju-clanak-2288937  

29. *konferecija* 13:30, 08.06.2016. VUČIĆ O SLUČAJU SAVAMALA: Iza rušenja stoji vrh gradske 
vlasti http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/pred-drugi-krug-konsultacija-vucic-se-u-1430-casova-
obraca-javnosti-clanak-2299413  

30. 18:03, 08.06.2016. SKRIVENI POD FANTOMKAMA: Ko iz vrha Beograda stoji iza noćnog 
rušenja u Savamali! http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/skriveni-pod-fantomkama-ko-iz-vrha-
beograda-stoji-iza-nocnog-rusenja-u-savamali-clanak-2299941  

31. 19:16, 08.06.2016. NE DA(VI)MO BEOGRAD: Vučić priznao ono što su svi znali 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/ne-davimo-beograd-vucic-priznao-ono-sto-su-svi-znali-
clanak-2300055 kritičan komentar, Lazovićev  

32. 20:09, 08.06.2016 SINIŠA MALI PODNOSI OSTAVKU: Odlazi zbog afere Savamala! 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/sinisa-mali-podnosi-ostavku-odlazi-zbog-afere-savamala-
clanak-2300135  

33. 20:25, 08.06.2016. VLADIMIR VULETIĆ: Rešiti Savamalu da bi se vlada okrenula pitanjima 
ključnim za građane http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/vladimir-vuletic-resiti-savamalu-da-bi-
se-vlada-okrenula-pitanjima-kljucnim-za-gradane-clanak-2300149  

34. 20:45, 08.06.2016 RODOLJUB ŠABIĆ: Savamalom da se bave policija i tužilaštvo, a ne premijer 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/rodoljub-sabic-savamalom-da-se-bave-policija-i-tuzilastvo-a-
ne-premijer-clanak-2300159  

35. 22:59, 08.06.2016 DA LI JE MOGUĆE DA NIJE ZNAO: Evo šta je Siniša Mali rekao u maju, o 
noćnom rušenju! http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/da-li-je-moguce-da-nije-znao-evo-sta-je-
sinisa-mali-rekao-u-maju-o-nocnom-rusenju-clanak-2300287  

36. http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/nikolic-o-savamali-odgovoran-za-rusenje-ne-moze-ostati-na-
funkciji-clanak-2301101  

37. 21:55, 09.06.2016. SAŠA JANKOVIĆ: Bitno je da policija i tužilaštvo odrade svoj posao 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/sasa-jankovic-bitno-je-da-policija-i-tuzilastvo-odrade-svoj-
posao-clanak-2301805  

38. 12:25, 10.06.2016. ANDREJA MLADENOVIĆ: Nemamo problem da se utvrdi krivac za rušenje u 
Savamali http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/andreja-mladenovic-nemamo-problem-da-se-
utvrdi-krivac-za-rusenje-u-savamali-clanak-2302537  

39. 18:22, 11.06.2016. Protest zbog rušenja u Savamali u centru Beograda 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-zbog-rusenja-u-savamali-u-centru-beograda-clanak-
2304331  
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40. 19:16, 13.06.2016 DJB: Vučićeva poseta Briselu i Njujorku otkazana zbog rušenja u Savamali i 
medijskog linča opozicije http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/politika/djb-vuciceva-poseta-briselu-i-
njujorku-otkazana-zbog-rusenja-u-savamali-i-medijskog-linca-opozicije-clanak-2307023  

41. 19:30, 13.07.2016. Protest zbog rušenja u Savamali u centru Beograda 
http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/protest-zbog-rusenja-u-savamali-u-centru-beograda-clanak-
2351789  

42. 09:30, 18.07.2016 INICIJATIVA NE DAVIMO BEOGRAD ISPRED GRADSKE SKUPŠTINE 
"Otkazi" Malom i Nikodijeviću http://www.kurir.rs/vesti/beograd/inicijativa-ne-davimo-
beograd-ispred-gradske-skupstine-otkazi-malom-i-nikodijevicu-clanak-2358097  
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Other Resources 

DATABASES   

Croatian Court Register 
A public database containing 

registration data on companies in 

Croatia 

https://sudreg.pravosudje.hr/registar/f

?p=150:1  

IDEA  

The International Institute for 

Democracy and Electoral 

Assistance Political Finance 

Database 

https://www.idea.int/data-

tools/data/political-finance-database  

    

INDICES   

CPI  
Transparency International’s 

Corruption Perceptions Index 

https://www.transparency.org/research

/cpi/overview  

Freedom House 

Freedom in the World  

Freedom of the Press 

https://freedomhouse.org/report-

types/freedom-world 

https://freedomhouse.org/report-

types/freedom-press  

GCB  
Transparency International’s 

Global Corruption Barometer 

https://www.transparency.org/news/fe

ature/global_corruption_barometer_ci

tizens_voices_from_around_the_worl

d  

IREX MSI Media Sustainability Index 
https://www.irex.org/resource/media-

sustainability-index-msi  

WEF Judicial Independence 

Index 

World Economic Forum index – 

part of the Global Competitiveness 

Index 

https://www.weforum.org/reports  

WGI 
World Bank Worldwide 

Governance Indicators 

http://info.worldbank.org/governance/

wgi/#home  

RSF World Press Freedom Index 
Reporters Without Borders media 

freedom index 
https://rsf.org/en 
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financing of political parties 

http://www.acas.rs/finansiranje-

politickih-subjekata/?pismo=lat  

European Commission Progress 

Reports for Croatia 2008-2010 

EU assessment of the progress of 

candidate and potential candidate 

countries 

https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-

enlargement/countries/package_en 

European Commission Progress 

Reports for Serbia 2008-2010 

EU assessment of the progress of 

candidate and potential candidate 

countries 

https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-

enlargement/countries/package_en 

GRECO Third Evaluation Round 

Reports 

Evaluation and Compliance 

Reports for all CoE Member States 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/greco/eva

luations/round-3 

State Audit Office (Croatia) – 

Audit Reports 

Annual Audit reports of political 

parties 
http://www.revizija.hr/hr/izvjesca 

HDZ financial reports  
Financial reports and reports on 

donations 

http://www.hdz.hr/mi-

smo/financijska-izvjesca  
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n

https://www.zakon.hr/z/354/Zakon-o-dr%C5%BEavnom-izbornom-povjerenstvu
https://www.zakon.hr/z/354/Zakon-o-dr%C5%BEavnom-izbornom-povjerenstvu
https://www.zakon.hr/z/354/Zakon-o-dr%C5%BEavnom-izbornom-povjerenstvu
https://www.zakon.hr/z/94/Ustav-Republike-Hrvatske
https://www.zakon.hr/z/94/Ustav-Republike-Hrvatske
http://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/ustav_republike_srbije.html
http://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/ustav_republike_srbije.html
http://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/zakon_o_agenciji_za_borbu_protiv_korupcije.html
http://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/zakon_o_agenciji_za_borbu_protiv_korupcije.html
http://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/zakon_o_agenciji_za_borbu_protiv_korupcije.html
http://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/zakon_o_finansiranju_politickih_aktivnosti.html
http://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/zakon_o_finansiranju_politickih_aktivnosti.html
http://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/zakon_o_finansiranju_politickih_aktivnosti.html
https://www.zakon.hr/z/443/Zakon-o-financiranju-politi%C4%8Dkih-aktivnosti-i-izborne-promid%C5%BEbe
https://www.zakon.hr/z/443/Zakon-o-financiranju-politi%C4%8Dkih-aktivnosti-i-izborne-promid%C5%BEbe
https://www.zakon.hr/z/443/Zakon-o-financiranju-politi%C4%8Dkih-aktivnosti-i-izborne-promid%C5%BEbe
http://www.acas.rs/finansiranje-politickih-subjekata/?pismo=lat
http://www.acas.rs/finansiranje-politickih-subjekata/?pismo=lat
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/countries/package_en
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/countries/package_en
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/countries/package_en
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/countries/package_en
https://www.coe.int/en/web/greco/evaluations/round-3
https://www.coe.int/en/web/greco/evaluations/round-3
http://www.revizija.hr/hr/izvjesca
http://www.hdz.hr/mi-smo/financijska-izvjesca
http://www.hdz.hr/mi-smo/financijska-izvjesca
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HNS financial reports 
Financial reports and reports on 

donations 
https://www.hns.hr/dokumenti/  

SDP financial reports 
Financial reports and reports on 

donations 

http://www.sdp.hr/o-sdp-

u/financijska-izvjesca/  

   

SURVEYS   

Crodemoskop Public opinion survey (Croatia) 

https://www.promocija-

plus.com/javno_mnijenje/index_javno

_mnijenje.htm  

NSPM – Nova Srpska Politicka 

Misao 
Public opinion survey (Serbia) 

http://www.nspm.rs/istrazivanja-

javnog-mnjenja/?alphabet=l  

Standard Eurobarometer Public opinion survey (EU) 

http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/p

ublicopinion/index.cfm/Survey/index#

p=1&instruments=STANDARD    

   

WEBSITES   

Croatian Parliament National parliament http://www.sabor.hr/English   

National Assembly of the 

Republic of Serbia 
National parliament 

http://www.parlament.gov.rs/national-

assembly.467.html  

Republic Electoral Commission 

(Serbia) 

A body which conducts the 

elections in the Republic of Serbia 

http://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs/englis

h/index.php  

   

OTHER   

Parliamentary debates (Croatia) 
Archives/videos of parliamentary 

debates related to political 

financing regulation 

http://itv.sabor.hr/video/  

GemiusAudience (Gemius Croatia 

and Gemius Serbia) 

GemiusAudience is a research 

study which defines the standards 

in online audience measurement 

https://rating.gemius.com/hr/tree/do

mains  

https://rating.gemius.com/rs/tree/dom

ains  
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https://www.hns.hr/dokumenti/
http://www.sdp.hr/o-sdp-u/financijska-izvjesca/
http://www.sdp.hr/o-sdp-u/financijska-izvjesca/
https://www.promocija-plus.com/javno_mnijenje/index_javno_mnijenje.htm
https://www.promocija-plus.com/javno_mnijenje/index_javno_mnijenje.htm
https://www.promocija-plus.com/javno_mnijenje/index_javno_mnijenje.htm
http://www.nspm.rs/istrazivanja-javnog-mnjenja/?alphabet=l
http://www.nspm.rs/istrazivanja-javnog-mnjenja/?alphabet=l
http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/Survey/index#p=1&instruments=STANDARD
http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/Survey/index#p=1&instruments=STANDARD
http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/Survey/index#p=1&instruments=STANDARD
http://www.sabor.hr/English
http://www.parlament.gov.rs/national-assembly.467.html
http://www.parlament.gov.rs/national-assembly.467.html
http://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs/english/index.php
http://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs/english/index.php
http://itv.sabor.hr/video/
https://rating.gemius.com/hr/tree/domains
https://rating.gemius.com/hr/tree/domains
https://rating.gemius.com/rs/tree/domains
https://rating.gemius.com/rs/tree/domains
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